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ABSTRACT
Unusual natural phenomena were seen as ominous or
auspicious portents in all pre-modern societies.

The

record of such portents are particularly abundant in the
traditional East Asian historical sources.

Through

the analyses of 15.500 such portents recorded in the
Samguk

~.

the

Koryo-~.

and the Yi dynasty Sillok

(The Veritable Records) covering the period from the
Three Kingdoms period to the year 1519 A.D•• this study
makes an attempt to discern the historical significance
of this neglected subject.
First of all. the records show high fluctuations in
the distribution of different portents in different
times.

Although this seems to suggest some degree of

unreliability of the data as scientific material. this
study finds no reason to suspect any intentional fabrication in the recording.

Rather this fluctuation

reflects the changing attitudes toward portents---thus
the changing intellectual climates---in the different
periods of Korean history.
The changing attitudes toward portents are delineated
here into three types-=-religious, political. and etho=
cratic.

These three types are also identified in the

stUdy with the three stages of political ideology

iii

'if)

Korean

history. pre-Confucian, Confucian, and Neo-Confucian.
Up to the very end of the Koryo dynasty, the dominant
intellectual outlook in Korean Confucianism remained
that of Tung Chung-shu, and not of Chu Hsi.
It is a well-known fact that the new intellectual
climate toward the end of the Koryo dynasty helped the
founding of the new dynasty in 1392.

This new intellec-

tual outlook, typified by that of the new scholars like
Chong Tojon, is viewed by modern scholars today to be
Neo-Confucian in orientation.

Yet the Confucians'

argument was mainly directed to the flagrantly superstitious exorcisms of portents in the period, instead of
trying to search new directions toward Neo-Confucian
politics.

In view of its resemblance to Han Yu's

diatribe against the dominance of Taoism-Buddhism in T'ang
China, this study relates the portentology of Chong Tojon
and others to the stage of Confucian political portentology, not of Neo-Confucian ethocratic portentism.
Throughout the early reigns of Yi Korea, Confucian
portentology had developed steadily with increasing political relevance of portents to statecraft, particularly
under the reigns of Kings T'aejong and Sejong during the
first half of the fifteenth century.

Although reactionary

movement was not unknown like the case of King Sejo, who
tried to reverse such development of political portentoiv

logy, portentology by the time of King Songjong in the
last quarter of the fifteenth century had risen to the
level of ethocratic portentism of Neo-Confucian teachings.
It was at this juncture of Korean history that we
witness for the first time an explicit expression of antiportentology in the ideas of 1m Sahong (? -1506) and King
Yonsan (r. 1495-1506).

The major political upheavals

during the reigns of Kings Songjong and Yonsan are seen
in their relations to the changing attitudes toward portents held by different groups of scholar-officials of
the times.

This study views some of the political events

of the period from the perspective of portentology-intransition, so as to suggest a revision of the nature of
Confucian tradition in the early years of Yi Korea.
This study, therefore, contends that Neo-Confucianism
became politically significant only from the latter half
of the fifteenth century in Yi Korea, and the changing
attitudes toward portents in the period were a major
feature in Korean Confucianism of the times.
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INTRODUCTION

Man

in pre-modern society often viewed unusual pheno-

mena in nature as ominous or auspicious portents carrying
certain messages to him from the unknown.

The tradi-

tional historical sources of East Asia have abundant records of portents such as solar eclipses, unusual
ments of planets, and strange animals.

move~

According to my

compilation about 15,500 portents are .listed in the major
sources of Korean history up to 1500.

In spite of such

abundant records, little is known about these portents as
no serious historical study has yet been made. 1
The
present study attempts to fill this gap in historical
knowledge and by so doing hopes to develop a new perspective for the understanding of Korean history.
For the purpose of this study, three types of
sponses to portents in different

p~riods

re~

of Korean history

are considered; religious, Confucian, and Neo-Confucian.
In the first stage of religious response, roughly covering
the Three Kingdoms period, every portent was perceived as
a phenomenon independent of every other.

The same por-

tent was often interpreted in two different ways at two
different times.

OonsequentlYe despite the apparent

religious significance of portents, historians have

1

generally assumed that portents in this period had no
definable function in the political or any other area of
society.
With the growth of Confucian influence. but still
under the dominance of religious "exorcisms.

II

a new mode

of response developed in the Koryo period (918-1392).
In this second type of response. which became a dominant
feature by the end of Koryo. the ultimate cause of all
portents was reduced to the failure in government.

For

the first time. portents were given a theoretical framework with a definable function in the Confucian politics
of the nation.

According to this new perception of por-

tents---or "portentology"---every single portent could
be seen as a sign of a certain political blunder.

The

Confucian type of response. therefore, can be defined as
"political portentology."
The last of the three types of response to portents.
Neo-Confucian, became increasingly significant during the
latter half of the fifteenth century.

Originally an in-

tegral part of Confucian portentology, Neo-Confucian responses were also political, just as were Confucian responses.

What made Neo-Confucian portentology different

from the "political" responses of the earlier period was
its strong emphasis on the moralistic interpretation of
portents which attributed portents to the moral failure
2

of government, especially of the throne.

With the

growth of Neo-Confucian "ethocratio"2 portentology, portents seem to have become a significant check against the
This third type,

exeroise of royal power in Yi Korea.

the Neo-Confuoian response to portents with its political and "ethooratic"= applications, is called "portentism"
in this study.
If

we are to transform the reoord of portents into

a new instrument for the study of Korean history, historical patterns must be discerned and applied to the explanation of historioal developments.

This means that the

changing attitudes toward portents in different periods
of Korean history must be established.

The first half

of this study (Chapters I and II) demonstrates the existence of three types of response in three different periods
of Korean history.

A quiok look at the major sources of

portents in Korean historYt and an attempt to establish
their degree of reliability, is followed by a descriptive
survey of various J;A>rtents in Chapter II.

A computer

analyses of 15,500 portents demonstrated that some portents
became gradually more important to the Koreans while others
lost importance over time.

No previous effort has been

made either to compile or to analyse the data for the purpose of disoerning any patterns.
The second half (Chapters III and IV) of this study

utilizes the findings from the descriptive survey of portents to explain or reinterpret political developments
in the Confucian and Neo-Confucian phases of Korean history.

Before discussing political portentology in Yi

Korea, it is necessary to understand its background in
Chinese portentology, the Confucian development in preYi Korea, and the plight of religious responses (exorcisms)
.
in the Confucian culture of Yi Korea.
What do changing
attitudes toward portents have to do with the political
development of Korean history?

Can these findings help

explain historical changes in Korean statesmanship or
shed any· light on traditional Korean government and politics?

Are the findings in the first half of the study

and the resulting insights important enough to establish
a new historical perspective?
Against this background, Chapter IV attempts toreassess the intellectual climate of the first century,

1392-1519, of Yi Korea, scrutinizing political and intellectual events of the period.

The facts of political

and intellectual events are familiar ones---from the antiBuddhist movement of late Koryo Confucian scholars to the
literati purge of 1519.

Yet the resulting interpreta-

tion of the old issues are new and fresh, demonstrating
that a study of portents can provide us a new perspective
in Korean history.
4

CHAPl'ER I
PORTENTOGRAPHY IN KOREA
The total number of portents for the entire period
of traditional Korean history, if they were compiled
completely, will be somewhere around 40,000.

About

1,000 portents are recorded in the Ram€llk sagi for the
Three Kingdoms period (57 B.c.-A.D. 935) and about

6,500 in the KoryO-sa for the Koryo period (918-1392).
Compilation from the Sillok (Veritable records) of the
first eleven Yi dynasty kings (the 127 years between

1392 and 1519) indicate another 8,000 portents.

This

chapter attempts to analyze those portents from ancient
times to the early sixteenth century in order to delineate
their characteristics and to determine their authenticity.
Before we examine the details of how these portents were
incorporated in the three major sources of Korean history
mentioned above and what meanings we can derive from them,
let us briefly survey the other available sources for
Korean portentography.
For the Three Kingdoms period, there is one additional source, the Samguk yusa (ca. 1285).
important supplement to the Samguk

~

This is an

on the question

of Korean attitudes toward portents in the period, but
it has little to add to the roster of portents I compiled

5

from the Samguk.aa.&i.

A third source, the Samg:uk-U

chOryp (ca. 1460's), has entries almost identical to
the Samguk .aW., with only minor additions taken from
the Sam&\lk

~.

The 6,500 portents in the KoryO period are compiled
in the monographs on astronomy and on the five elements
which comprise six of -the 139 chapters of the KoryO-.u.
The same book, however, has another part---the annals--from which we can compile another list of portents.
Unfortunately, of all the portents listed in the monographs of the

KQryQ-~,

the annals.

The KoryO-a cbOryo (1452) records an

less than one fifth are found in

slightly smaller number of portents than the annals of
the

KQryQ-~,

but the list is not exactly a selected

copy of the 6,500 portents in the KoryO-U monographs.
These discrepancies seem to indicate that each compilation was made by different scholars, possibly from different original sources.

Be that as it may, these

discrepancies are negligible when we consider them in
statistical terms.
Other sources can be studied to enhance our understanding of portentography as it changes throughout Korean
history, but few portents can be added to those already
recorded.

As in the ~ che~ang (1667) for the

KoryO period and the Tongguk t'onggam (1484) for
6

pre-Yi Korea, later historians wrote their histories by
repeating familiar stories, reducing the number of portents in proportion to the volume of their presentations.
To understand why later historians retained certain portents while dropping others would be both interesting
and illuminating but must remain outside the scope of
this study.
One of the best histories of Yi Korea was written
by Yi Kungik in 1806.

His YOllyQsil kisul records

1,656 portents, in its monograph section, for the first
327 years of Yi history, 1392 to 1719 (Sukchong 45).
However only about 300 of these portents are listed for
the period of our immediate concern, 1392-1519, whereas
my own compilation from the

~illok

portents for the same period.

shows about 8,000

Furthermore, Yi Kungik

does not record the remarkable peaks in the distribution of portents in the reigns of T'aejong, Sejong, and
Chungjong, nor the valley in the reign of Songjong.
(See Fig. 1)

Of all the traditional compilations of

portents, the Chungbo

munhOn~,

in Chapters 4 through

12, has the best list of portents covering all of Korean
history up to the end of the last century.

Though all

the portents we find from the histories of the Three
Kingdoms and KoryO are neatly classified here, the paucity of data in the Yi period, particularly for the

7

Fig. 1. 10-Year Distribution of Portentsl
Koryo and Yi Korea.
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first half of the dynasty, makes it hardly a better
source than the YOllyOsil kisul.
The early efforts by modern scholars to study portents were geared to analyses of the data for possible
scientific interest, both meteorological and astronomical.

A representative product of such efforts was

ChOsen kodai kanS9ku kiroku chOsa hOkoku (1917) by Wada
Yuji and others of the Weather Bureau of the Government
General of Korea.

These pioneering efforts, however,

were not very productive in terms of portentography,
largely because they depended upon secondary sources
......

such as ChUngbp munhOn ~ instead of tackling the
original source, the SillQ.k.

For example, Wada's data

include only six earthquakes for the period 1392-1519,
while from my compilation the Sillok records more than

250 accounts of quakes for the same period.

In 1928

the Government-General of Korea published a small book
that includes major calamities in Korean history.
This book, ChOlen ~ saigai. has chronological lists of
seven kinds of calamities, including droughts, floods,
earthquakes, and fires.

Again, the list is as incom-

plete as those of CbUngbQ munhOn ~ or Wada's.
This is where we stand now as far as the compilation of portents in Korean history is concerned.

Let

us now look more closely at the three major sources of
9

portents in Korean history.
A. Samguk Sagi
Reliability QuestiQned
This history of the Three Kingdoms period of Korea
was compiled by Kim Pusik in 1145, almost five centuries
after the end of the Three Kingdoms period proper, and
more than two centuries after the fall of Unified Silla.
Furthermore, no historical record written prior to the
Samguk

~

the §arnguk

The authenticity of some of

had survived.

~

records has been challenged, and the

single most important point in raising doubts about the
reliability was Iijima's demonstration that the solar
eclipses in the Samguk

are exact copies of those
from Chinese dynastic histories. 1
~

The reliability of the Samguk

~

has been a pro-

blem in the study of early history of Korea, as the
following comment by a historian demonstrates.
There are grounds for doubting that any historical records were kept in Korea prior to the
fourth century, which inevitably invalidates
Kim Pusik's entire chronology for this period.
Much of Kim Pusik's account of the first three
and a half centuries of the three states is
taken up by material which has been copied out
·of the Chinese dynastic histories.
Some of

10

this is information specifically dealing wiuh
Korea. but records of eclipses and other astronomical phenomena are also taken over and inserted into the Samguk ~--apparently to fill
up an otherwise blank series of years.
(Thus
in the annals of Silla. Kim Pusik records the
occurrence of an eclipse at a date corresponding to 23 August. 34 B.C.
The record is
derived from Pan Ku's Ean-~--in fact. there
was no eclipse anywhere on that datel)
Apart
from the Chinese material, Kim Pusik~s record
of the early centuries of the three kingdoms
consists mostly of supernatural events, names
of ministers. and stories which may well have
some historical bases, but which have clearly
been misplaced in time. 2
This view is shared by many historians

j;

a.1though some

scholars in Korea seem to be less critical. 3
My own analyses of the portents in the SMlguk

seem to add other doubts for two reasons.

.fJW.

First the

samgulb .§Ki records unusual movements of the Five Planets
and mentions of the lunar mansions (.§1:! in Korean. or hsiu
in Chinese)--about twenty of them--in the early three
centuries of the Three Kingdoms period.

Since scho lars

agree that this was the period of oral tradition in
Korean history, it is quite impossible to accept such
records of portents without evidence of some degree of
advanced astronomy.

Secondly, one can question the

peculiar way of dating the entries in the Samgyk
11

~.

My

own investigation whows, as in TABLE 1, that 74 por-

tents are listed under date-headings in the Samguk

~

(56 of them are solar eclipses) before the unification
of Silla.

On the other hand, of all the other entries

in the Samguk
headings.

~

only five are listed under date-

In other words, information on portents is

much more exact than other historical events recorded in
the Samguk sagi, which lists most of its entries under
monthly or even seasonal headings only.

~

pistribution £! Recorded Portents in Samguk

~

Before we take up the problem of the reliability of
portentography (and of historiography in general) of the
Samguk sagi, let us try some intrinsic data analyses of
the recorded portents.

In Fig. 2 we have fifty-year

distribution of portents compiled from the Samguk sagi,
which shows two low-frequency points in the periods of
301-350 and 551-600.

These low points in frequency of

portents are more clearly observable in Fig. 30 where
the dotted line shows the low points of portent distribution in Silla for the periods of 301-350 and 501-600.
Here the solid line is used to denote the number of
lines in the

S~guk ~

(Silla portion) to show the

volume of records for the same intervals of time.

The

extraordinary space allotted for the period of 651-700
12

'fABLE 1. Dated Entries in the Samguk
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Fig~

Number of
Portents

2. 50-Year Distribution of Portents.
The Three Kingdoms Period
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in Silla history is understandable when we consider
that the process of unification and post-unification
struggles between Silla and T'ang are described in more
detail in the Samguk

~

and consequently occupy most

of the space for the period.
Disregarding the detailed description of the unification period, we find one more discrepancy between
the two lines in Fig. 3.

While we can unmistakably

notice the plunging of the number of lines for the
period of 301-350 in Silla history, which corresponds
remarkably with the dip of portent distribution for the
same period, the lowest point of portent distribution is
not matched by any notable decline in the number of lines
for the period of 501-600.

In other words, Silla his-

tory can be divided into two periods--before and after
300 A.D.--in terms of the space allotted in the Samgyk
~

for different periods of Silla history, or it can

be divided into three

~eriods--pre-300,

300-500, and

post-500--in terms of the number of recorded portents.
A tri-periodization of Silla portentography is
corroborated by TABLE 1, which divides the Silla period
into three distinct portions according to the number of
the dated portents registered for pre-JOO, 300-600, and
post-600.

How then can we explain the existence of

three periods in Silla portentography, While historio15
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graphy seems to show only two periods?

Why is the

amount of information low for the period 301-350?
To take the year 300 A.D. as the dividing point in
Silla history is in a way well-received theory among
scholars. it was the watershed marking the end of prehistory and the beginning of the records of state affairs.

Therefore, when historimls tried to set an

exact time for certain events, all they could do was to
"dump" the obscure ones known to them through oral traditions to the pre-300 years of Silla history.

The

result of this "dumping" is the concentration of all
the oral traditions of, say, one thousand years of
Silla prehistory, into the 350-year period of pre-300
Silla.
The first period of Silla portentography reflects
exactly the periodization of historiography discussed
above, thus corroborating the periodization of Silla
history.

Then how can we explain the second dip in

the distribution of portents in the sixth century?
I suggest that this second dip is the real beginning of
Silla portentography, the first dip being only the reflection of the beginning of history in Silla.
The theory of portents, or portentology, as it dr1"
veloped in Han China, reached Silla gradually during
the two centuries between 300 and 500, to be for the
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first time applied to their own society from the sixth
century.

Portentology as a philosophy of nature was

apparently in the realm of a higher culture--a foreign
culture which required time for absorption.

Therefore

we have to review the portents recorded for Silla in
the SamiNk

with more discriminating eyes for the

~

different periods.
(1) The first period up to 300 A.D.--- Both the
nature and the time of occurrence of the recorded
portents are unclear.
(2) The second period of 301-500--- The time of the
recorded portents are more reliable, but the
nature is still dubious.
(3) The third and last period from 501--- More reliable both in time and

~he

nature of the recorded

portents.
This rule, however, should not be uniformly applied to
the portents recorded for Paekche and Koguryo.

Paekche ,

in particular, was far more advanced in the earlier
centuries in the introduction of Chinese culture, and I
believe even some of the solar eclipses recorded for
Paekche for the period 301-600 in TABLE 1 might have
actual observations made by the people of Paekche.
Unreliable

~

Authentic
18

Then did Kim Pusik "pad" his history with the porf

tents recorded in Chinese histories, as many modern
scholars would suggest?
of Kim Pusik's

The question of the reliability

S~k ~

was first raised by Iijima's

analyses of the solar eclipses, and I myself tried to
delineate the different degrees of the reliability of
the portents recorded in the
pages.

Sam~k

aagi in the preceding

Nevertheless, the theory concerning padding of

the records of the Three Kingdoms period by Kim Pusik or
others, is a hasty jump to an erroneous conclusion based
on the doubts raised by Iijima's study alone.
The case supporting Kim Pusik can be built up from
several angle s ,

First of all, he was a distinguished

scholar of his time, and until Iijima ~ s study no one had
cast any doubt on his integrity as a historian.

To be

sure, criticism had been made on his method from the
Koryo period on.

But criticism was of his ways of

selecting materials for the

Sam~k ~

and the format

of his presentation: never was he accused of fabrications
or faulted for insertions from Chinese histories.

So

Kojong wrote the history of the Three Kingdoms period
three hundred years later, with the comment that Kim Pusik "either supplemented or verified from various records
of the Chinese histories. ,,4

So it was no secret that

Kim Pusik borrowed information from Chinese histories

19

as far as it is Korea-related, and such practice was
nothing new with him.
Yet this does not mean that he borrowed the records
of portents from Chinese histories simply for "padding."
The extremely unbalanced distribution of portents betrays
any argument of padding, for the higher concentration of
the dated portents, for example, in the earlier period,
as shown in TABLE 1, would not have escaped the notice
of any intelligent compiler.

Thus we have to conclude

that Kim Pusik's portentography is unreliable both in
nature and time for those before JOO, and unreliable in
nature for those before 500, but they are still

aythent~c

records that provide a picture, though highly garbled,
of the ancient Koreans. S
Then how was it possible that such unreliable yet
authentic records of portents were transmitted to us
through Kim Pusik's Samguk sagi?

The data available

for Kim Pusik or any other historians before him must
have had some portents of a very obscure nature and time,
and often related to highly superstitious practices.
What Kim or other historians before him could do with
such portents was, first of all. to identify the nature
of the portents.

Some of them must have been simply

discarded. while some were identified as solar eclip.ses
perhaps from the simple and wide-marking phrase such as.
20

say, "darkened day."

After interpreting the primitive

traditions into more civilized terms such as "solar
eclipses," the historians then must have tried to verify
them, if possible and desirable at all, from the Chinese
.
records.
Whatever they could identify from the Chinese
records, they could have the entries under exact dateheadings according to the Chinese sources, thus developing an array of dated portents as shown TABLE 1.
Then the next step the historians took was dissection of the portent-event continuum, retaining the portent part but usually discarding the superstitious event
to which it was originally related.

The net outcome is

the Qontinuous occurrences of portents in some parts of
the earlier history in the Samguk §agi without any intervening events.

For example, compare the record of the

appearance of two suns in the Sa.I'Q&1k .§.Ki with that in
the Samguk

~sg.

Though the incident is recorded for

different years, 760 (in Samguk yusa) and 766
gyk

~),

(in~

these records probably refer to the same

original event.

The

~amguk ~

records how a portent

of two suns was exorcised by Teacher Wolmyong, while
the Samguk sggi simply records the portent without any
story of Wolmyong or exorcism.

Kim Pusik dropped this

tale, as he did many of the folk traditions whenever
they·· 'failed to reaoh his rational standard.
21

This is

the main reason why we have an unbalanced portentography
in his S&mfuk

~.

B. Koryo-u
The Process .Q..t Compilation
After several versions appeared in the early Yi
period, the KoryO-~ (History of Koryo) was finally compiled in 1451 (Munjong 1) in the format of traditional
Chinese dynastic historiography, with annals, monographs,
and biographies.

The thirty-nine chapters of the mono-

graph section include six chapters on portents, three
chapters on astronomical portents and three chapters on
portents of the Five Elements.

With about 6,500 por-

tents in these six chapters, the monograph section of
the KoryO-~ serves as the source of the statistical
analyses attempted for Koryo portents in this study.
Several scholars might have been involved in preparing the final version of the portion on portents for
the book. 6

Records show that Pyon Kyeryang, whom we

shall meet later in our discussion of Korea's worship of
Heaven, prepared in 1420 a list of portents for the
Koryo period to submit to King Sejong as a part of the
older version of the Koryo-~.7

PyOn could not have

prepared the list out of nothing, and we do know that
-=

---J¢::;:: e __ es..

....

-~ --.'-.

there were many

occas~ons

when such lists might have
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been made during the Koryo period.

Earlier historians,

including Yi Chehyon (1287-1367), had compiled a Koryo
dynasty history with a monograph section that probably
included a section on astronomy and the Five Elements. 8
The KorvO-a itself records an earlier list o:f Koryo
period portents in the biography of a scholar named
Kwon Kyongjung (fl. 1227).9

This rather long document

in the biography section is actually not a biography of
the man, but a transcript of his report on portents submitted to King Kojong.

In 1227 King Kojong ordered

Yi Kyubo, Yu Sungdan, and Kwon, among others, to compile
the veritable records for the reign of King
(r. 1171-1197).

~ongjong

In his report Kwon tries to emphasize

the significance of portentology by quoting from the
Ch 'un-ch.' iu (Spring and Autumn Annals), the lmn-.§b.y,
(History of Former Han), the monograph on portents from
the .Q.h1n-.§hy, (History of Chin), and others, and by

pre~

senting a classified list of portents for the four years
of King Myongjong's reign.

His list matches the one

in the monograph section of the KorvO-u. and comparison
indicates that the four years he covered in his report
are 1186

(~ongjong

16) through 1189 (MYongjong 19).

Pyon Kyeryang's early list of portents, then, must have
developed out of such previous records as Yi Chehyon's,
Kwon Kyongjung's, and other similar lists for different
23

periods.

:tbg, Paucity .Q! Data

in i.M Tenth Century

g.f: KQrW

One thing is worthy of our attention at this point.
As we will see repeatedly from our discussion of individual portents in the next chapter, there is a remarkable
paucity of data for the first century of the Koryo period.
I believe the reason for this lacuna can be found in the
veritable records for that century.

The veritable

records of the first seven reign periods of Koryo,
covering 918-1009, were compiled at one time in 1034
(Tokchong 3).10

Usually veritable records were com-

piled at the close of each reign.

And the year 1009

coincides remarkably well with the beginning of more
complete data of portents in the Koryo-a.

(Fig. 1)

This inevitably leads us to conclude that the veritable
records for the first seven reign periods of Koryo did
not include any portents or any monograph on portents.
still we must ask why there were so few portents
in the veritable records of 1034, while the veritable
records for the rest of the Koryo period included separate lists of portents that were to be utilized in the
compilation of the

KoryO-~.

Three answers can be

considered & (1) Records of portents were not kept in
the first century of the Koryo period;
24

(2) SUch records

were lost and were unavailable to the historians of
1034 or later;

(3) Records did exist, but the histo-

rians of 1034 ignored them, and eventually they were
10 st and thus unavailable to the historians of 1451

who compile d the KoryO-,U.
Let us take the last possibility first.

Such a

thing would not have happened because the historians of
1034 were the intellectual product of the first generation after Koryo started an active introduction of
Chinese institutions and culture and because this was
perhaps the first time in Korean history that the KOreans
tried'.' to write their history in the fashion of Chinese
veritable records.

It is impossible to imagine that

historians so trained, following such a model, would
deliberately omit records of portents.

The second case

is plausible because the original project for the compilation of the veritable records was stimulated by the
destruction of documents by the Jurchen invasions. 11
The meager quantity of materials for the early period
of KoryO, both in the number of portents and in the
number of other entries, seems to support this second
possibility.

On the other hand, this fails adequately

to explain the peculiar character of the portents that
are recorded for the first century.

Earthquake s,

thunder, typhoons, and fires are recorded several times

2.5

eaoh, and one oomet and one nova are reoorded also,
along with some other earthly anomalies.
signifioant element is missing.

But one

There is no single

reoord of solar or lunar eolipses, nor are any of the
Five Planets or any of the twenty-eight lunar mansions
notioed during this period.

There is suoh a total

absence of more sophisticated portents in the period
that it makes the second possibility improbable, leaving
us with only the first possibility.
Thus we can conclude that few records were made
during the first hundred years of the Koryo period.
Why?

Because the Koreans at that time were not very

familiar with the theory of portents well developed in
the Chinese culture.

This, in turn, seems to suggest

that the intellectual sinification of the Koreans was
far from complete in the first century of the Koryo
dYnasty.
The Reliability Q! the

KoryQ-~

Portents

Though few modern scholars have
analyses of the historiography of the

attemp~ed
KQryo-~,

in-depth
it is

generally agreed that it is highly reliable as far as
it goes. 12
However, we must also say that it is a
highly distorted history of Koryo because it omits important records apparently available to the historians
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roost prominent of the omissions is the

of 1451.

absence of any monograph on Buddhism and Taoism, an
absence which portrays the Koryo period as more Confucianized than it actually was.

Such omissions were

not made in the case of portentography, as we can
tell from the long sections in the monographs on portents.
Omissions were apparently made in every process of
compiling portentography in all periods of Korean history.

It is not hard to imagine that the astronomers

in charge would readily suppress or even falsify any
reports of portents which would endanger their own
well-being.

This pitfall was noticed by the early Yi

scholars who wrote that I
Though the practices of the Koryo are not worth
following, some deserve our praise---the respect
of remonstrators who did much for preserving the
state and the establishment of astronomers who
did no little in assisting the remonstrators'
work.
But from the middle of the dynasty,
when the wicked took the helm of government, the
route of communication was closed, leaving only
astronomers.
When the astronomers were punished
for their correct reports. they were gagged and
portents were not reported as they occurred. 1)
This criticism is made at the decline of remonstrance
which occurred in the rise of the military regime in the
late Koryo.

It becomes especially noticeable with
27

Ch'oe Hang's effort to prevent the astronomers from
voicing their opinions on the occurrences of unfavorable
portents. 14
Like the astronomers, historians made additional
omissions whenever their sense of historical relevance,
which was a far cry from ours, so dictated.

As the com-

pilers of the Koryo-u stated.
When a portent tallies with an event, no matter
how small, it is recorded to show our awe of
Heaven's admonishings. 1S
Therefore, we cannot find the winter lightning and treefrost of 13?0 from the list of portents in the KoryO-u.
even though we do know they occurred that winter from
the quotation of King Kongmin's words elsewhere in the
KQr;~_~.16
To see the historians' manipulating hands in portentography is not totally new, Wolfram Eberhard's
study of the portentography of Han China noted the
problem, and Yi Ik (1681-1?63) suggested that such a
possibility was one of the difficulties in reading
history.1?

According to Yi Ik's view, the old-man star

incident of 11?0 in the Kgryo-aa might have been misinterpreted by later historians who mistook the genuine
old-man star for another ordinary star. 18 The reported
event of old-man star might have actually occurred, but
it was not followed by any auspicious happening but by
28

This difficulty in

the rebellion of Chong Chungbu.

matching a portent with an event, Yi Ik believed,
forced the scholars later to doubt the observation of
the auspice itself.
Yi Ik's suspicion might or might not be correct.
And one can still question the reliability of the portents in the

KorYQ-~

on the ground that there are too

many cases of realized predictions, a problem we will
consider in our discussions in the next chapter.

The

answer to this question is suggested in that chapter's
discussion of the process of the formation of legends
such as the "Rain of King T'aejong H19 and the meteor
presaging the death of Admiral Yi Sunsin. 20

All in

all, we have to conclude that the recorded portents in
the KoryO-aa are highly reliable and authentic, reflecting
faithfully the list of portents compiled contemporaneously
. for each reign period.

C.

~

Sillok

~

:t.hit Ii. Dynasty

For the Yi period of Korean history, my major source
is the veritable records for the first eleven reigns of
the dynasty.

Unlike the KgryO-U, which is a dynastic

history, the Sillok (Veritable

Record~)

is more closer

to original sources and considerably more detailed and
richer in recording.

The eleven sets of the Silloi
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were compiled at the close of each reign by different
group of scholars.

Yet the general process of com-

piling them remained more or less the same in this period
and every effort was made to guarantee objective historiography.

Then our question with the SillQk records

of portents is how to account for the dramatic configuration in Yi portentography shQwn.in Fig. 1.
First of all, the record of portents was primarily
determined by the original repQrt of portents made to
the court by astronomers.

The observation and reporting

Qf portents were highly appreciated by the throne in the
early Yi period, especially by Kings T'aejQng and SejQng,
as we shall see in detail in the next chapter.
occasions

Ki~~

On many

T'aejong punished astronomers who failed

to meet the throne's high standard Qf perfQrmance.
King Se jQng was a well-known patron of astronomy whose
reign marked the highest pQint Qf astrQnamical development in KQrean history.
fifteenth

centu~y

During the first half of the

when these tWQ kings reigned, astro-

nomers were never punished for reporting Qminous portents,
but were reprimanded for failure to do so.21
At the other extreme was King Yonsan (r. 1495-1506),
who made clear his dislike for any report of portents,
and finally banned any such reports two months before he
The di@~~ishing
was ousted from the throne in 1506. 22
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prestige of professional .astronomers, who were gradually
pushed into the sub-yangban social class called chungin
("middle people") during the early Yi dynasty, would
hardly have stimulated their professional activities. 23
Yet there is no way of telling what exactly the original
reports of astronomers were in this early period of Yi
Korea.

Though some records of this kind survived into

the early twentieth century, they disappeared thereafter. 24
From circumstantial evidence we can say that the original
reports by astronomers were considerably more detailed
than what we can see today from the court diaries kept
by the Royal Secretariat (sUngjOng-won i!g!).2 5
Reports of astronomers were copied in the diaries
of the Royal Secretariat, and officials took note in
their memoirs of the portents they deemed significant.
Although the officials of major government posts were
required to submit their memoirs to the Office of the
Sillok Compilation at the close of each reign, it goes
without saying that the diaries of the Royal Secretariat
were far better than any other personal memoirs in portentography.

Today we do not have the earlier portions

of these precious diaries, but from what we have from
1623 on we discover that a considerable amount of trimming was done to the records of the

sUngjOng-~on i1&i

when they were transcribed into the

~illok.
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Here are some samples from- the earliest available
records of the SUngjOng-wOn i1gi in comparison with the
corresponding records in the Sillok.
Sample 1---10/24/1625 (by lunar calendar)
sUngjOng-won i1gi (1;427a)
At 5 in the morning, a meteor appeared from
below the ch 'Onwon star and went to the west
side of the sky.
It looked like a bowl;
its tai~:~.was longer than 3 or 4 feet J it was
red and bright enough to illuminate the earth.
At 5 in the morning, the moon invaded t' aemi-

-

.!!.Wl.

Sillok (Injo) (10;32a)
At night the moon invaded t'aemi-wOn.
SamPle 2---10/28/1625
SUngjPng-wOn ilgi (lJ437d)
Foggy at 8 in the morning.
Venus was seen at 10 in the morning from the
direction of south.
At 9 in the evening, a meteor appeared from
below the nY. star and went above Qh'On'gon
star.
As big as a fist, it was red-colored
and its tail was longer than 2 or 3 feet.
Sillok (10;35b)
Venus was seen in daytime.
At night, a meteor appeared from below the
star and went above the ch' gn 'gon star.
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~

Sgmple 3---11/1/1625
sUngjOng-~ i1gi

(1,441a)

Solar halo at 2 in the afternoon.
At 11 at night, the sky was like a burning flame
in the direction of south-west.
~illok

(10,37a)

At night, the sky was like a burning flame in
the direction of south-west.
SamPle 4---11/3/1625
SUmdOng-wOn iJ.Ei (1; 441c)
Solar halo in the hours of 10 to 12 in the
morning.
At 9 in the evening, the sky was like a burning
flame in the directions of east, south, and
west.
SillQk (10;37b)
(None of above)
SamPle 5---11/7/1625
SUng jOng-wOn .iJ"g1 (1,443c)
Solar halo in the hours of 2 to 4 in the afternoon.
At 11 at night, a meteor appeared from the wi
star and went below the pYOk star.
It was
bowl-like, and its tail gradually curved. It
was white-colored and was bright enough to
illuminate the earth.
Sillok (10,39a)
(None of above).
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Such comparisons are typical of thousands of cases
for the Yi dynasty.

The five sample s above are enough

to convince us that a great deal of the original information on portents was eliminated by the SilloE historians.

The elimination of portents or the abbreviation

of information on portents in the compilation of the
$illok was of course not done randomly or indiscriminately.
After all, the historians of each SillQl were the main
actors of the previous reign period and were assessing
their own past, often with little change in their intellectual

ou~look.

The elimination of certain portents

then was done in view of relevancy as seen by the historians of the Sillo.k, and reflects contemporary views of
portents.
Before we render final assessment of the reliability
of Sillok portentography, let us consider mechanical
errors often made in the process of transcription.
From SamPle 2 above, we can tell that the §illok made
a mistake in the transcription of the name o:f a star from

DB

to~.

No doubt this kind of mistake was made fre-

quently, though it may not be very serious.

Yet more

serious mistakes in the process of transcriptions from
original sources are found in the instances of triple
births during the reign of King Chungjong.
some I
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Here are

Case 1-a.
9/25/1522 (lunar calendar) (ChungjoDg Sillok, 46;4a)
In Sonsan, Kyongsang Province, a temple slave
named Torani (or Sogulbi) had triplet sons.
It was ordered to give some grain to the
family.
~

1-b.

11/2/1522 (Cbungjong Sillok, 46;25a)
In Sonsan City, a woman had triplet sons.
Case 2-a.

.

6/6/1524 (Chungjong Sillok, 51;1b)

-.

In Hoedok County, Ch'ungch'ong Prov1nce, a
commoner woman namaed Hanani had three sons
at one birth.
Case 2-b.
7/23/1524 (Cbungjong §illok, 51;25a)
In Hoedok County, Ch'ungch'ong Province, a
woman had three sons at one birth.
~

3-a.

6/8/1526 (Qhyngjong Sillok, 57;12b)
In Kimhae City, Kyongsang Province, a woman
had three daughters at one birth•
.QAa 3-b.

8/16/1526 (Chungjong SillQk, 57136a)
In Kimhae, Kyongsang Province, a woman had
three daughters at one birth.
35

.Q.uJt 4-a.

10/1/1529 (ChungjoDg

~illok,

66,29b)

In Ch'angp'yong County, Cholla Province, a commoner Ojultok had three sons at one birth.
~

4-b.
. ;/.

12/2/1529 (Qhungjong Sillok, 66,64b)
In Ch'angp'yong County, Cholla Province, a commoner Ingjultok had three sons at one birth.

A closer look at these cases of triplets will be
enough to raise question by any observers, for the eight
cases are actually four pairs of almost identical occurrences.

Since triple births are extremely rare pheno-

mena--two cases for every 100,000 births,26

It is

statistically impossible for any county to have two such
cases within two months, let alone double tripletsbirths
repeated at least four times as in the 1522-1529 period.
These statistical impossibilities, I believe, are
actually inadvertant mistakes made from transcriptions
in the process of the Silloi compilation.

These eight

cases are double entries of four actual cases, the first
recorded for the date of the actual occurrence and the
second for the date of the report received in the capital.
For instance. it took about two. months for a report of
a portent in Hamgyong Province to reach the capital in
36

"

.""

1437. 27 and closer areas could report it faster, as we
can see from the above cases of triplet reports. 28
stages .o.! Portentography
From previous discussions we can delineate the
following stages in the development of portentography.
(1) Observation of portents. This gradually became
a professional matter as the Office of Astronomy developed as an independent office in bureaucracy in the
Three Kingdoms period.

It is hard to tell, and some-

what beyond the scope of this study, exactly when the
professional astronomers took command observation of portents.

But we know that they were well-established at

least by the eleventh century, if not earlier.

This,

of course, does not mean that other officials were not
allowed to observe portents.
(2) Report of Observed Portents. It is a sheer impossibility to observe all the portents that occur in
nature: not every portent could be reported to the court
by observers.

When the throne was appreciative of such

reports, as Kings T'aejong and Sejong of the early Yi
period were, more reports were made, whereas fewer were
reported when portents were frowned upon, as King Yonsan
did in his later years.
()

(See Fig. 1)

Record of Reported Portents.
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Chroniclers in

court recorded those reported portents in their notes,
along with other court affairs, these notes eventually
became the basic materials for the compilation of history.

Daily proceedings kept by major government

offices were of this nature, and they include diaries
of the Office of Astronomy, The Royal Secretariat, and
many others.

We can easily surmise that not every

portent reported to the court was included in these
daily records.

(4) Primary Historiography (§illok). At the close of
each reign, veritable records were compiled from the
court records as well as from memoirs that all higher
officials and historians of the period were obliged to
submit.

As far as the records of portents ere concerned,

the primary sources for this compilation include the
Diary of the Royal Secretariat (sUngjQng-won ilgl).
As we saw already, my comparison of the records in the
SUngjOng-won i1£i with those in the Sillok of the late
Yi period, revealed that Sillpk historians were very
selective in their portentography.

(5) Secondary Historiography. The list of portents
in the

Koryo-~

belong to this stage of portentography,

as they were drawn from primary historiography.

At this

stage, historians could have further pruned the list
according to their scholarly acumen.
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How much trimming

the compilers of the KorvO-a actually did is an open
question.

All we can say is that all the records used

to compile the veritable records in Koryo
period might
,
have been preserved intact in the

Kpryo-~

today, as

our comparison of Kwon Kyongjung's list with that of the
Kpryo-o showed above.

However, we cannot say this for

the list of portents for the Yi period, such as the one
in the YOllyOsil kisul.

The process of its compilation

was different from that of the KprvO-a, for the list
of portents in the Yi period in the x9lly9sil kisul was
made not from the Sillpk but from other personal records.
At every stage of portentography, portents were
simplified both in number and in content.
were also made in the process.

Mistakes

But there seems to be

no reason to suspect of any intentional fabrication or
falsification of the data of portents.

~

cnnclusion

is that the portents recorded in the Samevk llW., the
Ioryo-~,

and the Sillpk, faithfully reflect the com-

bined result of the original reports made by astronomers
and the trimmings added to them by scholar-officials of
the period.
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CHAPl'ER II
PORTENTS IN KOREA
The review of portents in this chapter is an attempt
to provide background information about various portents
in Korean history.

Efforts are made to document as much

information as possible about the different and changing
attitudes toward different kinds of portents at different
times.

There are two kinds of changes worth noticing--

(1) changes in the distribution of various portents in
Korean history, notably those that occurred toward the
end of Koryo period; (2) changes in the attitudes toward
portents, especially those held by different kings of
the early Yi dYnasty.

The changes in the distribution

at the end of Koryo dynasty is rather .1suddeli- as we can
see from

Fi~.2

and Fig. 3, and this can be seen as an

indication of the changing intellectual climate of the
period.

The different views held by different kings

of early Yi period can be a crucial factor which influenced the distribution of portents in the period.
This chapter is intended to simply demonstrate that
such remarkable changes do exist; its findings will be
used in the discussion in the following chapters to
explain the political and intellectual history of
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Confucian Korea.
A good classification of portents in Korean history
can be found in the beginning chapters of the ChUngbo
munhOn~,

where almost one hundred categories

appear~

Most of them, however, can be considered minor portents
because little response to them is recorded.

This

study ignores most of these minor portents, arbitrarily
selecting only a few to illustrate certain points for
later discussion.

Thus, for example, the portents

related to fixed stars, clOUds, wind, rain, fog, hail,
and others are excluded.

Also omitted are strange

phenomena related to mountains, rivers, lakes, fountains,
and most animals.

The final selection for present

purposes includes only twenty-three kinds of portents;
seventeen of these are ominous portents, and six are
auspicious ones.

It is worth recalling, however, that

a portent is never clearly ominous or auspicious all
the time.

One and the same portent can carry different

meanings to different people in different times.

With

the exception of drought, most of the important portents
are celestial phenomena, so most terrestrial portents
as well as portents of flora and fauna are eliminated
in the discussion.

The reason for this will be clearer

at the end of this chapter when the findings from each
section are recapitulated.
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A. Omens
(1) Solar Eclipses
The Samguk

~

has sixty-seven entries of solar

eclipses; three of them are duplicate records and one
is abortive (a predicted eclipse that failed to occur),
making the actual number sixty-three.

Scholars have

expressed doubts concerning their authenticity, because
most of them seem clearly to be copies of the Chinese
records, even to the degree that some errors in the
Chinese records are also found in the Korean copies. 1
It has been suggested, though, and it seems likely,
that the ones from about the mid-seventh century, after
the erection of Ch'omsong-dae (Star-gazing Tower) in
Silla, are based on the Koreans' own recorded observations. 2
It is also probable that toward the end of
the Three Kingdoms period Paekche and Koguryo might
have observed and recorded their own solar eclipses,
considering their more advanced cultures in comparison
with the Sillans in this early period.
The immediate concern, however, is not whether
the Koreans did or did not observe solar eclipses in
the Three Kingdoms period.

The important fact for us

is that history is completely silent on their attitude
toward these unusual phenomena, even though sixty-seven
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This absence of response, which seems

are recorded.

to support their Chinese origin, continues until the
eleventh century, to be exact, to 1012 (Hyonjong 3).
According to

my

tabulation, there we-re 138 recorded

solar eclipses in the KOryo period, and additionally
forty-six for the early Yi period from 1392 to 1500.
As Fig. 4 shows, solar eclipses during the five hundred
years between 1000 and 1500 are evenly recorded.

This

seems to indicate that the Koreans had mastered the
necessary skills in predicting and observing eclipses
by the early eleventh century at the latest.
The first incident, or response, in relation to
solar eclipse is found in 1047 (Munjong 1).
The Office of Inspector-General (Osa-dae) memorialized, "According to the practices of yore,
the Office of Astronomy has to predict solar
or lunar eclipses and report them in advance
to the throne, so as to announce it nationwide.
• ••
Now Spring Section Chief (Ch'un'gwanjong) Yu P' aeng and Chief of Astrology (T' aesasung) Yu TUkso, as ignorant as they are of
Heavenly phenomena, failed to report it in
advance. We therefore recommend their dismissal. ,,4
After a repeated request for their dismissal on the
ground that the failure was human because "solar and
lunar eclipses have certain regularities in occurrence,"

Fig. 4. Solar Eclipses.
50-Year Distribution, 918-150 o
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14011450

they were removed. 5

Throughout the period under dis-

cussion, we have four more cases of punishing astronomers for their tardy service in predicting solar eclipsesT--three in the Koryo period and one in the early
Yi period---in 1101, 1289, 1383, and 1406.
of punishment for the cases of 1101 and

The nature

1289~ ..is

not

given, except that it was "according to the laws. ,,6
In the case of 1383, an astronomer who predicted an
eclipse that did not occur was punished by a flogging
of sixty strokes. 7

The last case of 1406, the only one

in early Yi Korea, occurred in the reign of T'aejong
when the Office of Censor-General requested the.·.:punishment of Pak Yom, Deputy Director of the Office of Astronomy, because his prediction was considered not accurate
enough.
Pak was only banished temporarily. 8
In the late Koryo well-defined rituals were practised
as a sort of exorcism at the occurrences of solar or lunar

polipses,9 and government employees took the day off on
such occasions. 10
lVlore interesting developments in the
late Koryo can be seen in a memorial submitted to King
Kongmin on the solar eclipse of 1373.

In this memorial

Yun Sojong blames the eclipse on the evils of the deposed
strongman Sin Ton and considers the portent as an indication of lithe dissipating principles of

kunj~

(superior

man, .sUwn-:t.z.\l) and the prospering ways of' .wUn (amoral
45

This set the tone of what was to
come in Yi Korean portentology, which we will discuss
in Chapter IV.
Nominally, solar eclipses were considered "major
portents, ..12 that would faithfully reflect whatever
happened in human affairs. 13 King Sejong, for instance,
even though he knew very well that eclipses have mathematical regularities, expressed his belief that predicted
eclipses would not come if the ruler cultivated his
virtue for right governing.

The predictability of

natural phenomena undermined their portentousness, and
solar eclipse was no excep·tion.

In 1629 King Injo

asked at one of his royal lectures why solar eclipses
were taken casually in his time. whereas they had been considered great portents before.

The answer he got was

that they were seen merely as an occasion of rituals in
his time. 1S
Contrary to popular belief, then. solar eclipses
did not serve as a grave portent in Korean history.
The recent observation by a Korean historian of science
that many astronomers lost their positions---or even
lives---because of their failure to predict accurately,
is an exaggeration. 16
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(2) Lunar Eclipses
Lunar eclipses were taken more lightly than solar
eclipses throughout Korean history.

As Fig. 5 shows,

we have no record of a lunar eclipse until 1009, but
after that they were recorded with consistency.

On

three occasions in the Koryo period, astronomers were
put under investigation for their failure to predict lunar
eclipses--in 1026, 1156. and 1196. 17
Whether some
action was taken against them or not, we do not know.
In Yi Korea we have two such occasions during the first
one hundre d and fifty ye ara.

In 1398 King T'aejo punish-

ed an astronomer for his abortive prediction of a lunar
eclipse, only to pardon him the next month. 18
In 1488
(Songjong 19) a similar case invited an investigation,
but no action is recorded. 19
King Yonsan's comment on lunar eclipse is a good
example of why a lunar eclipse was seen only as a minor
portent.
Solar and lunar eclipses have their mathematical
regularities, thus can hardly be seen as anomalies.
The sun as the essence of ~ symbolizes the ruler.
Therefore, if it is invaded
by xin, that is an anomaly.
But why does the
moon, as the essence of ~, deserve our ~oncern?20
So King Yonsan ordered astronomers not to bother to predict lunar ecliPses. 21
This order, I assume, partly
47

explains the sudden drop in the number of recorded lunar
eclipses in the latter half of the fifteenth century.
(See Fig. 5)

More interesting is the extremely uneven

distribution of lunar eclipses for different reign
periods in the early Yi dynasty.

For example, thitty-

six lunar eclipses are recorded for the thirty-two year
reign of King Sejong (r. 1418-1450), whereas only one is
recorded in the fourteen-year reign of Sejo (r. 14551468) and four in the twelve-year reign of Yonsan.(r.
1494-1506) .
It is obvious that the lunar eclipses were not
taken seriously at any time in Korean history and were
becoming almost negligible in the Yi period. . Nevertheless, the astrological importance of the lunar eclipse
in the private life of Yi Korea was not quite negligible,
as is demonstrated by a political memoir relating an
incident of 1689.

In the evening of the sixteenth of

the fourth month, 1689, King Sukchong was just finishing
one of his seasonal services at the altar of his dead
mother,
Then suddenly a total eclipse of the moon
occurred.
Because it was completely unexpected, all the people thought it strange.
Then on the twenty-first of the fourth month
His Majesty expressed for the first time his
intention to expel his queen. 22
48

As the sun was the symbol of the king, the moon was
the symbol of the queen to the Korean mind of the
period, and the people saw in the lunar portent an omen
for their queen.

(3) Solar Haloes and White Rainbow Piercing the SUn
Six solar haloes (irhun)23 are recorded in the
Three Kingdoms and Unified Silla period--the first
occurring in 383 in Paekche.

In Koryo, records show

a considerable increase in number, but only for two
cases are responses recorded.

In the winter of 1253

(Kojong 40) when solar haloes were observed, the astronomer in charge predicted it as a sign of Ita certain
plot by outsiders and insiders. 1t24

In the first month

of the next year Yi Hyon was executed for his role in
inviting the 1Vbngol invasion and others were banished
for welcoming the invaders. 25
In the second case in

1375 (U 1), the Office of Astronomy, in response to the
portent, recommended to the throne that it stop the use
of female musicians and that it employ men of wisdom. 26
We have a case of a white rainbow across the sun
(paekbong kWanil) in Koryo which was seen as auspicious.
It occurred in 1380 (U 6) when General Yi Songgye was
on a battlefield, well before he became the founding
father of the Yi dynasty.
o

His diviner offered thj
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portent as a sign of his victory.2?
Solar haloes, white rainbows across the sun, and
similar portents were seen as equally portentous on the
principle that they were infringing upon the brightness
of the sun, the symbol of the ruler.

But some distinc-

t&on seems to have emerged in the Yi period, when the
white solar rainbow was seen as a sign for war, while
others came to be signs for the blinding of royal wisdom. 28
Observation of this portent was. greatly encouraged in the
early Yi period, as we can see from King T'aejong's
punishment of astronomers for their failure to make an
observation of a halo in 1414. 29
This incident served
as a small turning point in the history of of Office of
Astronomy, for the king at this time ordered that one
astronomer be
the sky.

~osted

in the palace at all times to watch

The others remained in their main office out-

side the palace.)O

Later in 1451 King Mundong ordered

the immediate report of this portent at the moment of
observation.)l

In 1470 we find its significance being

reiterated by King Songjong.)2

(See Fig. 6.)

Solar rainbows th4s seem to have been one of the
more significant portents in Yi Korea.

Unlike eclipses,

however; the recording of these portents was greatly
influenced by historiography, and the number of entries
does not reflect actual observations.)J
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So we can
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assume that the numerous record of haloes in the third
month of 1402 (T'aejong 2) was aimed by contemporary
scholar-officials at the king's indulgence in a newly
recruited courtesan, who had kept the otherwise diligent
monarch from work for a few days.J4

Another example of

the historiographical significance of this portent is .
found in the record-high number of solar haloes during
the first year of King Sejong's reign,
in Fig. 7.

1~19,

as shown

The sudden eruption of this portent indicates

that the new king was very "unkingly," for every important
decision in the first year of the reign was made not by
himself but by his retired father-king.

Indeed this

period was an era of "two kings (Yangsaog)," and the
upsurge of haloes was an oblique criticism of the era by
the Sillgk historians as much as by contemporary scholarofficials who contributed the source materials for -the
SillQk compilation.

(The importance of this particular

record will be again discussed in Chapter IV.)
The case of the significance of this portent is
made clear by another record.

In the second month of

1568 (Sonjo 1), after the observation of a solar halo,
the king's mother, who had been the caretaker after the
death of her husband, returned power to her boy king,
saying.
When a woman is in power, even if everything is
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all right, the great principle is not right.
And others are not significant enough to be considered.
Furthermore what if I cannot do the
best? The appearance of the solar portent is
due to the widow's role in politics. 3S
Like eclipses reports of this portent to the throne
were prohibited in the last months of Yonsan' s reign. 36
The restoration of King Chungjong in 1506, however, immediately brought haloes back as a significant portent,
and a solar halo played a minor part in the purge of Cho
Kwangjo's group in 1519, the third literati purge in Yi
Korea which will be discussed in more detail in Chapter
IV.

On the day after the purge, an extraordinary solar

halo was reported observed in several places in Chol1a
Province. 37

When the reports reached the capital, two

weeks later, the king took i t with "extreme awe" and
expressed his wish to seek advice from his officials. 38 ,
Chief state Councillor Chong Kwangp'i1, who was advocating
moderation in the purge, took the opportunity to note that
"there were earthquakes recently, and now we have this
portent.

To make matters stranger, this happened on

the very day these people were found guilty. "39

King

Chungjong, however, responded to him this way.
It is my fault that this matter was not handled
earlier, thus the matter became worse now.
Since these people were punished suddenly one
morning, after they were given royal consent
54

to do things, it is indeed understandable
for people to have doubts.
Yet the punishment was not because of their remonstrance.
In doing things, they were too extreme,
leaving no other choice butto punish them.
Who in the government would not understand this240
Then the king tried to evade Chong' s attempt to relate
the portent to the case by saying that though the two
happenings coincided, "we cannot say that the portent
points to any particular incident. "41

Incidentally,

a similar portent, a "white rainbow surrounding the sun,"
appeared on the day when the body of Cho Kwangjo was
being carried from the capital the next month. 42

(4) Two Suns and Three SUns

When a European saw three suns in the sky in 1434,
he predicted the approach of a great disaster, a prediction which seemed to some later observers to be fulfilled
by the fall of Constantinople in 14.53. 43

Such optical

illusions are recorded both in the East and the West, and
the illusory suns are also called "mock suns. "44
Fewer than a do zen of this type of portents are
recorded in Korean history, all before the Yi period.
The first record is found in the story of Teacher Wolmyong and his song, tQsOl-e a• 4 .5

According to the story,

the portent of two suns occurred in the fourth month of
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760 (Kyongdok 19).

When it lasted more than ten days,

an astronomer advised the throne to invite a monk to
exorcise it by scattering flowers with incantations.
Though Teacher Wolmyong was not a monk, he was selected
to do the service, and he succeeded in doing away with
the portent by singing a song (tosol-ea) he had composed.
If there is historical truth in this legend, it may be
that the portent is the same as that of the two suns re;,- "
ported in the Samguk .u&1 six years later, that is, in
766 (Hyegong 2). 46
Frequency is somewhat higher for this portent in
the reigns of two Koryo kings, Injong and Kongmin.
Possibly the three records of two or three suns in the
reign of Injong---in 1125, 1129, and 11JJ---reflect the
threat of the strongman Yi Chagyom and the rebellion of
Myoch'ong.

In the same way the three similar records

in the reign of Kongmin---in 1356, 1367. and 1374---can
be seen as reactions to the activities of the strongman
of the period, Sin Ton. 47
All in all, however, we cannot claim too much from"
the meager evidence we have today.

And this is one of

those phenomena that quickly lost portentousness, as we
can see from the incident of the two suns reported in
1520 (Chungjong 15).

When the report was sent in from

Chonju, Cholla Province, in the fourth month of the year,
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almost all the high officials as well as the king himself
expressed doubts about the existenoe of such a portent.
The Royal Secretariat (slingjong-wOn) made it clear that
it was mistaken from the solar haloes of the day, claiming
they had observed the haloes themselves.

Chungjong,

saying that there were never two suns from the anoient
times, wanted to verify the report on the grounds that
the Offioe of Astronomy also had a different view on it.
But Chief and Left State Councillors disagreed, because
all the monaroh had to do on such occasions was to be
apprehensive and do self-cultivation.

Left State Coun-

cillor Nam Kon went even further in opposing the king's
wish to investigate, saying that only the throne's moral
cultivation mattered, whether the report was true or
false. 48 The next day King Chungjong announced selfcritioism and asked for counsel from his subjeots without
botherin~~~eek a

possible mistake in the observation

of the partent. 49
This proceeding may sound strange to us today.
But what mattered",;lto the scholar-officials of early
sixteenth century Korea was not exact observation of
nature' s anomalies. but the moral implioations of those
anomalies.

In the following chapters we will find this

attitude crucial to our proper understanding of the Neo,
Confucian tradition.
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(5) Daytime Darkness, Hazy SUn, and SUn-Spots

These are similar phenomena that can easily be
confused with each other.

We have only a few do zen of

them in the period under consideration, mostly in Koryo.
They are another example of portents with diminishing
importance.
SUn-spots invited at least two responses in the
Koryo period.

When there were sunspots in the first

three days of 1204 (Sinjong 7), the royal astronomer
tried to suppress the report of it to the throne because
he knew from Chinese records that a similar occurrence
presaged an Emperor's death. 50
jong died.

The nert month King Sin-

Another sun-spot'·.incident occurred in 1370

(Kongmin 19), when a sunspot was observed along with
Venus in the daytime. . Since both of the portents were
considered ominous to the king, the astronomer advised
the throne to arrange adequate exorcism.

King Kongmin's

answer wass
As for the sunspots, blame is on myself and
there is no way to exorcise this.
As for
Venus in the daytime, it reflects the rise of
high officials and this must be exorcised. 51
Reports of hazy sun are more frequent than reports
of sunspots.

The first record of a hazy sun and moon

occurs in the legend of a young couple of Silla who
emigrated to Japan in 157, thus making the sun and the
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moon lose their brightness. 52
~

is not found in the Samguk

This legend in the Samguk
~.

which as a matter of

fact does not even record the hazy sun.

Another record

is found in Koguryo in 640 and was interpreted 750 years
later by Kwen KUn as the sign of King Yongnyu's assassination by Yon Kaesomun, which happened two years after
the portent. 53
This portent is often found in Koryo history in relation to the punishment of evil men.

SO we can find

from the biographies of, 1m Yon. Cho Ilsin, and Kim Yong
of Koryo that a hazy sun recoyered its brightness and
gloomy days became bright on the punishment of these
"villains. "54

Yi I I S memo irs include another story about

the hazy sun.

According to Yi, there were several days

with a hazy sun in the second month of 1580 (sOnjo 13).
when a beautiful daughter of an interpreter was brought
into the kingls harem. 55

(6) Lunar Portents other than Eclipses
All the other lunar portents except eclipses are
put together in this section, which covers lunar haloes.
the moon's approach to or occultation of the five planets
or any constellations, and any other unusual phenomena
related to the moon.

Among these, the most common in

Koryo were the lunar occultations of constellations.
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The first response to any of the lunar portents is
found in 1179 ( Myong jong 9).

In the seventh month of

that year, when the moon "invaded" Venus, the astronomer
memorialized to the throne on the exorcism of this portent through Buddhistic services. 56
Two months later
a lunar invasion of a constellation was received with
the same response. S?
In 1199 (Sinjong 2) a certain
Chong T/ongwon predicted the death of a court lady when
there was an occurrence of mutual occultation of the moon
and Saturn.

The prediction was fulfilled when Princess

SUan died two· months thereafter. 58

The moon invaded

Mars in 1219 (Kojong 6), upon which the astronomer predicted the death of a distinguished man in government.
That man turned out to be Ch'oe Ch'unghon, the military
strongman of the period, who died the day after the prediction. S9
SUch portentous interpretations were challenged for
the first time in 1250 (Kojong 3'/) with the appearance
of the lunar occultation of a constellation.

Ch'oe Hang,

the military dictator of the time, did not like the portentous interpretation submitted to the throne by the
astronomer.
At the time the king was on a visit to Chep' 0
Palace to meet the Mongolian ambassador.
The
astronomer's memorial was meant to stop the
meeting by asking the throne for self-cultiva60

tion. Ch 'oe Hang read this secret memorial
So he had the
and did not like the idea.
Office of Inspector-General criticize the Office
of Astronomy for recklessly presenting a memorial
on a stellar anomaly.
The SUperintendant (p'ansa) and a Deputy (sUng) of the Office of Astronomy were dismissed.
At the time, the route of communication was
already closed, and only the Office of Astronomy
was in a position to be able to submit memorials
directly to the throne to urge self-cultivation
on occasions of portents.
After this incident,
however, direct memorials by astronomers were
prohibited. 60
This episode alone amply suggests the important politioal
role the Office of Astronomy played in the Koryo period,
and particularly how it served during the Ch' oe military
rule as the last bulwark of opposition to the Ch'oe house
rule. 61
It is also noteworthy that moral self-cultivation,
instead of Buddhist rituals, were proposed in answer to
this portent.

This is a trend to be found more often

in later responses, as in the oase of the Martian occultation of the moon in 1279.

At the occurrence of this

portent, high officials made it clear that such a grave
portent "can not be exorcised by feeding the monks and
serving Buddha."

King Ch'ungnyol therefore asked for

his high officials' secret counsel and stopped all the

61

public works. 62
Lunar portents continued to be observed diligently
in the early years of the Yi dynasty until the reign of
As Fig. 6 indicates, how-

King Sejong (r. 1419-1450).

ever, this portent rarely appeared during the latter
half of the fifteenth century.

One reason for such

a change can be found in the great development of mathematical as well as observational astronomy in the reign
of King Sejong, whose astronomers developed the skills
necessary to predict such events.

Again, no serious

sense of portentousness can be attributed to phenomena
that are subject to routine calculations for predietion. 63
Perhaps King Mlnjong' s decree of 1450 banning the report
of any lunar haloes because they were not portentous in
his opinion can be taken as a signal for such a change
in attitude. 64

More important, I believe, is the fact

that from this time portents were increasingly considered
in terms of their relevance to
fringing upon

~.

:an and

yang.

Those in-

the symbol of the throne, survived,

while those related to

~,

the symbol of the queen or

his subjects. lost portentousness rapidly.
belong among the latter.

Lunar portents

Nevertheless, they survived in

folk literature as well as in the personal memoirs of Yi

POli~icians.65
62

(7) stars observed in the Daytime

There are seven reports of Venus observed in the
daytime before Koryo, but no explanation was offered
for any of them.

In Koryo, a report of thi s portent

appears in 1014, but we find no

~esponse

thereto.

In 1092

(sOnjong 9) when this portent was observed, the astronomer
memorialized that "there will be a big funeral within
three years. "66

Two years later King sOnjong died.

In the early Yi period the occurrence of this por-

tent increased almost five times, a considerable increase
even though we know that the total number of portents
recorded in the Sillok is larger than those in the KDryO-

aa.

Yet it is still difficult to find any specific

responses to this portent in Yi Korea. 67
This dearth of direct responses, however, does not
indicate in any way that this portent was negligible.
On the contrary, this portent seems to have served well,
and often it was combined with other portents, when

scholar-officials wanted to make their points to the
throne.

In 1496 (Yonsan 2) the king announced an ap-

peal for counsel in response to Venus in the daytime and
solar haloes. 68
It is one of many such examples, and
this portent survived in Yi portentology because it implied, just like solar haloes, insufficient brightness
of the sun, or the throne.

(See Fig. 8)
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Fig. 8. Venus-Observed-in-the-Daytime and
Other Planetary Portents, 918-1500.
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(8) The Five Planets
When !live stars, probably the five planets, gathered
in the eastern sky in 149, an astronomer of Si11a interpreted it as sign of the king's virtue.

According to

the Samguk aagi, the astronomer made a false report in
. 69
fear of the king's wrath.
Another legend has it that
General Kim Yusin of Silla was born after his father had
a dream of Mars and Saturn falling together towards him. 70
In Koryo this portent was considered very significant.

In 1178 when Venus and Jupiter approached each

other in the same constellation, the astronomer predicted
that locust would come, and indeed they ravaged the eastern,
western, and northern areas of the country the next year. 71
In the twelfth month of the same year the astronomer
observed a series of unusual movements made by three
planets and predicted rebellion and military actions. 72
Two months later rebels in the west, who were more or less
under government control after an initial rebellion led
by Cho Wich'ong, made another uprising against the governmente
When Venus invaded a constellation in 1184, a diviner
predicted imminent

d~e.~~~~~~!~~t~l:

This led to

a counter-maneuver by the military.
At the prediction, the military wanted to divert
the misfortune to the civil officials. General
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Yi Siyong and some thirty men went to the palace
to present a false indictment of six civil officials, including Inspeotor (Kanui) Song Cho,
Right Censor Ch'oe Kihu, and Historian Wang HOso,
and requested their banishment.
Though the king
knew their innocence, he was weak and irresolute,
finally giving in to the demand.
They were banished to distant islands, and many people felt
sorry for them.
Yet Slyong and his followers
were not satisfied in overcoming the portent by
this.
So they turned now against the gullt of
Colonel (Chungnangjang) Kim Chagyok for his help
to Kyong Taesung in the latter's invasion of the
palace over the palace-wall.
Kim was also banished to an island. 73
In 1186 (Myongjong 16) when Jupiter was invaded by Saturn.
the astronomer predicted a rebellion.

To exorcise the

prognostication, Buddhist rituals were carried out in
two temples according to the astronomer's prescription. 74
Nevertheless, ten months later Cho Wonjong rebelled.

An

unusual movement of Mars was noticed by an astronomer in
the ninth month of 1195 (Myongjong 25).

The astronomer

saw in it a forthcoming military action. and he advised
the throne to be watchful.

In the twelfth month of the

same year there was the same portent again, and the astronomer made the same prediction. 75

Four months later·

Ch'oe Ch'unghon rose to military and political supremacy
after a bloodbath.
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With the rise of the Yi dynasty, this portent rapidly
lost its portentousness, perhaps because of the increased
predictability thanks to the rapid astronomical development. (See Fig. 8)

-

In

unofficial histories; however,

tradition still was strong, and we find this portent
being interpreted as the king's escape to the north during
the Hideyoshi Invasions. 76
(9) Comets and Novae

The comet was one of the most important of portents
throughout Korean history, and the record shows rather
even distribution.

The nova was regarded as being as

portentous as the comet, yet the number of novae for the
whole period of Korean history under consideration, up to
1500, is only twenty, too few to have any statistical
meaning.

Novae were recorded in traditional historio-

graphy together with comets, thus the two are included
together here.
The first record of a comet in Korea is found in a
legend related to the reign of King Chinp'yong (r. 579-

631) of Silla.

The SamiYk yusa tells the story.

When three h waran« were planning an excursion to Mount
P 'ungak (later Diamond M>untains), a comet showed i teel!
in a certain constellation, forcing them to cancel their
plan.

s

However, when Teacher Yungch'on composed a song
67

about it, the portent disappeared instantly.

Further-

more the same portent forced the Japanese soldiers to
retreat to Japan.

Teacher Yungch'on's "Song of the

Comet (hyesong-ga)" changed the misfortune into a
double blessing.??

This song is one of the small

number of hyanllga surviving today and is considered important in the literary history of Korea.?8

The Samguk

sagi, however, records no comet being observed in Silla
at this time.
Another legend of magic related to comets is found
in the

Samguk~.

In the reign of King Hyoso (r. 691-

?02) a comet appeared (probably in 695), and the astronomer memoriali zed that it occurred because of the
government's failure to endow land and title to the
auspicious flute which had already brought a series of
miracles.

When the advice was accepted, the comet

disappeared soon.?9

Here again there is no record of

a comet during this period in the Samguk

~.

The first legend we have about a nova, also from
the Samguk JZ:Wla, is a story of a faked nova sometime
in the seventh century.

According to it, the origin of

the name of a mountain in the Silla capital, sOngbu-san
("star-floating mountain'), is explained like this.
A man was seeking a government post in the
capital.
He ordered his son to make a big
68

torch and go up the mountain at night to raise
the fire high.
That night the people of the
capital saw the light and all spoke of the
strange star appearing above the mountain. The
king heard of it and became worried.
He meant
to ask the people how the portent could be exorcised, to which the father was planning to
respond.
But the royal astronomer·" memorialized
to the throne, "This is not a grave portent.
Merely it is a sign for the death of a son in a
family and the weeping of his father. n
At last
it was decided not to do any exorcising.
That
night the son was devoured by a tiger on his
way down. 80
What these stories tell us about the comets and novae of
the pre-Koryo period is that they were all seen as objects
of magical exorcisms.

Only in late Silla in the ninth

century do we find for the first time a comet related,
as they were to be hereafter, to political matters, this
time to the forthcoming revolutionary turmoils.

When

rebels gathered around Chang Pogo in the winter of 838,
waiting for revenge against the usurper king Huigang,
a comet appeared in the west with its tail pointing to
the aast.

The rebels congratulated each other, saying

that this was a sign of eradicating the old and ushering
in the new, and thus, they could expect success in their
vendetta. 81
A nova in early Koryo was interpreted by Chloe Chimong as the sign of a rebellion, a
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predicti~-which

was

fulfilled by the abortive uprising of Wang Sung in
932. 82
By the way, Ch 'oe Chimong was the only one we
know in Korean history who reached the very top of the
political hierarchy by way of being a professional
astronomer-diviner. 83
On new year's day of 1095 (HOnjong 1) an observation was made of solar haloes and comets on both sides
of the sun.

The astronomer predicted a rebellion by
The boy king simply did not

high officials and nobles.

know how to prevent it by exorcism, so he merely played
with several palace doctors. 84 Only seven months before
the portent the ten-year-old boy had succeeded his
father on the throne in the middle of a fierce power
struggle between Yi Chaui, leader of a powerful Yi clan
that supplied most of the queens of the period, and the
eldest uncle of the king.

And it was only seven months

after the portent that the struggle ended with a victory
for the king's uncle and the boy king's abdication in
his favor. 85
This story of King Sukchong' s usurpation &n the Koryo
period bears a remarkable resemblance to what happened in
another drama of an uncle's usurpation of the throne in
the Tanjong's reign of the Yi period.

Unlike the former

story, however, the coup of Prince Suyang (later King
Sejo) in 1453, was not presaged by a comet.
70

But three

years later when the "six loyal subjects" tried an unsuccessful counter-coup against the usurper king, a comet
was there to lead their way throughout the month of their
intensive planning.

Their destiny was sealed the next

month by a betrayer among themselves, andthey were summarily executed, leaving behind the best-known epic of
loyalty in traditional Korean history.

I could not

establish whether the SillQk historians explicitly tried
to relate the comet and the abortive coup. 86

However,

Yi KUngik in his YQllyQsil kisul sees the comet as presaging the incident. a?
If the incident of the "six loyal subjects" was only
implicitly related to a comet in the Sillok, the incident
of General Nam I in 1468 (Ye jong 0), only one month after
King

Se~o's

death, is almost impossible to understand

fully without a proper realization of the significance of
the comet as a serious portent in the political thinking
of the times.

Nam I, son of King T'aejong's daughter

and maternal uncle of the new nineteen-year-old king,
Yejong, was a rapidly rising military hero during the
reign of his cousin, Sejo.

When King Sejo died in 1468,

Nam I was Minister of Defence at the age of twenty-seven.
Only one month after Sejo' s death he was charged with
treason by one of his junior officers.
guilty as charged and was executed.
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He was found
Of the interrogation

of the case we have the following from the Sillok.
Fourth Minister (Ch' aDrji) in the Ministry of
Defen~e Yu Chagwang testified. • ••
"In that
evening Nam I came to my house by horse and
said, 'The comet has not disappeared yet. Did
you see it too?'
I answered, 'No, I did not.'
Nam said, 'Now it is in the middle of the Milky
Way and all white-colored.
So it is not easy
to see.'
I brought Qut Kang-mu (Chu Hsi I s history of China) and he showed me the place about
comets.
A note there read, 'When the color is
white, generals revolt and soldiers rise.' Nam
said with emotion, 'This time there must be some
correspondence.'
After a while he continued,
'I shall raise the banner. 1,,88
other testimony by a military officer narrates what
happened on the night when Nam I and he were on night
duty in the pal.ace ,
He
I went to visit Nam at hi s place of sleep.
was reading the Kox:yo-.u and when it came to the
matter of Sin Ton and Sin U eKing UJ, he sighed
a real deep sigh and asked me, "Is the comet still
there?"
I answered, "Still there."
Nam I said,
"A Heavenly portent is not meaningless.
Why does
not it disappear? • • • "
And he continued to
tell me, "Now that the portent is as it is, there
must be some wicked SUbjects planning an intrigue."
I asked who the wicked were, but he would not answer.
I asked insistently again, and then he
said, "Taking advantage of the young king, Han
N~onghoe is trying to monopolize power. "89
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Later historians of the Yi period tend to emphasize
the false testimony made against Nam I by Yu Chagwang.
Yu apparently had many reasons to be envious of Nam's
rapid rise. 90

As a son of concubine, Yu had to fight

formidable odds throughout his political career, which
was long and often colored with controversies.

In spite

of his background, he was quite successful as we shall
see more of his later activities in the coming chapters.
Another factor in the incident was the changing power
configurations at the beginning of a new reign period
under the leadership of a representative of the old guard
Han Myonghoe, who happened to be the father-in-law of
the new king.

Nam I, as the Sillok makes it clear,

wanted to do something to stop Han Myonghoe.

Such an utterance of Nam I, however, might have been
taken less seriously under ordinary circumstances.

What

made the circumstances extraordinary was that the comet
was visiting Korea for more than a month.

The appearance

of a comet at this time created "mass hysteria," as every
knowledgeable man from the king to low officials became
apprehensive about the future.

Those who were "in"

were most eager to eradicate any inkling of insubordination, while those who were "out" were agitated to do
something to upset the status quo--- "To ward off the old
and to ring in the new,"

This comet hysteria could
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have pushed the

prosecut~on

of Nam I's treason.

Another excellent example of comet hysteria occurred
in 1471 (Songjong 2).

At the report of the comet song-

jong announced an appeal for counsel, accompanied by a
decree of self-criticism.

A series of standard responses

to portents was taken thereafter.

But what makes this

case special was that two special garrisons were ordered
to take temporary stations at the two key positions in
the capital.

It was exactly what they would have done

if there had been an actual military threat from outside.
There was of course no such threat, and the action was
taken solely in response to a comet. 91 For this comet
another apprehensive remark came from the king's mother,
who was conducting government affairs for the boy king.
In her decree, the queen mother analyzed the reason for
the comet I
Untalented relatives of mine occupy many posts
in the government and squander government salaries.
I am afraid this portent is due to this
reason.
Embarassed, I do not know what to do.
Those wise and good who retreated into mountains
and woods must be searched for and invited in. 92
King Yonsan's efforts to defy established portentology have already been shown in several sections above,
and with the appearance of a comet in 1500 (Yonsan 6),
there was no exception.

His wish to suppress the portent
74

can be seen in his order that the news of' the appearance
of a comet "shall not be revealed, for i:f it be known to
remonstrators, they will surely make much ado about it. ,,93
His wish was soon to be betrayed, apparently because the
comet was growing bigger everyday, thus becoming more
clearly visible to everybody.

The king could not but

follow a series of well-established measures to respond
to the portent. 94
When the situation became more complicated with the report of a few other portents, King
Yonsan had finally to acquiesce to the demands of his
officials and he reopened his long-neglected royal
lectures. 95
King Yonsan's anti-portentology seemed to have attained a final victory in the seventh month of 1506; when_---he ordered no portent to be reported to the·throne or,
as a matter of fact, to be observed at all.

When the

Office of Astronomy reported the appearance of a comet
on the 20th day of the month, it was only two days after
the king had directed that there be no reports of any
"anomalies such as earthquakes. ,,96
Because the comet was growing bigger after its
first appearance about ten days earlier, and because the
comet was considered more portentous than other portents,
the Office of Astronomy made the report and this made
the king angry.

King Yonsan immediately summoned high
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officials to announce his decision to change the name
of the Office of Astronomy to the Bureau of Calendar
(Saryok-so) and make it responsible only for time-keeping. 97
The historical significance of King Yonsan's struggle
against established portentology, of which the abolition
of the astronomical institution was merely a part, will
be discussed in Chapter IV.

Suffice it here to point

out that the comet of 1506 was directly responsible for
triggering the abolition of the Office of Astronomy, the
only occasion in Korean history on which this was done,
although it was for only forty-one days---until the expulsion of the king himself.
After this interlUde, comets and novae remained as
portentous as ever.

So

Yi I writes that the appearance

of a nova in 1572 presaged the death of Ki TaesUng, a
well-knovm scholar of the time. 98
Perhaps the remark of
Yi Chiham, better known by his pen name, T'ojong, one
of the great clairvoyants in Korean history, sums up the
significance of these portents in later Yi history.
In addition, Yi Chiham said, "The comet of last
year, I think, was an auspicious star." I asked
why.
Chiham answered, "The minds of men and
the ways of the world were extremely chaotic,
thus making the aituation vulnerable to any
catastrophe of the future.
Yet after the appearance of the comet, the people high and low
became apprehensive and the minds of men changed
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considerably, thus narrowly escaping actual
catastrophic happenings.
How is this not an
auspicious star?" • • • • The words of Chiham
may sound like a joke, yet men of intelligence
took them as most pertinent. 99

(10) Meteors
The distribution of meteo'rs does not differcfrom
that of other portents, except that the number of recorded
meteors decreases considerably from the latter part of
Koryo.

l\'Ieteors made spectacular portents at night I the

only trouble was that there were too many of them.
The first portentous meteor recorded in Korean history is the one in 398 which forced a king of Paekche to
stop his Koguryo expedition only miles from the frontier
because the star fell directly toward his own camp.l00
A similar story is told of the Koguryo attack on Silla
at Pukhan-san fortress in 661.
At the time the fortress had only 2,800 men
and women. Tong T'ach'on ~chief of the fortress-7 could encourage his weak force to fight
against the strong for twenty days.
Yet when
food ran out and people had become too tired,
he asked Heaven for help with his ~tmost sincerity. SUddenly a big star fell to the Koguryo
Noe Umsin ~Koguryo
camp and lightning struck.
commanderJ and others became afraid; thus
loosening their siege, they retreated. Tong
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T'ach'on was promoted by the king to ~ nama
rank. When Kim Yusin first heard of the fortress being surrounded, he said, "Manpower is
already dried up; we have to depend on gods'
help." Thus he built an altar to pray, and it
was after the prayer that this portent occurred.
People all said that it was a response to his
sincere prayer. 101
We have more of General Kim Yusin's role of being a
In the uprising of Pidam in 647, a

master magician.

big star fell on the camp of the royal army.

Taking it

as sign of the forthcoming fall of Queen Sondok, Pidam
and his followers rejoiced over the prospect, while the
queen started to worry.

Thereupon, General Kim Yusin

made a big kite and flew it high at night with a big lantern attached to it.
wofd.:~that

And he did not forget the to spread

the fallen star of the night before had returned

to the sky.102

In the spring of 673 there were meteors

and earthquakes in the Silla capital, which made King
Munmu awe-stricken.

But the general predicted that the

portents were not meant for the state but for himself--he died later that year. 103
In Koryo period, we find many professional portenttellers.

At the meteor of 945 Ch 'oe Chimong, one of the

greatest of the trade. whom we have mentioned in the section on comets, predicted a plot against the royal family
which soon materialized in Wang Kyu's plot against King
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Hyejong's brother (later King chongjong).104

Another

"correct prediction" in the Koryo period was made for
the meteor of 1182 (Myongjong 12), when imminent harm to
a mistress of the palace and the coming of an ambassador
were predicted.

The next year the queen mother died,

and six months later a Chinese ambassador arrived from
the Chin dynasty. lOS
In relation to meteor observations, I could find
only one case of punishment.

In 1406 when an astronomer

failed to observe a meteor, King T'aejong ordered him to
be flogged with sixty strokes. 106 Already in the early
Yi period, however, meteors seem to have lost much of
their portentousness and by King Yonsan's time, they,
along with the appearance of Venus in the daytime, were
no longer reported. 10?
However with the coup of King Chungjong the next
year, the pendulum swung in the other direction with a
strong revival of portentology.

One session of the royal

lectures illustrates the situation after the fall of King
yonsan.
His Uajesty attended the evening royal lecture,
the topic being from the KorvO-.aa ccbOryo. And
they came to "A meteorite fell in Hwangju with
a sound like thunder. The magistrate sent the
stone to the palace. But the Ministry in charge
of rites memorialized that it was an ordinary
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matter which had nothing to do with an omen or
auspice. They further said that this should
not have been brought to the king's attention
and requested that the magistrate be punished.
The king agreed to this and returned the stone."
Thereupon Participant Ho Wan commented, "The
words of the Udnistry of Rites are very inappropriate.
Unharmonious ~ brings omen and
harmonious ~ brings auspice.
All the portents
are due to human affairs.
All from the king
down to his sUbjects have to be apprehensive and
continue self-cultivation.
This is the right
way.
Nevertheless their words were like this.
Here we see how small men (.w2.in) were guiding
their rulers. • • • King MUnjong was a wise king of
Koryo, yet he followed the words of the Ministry
of Rites in punishing the magis~rate.
This must
have been due to the continuing pe ace, which
brought laxity to them.
This must be kept in
mind. 11108
However, the revival of the meteor as a portent should not
be overemphasized, for its importance in post-Yonsan Korea
was often derived from its being part of a cluster of
portents.
Regardless of their political significance, meteors
remained a serious portent in the popular culture of traditional Korea.

One representative case is the story

of a meteor related to the death of Admiral Yi Sunsin.
When Admiral Yi was going to sea for his last battle
against the retreating Japanese at the close of the Hide80

yoshi Invasions, his death was presaged by a meteor that
Yi died in 1598 and

appeared earlier in the evening.

the legend of the meteor is found from his monument erected
two hundred years later in 1794. 109
But Yu songnyong,
a strong supporter of Admiral Yi, wrote in some detail
in his memoir about the final battle and the death of Yi
without any mention of a meteor. 110 The story of a meteor
in the death of Admiral Yi SUnsin, then, has to be seen as
a legend that developed gradually in the intervening two
hundred years.

In contrast to this legend of a meteor

with a death motif, we have an opposite motif in the
birth legend of General Kang Kamch'an (948-1031).111
(11) Lightning and Thunder
The flash of lightning, the roar of thunder, and
the powerful strike of the bolt made a terrifying portent
in the past.

We have a long list of such portents com-

mencing with the bolt that struck the south gate of the
Silia capital in A. D. 3.

The most dreadful of these

was the thunderbolt that in a blink of time demonstrates
the awesome power of the unknown.

Although overall tabu-

lation of these portents does not show any remarkable difference from that of other portents. except perhaps that
it evidently remained strong throughout Korean history,
one point deserves attention.
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Since thunderbolts usually

strike tall structures, by determining the objects that
were struck one can develop a fairly good picture of the
urban skyline of the Korean past.
Out of ten bolts between 660 and 935 (the Unified
Silla period) eight struck Buddhist temples or pagodas.
Since the other two struck a man and a royal mausoleum
respectively, we can say that the Silla urban skyline was
dominated by Buddhist buildings, probably higher than the
royal palaces.

In Koryo forty-two bolts are recorded.

eight of them struck men, twelve of them hit Buddhist
temples, and thirteen of them struck palaces or government
offices.

We can thus assume that the highest buildings

in the Koryo capital were Buddhist temples and government
offices or palaces.

In the Yi period almost half of the

twenty-one recorded bolts struck palaces or government
offices while we cannot'find any temples hit by lightning
bolts.

Royal tombs and shrines were the major targets of
the remaining bolts. 112
The bolt that struck a pillar of the Bureau of Punishment in 984 (Songjong 3) deserves attention because
the responsibility for the portent was placed on two
high officials, who were then dismissed. 11)
Often thunder
and lightning were seen as the wrath of Heaven.

In the

reign of Injong of Koryo (1123) the astronomer interpreted
thunder with rain and hail as the sign of a hidden plot,
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and advised the throne to chase out the strong and violent
ones, to help the old and the weak, and to hire men of
wisdom. 114

Winter lightning that year brought further

advice to the throne in the form of an oblique attack
upon the monopoly of power by Yi Chagyom, who heard i t with
Yi was again criticized at the occurrence
great ire. 115
of thunder and lightning with heavy rain in the summer of
1124, when he was having a grandiose party to celebrate his
birthday after being honored with the title of Prince of
Choson state. l l 6
Great lightning and thunder along with hail and a
cyclone occurred in 1197 (bwongjong 27) on the eve of
Ch'oe Ch'unghon's prayer to Heaven to report his decision
to expel the king.

Chloe nevertheless was undaunted by

this and went on to remove King Myongjong and to replace
him with his hand-picked king, Sinjong. 117
One short entry in the Koryo-u summarizes well what
thunder meant to the Koreans of the period.
Thunder struck General Pak Chongmo.
a greedy and wicked man. 118

He was

The idea of Heaven punishing a wicked man by thunderbolt
coupled with the people's desire to take part in the execution of justice, led to a peculiar tradition in Koryo.
According to the tradition, any property taken from a
house struck by a bolt would attract more wealth into
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the house of the new owner of the property.

So when

the house of a royal family was struck by a bolt in 1376
(U 2), many people rushed to the scene to scavenge whatever piece of property they could lay their hands on,
even before the family breathed their last breath. 119
In early Yi Korea we find that King T' ae jong' s
view of this portent shows a significant break from the
opinion held by the Koryo people.

In 1406 (T'aejong 6)

the king discussed with his officials the reason why a
thunderbolt would hit a man.

Here T'aejong pointed out

that in history the wicked and disloyal did not necessarily
get Heaven's punishment, or thunderbolts, thus suggesting
that man was struck by bad luck by contacting an evil
spirit.

Nevertheless the king confessed his deep dread

of portents.
About portents all the old books say that they
are interpolated on the bases of human affairs.
As the DoQtrine g.t :t.b& .Me..an says, if my ch' i is
in harmony, then the ~ of the world would be
in harmony. The principle is most profound that
the ~ of one man can decide the harmony of
the world.
What we call "I" is actually one of
many people.
If all the officials do their
jobs, not a single soul being negligent, then
Why will harmony come only after I re spect and
refrain?
Heaven's way blesses the good and
blames the wicked; yet its effect as luck or
as omen takes a long time to come, thus making
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people have doubt and suspicion. 120
So T'aejong became angered in 1410 when an astronomer
told him that the winter thunder at that time was harmle8s,121

Another punishment followed in 1412 because

of a tardy report of thunder in spring.

At that time

a royal secretary was reprimanded for his procrastination
with the report of theOffice of Astronomy.122
The appearance of portents was often taken as an
opportunity for state councillors to turn in their resignations, and it seems to be more so with thunder and
lightning, as it was in 14)8 (Sejong 20),1 23 Though
the resignation of state councillors on such occasions
became a tradition, written into the dynastic constitution (Kyongguk taejon), according to which state councillors were held responsible for harmonizing

~-~.

their resignations were usually rejected by the throne. 124
Among the myriad responses to portents, the one in
1444 (Sejong 26) is unusual.

When a lady-in-waiting

was struck by a bolt that summer, the king relieved fortyfive ladies from their court service, apparently in an
effort to recover harmony in

Jin-~

through the dissipa-

tion of suppressed female desires,1 25
One of the most significant effects of portents in
Korean history can be found in the incident following
the bolt of 1490 (sOngjong 21) that struck a man just
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outside a palace gate.

Songjong immediately announced

his intention to declare a general pardon, among other
responses, and then after some deliberations decided to
give back to some 690 former officials and scholars their
forfeited service certificates (chikch'PP).126

It was

the largest of such actions taken by government in Korean
history up to 1550, possibly the largest in the entire
traditional period.

Included in the pardon were several

hundred former officials or scholars disqualified for their
involvement in the plot to restore the deposed King Tanjong, including those involved in the incident of the
"six loyal subjects" in 1456.

Traditional historiography

sees this pardon as a major event in the reign of King
Songjong. 127
This same bolt also served as an occasion to hire
Chong Yoch'ang, a disciple of Kim Chongjik and a distinguished scholar, into government through recommendation
initiated by the portent. 128
Another thunderbolt in 1493
served as an opportunity to prohibit royal :families from
building overly grandiose houses. 129
One individual in Korean history who suffered most
from thunder or lightning was definitely Im Sahong (?1506), presumably the prototype of the soin (amoral man,
mean man, or villain, hsiao-..iin in Chinese) in Korean
historiography.

He was reinstated from a previous
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exile on the occasion of a bolt in 1486, was disqualified
by another bolt in 1497, and then demoted immediately,
after being promoted in rank, because of' thunder and
lightning in 1498. 130
We shall see more details of 1m's
political life and his role in the development of Korean
portentology in Chapter IV.
King Yonsan was not as susceptible as other kings
to this portent either.

As early as 1497 (Yonsan 3) on

the occasion of thunder and lightning he started to show
a somewhat unorthodox view of portents.

When an official

from the Office of Inspector-General pinpointed unbecoming
promotions and inadequate punishment as the cause of the
portent, Yonsan dismissed this interpretation by arguing
that it was already the first month of the spring season,
thus implying that the thunder was not in winter and not
ominous.

When this view was effectively refuted by his

scholar-officials, Yonsan laid blame at the feet of recalcitrant officials.

According to him, the portent was

due to the officials' neglect of their work and their
persi stent demonstrations on the palace grounds for
remonstrances. 131
Later in his reign King Yonsan completed his purge
of portents, and thunder was no exception ..
The king said, "Some time ago there used to be
some people who remonstrated with extreme words,
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using the thunder of the tenth month as a portent.
Is there any remonstrator today who would consider
9thunder of the tenth month as a portent?" When
this was asked of the Royal Secretariat, royal
secretaries answered, "According to MonthlY
Ordinanpes (IJ.I§.h-.lJ.n&) thunder starts to disappear
from the eighth month. thus thunder after the
eighth monthiis taken as anomalous.
But thunder
in the tenth month is a yearly happening. thus
it cannot be seen as portentous.
No remonstrators or any others could bring any remonstrance otherwise.
L:Historian's Comment-l.
The king had already killed remonstrators in
order to build his authority.
Knowing that the
route of communication was effectively shut off
and that the people could not speak up, he was
boasting of that. 132
It

With the restoration of King Chungjong in 1506 thunder
and lightning were again considered portentous.

In 1509

(Chungjong 4) Chief State Councillor was removed from
the top govei-nment post when he turned in his resignation
at the occurrence of hail and thunder. 133 Although
resignations were turned in and rejected with every major
portent of this period, the actual acceptance of resignations like this was exceptional. 134
In this case the
acceptance was not a result of the portents per se, but
the portents served as a face-saving device for the
retiring state councillor who had been under constant
attack for his service to the aethroned yonsan.
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Chungjong's reign is known in traditional historiography for the re instatement of Sonung, or the royal
tomb for the queen of King fwi1njong.

She was deposed during

the reign of usurper King Sejo because she was the mother
of deposed King Tanjong.

When the pine trees in the

Shrine of Dynastic Ancestors were hit by a bolt in 1513
(Chungjong 8) it was decided to reinstate the unhap)y
queen to her rightful place after fifty-eight years. 135
If this seems insignificant to us today, it was of vital
significance to the new breed of scholars who were giving
more and more stress to the moral rectification of their
history.

The problem of intellectual reorientation in

this period will receive more attention in Chapter IV.
It should, however, be pointed out here that it was not an
easy decision for the king, who was a direct descendent
of the usurper king, Sejo, to undo what was done by Sejo.
Also worth noting in this reign is that an investigation
was made of an astronomer's failure to report this portent in 1516---a rare happening since the reign of King
sOngjong. 1J6
Thus thunder and lightning remained a strong factor
in decision making in government.

According to Yi I's

memoirs, a winter thunder of 1566 (Myongjong 21) brought
the reinstatement of those, punished in the literati purge
of 154.5 (Ulsa sahwa), as well as posthumous entitlement
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of Cho Kwangjo to state councillorship with the honorific
title of lrbnjong. 137 Two years later. a winter thunder
revived the recommendation examination. which was started
by the Cho Kwangjo group before their fall in 1519. 138
(12) Earthquakes
The first record of an earthquake goes back to A.D.
2 of Koguryo. but the first big one is found in 779. when
houses were destroyed and more than one hundred persons
were killed. 1J 9 MOre importantly for our purposes, King
Hyegong was killed in a coup the next year.

In

1023

(Hyonjong 14). we are told. an exorcism was carried out
on the occasion of an earthquake in Kumju. 140 And when
an earthquake occurred on the first day of the new year
in 1228 (KOjong 15), a Taoist exorcism was performed. 141
Divination or prognostication was of course an important part of portentology in Koryo, as we see in the
cases of earthCluakes in 1184 (Myongjong 14) and 1196
(MYongjong 26).

Both were similarly seen as indications

that "SUbjects were not acting like subjects." and as
"orders coming from below. n

Though the first one is not

clear (it probably referred to the growing power of Yi
Uimin), the second record was obviously meant as a prediction of the rise of Ch'oe Ch'unghon two months later. 142
In the tenth month of 1362 (Kongmin 11) there were two
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quakes in four days.

The king announced an appeal for

counsel from all officials including local magistratese
Censors responded with a memorial to the throne, maintaining that the earth, as a reflection of subjects,
would have quaked because of the chaotic situation in
rewarding and punishing of sUbjects, thus allowing undeserving people to occupy high posts. 143
One unusual interpretation is found in King U's
reaction to the quake of 1385 when Koryo was still under
the It'bngol influence.

When the quake hit the capital

with the sound of "a stampeding herd of war horses,"
with the walls tumbling and the rocks of Mount Songak
rolling down, the king made this wishful comment. "Is
this not a sign of Heaven's wish to make Liso-tung
fall? "144

Liao-tung is the place in Manchuria where

Yuan was confronted with the rising power of the Ming
dynasty.
In

1408 (T' ae jong 8) a Ming emissary arrived in

Korea to recruit Korean girls, and this was seen as the
main cause of the quake of that summer, which was followed
by a series of other portents. 145

.An earthquake of 1452

(MUnjong 2) was interpreted by divination to mean that
the five grains would not ripen and people would have a
great famine. 146
Though divination at the occurrence
of portents was common and even a dominant mode of res·
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pcnse to portents during Koryo, it became remarkably less
frequent in early Yi Korea, making this a rather rare
case.

MOre typical in the Yi period was King T'aejong's

response to a quake in 1412, when the king emphasized
"cultivation of human affairs" even without a single
religious exorcism. 147
He was soon succeeded by King
Sejong, who had his own view of earthquakes and portents.
His Majesty said at one of the royal lectures,
"The earthquake is an important portent. Therefore the classics have recorded it without fail.
The classics do not write of thunder and lightning, for this is an ordinary matter.
From the
fact that the Sprin~ ,mg Aqtymn, Annals (.Qh '.Ynch'iu) records the bolt at the shrine of Po I,
we can tell that thunder and lightning is an
ordinary matter.
As for the quake in our country,
no year is free from them. They are particularly
frequent in Kyongsang Province.
The quake in
the year of 1429 started in Kyongsang Province'
and spread into the three provinces of Ch'ungch'ong, KangwOn, and Kyonggi.
At the time, I
was reading and did not know of it until "the
report of the Office of Astronomy arrived.
Though we do not have such quakes that destroy
houses, we have many quakes in three provinces
of the south.
I am afraid these would not presage any invasion of barbarians."
Kwon Ch' ae responded, "Thunder and lightning is
a lesser portent and earthquake is a major one.
Never"theless if one insists that a certain auspice
occurs when some thing goes right, while a certain
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omen occurs when some thing goes wrong, this would
mean a logical inflexibility based upon forced
correlations."
His Majesty said, "You are right. The effect of
a portent of Heaven and earth can be either near
or far in time.
Thus we cannot ·tell for ten
years if there is no effect.
Many Confucian
scholars of Han and T'ang times, indulged too
much in portentology and made forced correlations
and illogical matchings Lbetween portents and
human affairsJ.
This I cannot agree with...148
still, the earthquake remained an important portent throughout the period of our discussion.

And as late as 1456

(sejo 2) an astronomer was flogged with forty strokes for
his failure to report a quake. 149
Sometimes different views of a single portent developed into a complicated political wrangle.

One such

case is the earthquake of 1493 (Songjong 24), which was
interpreted by the remonstrators as the sign of Heaven's
displeasure with the recent manumission of some sons of
concubines.

King sOngjong strongly disagreed, thus in-

viting long and turbulent diatribes between the throne
and the officials. 150

More interesting in a similar vein

is King Yonsan's reaction to a quake of 1503, which hit
three southern provinces and the capital province.

The

king saw it as a minor portent comparable to a lunar
eclipse and dismissed it as insignificant on the ground
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that the moon, the essence of
ruler.

nn.

did not represent the

His secretaries, however, did not agree and pre-

sented their own view contradicting the throne's and proposing an announcement for counselling.

Unlike the

other kings before him, Yonsan refused to comply on the
ground that an appeal for counse1 did not bring up the
real issues of the times, but only those full of se1fcentered matters. 1 S1

(13) Drought

The rice culture of

tradit~onal

Korea was particu-

larly vulnerable to the usual lack of rain in late spring
and early summer, thus making drought the most dreaded
portent of all.

In traditional historiography drought

was often recorded in combination with other portents
such as locusts and famine.

And prayer for rain became

perhaps the DlOst important part of all the prayers in Yi
Korea, requiring large expenditures of the state revenue
each year.

We find from the

Sil~

that drought was

the most discussed of all portents and occupied more
pages than any other portent.
(a) Three Kingdoms and Unified 5illa Feriod
The records of drought, locusts, famdne, and prayer
for rain before the unification of the three kingdoms are·
shown in the following table.

TABLE 2
Drought, Locusts, Famine, and Rain-Prayer
in the Three Kingdoms Period

-

Drought

Locust

Famine

Prayer

8
4

11
18

Koguryo
Paekche
Silla

10

31
38

15

18

1
:3
4

Total

79

27

47

8

(From the SaJDIDlk .ug1)

The table does not tell much, but the comparatively small
number of these agriculture-related portents recorded
for Koguryo indicates that Koguryo was not as agricultural as the other two kingdoms, or more precisely
spealting, Koguryo was not as heavily rice-oriented as
Silla and Paekche in the Three Kingdoms period.

This

is well supported by the record of auspicious grains
discussed below.
One of the earlier reports of drought has this to say
about a king of Silla.

In 184 King Adalla of Silla died

without an heir to throne.

A grandson of King T' arhae

was invited to succeed him.
The new king was able to predict by watching wind
and cloud when flood or draught would come, or
what the year's harvest would be.
He could also
tell whether a man was good or wicked.
People
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called him "sacred. ,,152
Since this is all there is about the king himself. we can
tell that this

king~

Porhyu, was primarily known for his

mastery of predictions.
The first prayer for rain in Korean history is recorded
in Paekche of 227, when King Kusu offered a rain prayer
at the shrine of Tongmyong, founder of Koguryo and father
of the Paekche founder. 153

The next record of rain

prayer is in Silla in 253. when the prayer was made at
the ancestors' shrine and at famous mountains.

The third

is in faekche of 402, when the king prayed at a mountain.
In all three cases. rain came in answer to the prayers.
For the next several records. however, the results are
not indicated.
Some of the early rain prayers reveal a mixture of
various responses.

In 492 the king of Silla announced

self-criticism and simplified his table.

In 563 King

P'yongwon of Koguryo also simplified his diet in order
to exorcise drought and prayed at mountains and creeks.
And a Silla king in 585 vacated his main palace. simplified his diet, and took care of prisoners.

These res-

ponses to drought strongly suggest a Chinese influence.
After some centuries of cultural learning from China, the
Koreans at this time might have decided to try these new
All things considered, it

ways to cope wl'th drought s.
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is highly doubtful that the Koreans of this early period
accepted the philosophical underpinnings of Tung Chung-shu
eclectic Confucianism, which gave meaning to such practices.

If these records are true, these responses of

Tung Chung-shu influence must have been taken by the
Koreans merely as new ways of exorcism in their magical
and shamanistic fight against drought.
The first Buddhist rain prayer is reported in 600
in Paekchel and another case is reported in 753, when
a Buddhist sutra was read at the rain prayer. 154
However, the rain prayer of 628 (in Silla) is reported to
include moving a market place and using a picture dragon,
again suggesting the influence of Tung Chung-shu.

Then

comes an interesting story of the first rain-maker in
Korean-history.

.~

~

In the summer of 715. Silla was hit by

a severe drought, and the king invited a Taoist hermit
named Ihyo of Yongmyong-ak (Dragon-crying lwbuntains) to
hold a rain prayer.
in Imch'on-sa Temple.

Ihyo held his service at the lake
After the service rain began and

continued for more than ten days.155

The next summer was

as dryas the one preceding it, and Ihyo made good his
fame by another successful rain-making. 156 Unfortunately
that is all we know about the man and his life, and we
have no other rain-maker in this early period.

(We will

shortly discuss another story of a rain-maker in the early
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Yi period.)

However, this first case of rain-making,

with its Taoist in a Buddhist temple, tells us something
about the intellectual climate of the Unified Silla period.
Another feature of the responses to drought in the
late Silla period is that in at least two cases prime
ministers were removed from their posts due to droughts
---in 745 and 754. 157
(b) Koryo Period
For the first century of Koryo, we have only one
report of drought, in 991 (Songjong 10).

Then for the

rest of the dynasty, from 1011 to 1392, we have a more
or less even distribution of droughts---four out of every
ten years were hit with droughts (161 drought years in
the period of 382 years).

To these droughts the Koreans

responded in the same syncretic manner we have just seen
---a mixture of indigenous or Taoist exorcisms, Buddhist
prayers, and Confucian rituals.
The first response to the first recorded drought
in Koryo, that of 991 t shows a remarkable degree of Confucian spirit.

In the throne's announcement the king

asked the reason for the portents Was it because of poor
government or because of inappropriate rewards and punishments?

Then the king decided on self-criticism

because the primary cause seemed to be the failure of his
own virtue. 158

In 1001 (Hyonjong 2) a prayer for rain
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was offered at the ancestral shrine. and other trimmings
were ordered. such as the move of the market, the prohibition of slaughter of domestic animals, removal of fans,
and pardon of prisoners. 1S9
One summer morning of 1024 King Hyonjong heard people
calling Heaven for rain outside the palace.

The king

immediately stoppea his breakfast, took a bath, and began
to pray before the burning incense in the palace ground.
saying, "If I made a mistake, I beg immediate punishment.
If the ten thousand people had faults, the responsibili t~i'-
should still be with me. ,,160

This was cle.arly a Confu-

cian response, but this same king in 1021 offered a rainprayer with shamans and with a dragon made of plaster. 161
In 1036 King Chongjong conducted a Taoist exorcism (~)
as the last resort after many standard practices to induce
rain were tried. 162
Five years later the same king conducted a Buddhist exorcism in the palace by reading a
Buddhist sutra. 163
Another Buddhist exorcism to induce
rain was tried in 1106 (Yejong 1), when the monk named
Tamjin was Drdered to give Buddhist lectures in a way of
praying for rain.

At the same time the people from the

five districts of the capital city walked through the
streets reading sutras, one of the widely practised
customs of the Koreans of the period. 164
The KbryQ-~
lists many of the Buddhist prayers said throughout the
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whole period of the dynasty, but most of the records
provide little information about the purposes for these
practices.

Many of them, I believe, were in response

to various portents of nature, and considerable part of
them for droughts.
(c) Droughts in the Yi period
In Yi Korea drought became the most important portent
and a real calamity for the nation.

While two out of

every five years were hit by drought in the Koryo period,
my compilation of drought records from the Sillot tells
us that almost every year was hit by drought, severe or
mild.

As a matter of fact, my tabulation shows that

of the 115 years of the first ten reign-periods of Yi
Korea, namely from King T' ae jo to King Yonsan, only
thirteen years were free from drought.

Table:3 shows

the distribution of drought-free years for different
re~periods.

(See the next page for Table 3.)

It is

remarkable that only two kings, Se jo and Yonsan, enjoyed
considerable freedom from the portent of drought (asterisk).
A closer look reveals that King Sejo was free fnm drought
for the eighth year and the last four years of his reign
(r. 1455-1468).

For King Yonsan the five drought-free

years are distributed throughout his twelve-year reign.
As responses to droughts, Yi Korea inherited from
Koryo a mixture of Confucian, Buddhistic, and Taoistic100

TABLE 3
DROUGHT-FREE YEARS FOR YI REIGN PERIODS.
1392-1506

Reign Periods
in Years
T'aejo
Chongjong
T'aejong
Sejong
Mmj0!lg
Tanjong
Sejo
Yejong
Songjong
Yonsan

. Drought-Free
Years

o
o
o

7
2

18
32

1

2

o

3
14
1
25
12

o
5*

o
2

5*

115

13

---

(Compiled from the Sillok)

indigenous prayers and rituals.

And for the period of

first two Yi kings this heritage seemed to be holding on.
The founder of the dynasty, T'aejo, was blessed according
to the Sillot historian with a long-overdue rain at the
very moment of his inauguration. 165
During his seven
year reign rain prayers were freely said at the ancestral
shrdne , at Buddhist temples p at temples of gods (meaning
Tao.1st or indigenous spirits and gods), and at the Temple
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of Heaven (wOndan) .166

From the third king of the Yi

period we find the responses to drought were obviously
undergoing a change, which we shall examine in more
detail under the following subaivisions.
TemPle 2i: Heayen---Until the early Yi period the
Temple of Heaven (Celestial Altar, wOn 'gu, wOndan, hwan 'gu)
served as a sort of center of all prayers or exorcisms,
and prayers for rain in times of drought were also included

in the usual practices at the Temple.

Since the

histori~

cal importance of the Temple of Heaven will receive more
attention in the next chapter, we shall here limit our
discussion to how rain prayers were said at the Temple
during the early century of Yi Korea.

We can verify

that such prayers were performed at least once in 1398
during the reign of T'aejo and at least five times (in
the years 1401, 1405, 1406, 1407, and 1410) during the
reign of T'aejong.

But in 1410 this practice was opposed

on the ground that it would be transgression of propriety
in rites, for the orthodox Confucian teaching said that
only the Son of Heaven, namely the Chinese Emperor,
could worship Heaven. 167
Six years later, however,
T'aejong reversed the previous decision and ordered Left
State Councillor Yu Chonghyon to offer a rain prayer at
the Temple of Heaven, thanks to the tenacious lobbying
of Pyon Kyeryang for the necessity and legitimacy of
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Korea's worship of Heaven. 168
Rain prayer at the Temple of Heaven continued into
the reign of King Sejong, who would not change the
established practice the first nine years of his reign.
During this early period rain prayers were conducted at
the Temple of Heaven in 1419, 1420, 1425, 1426, and 1427.
But this was the end of it at least temporarily.

The

arch-champion of such prayers, Pyon Kyeryang, died in 1430
(Sejong 12), but it was not necessarily the lack of
champions that finally stopped the practice.

The king

himself actively opposed it and closed the Temple, even
though some high officials urged the continuation of
the prayers.
For instance, in 1439 (Sejong 21) the king turned
down a proposal for a rain prayer at the Temple of Heaven
presented by the director of the Office of Diplomatic
Correspondence (sUngmun-won).169

The drought of 1443

(Sejong 25) was one of the worst in the reign of King
Sejong, and Ministry of Rites proposed a rain prayer at
the Temple of Heaven.

Sejong flatly rejected the idea,

saying that "For the prayer at the Temple of Heaven,
I cannot follow you.
ever you wish. ,,170

For other matters, you may do whatThe next year the Ministry of Rites,

headed by Kim Chongso, proposed the same thing again in
vain. 171

In 1449 (Sejong 31) Chief state Councillor
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Hwang Hui addressed the throne in favor of the same measure,
to which King Sejong answvFed.
If it rains as a result of such prayers at the
Temple of Heaven, then why should we worry
about transgressing propriety in rites?
Yet
if we do not get rain after the prayer, then
we will have committed a transgression of proper rites for nothing.
This is good for no
one.
Furthermore, we have the Office of
Taoist Affairs (Sogyok-chon) where we are actually praying to Heaven, though it is still
unorthodox. 172
It was not until 1457 (Sejo 3) that the Temple of
Heaven was reinstated, after thirty years, with the
changed name of hWan'gu instead of wondan. 173
But
the primary function of the revitalized Temple of Heaven
was then not so much for prayers on the occasions of portents, but rather for symbolic efforts on the part of the
monarch to regain royal authority in the period of fading
charisma that followed his usurpation of his nephew's
throne. 174
Buddhist Exorcisms---Rain prayer by monks or at Buddhist temples was one of the major responses to droughts
throughout the early Yi period.

In the seventh month

of 1411 (T'aejong 11) one hundred monks were ordered to
begin a rain prayer.

Four days later, however, T'aejong

changed his mind and prohibited any further rain prayer
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at temples.

For his change of mind he gave three reasons.

first, it was not considered proper according to the established rites, secondly, his experiences told him Buddhist prayer was futile; and thirdly, there was no great
monk who could bring any result even if Buddhism were
effective in fighting drought. 175

Two years later. in

1413, however, we again find that one hundred monks gathered to offer a rain prayer at HUngch'on-sa Temple. 176
Contrary to his image as an opponent of Buddhism, King T' aejong was in a mood to protect Buddhism as religion. 177
As a matter of fact, Buddhist rain prayer remained
one of the major responses to drought until the reign of
sOngjong.

In 1482 (sOngjong 13) a rain prayer was said

in HUngch'on-sa Temple, and when the king was going to
reward the attending monks, for rain followed the prayer,
the Office of Special Counselors (Hongmun-gwan) objected
on the ground that the rain was a response to the king's
devotion, not the monks' prayers. 178

Three years later

we find that King sOngjong's plan for rain prayer at
HUngch'on-sa Temple met stronger opposition from his
SUbjects, and the Office of Special Counselors opposed
a rain prayer at Won'gak-sa TemPle. 179

After that,

Buddhist rain prayer was never as strong as it was
earlier in the Yi period.

Shamaniatic Bain Erayer---Exorcisms for rain in time
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of drought were common phenomena until early Yi Korea,
when in 1482 (sOngjong 13) it was proposed to abolish
the rain-prayer by female shamans. 180
Though little
evidence can be found from the SillQk that there were
any more such prayers by shamans, one discussion in 1521
(Chungjong 16) is of some interest.
His Majesty attended daytime royal lecture.
Coming to the topic of rain prayer performed
by shamans, the king commented, "Drought is a
major portent.
Yet how can a prayer by shamans exorcise it? It must be true, as historians recorded, that we must be apprehensive
in meeting Heaven's admonitions.
There used
to be gatherings of shamans and the blind for
rain prayers in our country too; this must be
of no use.
Special Attendant Sim Chong said, "Very true
are Your Majesty's teachings.
The portent of
drought is one way in which Heaven admonishes,
this has to be answered by refraining from
pomposity.
To use the absurdity of shamans is
indeed unallowable,n181
The dwindling role of shamans in the official government rain prayers, however, did not change their important role in the local rain prayers that survived into
the twentieth century.182

Such shamanistic practices in

the early Yi period are revealed by the episode of a rainmaker in the re ign of King T' ae jong.

This man, 1Vb.n Kahak,

is the second professional rain-maker of Korean history.
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(Ihyo, who flourished in 715-716, was discussed above.)
In 1402 (T'aejong 2) MUn was rewarded for his successful
prediction of rain during that year's drought. 183 The
next year, he offered an apparently successful Taoistshamanist prayer for rain at Songnim-sa Temple .184
Immediately after that fWn found some excuses about his
familial matters and went to his home town, Chinju of
Kyongsang Province, but failed to return to the capital
when the king needed him most in the next year's drought.
T'aejong became furious and had him e,rought in custody to
perform a rain prayer in the fifth month of 1404. 185
The next year was even drier than the year before,
and this time Mun volunteered his service.

His exorcism

indeed brought rain, albeit "too little even to moisten
dust. n186 This was the last run he could make, for he
and his followers were executed for a plot against the
state in 1406.

According to the Sillokl

Kahak was a man from Chinju.
After studying
t'Mil method of predictions in outline, he
boasted that he could tell the sign of rain or
sun, gathering some followers among the people.
His Majesty called him in for a test, and then
he was appointed sun-watcher (~) at the Office
of Astronomy. But for a long time he was not
effective and finally was expelled to the Office
in the Old Capital.
There he fooled and allured
some unwise people and then told Kim Chang, "Now
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that Buddhism is declining and Heaven shows repeated portents • it is time for me to enter the
land of gods.
It is easy for me to do so by
reciting the Sinjuni scripture to invite ghosts.
Heavenly soldiers. and gods' soldiers. Only if
we can get some human soldiers. then we can carry
out a great venture • • • • n1 87
What amazes us in the episode of MIn Kahak the rain-maker
is the fact that the indigenous-Taoist tradition was so
very strong in this period. which. on the surface. was
a time of rapid Confucianization.

Perhaps bbn's in-

fluence was more serious than we can discover from the
Sillok. which records at least one more incident about
MUD's

followe~s.

According to this report. a man was

beheaded in 1419 (Sejong 1). thirteen years after the
execution of

and his followers. for his known sympathy to Mln Kabak. 188
r~n

Compared with Buddhist practices. then. shamanist
rain prayers fared much better in the early Yi period.
We have only few records about the divinations used
officially in Yi Korea. such as KingT'aejong's consultation with a diviner at the expected times of rain-fall
in 1410 and 1414. 189
This lack of evidence. however.
does not mean that shamanist practices were not popular
in official

decisio~

making in the early Yi period. but

rather that the influence of Oonfuc Lan historiography.
which discouraged such records. was growing.
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For instan-

ee , we have evidence that the shamans in the early Yi
period had their own government offioe in Kungmu-dang
(Hall of National Shamans), a fact which the traditiona!
histories generally omit. 190
TaQist Ba1n Prayers---Shamanist and Taoist rain
prayers are distinguished here simply on the basis of
their institutional affiliations.

This is possible

beoause of the existence of the Offioe of Taoist Affairs
(Sogyok-so, or Sogyok-chon) in early Yi Korea.

Though

we can discuss rain prayers performed by the certified
Taoists in the Office of Taoist Affairs in this

sectio~,

this does not mean the rain prayers were very much distinot from those performed by shamans.
If we consider only those performed by the Office of
Taoist Affairs, we find that they were apparently less
significant than the shamanistic ones, and they received
less criticism from the rising Confucian scholars in the
early Yi period.

For one thing, Taoist prayer was prac-

tised by a formal government institution which had existed
for hundreds of years.

Furthermore, the dozen offices

which existed in late Koryo were at least officially
consolidated into one bureau in the early Yi period.
(One additional office, Taech'ong-gwan, however, seems to
have persisted separately for some years.)

This meant

only a minimal burden on state revenue, an important point
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that could escape the censorial touch of tha Confucian
scholars.
Responses to drought in the early Yi Korea, therefore, usually included Taoist prayers, obviously in small
scale.

But even this could not be continued permanently,

and the radical reform movement led by the Cho Kwangjo
group finally abolished the institution of Taoism in
1518 (Chungjong 13) .191

Four years later, after the

demise of the Cho group in 1519, King Chungjong reinstated
the Office of Taoist Affairs, but this time not so much
for prayers on occasions of portents but more for response
to occasions of diseases in the royal family.

The office

survived in the most obscure mode until the Hideyoshi
invasions. 192
In our discussion above about rain prayers at the
Temple of Heaven, it was noted that the Temple of Heaven
was related to Taoist practices because of their common
denominator in the direct worship of Heaven.

The pro-

blems of the Taoist Affairs Office, the worship at the
Temple of Heaven, and the worship at the shrine of Tangun will be further considered in broader perspective
in the following chapter.
LiZard Ba1nfrayers---This was perhaps one of the
most popular rain prayers in the early Yi period and it
seems to have survived throughout the dynasty. It started
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in 1407 (T'aejong 7) when the king heard of the successful
use of this method by Kim Kyom, Deputy Commander (Taehogun) of the Metropolitan Police (Sun'gUm-sa), who learned
it from a poem of Su Shih, a famous Chinese poet and
politician of the SUng dynasty.
According to the method, two barrels of water
are put in the middle of a yard, and lizards
caught in advance are placed therein.
When
everything is tidied up and incense starts to
burn, twenty boys in blue attire hold willow
branches in their hands and chant, "Lizards,
lizardsl
Make cloud and spurt fogS
Let rain
come like torrents I
For that rain, we let you
go. ,,193
This was the birth of a tradition in the rain prayers
in Yi Korea.

It was performed with increasing numbers

of children---sixty boys in 1425, eighty-two in 1460,
and one hundred in 1469. 194
From the reign of King
Songjong, this was often known under different names,
"children's rain prayer" or vaguely "rain prayer at lakeside," because it was performed at the side of Kyonghoeru Lake.

At least once King sOngjong stopped this practice,
for the implication of the rain prayer that a mere animal
could make rain seemed to be too haughty.195

From the

writings of sOng Hyon, however, we know that the same
song was used a century after its initiation. 196
The
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practice continued through to the early nineteenth century, according to Yi Kyugyong (1788- ? ).

Yi also

explains that the lizard rain prayer was practised in
T'ang China because of the similarity between lizard and
dragon, the legendary rain-maker. 197
other Rain Prayers---There also was a real dragon
rain prayer, which dated as far back as the Silla period
and continued throughout the period of our discussion.
Five dragons of different colors were drawn on paper or
made out of plaster, and they were used in the dragon
rain prayers in five areas---one for each of the four
Of course most important,
directions and the center. 198
though omitted here, are the rites for rain that were performed in various places sanctioned by Confucianism, including the Altar for Rain, the Shrine of Dynastic Ancestors, and other famous mountains and creeks.

Their

omission here is not because they were in any way negligible at the time, but because they were uniformly important throughout the period of our concern, and are implicitly part of our later discussion of the Confucian
tradition in Korea.
giber Re§ponses

~

DrOUeht§---Other measures than

rain prayers were taken in time of drought.

These in-

elude specific measures for drought only and general
measures taken for any portent.
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General measures in-

elude appeal for counsel (ku0n), pardon, self-criticism
of the throne for lack of virtue, waiving of corvee or
local tributes, halt of public works, halt of the use of
music in palaces, simplification of the royal table,
abstention from wine and dining, vacating the main courthall, and so on.
Specific measures taken for droughts include the
change of market places, opening of tm North Gate (SUkchong-mun) and closing of the South Gate (SUngnye-mun) to
the capital, the use of bells in place of drums in marking
hours, etc.

All these measures are in general explained

as efforts to suppress
and to boost

m,

Yan~,

which symbolizes drought,

which stQod for rain.

For example.

the move of the Dlarket to Tonghyon in Seoul was explained
as an effort to suppress the

~

of the south (Tonghyon

was in the south of the city) by bringing

~

(market

vis-a-vis the court of the king, the ~)
over the south. 199
Just like the move of market place,

stood for

~

the change of the main gate of the capital city from the
usual south to the north (which was closed ordinarily)
was meant to invite the
to shut off the

~

nn

through the north gate and

from the south gate.

.We do not

know when the move of the market place started in Korea,
but the change of the main gate seems to have started in
1416 (T'aejong 16) with a series of rain prayers proposed
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Quoting from Tung Chung-shu's

by the Ministry of Rites.

method of rain prayers, the l-linistry proposed the change
of the main gate, setting a tradition for the rest of the
dynasty. 200

The use of bells in place of drums for tel-

ling time in dry season started in 1425 (Sejong 7) with
a proposal of the Ministry of Rites in reference to the
Wen-hsien ~4Pg_k'ag.201

This was done because the

sound of drums made of leather stood for

whereas

~.

the sound of bells made of metal stood for

~.

We can

find this practice in the reign of Chungjong in the early
sixteenth century, but do not know how long it was continued thereafter. 202
This story of

~-~

without criticism.

was not necessarily accepted

King Sejong once criticized Tung

Chung-shu's theory of liberating

~

in the dry season as "very absurd.

II

and shutting

~

Nevertheless, the

king ordered the continued adoption of the Tung formulae.
as long as they would not bring any harm. 20J
One interesting

react~on

to drought is seen in

1414, when the ladies in court were divided into three
shifts to attend King T'aejong alternately.

This action

was taken at the suggestion of the crown prince, who
maintained that the drought .might have been caused by
the malice held by the ladies, and such malice could
only be dissipated by consummating their frustrated love
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life.

The crown prince did the same with the ladies

in his palace. 204

Also ladies in waiting were allowed

to go out to their homes to meet their men. 205

Similar

actions---sending out the palace ladies to give them chance
to see men---were taken at least twice in Sejong's reign,
in 1436 and 1444 respectively.206
Review of these fantastic records about how to fight
drought in Yi Korea seems to bring us to a seemingly more
relevant question for today.

With all these practices,

did they not try anything to mitigate the harm of drought,
such as dams to preserve water for emergency and pumps
to irrigate higher land with the water below?

They tried,

as we can see so often in Sejong's reign, for instance,
to develop effective water pumps.

And newly appointed

magistrates were repeatedly instructed by King Sejong to
do their best for reservoirs. 207
But the Koreans in this period obviously did not
succeed in tackling the drought problem effectively.
The reasons are three.

First, the land of Korea was t.oo

mountainous and generally disadvantageous for effective
use of pumps.

Second, even if pumps or dams were proven

effective, there was a tremendous obstacle to be overcome in the philosophical outlook that saw portents,
inclUding drought, as being caused by people's complaints
about buildiu,g dams.

Third, and most important, the
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Koreans did not have enough technical lmowledge at the
time to build pumps or dams effective enough to sweep
away the two obstacles.

For example, an effort to develop

a water pump in 1435 was stopped after a trial of a few
years because the amount of water drawn by the pump was
too small to justify the efforts needed.
in 1502 was also ineffective. 208

Another effort

"Rain g;f, 1Un& T' ae jong"---One entry in the Tongguk
Scasi~i (Annus,J. CU§ltQmS g,f,

Korea), a book on the year-

round customs in Korea compiled in the first half of the
nineteenth century, has the following legend.
The tenth day of tha fifth month is the day of
King T'aejong's death.
On this day every year
without exception, it rains, and this is called
the "Rain of King T'aejong (T'ae JOM lo1). II At his
death the king told his son, King Sejong, "Right
now drought is hard-hitting.
If I can do so
after dying, I will make it rain today." Indeed,
his words came true after his death. 209
This, howeye.r, does!not seem to be

a;

historical fact of

four hundred years ago, for we can find from the 5il101l;,
completed nine years after T'aejong's death, that the
year of his death was not so dry and that there was no
such incident as the one quoted above.

However, the

legend was already well established in the early seventeenth century, exactly at the mid-po int between the
death of T' ae jong and the Tongguk
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s~sigi,

when Pak Tong-

ny;ang (1569-1635) wrote that the "Rain of King T'aejong"
missed for the first time in two hundred years in the year
of Hideyoshi's invasion in 1592, "to the apprehension of
knowledgeable men. ,,210
Perhaps we will never know when and how this legend
was generated, and this is not of cencern here.

r&>re

interesting and significant is that this "false" legend
tells us a great deal of truth.

King T'aejong's obsession

with droughts and other portents is best expressed in this
legend.
1407. 211

He could not sleep well for the drought of
He wept and wailed in the drought of 1415

in the belief that the portent was caused by his moral
failure on the throne, but he could not abdicate because
of his heir's instability and unreliability. 212

The

king's affection for his crown prince was rapidly eroding
at the time, and three years later he was replaced by his
younger brother, who became King Sejong.

During this

drought period, T' ae jong ate only one meal a day and
often sat in the sun too long, thus causing a severe case
of diarrhea. 213
When some provincial governors reported
that the drought of that year would not be harmful to
farming, the king, suspicious that they were making false
reports to flatter him, would not believe them. 214
For the drought of the next year, 1416, he made it
clear why he thought himself a moral failure.
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The cause of this drought, as I thought deeply,
is nowhere else but in the events of 1398, 1400,
Tiley were against the true ways of
and 1402.
parent-son and of brother-brother. 215
T'aejong (1367-1423, r. 1401-1418), who masterminded the
birth of the Yi dynasty, had antagonized his father by
killing several of his own brothers as well as their followers on his successful march to a throne that was never
offered to him.

Now at the age of fifty, he was obviously

in a mood of atonement , although he was at tm same time
trying to find some consolation in the idea that these
events were what Heaven had destined, and not what he
personally had wished to do. 216
To undo at least some
of his paat wrong-doings, T'aejong announced a pardon for
the survivors of the families of those punished in those
events.

And they were once again given the right to

seek government posts.

Included in the pardoned was

a son of Chong Tojon, a leading figure of T'aejong's
opponents. 217
The next king, Sejong, made every effort to emulate
his father on occasions of drought.

Often he would not

sleep whole nights. reading the memorials submitted
in response to the royal appeal for counsel occasioned
by droughts or any other portents. 218

Se jong was a

king with no birthday, because his birthday fell at the
17th of the fourth month, which happened to be in the
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middle of drought almost every year.

And like the

model Confucian king he was, he usually forbade any act
of celebration for his birthday beforehand. 219 Nevertheless, even Sejong's response was milder than the
spontaneous determination we see in T'aejong's response
to droughts, such as his willingness to have his head
shaved if that would help fight the drought somehow. 220
The legend of the "Rain of King T'aejong" exemplifies the
kind of remarkably well-grounded allegory that Confucian
historiography developed every so often.

(14) Locusts
Unlike that of some of the drier parts of the world,
Korean agriculture did not face too serious a threat from
locusts.

The first response to locusts is found in 109,

when a 3illa king trekked mountains and rivers to perform
exorcising services, which were finally rewarded with a
good harvest that year. 221

When locusts invaded the

north-west in the summer of 769, Kim Am said a prayer to
Heaven at the top of a mountain with incense burning.

His

prayer was answered with a sudden storm that killed all
the locusts.

Kim Am, a descendent of General Kim Yusin,

had only recently returned from his stUdy of
in T' ang China.

~-~

He was soon appointed "Great Professor

of Astronomy" (Sach'on tae paksa}, the only such honori119

fie title found in the history of the Korean astronomical
institution, the ordinary title for the post being "professor of astronomy (Sach' on paksa) ...222

The "magical"

power Kim Am demonstrated here shows once more the strong
shamanistio tradition of the Kim family.

We have already

noted several cases of the magical power of Kim Yusin,
Kim Am's anoestor. 223
The locusts of 1127 or 1128 were thought by a remonstrator to be oaused by a high offioial, Chloe Hongjae,
who infringed the laws and harmed the state with his greed
and wiokedness.

The criticism was well received, andthe

high offioial was immediately removed. 224

Years later in

1145 (Injong 23) locusts hit northwest Korea.
astronom~r

The oourt

interpreted the portent in a remarkably Confu-

oian voioe for so

earl~

period.

This portent happens because of the existenoe of
many wicked men in the oountry.
No one is loyal
in government. They simply stay in government
posts and eat up their salaries like insects.
Men of prinoiple must be placed in high posts
to relieve this portent. 225
In Yi Korea the appearance of loousts see..ms to have
been met more with efforts to oatoh and kill them than'
with disoussions of portentousness.

In 1441 (Sejong 23)

the king ordered that plans be drawn up to fight the inseots, and three years later the soldiers in Kongju, Ch'ung120

oh' ong Province, reported catohing sixty .aQ.k of
loousts. 226
The advantage of catohing loousts is reiterated in one of the royal lectures in 1477 (Songjong
8).227
As a portent, locusts were already minor in the
early Yi period.
noti'C'e here.

Yet two things seem to be worthy of

First, the distribution of locusts in

Korean history shows that this portent was extremely
frequent only in the first half of the fifteenth century
---to be more exact, locusts attacked in twenty-four of
fifty years in the first half of the fifteenth century,
whereas five attacks are the most for other periods of
fifty years, and only three years had locusts in the
period 1451-1500.

This seems to suggest that locusts

were still of some importance in combination with a series
of other portents during the first half of the fifteenth
century and lost completely their portentousness thereafter.
The second thing worthy of note is found from a
tri-folding wall panel made for the throne in' 1476 (sOngjong 7) which had famous quotations from Chinese history
---the first panel from the wise rulers, the second from
wise-turned-foolish rulers, and the third panel from wise
imperial oonsorts.

.On the first panel was a quotation

from a legend of T'ai-tsung of T'ang China!
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One year in the reign of Ttai-tsung locusts hit
the capital area.
The emperor once went into
his palace garden to find locusts. Picking up
several of them, he said, "People take the grain
as their life, yet you ate it.
You should
rather eat my liver and intestine. n
Then he
lifted his hand up to swallow them.
Imperial
attendants tried to stop him by saying that
the bad thing might cause some disease •
With
his answer that "when I take the harm from my
people, how can I expect to evade disease?"
he gobbled them up.
That year the locusts
did not cause any harm. 228
We find the same story the next year at one of the royal
lectures for the same king, sOngjong.229

The story was

retold in one of the royal lectures in 1511 (Chungjong 6).
This time, however, one attendant said that the Chinese
Emperor was going to burn himself to death at the occurrence of locusts, Whereupon Heaven immediately gave rain
and the locusts were instantly eradicated.

So the atten-

dant concluded the lecture by saying that the moral culti~
vation of the throne could definitely move Heaven. 230
Needham's rendition of a mid-nineteenth century
Chinese record, however, gives us still another version
of the episode.

It is said that the Chinese Emperor ate

a dish of "fried" locusts in 628 in order to demonstrate
that they were not something sacred sent from Heaven as
a puniShment. 231
It would be interesting to speculate
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how these different versions with totally differing philosophies behind them developed in two countries.

But

it suffices here for our immediate concern that locusts
lost portentousness by the latter half of the fifteenth
century and remained only as a part of legends meant for
moral inculcation.

(15) Fire
From 1100 to 1500, a fire is recorded approximately
every two years.

Unlike some other portents, fire records

show a rather even distribution throughcbut this four
hundred-year period.

This seems to suggest that fire

did not exactly develop as a serious portent at any time

in this period.

For one thing, the number of fires was

far lower than other kinds of portents, and the fires were
often attributed to human errors.

In the first response

to fire recorded in Korean history, the officer responsible for the garrison fire of 1084 was dismissed from
his post, and a Buddhist prayer was performed. 232 And
from the early Yi period, active efforts were made to
prevent fire in the capital by digging more walls and
building special insulation-walls, as well as organizing
people specifically for fire emergencies. 233
In the reign of Songjong we find Chief Royal Secretary Sin Chong saying, "If every household is careful,
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there will be no fire," and 1m Sahong casting his doubt
on the interpretation of

~

COmmentary (of the Spring

.a.nsl. Autumn .An.n.W, or Ch 'un-ch' iu), which saw fires
as caused by the trends of the period. 234
Eight years

later, in 1483 (sOngjong 14), when a fire swept more than
three hundred houses in the central district of the capital, the king ordered an investigation to find the responsible party for punishment. 23S
If fire was not very serious as a portent, mysterious
ones were always considered more portentous, especially
in the Koryo period.

In 1090 a government warehouse

burned with all the goods in it.

The Office of Inspector-

General claimed the Office of Astronomy was responsible
for the fire because of its failure to predict it.

The

Director of the Office of Astronomy, however, answered
that his office had made such a report a year earlier by
its notice of Mars' invasion of a constellation.

The

Director said the report was suppressed by the Superintendent of the Office, Chloe Sagyom, who did not allow the
report to go to the court.

Chloe was expelled from office

for this incident, and the Director was also pumshed. 236
Strangely this was the second of the fires that contributed to the destruction of Chloe's intimacy with the
throne.

The first fire had burned down a hall that was

under construction in Poje-sa Temple only two months
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earlier.

The hall was to preserve some documents and

papers about Buddhist rituals that Ch'oe had brought to
Korea from his trip to SUng China. 237
A mysterious fire of 1152 in the palace garden is
interpreted by the KoryQ-~ as caused by King Uijong's
busy party life. 238
The fire in the Office of Construction (Chosong togam) in 1281 (Ch'ungnyol 7) was seen as
a warning from Heaven about the people's hardships due to
the remodeling of the palaces, which went on for three
years under the direction of Yuan Chinese carpenters. 239
No sooner had Yi pangwon become the third king of
Yi dynasty in the winter of 1400 than a fire burnt down
the main palace in Kaegyong, the Such'ang Palace, where
his father, Yi Songgye, had declared the birth of a new
dynasty eight years before.

Upon the occurrence of this

serious portent, T'aejong immediately announced an appeal
for counsel, which was answered by Kwon Kun, one of the
leading scholars of the period.

One of the six points

Kwon submitted to the throne required official praise
of the loyalty demonstrated by the Koryo loyalists including Chong N'ongju and Kil Chae, who opposed the Yi
dynasty. 240

Chong MOngju, of course, was the arch-rival

of the Yi house, and it was Yi pangwon (now the king) who
ordered his assassination to pave the way for the new
dynasty.

Nevertheless, King T'aejong accepted Kwon Kun's
12.5

memorial without being offended.

other than these,

we can find no more interesting responses to fires in
the Yi period.
(16) Hen-Turned-Cock and Other Portents
The first two cases of hen-turned-cock are found
in 932 (T'aejo 15) and 1277 (Ch'ungnyol 3)J these are the
only two in KOryo.241

Another similar portent is the case,

in 1017, in which a hen in a government office cried with
the sound of rooster. 242
In the Yi period, we have two cases of such change
of sex in the reign of Sejong---in 1437 and 1440. 243
Except for an exorcising prayer and the sending of a eunuch
for an investigation in 1437. we do not have any specific
responses to these cases of portents.

It is only with

the case of a three-legged hen in 1497 (sOngjong 25) in
the capital that responses are observed.

Reviewing the

history of three-legged hens in T'ang and Sung China, the
Office of Special Counselors concluded that this portent
appeared when the ruler used the words of ladies.

King

sOngjong. no too happy with such an interpretation, retorted with his view that the portent did not mean anything for the throne.

This reaction. however, made the

censors stiffen in their view, and they argued that any
and every portent, including one that occurred in the
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remotest part of the country, should be seen as caused
by the ruler.
occurred right

And the portent of a three-legged hen

in the capital of the country.

The king could not but back down, and he ordered
the hen brought to the palace for a royal inspection.

The

next day the hen was brought into the palace, and that
evening thunder and lightning came.

Now a censor of the

Office of Censor-General approached the throne with the
argument that the portent of the three-legged hen occurred
because of the king's inclination toward the ladies, and
the thunder and lightning was the result of the throne's
failure to respond properly to the portent of the hen
in the beginning.

Songjong, who had already announced

a self-criticism at the occurrence of thunder and lightning, now announced another self-criticism and appeal
for counsel, among other responses. 244
Ferhaps it will be worthwhile to point out that the
series of arguments and counter-arguments between the
throne and the censors ran for four full months from
the first report of the portent of the hen to the last
point when the king backed down.

And it was a major issue

for these four months.
Because this portent is very rare at any time in
history, the four cases reported from the winter of 1514
through the spring of the next year sound very strange
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and even suspicious.

A look at the following table

will convince anyone that something is strange.

TABLE 4
HEN-TURNED-COCKS
BEFORE 1550
Case No.
1
2
3
4
5*
6*
7*
8*
9

Year

Reign Year

932 T'aejo 15
1277 Ch'ungnyol 3
1437 Sejong 19
1440 Sejong 22
1514 Chungjong 9
1515 Chungjong 10
1515 Chungjong 10
1515 Chungjong 10
1519 Chungjong 14

Place
Seoul
sUngp'yong
Haem!
Kangjin
Seoul
Seoul
Pup'yang
KangnUng
Kurye

(Compiled from the KoryO-U
and the Sillpk)245

Since we have only nine cases of hen-turned-cock during
the whole period of Korean history under consideration,
the fact that four of them are found in the period of
four months from the eleventh month of 1514 to the third
month of 1515 is very suspicious.

Yet no inkling of

doubt was cast either by the king or by any of his officials on the reliability of any of the four consecutive
portents of hen-turned-cock.
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After the second case was

reported. the Office of Special Counselors opposed the already announced plan to select a king's concubine.

Chung-

jong cancelled his original plan because of this opposition. 246
This cluster of four hen-turned-cocks at this time
is best explained by a comment by Kim AllOt a contemporary politician who was soon to reach the pinnacle of
power I
During the year of 1514 .anomalies among hens
appeared repeatedly.
Hens turning into cocks
and a three-legged hen---there were too many.
eThen author takes some examples from Chinese
history to show the portents as occuring by
the rulers' use of the words of ladies.-7
The anomalous hens all corresponded to the
harms of ladies; that is why knowledgeable
men worried at this.
In the spring of 1515.
Queen Changgyong died.
How can a portent
signify more than this?247
I believe this series of hen portents is aimed at the
rising influence of Lady Pak. Chungjong's favorite lady
in court, who had a grown son, Prince Poksong.

Taking

advantage of the royal favors at the time, the lady was
pushing her son to the place of crown prince, which had
been empty for a long time because the king had no son
by the legitimate queen. 248
Lady Pak's position was
apparently already rising when Queen Changgyong died in
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early 1515.

Lady Pak had captured the king' s support,

and had her son who could be appointed as crown prince.
But there was one significant hitch---the queen died after
giving birth to a son, the only legitimate son of the
king, though he was barely one week old.

So the que stion

of selecting a new queen was directly related to the
future succession of the throne, and this created intellectual as well as political problems for the scholarofficials, whose sense of moral righteousness was rapidly
growing in harmony with the teachings of Chu Hsi.
In the middle of the ensuing political turmoil, Cho

Kwangjo hit upon a brilliant idea and distinguished himself above his peers, ultimately leading his group to
power and then to death in the literati purge of 1519.
We will see more of Cho Kwangjo, Lady Pak and all the
entanglements of the period in the last chapter, in their
relation to the political and intellectual history of
the early Yi period.
One renowned scholar of this period wrote in hi s
memoir a story of a rooster's egg. 249
And Yi I relates
his retirement from politics in 1576 (sonjo 9) to the
occurrence of hen-turned-cock in SOnsan that year. 250
A somewhat different interpretation is found for the
sex reversal of a hen in 1693 (Sukchong 19).

It occurred

at the residence of f.ormer queen, Min, then in exile at
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her home after being expelled by Lady Chang, who • with
the support of the king, succeeded her to become queen.
But one year after the portent, the former queen was
recalled to the palace to be reinstated, and Queen Chang
was demoted. 2S1
In the European Middle .Ages such animals as hen-turned-

cock were punished criminally in courts of law.

A cock

was sentenced to be burned aJ.ive in 1474 for the "heinous
and urmatural crime" of laying an egg.

A

similar inci-

dent took place in 1730 in Switzerland. 252

But in Yi

Korea the animals themselves were absolutely of no concern
for the scholar-officials, whose only interest was the
degree of moral perfection of contemporary politics.
And the hen-turned-cock was one of the indicators to refleet the morality of the society.

(17) Dragon
We have eighteen reports of dragon in the Samguk

~

and two each from the KorW-U and 150 years of the Yi
Sillok, as TABLE 5 shows.

The number of cases seems" to

make it clear that the dragon was not much of a portent
at any time after the Three Kingdoms period.

Black

dragons in early Korean history were taken as gravely
ominous, often presaging the death of the king.

The

black dragon of 455 in Paekche seemed to be sign of the
1)1

TABLE

5

RECORDS OF DRAGON

BEFORE 1500
Case No.

1
2
3
4
.5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Country

-

Koguryo
Silla
Silla
Paekche
Silla
Paekche
Silla
Silla
Paekche
Paekche
Silla
Paekche
Silla
Silla
Silla
Silla
Silla
Silla
Koryo
Koryo
Yi
Yi

Year

35 B.C.
A.D. 3
56
97
164
238
253
262
316
45.5
461
477
490
500
516
553
764
875
1177
1261
1413
1418

Color
Yellow
?
?
?
?

Yellow
?

.

?

Black
Black
?

Black
?
?
?

Yellow

.

?

?

Blue
Black
?
?

(Compiled from the SaJlJWlk .§Jl£i t the KorYO-Ot
and the ~illQk)

1)2

death of King Piyu, and the same portent of 477 in Paekche
presaged the death of King M..lnju, who was slain by his high
officials in that year. 253
Then we have three cases of yallow dragons, among
which only one is related to a historical event.

King

ChinhUng of Silla was building a new palace east of the
Moon Castle (Wolsong) in 553 when a yellow dragon appeared
at the site of construction.

Thereupon the king changed

his original plan and ordered the building of a Buddhist
temple on the site, which he named "Hwangnyong" Temple. 254
The characters used in writing "Hwangnyong" were to be
interpreted as "Imperial dragon," but what it actually
implied was "hwangnyong (yellow dragon)" with the difference
of one character.

If the yellow dragon shows no definite

character of portentousness, the blue dragon in 1177 was
seen as an omen for a forthcoming fire. 255
Many folktales have dragon motives, and some can be
found in the

~amgUk~.

Dragons in the dreams of women

were interpreted as a sign that they would bear important
sons.

And in the early Yi period the sinking of artifi-

cial tiger-heads in waters where dragons were believed to
live was a very common form of rain prayers.
The dragon's meager role as a portent in the Yi period
can be seen in the discussions between King Sejong and his
scholar-officials in a royal lecture in 1430.
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When the

lecture arrived at the part where Emperor Hui-tsung of
SUng China (r. 1101-1125) said that yellow and blue dragons were auspices and white and black ones were omens,
King Sejong expressed his doubts about observed dragons a
and said that the

~

to look like dragons.

of cloud, fog, and storm happened
He also questioned the reliability

of the reponed observation of a dead dragon in the Taedong River, whereupon one of his officials objected, maintaining that a dragon would die like all the other animals
do. 256
In 1474 King sOngjong was reading Chinese history
when he came to an entry about the appearance of a yellow
dragon.

sOngjong asked whether this could be reliable

story, and he was given the answer that it should have
been true.

But Sillok historians added their comment

at the end of this entry criticizing the wrong answer
provided to the throne at the time. 257
Yi Ik, one of the better minds of seventeenth-century
Korea and welllknown as a sirhak scholar, believed that
dragons did actually exist as mammoth animals in water.
Yi even tried to explain some metereological phenomena
with the mysterious power of this animal. 258
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B. Auspices
(1) Triplets, Quadruplets, and Quintuplets

In 193 we find the first record of multiple births,
a case of Sil1a quintuplets, the only record of fivebaby birth in Korean history.

The next entry occurs

after the unification of the three kingdoms, leaving
Koguryo and Paekche without any such record.

In Unified

Silla we have seven records, four cases of triplets (all
male) and three of mixed quadruplets.
During the Koryo period we have eleven cases of triplats but no quadruplets.

As a matter of fact, we can

not find any more quadruplets after the Unified Silla
period. 259

It is remarkable that all the records in

Koryo are male triplets and no record is made for two
centuries between 1186 and 1382. 260
During the early
Yi period the record seems to be more realistic, and we
have forty-one cases of triplets listed in the Sillok for
the first half of the fifteenth century.
Though the number of males dominates the number of
females in the Yi period, it is very different from the
Koryo picture, where there are twelve cases of all male
triplets.

I do not have any good explanation for this

finding.

Such multiple births were rewarded from Silla

times by giving a certain amount of grain to the family.
The amount of grain given on such occasions varied from
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~ in the biginning.261 In 1035 the amount
of grain was set at forty aQk for each baby, but two years
later it was reset at thirty ~.262 In 1225 we still
100 to 200

see that thirty

~

decreased to twenty.

was given, but in 1383 the amount was
In the early Yi period the grain
~,

thus given as reward was decreased to less than ten
at one time going to as little as three ~.263

When

we come to the reign of King Chungjong in the early sixteenth century, it is not clear whether any reward was
ever given at all except fer a few cases when the exact
amount of reward was written down in the SillQk.

Probably

the traditional practice of reward had been by this time
discarded.
The reasons for such rewards, if there ever were
reasons except that the Chinese did it, were unclear in
the biginning of the Yi period.

When the second king of

the Yi dynasty inquired about the portentousness of such
unusual births, the answer of the Office of Astronomy was
that they had been seen as a sign of • peace and of forthcoming tribute from foreign countries. 264
King Sejong
quoted an old saying to the effect that men of such multiple births would become wise men. 265
King Yonsan was ambivalent when he ordered -a family
with triplets rewarded with rice and beans in 15021
His Majesty ordered, "Two boys and one girl at
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one birth mus"t be taken as an anomaly.
Yet
will it be worth rewarding?
I want the Minister in charge of the matter to look into
the reason why the dynastic ancestors set
the rule of rewarding such cases.
The Minister of Rites approached the throne, saying,
"Though it is hard to find thoroughly the
reasons for such rewarding, it was first of
all to help "the difficulties of supporting
the new-born children. H266
II

Even before such discussion in the "time of Yonsan, nobody
made it an occasion for congratulations, although it-rra.-u- ,.\.,
been considered as a sort of minor auspice.

This low

degree of portentousness was obviously dissipating after
the Yonsan period, and we find from the QhWgbo zqynhOn
~

that its editor deleted many such cases from the

comprehensive listings of all the portents in Korean
history, even though apparently many records were available to the eighteenth century editor. 267

(2) Albino Animals and Other Animals
Animals of unusual color had been seen as auspicious
from ancient times, and it was particularly so with
white, or albino, animals.

The first record of an a1-

bino in Korea is as far back as 18 B.C•• when a Koguryo
king caught a white deer while hunting in the western
part of the country.

By 655 we have ten records of
1J'l

albino animals, all deer or reindeer, eight of them
observed in Koguryo, one in Paekche in 2t:3j. and the last
of them recorded by Sillans in 655.

Along with these

albino animals, we also have "divine" (nIl) animals,
nine cases of them, between 32 B.C. and A.D. 4831 four
divine sparrows (three in Koguryo and one in Silla),
four divine reindeer (all in Paekche), and one divine
horse attributed to Koguryo in A.D. 20.
It is probablf3· that "divine" animals were actually
the same as albinoes in indigenous tradition, so called
before the Koreans became more versed in the place of
"white" animals in the Chinese system of auspices.
Lack of evidence makes it impossible to evaluate the
responses to these auspices.

For instance, the first

record of a white pheasant in Silla in 441 shows that
the catcher was rewarded with an unspecified amount of
grain.

On the other hand, the same portent attracted

much attention in Japan when it was first reported in 650.
According to NihPn-gi, the Japanese sent an enquiry to
Paekche because there was nobody in Japan who could give
an adequate interpretation of the white pheasant.

The

answer they got from the Koreans confirmed its being an
auspice, thus arousing a graat stir in court.

The

animal was sent free, a general amnesty was announced, and
most of all the reign-title was changed to "Hakuchi,"
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meaning "White Pheasant • .,268
The response to auspicious animals in early Korea
were magical and divinational.

A red crow with two

bodies in A. D. 20 was seen as sign of the forthcoming
unification of Koguryo and Puyo, a white hog with two
bodies and eight legs in 655 was considered as presaging
Silla's unification of the Three KingdOms. 269 A royal
diviner of Koguryo lost his life thanks to an ill-fated
prognostication he made in 148.

When a Koguryo king

was on a hunting trio p in the early fall of that year,
a whit'e fox followed the royal entourage barking continuously.

Thereupon the diviner presented the view that

the omen could be turned to good result if the king could
read the exact wish of Heaven and meet it properly.
The king, who believed that the diviner was treacherous
because each portent was born with a set meaning, ordered
him put to death. 270
Records of unusual animals drop sharply in the
Koryo period with only five entries, compared to sixtyeight in pre-Koryo.

A white pheasant in 956, a white

magpie in 976, a rabbit with two bodies in 1012, and a
white stork in 1029 are recorded for earlier Koryo; an
albino deer in 1376 is the only one for the rest of the
Koryo period.

Judging by the alma st complete disappearance

of auspicious animals in the Koryo period after 1029,
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we aan only guess that this auspiae might have lost its
portentousness in the mid-eleventh century.
But this guess seems to be wrong when we find that
Yi dYnasty records show this portent once every two
years for the first one hundred years.

King T' aejong' s

18-year reign was blessed with two white animals, which
the throne refused to recognize as auspicious portents.
For instanae, he considered the white pheasant caught in
1411 as a natural product in the mountainous area. 271
The next king, Sejong (r. 1418-1450), was the most fortunate monarch in Korean history, as far as the number
of auspicious animals is concerned.

Next to Sejong,

who had twenty-three white animals during his thirty-twoyear reign. was King Sejo Cr. 1455-1468) with eleven
white animals in his reign.
l'tbre important than such statistics are the reactions
of different monarchs to this auspice.

Here we find a

remarkable difference between the two kings who had more
auspicious animals than any other, King Sejong and King
Sejo.

Sejong followed his father's example of rejecting

any auspicious portentousness of albino animals in every
case.

Congratulations offered by his scholar-officials

on such occasions were refused by the king in 1428, 1430.
1431, 1432, 1435, 1438, and 1445. 272
He did not specifically deny the implied auspiciousness of these portents,
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but only refused to admit that they were Heaven' s sign
praising him as a good ruler.

On one occasion he said

that his lack of virtue was proof enough that he was not
responsible for such auspices, and he continued to say
that they were only happening by "luck. ,,273
We cannot find the modesty of Sejong in the reign
of his son, King Sejo.

Sejo obviously enjoyed such

occasions as much as possible, and on one occasion the
king even had an experience of an albino reindeer turning
back into the normal light brown color when it changed
hair after being captured. 274
This incident seems to
suggest amply that the local magistrates were eager enough
to report as many auspices as possible during his reign.
But no sooner had King Sejo died than the old tradition of his father and grandfather reasserted itself
as King Yejong refused to accept the congratulations offered for the white crow of 1469 {Yejong 1).275

In

1504 King Yonsan had a minor confrontation with his officials when the officials demanded that a local magistrate
be punished for flattering the throne after he had sent
a white pheasant to the court as an auspice. 276
Finally
the man, Yi Chom, was removed from his magistracy, but
he came back to a better position in the middle of the
turbulent political situation that followed the expulsion
of Yonsan in 1506.

Two years later, however, he was
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again removed from his post as Inspector-General for the
same reason. 277
This was about the end of the portentousness of albinoes in Korea.

We can therefore find

that a local official in the reign of Sonjo (r~ 15681608) is praised in a contemporary history for having
not submitted a white pheasant he caught to the throne. 278

(3) Auspicious stars

Two fixed stars were seen as auspicious. when they
were seen at all. the Old-man star (Noin-song) and the
Spirit Star (yong-song).
known as

su-~ong

The old-man star was also

(longevity star) thanks to the tradi-

tional belief that its appearance presage s a long life
for the watchers.
As far as I could determine. before 1550. there is no
record of the spirit-star appearing in Korea.

But we

have six records of the longevity star---in 934, 1120,
1123, 1170, and 1382, all in Koryo.

The year 1170 has

two records, and the appearance in 934 is recorded for
both Silla and Koryo.

With such a small number of re-

cords we can hardly discuss its portentousness.
Yet the two records of the old-man star in 1170
(Uijong 24) are interesting.

When the report of obser-

vation by the Governor of Sohae Province reached the
capital in the second month of the year, the king received
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it with great joy and sent high officials to the western
capital, Haeju, and to other pihaces where there were
halls for the aged, to perform services to the auspicious
star.

And a Taoist service was performed by the king

himself.

It was at this time that the auspicious star

was reported a second time, in Ch'ungju, at the very
moment when the local official there was carrying out
the service for the star directed by the throne.

The

occasion was celebrated, by both the officials and the
king, with great rejoicing.2 79
But the next year, the first year of a new king,
MYongjong, the local official was punished for erroneously reporting an ordinary star as the auspicious
old-man star. 280

In Koryo there was an official altar

for prayer to the spirit star (YOngsOng-dan).281

It is

highly probable that there was a similar altar for prayers
to the old-man star, and one record about the "shrine for
the old-man star" (susong-sa), in the biography section
of the KotyQ-~, seems to support this hYPothesis. 282
A record also shows that in 1108 and 1111 King Yejong
had his services to the old-man star at the South Altar
(Namdan). 283
The tradition of Koryo was duly inherited by the Yi
dynasty, and the two altars were established from the
early period of the new dYnasty.
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But they did not last

long. 284

I could not find any record of appearance of

either of these two auspicious stars in the first one
hundred and fifty years of Yi Korea, though there is
one entry in 1509 (Chungjong 4) of a "yong-aang (lasting
star)," which probably was meant to

b~

"spirit star"

with the same pronunciation but with a different character. 285
A similar confusion with the use of a wrong character is
found in 1409 (T'aejong 9) when the king asked what
"yang-song" was.

There was nobody at his side at the

moment who could explain the word to the king, who had
found it in a report from the Office of Astronomy.
A later investigation found that this confusion occurred
simply because the Office of Astronomy used the wrong
character for "yong" for spirit star (yong-song), this
time turning "spirit star" into "zero star."

The astro-

nomer who made the mistake was put into prison. 286
Neither auspicious star signified much in Korean
history ~ as far as we can tell from the records available.
The "spirit star" especially must have been only the most
obscure matter of astronomy as the people of the Yi dynasty
had difficulty in writing the correct word for it.

This,

however:,. does not preclude the role of the old-man star
in papular tradition.
The old-man star was seen as a SYmbol of good luck
and longevity throughout Yi Korea.
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And it was a custom

of new year's day that the Bureau of Painting (Tohwa-so)
would submit drawings of the old-man star to the thttone.
Another custom at the start of spring (ipch'un) was for
people to write a wish for long

on wall or pillar
stickers, one of the phrases using "old-man star • .,287
As knowledge of astronomical phenomena advanced at an
lif~

unprecedented rate during the reign of King Sejong, it
became well-known that the 'old-man star," or more properly the south pole star, could not be watched in Korea.
Then a legend seems to have been born that only on the
island of Cheju off in the southern coast could one
catch a

gli~pse

of the pole star of the south and that

longevity was commonplace among the islanders.

Yi Ik,

for instance, related a story he heard from a reliable
source, who told him that a party held on that island
brought many people over one hundred years old and there
was one 140-year-old man too. 288

(4) Auspicious Grain
In general unusually big ears of grain were considered
auspicious, but extraordinary harvests were also considered
equally auspicious.

In the Three Kingdoms period Billa

dominated the other two kingdoms in the number of auspf,cious grains.

Crude evidence though it is, this seems

to suggest that Silla was predominantly agricultural in
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its origin and growth as a nation.

We have already seen

that auspicious animals were concentrated in Koguryo, an
implication of the hunting orientation of its cultural
heritage.
other than this, there is little to comment on in
the record.

Perhaps one morething worth noting is the

somewhat excessive records of this portent during the
reigns of Sejong and Sejo.

Both kings obviously enjoyed

having such auspices, apparently not so much as portents
but as signs of good harvest. 289

(5) Sweet Dew

The auspice of "sweet dew" was known to Koreans
from the early years of their contact with China.

A

Buddhist temple named "Sweet Dew Temple (Kamno-csa}"
was erected in late Silla, and a bronze urn known as
"sweet dew urn (kamno-jun)," still preserved today in
Unmun-sa Temple, was obviously made toward the end of
Silla. 290 Traditionally sweet dew was known to fall
when government was peaceful, and its taste was sweet like
caramel or noney.2 91
In the Koryo period, a monk was
found to be deceiving people with faked sweet dew he
made with honey. (We will return to this in the next
chapter. )
The first record of sweet dew as a portent, however,
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occurred as late as 1415 (T'aejong 15), and we have only
fourteen records of sweet dew for one hundred years thereafter.

strangely enough, twelve of these fourteen re-

cords are from the two reign periods of Sejong and Sejo.
Just as with auspicious animals, Sejo accepted them as
auspicious, whereas Sejong refused to be congratulated
for the auspices.

Sejong had once considered this por-

tent as ominous because it occurred in the fourth month
of 1426 when drought was becoming severer every day.
He just could not consider it timely at all that Heaven
would respond to Korea with an auspice at such a time. 292

(6) Sarira
The first record of sarira, or the relics of the
Buddha or Buddhists, in Korea, is its introduction into
Silla in 549, when a Silla monk, Kaktok, returned from
Liang China accompanied by ,an Imperial emissary to bring
sarira to Korea. 293

And Paekche sent sarira to Japan
in 588, according to a Japanese source. 294
As the sacred

remains from the cremations of prominent monks or other
Buddhists, sarira had been a well-established tradition
in Buddhism since the first produce of eight chiao four
~ of sarira at the death of Shyakamuni himself. 295
Following the tradition of King Asoka, who built 84,000
stupas to keep the enormous amount of sarira bequeathed by
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Shyakamuni, Korean Buddhists built many stupas following
the introduction of Buddhism in the Three Kingdoms period.
Nevertheless, we cannot find many records of sarira
in the pre-Yi period when Buddhism was at its highest.
All the records of sarira in pre-Yi Korea are purely
as religious relics, never as auspicious portents.
several places in the SaIDiMk

~~

In

we find sarira mentioned,

including Chajang's 100 pieces of sarira kept in the ninestoried pagoda of Hwangnyong-sa Temple, but these never
relate to portentousness. 296
For the Koryo period, Yi Saek, for instance, writes
about sarira in several places and one story explains
how 155 pieces of sarira which originated from the cremation of Naong, a famous monk of his time, were divided
But Yi Saek
into 588 pieces as the result of prayers. 297
never indicates that sarira was seen in terms of political
portentology in his time.
A more interesting story from Koryo history is a
case of a monk's fabrication of sarira and sweet dew in
1313.

According to the KoryQ-§.a, a monk named Hyoga

was imprisoned for misleading people with fake sweet
I

dew made from honey and false sarira made of grains of
rice. 298

A similar incident occurred in the reign of

King Sejo of the Yi period, when a monk of Kaesong submitted sarira to the throne in 1463 (sejo 9), only to
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have it discovered later to be millet.

When the monk

was summoned for interrogation, he was already on the
run. 299
King Sejo was indeed a fervent believer of Buddhism,
and it was against such a background that the faked sarira
were presented to the throne.

It was also in his reign

that sarira came for the first time to be considered as
auspicious portents in political terms, as far as the
records show.

For the thirteen-year reign of Sejo

(r. 1455-1468) we have more than twenty records of sarira
and congratulations for the production of sarira.

There

are a few more reports after his death, but then sarira
fades from the world of auspicious portents, as Buddhism
declined.

C. Recapitulations
From the discussions of individual portents above,
we can delineate major stages in the development of
Korean portentology.

The first dividing line seems

to fall at the beginning of the eleventh century when
Koryo became self-confident of its intellectual achievement after a century of learning from the continent.
As we have seen in Chapter I and in several of the sec-
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tions above, Chinese theory of portents began to be widely
applied to Korea from the eleventh century, often with
references to Chinese history.

Although it might have

started in Unified Silla, a systematic understanding of
portents emerged in the early century of Koryo to achieve
the stage of "portentology" in its wider meaning for the
first time in Korean history.
At the end of the tenth century, instead of the
case-by-case interpretation of portents in shamanisticTaoist terms---the dominant pre-Koryo response--- portents
were put into the more rigid framework of the theory of
nn-~

and five elements.

The portentousness of

certain anomalies of nature was determined through the
application of the theory of nIl-Yang and five elements,
and then was exorcised through combination of various
religious rituals, often with the addition of minor
Confucian formulae.

Thus responses to portents in the

Koryo period were largely eclectic, with more shamanistic,
Taoist, and Buddhist exorcisms and a growing, but still s
small number of Confucian responses.
With the rise of militant Confucian scholars toward
the end of the Koryo dynasty and with the rise of the new
dynasty in 1392, the mode of response to portents showed
a significant shift toward Confucianization.

Even though

Buddhist exorcisms did not disappear until the reign of
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King Songjong in the latter half of the fifteenth century, and Taoist exorcisms were to live longer, officially until the reign of Chungjong in the early sixteenth
century, the dominant mode of response from the beginning
of the Yi period was Confucian.

Now the ultimate cause

of any portent was seen in terms of the success or failure
in human government. this was the beginning of political
portentology.
Confucian political portentology was more rational
in interpretation and more political in its response to
portents.

So in the early Yi period we find rapidly

diminishing records of fire, locusts, meteors, the five
planets. and so on, as their portentousness is lost to
rational interpretations.

On the other hand, other

portents such as solar haloes and the appearance of Venus
in the daytime were given more emphasis because of their
political significance.
~ant

These portents were signifi-

because they seemed to be threatening the intrinsic

brightness of the sun, the SYmbol of the king that was
more and more becoming the center of political portentology.

It was with the same logic that the lunar por-

tents were taken as negligible from the early Yi period.
Thanks to the rationalization process of Confucian portentology, most of the tangible portents on earth were
losing their portentousness rapidly, leaving only the
1.51

intangible celestial portents in the realm of political
portentology.
Yet more important for the following discussions
are the different attitude s toward certain portents
shown by different kings of the Yi dynasty.

Most of

these monarchs tried to conform to Confucian portentology, but we know there are two exceptions---King Sejo
(r. 1455-1468) and King Yonsan (r. 1495-1506).

For

instance, only these two kings seem to have been blessed
with some freedom from annual drought when all the other
kings experienced drought almost every year.

King Sejo

was also blessed with unusually frequent auspices

throu~h

out his reign, and it was in his reign that sarira became
an important auspicious portent.

King Yonsan, on the

other hand, was the only king in Korean history who tried
to challenge portentology.

These idmosyncractes of dif-

ferent kings of early Yi Korea can best be explained in
the context of the political and intellectual environments
of major reign periods of the period, which we shall examine in Chapter IV.
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CHAPrER III
FROM PORTENTS TO CONFUCIAN FORTENTOLOGY
A systematic understanding of portents developed in
China as an important part of Tung Chung-shu' s eclectic
Confucianism.

Ever since, portentology has remained

a major element in Confucian political philosophy in
China.

By tracing the changing attitudes toward portents

held by different Confucian scholars in China, we can
clarify the Confucian tradition in its historical context.

In the first part of this chapter I try to sketch

Chinese portentology and to compare Chinese Confucian
development with that of Koryo Confucianism.
The second part of this chapter is devoted to the
effect on traditional elements of Korean culture, especially in the early Yi dynasty, of the new theory of portents.

Tung Chung-shu's interpretation of portents was

first of all a political philosophy in which every portent
was viewed as a result of political failures in this
world •

With the rise of the militant Confucians at

the end of Koryo dynasty, Korean Confucian scholars
imposed "rational" interpretations of and response to
portents in place of more superstitious responses.

The

result was an erosion of traditional practices of shaman-
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istic, Toaistic, and Buddhistic exorcisms throughout
the early years of the Yi period.

Yet there was a sig-

nificant impediment to Korea's absorption of Chinese
portentology.

As

~politica1

philosophy, Chinese por-

tentology developed first of all for the Chinese, and
it therefore had no specific

mean~

to accommodate non-

Chinese like the Koreans.
In the Chinese Confucian cosmic order, the role of
the ruler as tha Son of Heaven was rather well defined.
he was the mediator between Heaven and Man.

Portento-

logy served as an important part of the whole scheme.
But the role of a king outside China was never clear,
and confused Koreans in the early Yi period.

According

to the "Chinese" world order, the Korean: king should have
been only a sort of feudal lord under the Chinese emperor.
Yet according to the "Confucian" portentology, the Korean
king could be seen as a son of Heaven wi thin his own
domain.
How did the Koreans of the early Yi dynasty clarify
the contradiction innate in their conscious Confucianization and unconscious Sinification?

This question deserves

a lengthy discourse of its own; here, in the last part of
this chapter, it is discussed as it is related to and
clarified by Korea's portentology.

The discussion will

show that although portents were taken very seriously by

1.54

the Koreans of the period, apparently little serious concern was given to the logical contradiction involved in
the application of the "Chinese" portentology to Korea.
A. Portentology in Chinese Philosophy
The development of Korean Confucianism largely paralleled Chinese Confucian development as seen in the works
of Tung Chung-shu (179?-104 B.C.) of the Han, Han Yu· (768-

824) of the T'ang, and Chu Hsi (1130-1200) of the·Sung.
This selection of major Chinese Confucian philosophers
is not arbitrary, even though Han Yu is not a great name
in the history of Chinese philosophy today.

He is an

admitted master of its literary history, and yet was most
influential as one of the inspirers of Korean Confucianism.
Confucian scholars in the declining years of the Koryo
dynasty believed that Confucianism was handed down in
China through Confucius, Mencius, Tung Chung-shu, and
Han Yu to reach the Ch'eng brothers and Chu Hsi. 1

%lm&

Chun~-.a.b.\l

(179?-1 04? B.C• )

The Han Confuoianism of Tung Chung-shu was highly
eclectic product with heavy borrowings from Legalism,
Taoism, and Mohism, as well as from the theories of
~

and the five elements.

xin-

As a political philosophy,

Tung Chung-shu Confucianism was to serve as the justifi-

lSS

cation of the newly emerged imperial institution in China.
As a philosophy of nature, it pushed man more into nature
and toward the world of deities in it.

Where classical

Confucianism was mainly concerned with man in society,
Tung Chung-shuts eclectic Confucianism elevated its basic
concern to the question of man in the cosmos.
Tung Chung-shuts teaching was highly anthropomorphic,
and susceptible to and tolerant of belief in one God or in
any number of deities.

His Heaven "possesses its own

feelings of joy and anger, and a mind which experiences
sadness and pleasure, analogous to those of man. ,,2
The king, according to his theory, became the messenger
to man of this anthropomorphic Heaven.

So Tung said.

Those who in ancient times invented writing drew
three lines and connected them through the middle,
calling the character "king. It The three lines
are Heaven. earth, and man, and that which passes
through the middle joins the principles of all
three. J
In pre-Chtin China the sovereign was called
(king) instead of :ti (emperor).
China stood for

shan~-1i.

Wan~

The word :ti in ancient

(High Lord, Lord-an-High) or

1; t ien-:t.i (Lord of Heaven). both meaning a personal god

in a religious sense.

Chtin Legalists tried to exult

their kingship by borrowing from the indigenous idea of
a Heavenly God.

This is how the ruler in China began
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to be identified with Heaven, and Tung Chung-shu's philosoph~cal

scheme was merely a metaphysical explanation

of a faJ.1 accompli.

Thus the ruler was the one who was

assigned by Heaven to bring harmony and peace to 111e
triad of Heaven, Man, and Earth.
"The Son of Heaven." the term used thereafter in
reference to the Chinese emperor, most aptly describes
a regent of Heaven who ruled the "World under Heaven

II

(t'ien-hsia) with the "Mandate of Heaven" (t'ien-ming).
Then what was the primary task of the Son of Heaven to
make good his Mandate of Heaven?

Unlike Mencius. Tung

Chung-shu thought man's nature was not yet good at his
birth, but only potentially good.

To actualize such

potentiality in man is the ultimate goal of the ruler,
thus achieving harmony in the cosmos---Heaven, Man, and
Earth.

The ruler can attain this goal, and must try

to do so, through moral suasion, with needed assistance
from Legalist enforcements.
But what happens if the ruler fails to do so?
Here Tung's cosmology developed a system of relations
between man and Heaven (nature), relying heavily on
the theories of

~-~

and the five elements.

Every

phenomenon in nature from astronomical to zoological
as well as historical changes was explained in terms of
these theories.

It was this enormous system of explana-
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tions of natural phenomena that gave portents a new
elevated status in the intellectual life of China after
the Han.

Tung speaks clearly about the anomalies of

nature.
The things of Heaven and Earth display at times
unusual changes and these we call i.
Lesser
ones we call bait
1.aa.i. comes first always,
and then is fo llowed by i.
b.ai is Heaven's
admonitiona and i is Heaven's threat.
L..Heaven.J
admonishes first and if man does not know, then
it awes people with threats. • ••
The genesis
of all such ~ and i is a direct result of
errors in the state. 4
This is very different from what the Christian West
believed in the Middle Ages.
Throughout the Middle Ages, men watched anxiously
for signs of the approach of the finale. plagues,
eclipses, earthquakes, battles, any or all such
events might be signs.
How much effect this
had on the way people acted is not clear.
It
does help, however, to explain why medieval
annalists and chroniclers so seldom give satisfactory accounts of human motives and historical causes. they were seeking evidence in
events not of human. but of divine agency.5
Portents to Tung Chung-shu were manifestations in nature
of the errors of human society, while portents in the
Christian view were signs of God's designs toward man.
Portents in the Confucian tradition were caused by man,
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though this became less clear later in T'ang China, whereas
they were caused by God in the early Christian West.
Here Confucian astrology was working in an opposite
direction from the mechanism of Western astrology, which
Joseph Needham called "inverted astrology... 6

We find

here one fundamental difference in the ideas of man and
nature held by the Christian West and the Confucian East.
According to Tung Chung-shu, nature was essentially the
reflection of the humanity of man, Heaven being

intermedi~

ary between man and nature; the Christian West held that
man and nature were two different realms under One God.
Tung's eclecticism went to the extreme, for a Confucian,
in postulating an anthropomorphic Heaven.

Nevertheless,

his Heaven, although angered or pleased by human affairs,
was not God himself.

For one thing, Tung's Heaven did

not create man or nature, nor had it any power to reveal
human dee.tiny on earth even though it had power to punish
man on the basis of praise and blame.

Han Xu (768-824)
From the fall of the Han empire in 220 until the reunification of China by the Sui in 589 and the rapid succession by the T'ang in 618, China experienced a long
period of political disunity and disruption.

It was

the period of Buddhism and Neo-Taoism in China, and
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they replaced even Tung's highly eclectic Confucianism
as the dominant intellectual climate.

However at the

end of the Han dYnasty portentology had been making
great strides in the techniques of prediction and portentology prospered as it combined with numerous methods of
prognostication in apocryphal literature.?
This was also the period when the Koreans started
their active learning of the Chinese culture, and it was
against a background of Buddhism and Taoism in China
that Korea developed into primarily a Buddhist country.
Confucianism survived in T'ang China, under the shadow of
a strong Neo-Taoism and Buddhism, largely thanks to the
traditional literary skills that were transmitted generation after generatfuon through the civil service examination.
Han Yu's most celebrated memorial against the display
of Buddha's bone, or sarira, in 803 signalled the sharp
break of the Confucians with the long tradition of complacent subordination to Buddhism and Neo-Taoism.

First

of all, Han Yu's criticism of Buddhism and Taoism was
based upon traditional Confucian rationalism.

He tried

to invoke the original vision of Confucianism as created
by Confucius and l~nciust thus bypassing Tung Chung-shu. 8
Tung's eclectic compromise with the superstitious practices
of Buddhists and Taoists was not exactly within the ration160

alistic tradition of Confucianism, although it helped
the survival of Confucianism on hostile soil.
With an unprecedented degree of militant zeal Han
Yu campaigned for a Confucian revival.

His total dedi-

cation to his vision of original Confucianism became
thereafter a trademark of the Confucian tradition in China
and in Korea.

As Fung Yu-lan has pointed out, Han Yu

was the forerunner of Neo-Confucianism by making a basic
reorientation of the Confucian tradition toward the NeoConfucian movement that blossomed in Sung China. 9
But
just as he bypassed Tung Chung-shu, Chu Hsi all but

~gnored

Han Yu as the forerunner Qf Neo-Confucianism by claiming
that the orthodox line of Confucianism connected Confucius
and Mencius directly to the Sung scholars. 10
Despite such neglect, Han Yu was more in deed than
in thought the forerunner of the Neo-Confucians, who later
include Chu Hsi and Wang Shou-jen.

Han Yu's demonstra-

tion of courage and fortitude in his belief in the Confucian millenarianism was to become an important part of
Neo-Confucianism.

Well armed with the eloquence of his

own style of writing, which became a model for later
generations, Han Yu was most of all an iconoclastic
rhetorician.

His attack on Buddhism and Taoism was the

first shot that eventually brought the end of the dominance of Buddhism and Taoism in China.
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As we shall soon

see, this militant iconoclastic rhetorician was an inspiration to the Korean Confucian scholars at the end of
the Koryo period.

Chu Hsi (1130-1200)
Unlike Han Yu, Chu Hsi was a great philosopher in
every sense, and he achieved undoubtedly the highest mark
in the Confucian tradition after Confucius.

He gradually

became the dominant figure in Chinese intellectual life
and stayed so until the very end of the Ch'ing dynasty
in 1911.

It was the Chu Hsi version of Confucianism

that eventually became the dominant system of thought in
Yi Korea.
The basic text of Chu Hsi's teaching is the Great
Learning (b-hsue.h), a short excerpt from the

~

2.!

Rites (;W..-.o.h1,), where the famous eight steps to the
ultimate harmony and peace of the world are neatly presented. 11
Varying interpretations by different scholars,
of Chu Hsi's first step, lithe investigation of things"
(kg,-E,), have caused some confusion concerning Chu Hsi' s

attitude toward natural phenomena.

Hu Shih found it

"very near to the inductive method" and even compared the
Great Learning with the Novum QmBJlY.m of Francis Bacon. 12
But such a positive opinion of Chu Hsi's view of nature
is not universally shared by other scholars including
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Fung Yu-lan. 13
Then how did Chu Hsi perceive natural phenomena?
Let us see first what he has to say of the lIinvestigation
of things."
The meaning of the expression liThe perfection
of knowledge depends on the investigation of
things" is this. If we wish to extend our knowledge to the utmost, we must investigate the
principles of all things we come into corrtae t
with, for the intelligent mind of man is certainly formed to know, and there is not a single
thing in which its principles do not inhere.
It is only because all principles are not investigated that man's knowledge is incomplete.
For this reason, the first step in the education
of the adult is to instruct the learner, in regard to all things in the world, to proceed from
what knowledge he has of their principles, ~d
investigate further until he reaches the limit.
After exerting himself in this way for a long
time. he will one day achieve a wide and farreaching penetration. Then the qualities of all
things, whether internal or external, the refined
or the coarse, will all be apprehended, and the
mind, in its total substance and great functioning, will be perfectly intelligent.
T~is is
called the investigation of things. This is
called the perfection of knowledge. 14
Here is the source of Hu Shih's view of

~-~

as Baconian

induction.
Confusion was inevitable because Chu Hsi never made
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the meaning of R-Y&., especially!&. (things), clear.
As James Legge complained, it is impossible to accept
Chu Hsi' s own words on U-lm.-verbatim, for it is obvious
that the investigation of the myriad things and affairs
in nature and in society is impossible. 1S
did Chu Hsi mean by "things "'1

Then what

The answer can be found

by juxtapo sing Chu Rsi' s comment on B-,Y& with a part
of the body of the Great Legrning, which readsl
From the emperor down to the common people, all
without exception must consider the cultivation
of the individual character as the root.
If
the root is in disorder, it is impossible for
the branches to be in order. 16
Chu Hsi's "investigation of things" set its ultimate
goal in the moral cultivation of man in society.

As

such, his "things" (.wJ.l.) were more of human affairs in
society than of natural phenomena in general.

Such

"things" of Chu Hsi' s primary concern can only be found
in history, and for this reason Chu Hsi tried to develop
his own historical method by writing

Kang-m, which was

emulated by later historians in China, Korea, and Japan.
(We shall see more of it in the next chapter.)
Necessarily Chu Hsi' s idea of "Heaven" was to be
different from Tung Chung-shu's Heavenl
The blue sky is called HeavenJ it revolves continuously and spreads out in all directions.
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It is now sometimes said that there is up there
a person who judges all evil actions; this
assuredly is wrong.
But to say that there is
no ordering (principle) would be equally wrong.1?
As Needham pointed out, Chu Hsi here clearly dismisses
any existence
Heaven. 18

or

a personal God or an anthropomorphic

The mandate of Heaven for him means "the moral

nature of man, conferred by Heaven," which is a cosmic
moral order. 19

Therefore man in society has to abide with

his lot in it and perform his moral duty to it.

Portents

thus became a barometer to measure the degree of achievement of this moral principle, often called 1a-i ming-!gn
(taeUi

m~ngbun

in Korean), in a given society, mostly as

a mirror for the highest representative of the society,
that is, the throne.
Although Chu Hsi knew perfectly well the predictability of eclipses, he wrote that a solar eclipse occurs
because of the moral degeneration of society.20

And

in his "Memorial on Portents," Chu Hsi viewed all portents
as signs of the waxing

m

and waning

~,

which could

be cured ~ ~ moral cultiya;tion on :tlw. l2.ad .2!. ~
throna. 21
It was in this spirit that Chu Hsi emphasized
the importance of recording portents in writing history
in his introduction to ~-J'11Y.. 22

Natural phenomena

were considered important only when they reflected the
degree of morality attained in human affairs.
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Nature

existed for Chu Hsi only as an extension of history.

~

Tradition Q! Anti-PQrtentology in China.
The theory of portents, or portentology, was developed

in China within the orthodox Confucian tradition.

In con-

trast to this orthodox thinking, however, there was a tradition of scepticism toward portentology.

Notable in

this tradition are three scholars who were roughly contemporaries of the three scholars in favor of portentology.
Wang Ch'ung (27-97?), whose name is today
well .es. ..
tablished in the history of Chinese thought, was perhaps
the foremost champion of the Chinese scepticism.

He

was a severe critic Qf Tung Chung-shuts portentology.
For him natural phenomena were nothing more than mere
chance happenings that had nothing to do with human affairs I
Originally there were no calamities or omens,
or if there were, they were not considered as
reprimands C from HeavenJ.
Why?
Because at
that time people were simple and unsophisticated,
and did not restrain or reproach one another.
Later ages have gradually declined---superiors
and inferiors contradict one another, and calami ties and omens constantly occur.
Hence the
hypothesis of reprimands C from HeavenJ has been
invented.
Yet the Heaven of today is the same
Heaven as of old---it is not that Heaven anciently
was kind, and now is harsh.
The hypothesis of
Heavenly reprimands has been put forward in
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modern times, as a surmise made by men from
their own (subjective) feelings. 23
Wang Co'ung's attack on the superstitions flourishing at
his time sounds almost modern to us today.

But as Fung

Yu-Ian has warned, Wang Ch'ung was a destructive critic
with few constructive alternatives to offer; thus his
contemporary stature was not as important as many scholars
today would have us believe. 24
And it is very doubtful
that he ever had any influence in Korean history at all,
though there is no conclusive evidence on this point.
Liu Tsung-yuan (773-819) was a contemporary of Han
Yu and established his fame as a literary master, just
like Han Yu.

In his view of portents, however, Liu was

diametrically the opposite of Han, who was very much in
the orthodox tradition with all of his strong criticism
of superstitious Buddhism and Taoism.

Liu Tsung-yuan

wrote "On Heaven" to attack Han Yu' s portentology, first
showing Han Yu's theory of portents and then adding
thereto his own rejoinder point by point.
Heaven and earth are not much different from
big fruit. • •• How can these praise or bring
fortune, and punish or bring misfortune?
A
fortunate man makes his fortune for himself;
an unfortunate man also makes his misfortune
for himself.
It is a great mistake if one
It is
hopes for Heaven's praise and punishing.
still a greater mistake to call or curse Heaven,
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and to hope for Heaven's sympathy or benevolence. 25
Taking thunderbolts, which often strike rocks and trees,
as examples, Liu Tsung-yU1Ul asks, "How can trees and
grasses commit any extraordinary crimes?,,26
Like Wang Ch'ung, however, Liu's stature in Chinese
history of ideas has only recently been discovered by
scholars in mainland China, who are impressed with the
obvious merit of his materialistic tendency.2 7 Unlike
Wang Ch'ung, Liu Tsung-yuan was a well-known figure to the
Koreans, along with a number of other literary masters in
T'ang China including Han Yu.

But

~u

was known to the

Koreans as a literary master, not as a great thinker.
As far as we can tell now, as a sceptical philosopher
Liu was totally unnoticed in Korea.
The third figure following Wang Ch'ung and Liu
Tsung-yuan in the Chinese tradition of anti-portentology
is Wang An-shih
Sung period.
~).

(10~9-1086).

the great reformer of the

According to the

~-shih

(History Q1

Wang An-shih was an extreme revolutionary who

once uttered.
It is unnecessary to be afraid of Heavenly portents;
It is unnecessary to emulate dynastic ancestors;
It is unnecessary to care about the voices of the
peoPle. 28
Although it is not clear whether he actually voiced this
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"Theory of Three Unnecessaries," this seem to reflect
well his general attitude toward Confucian tradition. 29
And the attribution of this remark to him in his biography in the

~-~

undoubtedly contributed to his

reputation as a heretic in the eyes of Confucian scholars.
It was precisely because of such a record in the Sung
dYnastic history that fifteenth century Korea had its own
critic of portentology, parallel to Wang An-shih, as we
shall see in detail in Chapter IV.

B. Portents and Politics in Koryo Confucianism
Eclectic Confucianism
The Confucian classics and institutions were known
to the Koreans of the Three Kingdoms period.

HQwever

not until the early Koryo period did politics come under
Confucian influence largely through the influence of
students of Chinese learning who had been barred from
reaching high posts in the government due to the strict
social stratification in Silla.

The introduction of the

civil service examination after the Chinese model in 958
(Kwangjong 9) was perhaps the most significant factor in
the encouragement of Confucian scholarship and Chinese
learning. 30

But the dominant intellectual outlook in

the period was Buddhistic, with a mixture of Taoist and
indigenous elements.

Born in such a milieu, it is no
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wonder that the first notable scholar of the Koryo period,
Ch I oe Sungno (927-989), said in his famous memorial to
the throne, in 982, that.
To follow Buddhist teachings is the basis for
self-cultivation; to follow Confucian teachings
is the basis for governing the state.
Selfcultivation is an asset for the future; governing the state is work for to.day. 31
Such an eclectic approach can be found in many Koryo
scholars, from the leading Buddhist monk, Uich'on (10551101), son of King MUnjong, all the way through to the
very end of the Koryo period. 32
A cursory look at early Koryo shows that Chinese influence was rapidly gaining momentum, notably in Confucian education through the private institutes

po~larized

by Ch'oe Ch'ung (984-1068), who is remembered in Korean
history as "the Confucius of Korea."

It was a perio d

in which Koreans were eager to borrow as much as possible
from China.

Naturally the rise of Confucian scholarship

demanded some sacrifice on the part of the established
traditional practices.

For instance, P'algwanhoe was

abolished for its superstitiousness in 981 (Songjong 0).33
But the suppression of the indigenous-Taoist tradition
was not continued.
The abolition was soon repealed
and the practice of primitive rituals continued for the
rest of the dynasty until the study of Lao-tzu, Chuang-tzu.
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and Taoism was formally prohibited by decree in 1131
(Injong 9), touching off the second round in the struggle
against traditionalism. 34
In the midst of the sustained
struggle between more rational Confucians and superstitious indigenous-Taoist traditionalists, Buddhism was largely
unchallenged for most of the dynasty.
Under these circumstances, the IIConfucius of Korea

ll

remained primarily a teacher of literary skills, instead
of trying to teach any revolutionary ideas.

A Sung

Chinese scholar who visited Korea in 1123 (Injong 1) as
a member of the Chinese embassy to Korea commented succinctly on the lack of discussion on political questions
in the Korean civil service examinationsl
Generally speaking, poetry is highly esteemed,
but the study of the classics is not yet well
under way.
If one reads only its CKorea' sJ
literary products, he will find it very similar
to the left-over from the T'ang period. 35
Modern scholarship does not show any remarkable departure
from this contemporary evaluation.

Takahashi Toru, for

instance, saw that Korean Confucianism through to the
very end of the Koryo dynasty remained a study of textual
criticism and memorization rather then one of thoughts
and beliefs. 36

Even this was halted by the rise of

the military regime in 1170e which marked a sharp break
in the Confucianization of Korea.
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Thus a Korean Confu-

cian scholar at the end of the fourteenth century reflected
upon the state of Confucianism in Koryol
Our country before 1170-1173 ~when the military
emerged and took control of governmentJ had
more Confucian scholars and famous literati than
China.
Thus the T'ang Chinese saw us as a
country of gentlemen and the Sung Chinese took
us as a country of culture, rites, and music,
naming the residence of the Korean embassy to
China the Hall·~ of Lesser China.
After 1170-1173,
however, if they CConfucian scholarsJ were not
killed, they escaped into the mountains and
woods, leaving behind only a few out of' every
hundred scholars.
And those who studied Buddhist teachings started to propagate wicked
theories, thus deceiving many officials above
and misleading the unsuspecting people below. 37
This observation is credible, for we know Confucianism
was building up mementum when the military emerged in
1170.

Myoch'Op€ and Portents
As we have noticed earlier, in Chapter I, the sharp
rise of recorded portents from the eleventh century according to the KoryO-U is seen as a sign of the Koreans'
successful absorption of the Chinese theory of' portents
found in the History D..t .:t.b.e. Former .Han .!..Han-§.1:l.u) , and
the Historv Qf. Chin (Chin-,WW'>, among others, which are
reflections of Tung Chung-shU portentology in general.
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It was to be another century before the name of Tung
Chung-shu and his philosophy of portents were first recorded in Korean history, in the memorial presented to the
throne in 1134 (Injong 12) by 1m Wan.

In this memorial,

a monumental record in the intellectual history of Korea,
this scholar-immigrant from Sung China, who worked closely
with Kim Pusik's group in their struggle against the Monk
Myoch'ong, wrote.
According to Tung Chung-shu, which I read before,
when a country is going to fail in keeping the
Way, Heaven first shows anomalies to warn it.
If they were unheeded and no self-reflections
were made, then grave portents are sent as
serious warnings.
Only if they were unnoticed,
does the catastrophe finally come.
This shows
Heaven's benevolent love toward the ruler and
its desire to stop unruliness ~in the worl~.J8
Then quoting from the authority of the Book of Poetry,
1m Wan continues that the king must respond to Heaven with
the real

(~)

and not with mere formalities (mun).

He

defines the real as virtue and the formalities as things
like Buddhist exorcisms (tQrYang) or Taoist exorcisms
(chaech'O).39

Interpreting the unusual number Qf por-

tents in the past few years as signs Qf Heaven's benevolent love tQward the monarch, he concluded his memorial
with a scathing attack on Myoch' ong I
Ever since the building of Taehwa Palace, many
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people have been mobilized to arouse their complaints and curses. .Last year L when Your
MajestyJ went there, there was an ominous portent at a Buddhist pagoda, and LYour Majesty'sJ
visit this year was met with a succession of
meteors and dead horses.
Furthermore, though
this palace was meant to search for fortunes,
there has been no single auspice for the past
seven or eight years of its existence, whereas
Why is this
omens have occurred in succession.
so'? Heaven seems to be saying that a wicked
man is . deceiving Your Majesty.
Man can be deceived, but is Heaven deceivable'?
The portents
in the past days might perhaps be Heaven's warning to Your Majesty to wake you up.
How can
Your Majesty defy the will of Heaven to spare
a wicked subject'?
I beg you to demonstrate the
august royal authority and decapitate Myoch'ong
to answer Heaven's warning above and to placate
the people's hearts below.
These are the public
words of the world and not a personal view of
this sUbject. 40
Myoch long was a monk from the Western Capital (Sogyong),
who had almost succeeded in persuading King Injong to move
the capital to the Western Capital, and the helm of power
to himself.

Claiming that he was the inheritor of the

secret teachings of Toson's geomancy, ~~och'ong tried to
persuade the throne and other officials to his idea that
only the

~

vitae of the new capital could rejuvenate

the dynastic destiny that was in the ruins after the
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internal strife which resulted from the costly expulsion
of strongman Yi Chagyom.

When he reali zed that his

method of persuasion would not succeed, he chose to rebel
and failed in 1135, half a year after the memorial of 1m
Wan. 41
As the only important testimony kept in the record
about the intellectual consensus shared by the anti-MYoch'ong forces of the time, this might have played a crucial role in the ideological battle of the opposing camps
in the MYoch'ong episode.

The ideological struggle in

the incident of MYoch'ong in the mid-Koryo was the climax
of the sustained battles between conservative traditionalists bent toward indigenous-Taoist beliefs and progressive reformers bent toward Confucian rationalism.

Buddhism

was safely kept from the center of the battleground throughout the course of the struggle, but the fact that MYoch'ong
was a Buddhist monk and was defeated in the final showdown with the Confucian leader of the time, Kim Pusik,
has a lasting significance in the conflict between Confucianism and Buddhism in later Koryo.
A significant difference in the interpretations of
portents by these two groups of politicians was that
Kim Pusik and his supporters, in attacking the superstitiousness of the indigenous-Taoist traditions, placed
greater emphasis on the political implications of portents.
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As we read from 1m Wan's attack on ~och'eng, portents
were seen more and more as signs of Heaven reflecting
the virtue in .government on earth.

Specific prognos-

tication and specific exorcism for a particular portent,
which had been practiced all through Korean history up
to that time, was gradually giving way to this new view
of a more generalized interpretation of portents in
political terms.

It was this political twist of porten-

tology that made the higher officials in government feel
responsible for portents, as we can see from the resignations submitted in 1114, 1179, and 1184. 42
Probably
these were imitation

of the practices of China,

instead of genuine expression of the sense of responsibility for portents. 43
Yet th~ fact remains that such
imitation started at this time of Korean history, and
learning starts with imitation.

~

QUtbu:r=Ett .Q.!

CQnfuci~

Rationalism

History, however, failed to make a turn at the fall
of rttYoch' eng.

Reaction was quick to assert itself and

within half a century, after the military take-over of the
government, the major response to portents was still religious and not political, each portent was prognosticated
and exorcised on individual basis.

The trend did not

change even in the second half of the thirteenth century
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or 'th,.e early

fourt.~~~th.~e:n~~~y~.~

+.n . the

re~gn

of King

Ch'ungnyol (r. 1275-1308), which is known in history
for its strides in Confucianization, two Confucian scholars
were still hesitating whether to advise the throne to
take Confucian option to meet portents or leave him con"
W1"th re 1""
1910US exorc i sms. 44
t 1nue

Yet it is true th~t the reign of King Ch'ungnyol
witnessed important institutional reforms leading to
a rapid growth of Confucianism in Korea.

The placing of

I

seven professors of classics and history at the national
college in 1280, began an import&,t reorientation of
Korean Confucianism from its almost exclusive concern with
literary techniques to a more fundamental political philosophy.

It goes without saying that such a

reorientat~on

was possible because of the fertile soil prepared
the past centuries.

ove~

In 1296 (Ch'ungnyol 22) an indepen-

dent government office was set up to oversee the i"eaching
of classics and history.
these

in~~itutional

It was several yearf!r

~t.er

changes that the first Korean contact

with Chu Hsi's writings was made by An Hyang (1243-1J06)
during his visit to Yuan China in 1286.
It was only after these events and with the growing
influence of Confucian scholars that open criticism of
Buddhism began to be aired.

As Yi Pyongdo points out.
two kinds of criticism can be seen. 4S One was largely
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on the financial and moral degeneration connected with
both priests and believers in Buddhism, while the other
was upon the superstitiousness of the old belief system.
The first, appearing earlier than the other, can be seen
from the criticism of Yi Saek (1328-1396), one of the
leading minds of the period.

After noting the great

development of Buddhism in both China and Korea, Yi's
memorial to the throne in 1352 (Kongmin 1) continues.
Since the mid-period ~of Koryo dynastY-7, its
followers became more numerous. • • and Buddhist
temples were built at every riverside and every
valley.
Then the Buddhists not only became
vulgar, but many other people in the country
began to eat without working.
Knowledgeable
people worry about this.
Buddha l!U. .a great
saint, and I am sure he would have shared his
likes and dislikes with people. . Can we then
be sure that his spirit in the other world would
not be ashamed of such wretched behaviouF among
his followers?
I beg Your Najesty to decree
that practising priests be relicensed, so as to
conscript those without license into the army.
New temples must be ordered destroyed, and if the
order is not carried out, the magistrate in charge
should be punished for it. 46 (Italics mine)
The vulgarities of the monks Yi Saek noted above was a
growing concern of the society. and particularly frowned
upon was the moral laxity that spread among many monks
who often indulged in activities of dubious moral value. 4?
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With this mild criticism of Buddhist practices came
the beginning of Confucian sacrificial rites, the lack of
which was noted and lamented by a twelfth-century Chinese
visitor. 48

Gradually the Koreans started to build their

system of rituals in accordance with Confucian tradition.
It was Yi Saek who introduced for the first time in Korea
the three-year mourning period for the death of a parent. 49
And the broader and intricate sacrificial B¥stem Q'f..Chu
Hsi was soon to be introduced by one of the architects
of the Yi dynasty, Oho Chun (?-1405), in a formal depree
toward the end of the Koryo dynasty.5 0
The observance of sacrificial rites, of course,
served to bridge the cultural gap between the more "exorcist" Koryo period and the more "rational" decades of
the dynastic change.

As Hsun-tzu put it, sacrificial

rites have a dual principle with two different meanings,
one for the superior men
nary people (mu,-hsing).
simply "a human practice"

(~-~)

and one for the ordi-

For the superior men it was
(..iJm-:t.W~J,

while it was a

"serving of the spirits" (kwU.-~) for the commoners. 51
The active introduction of such double standards eased
the Buddhist-Confucian transition in the late Koryo,
primarily in the era of mild reformism of the Yi Saek
type.
Such steady yet unmistakable development toward Con-
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fucianization in late Koryo, however, was not fast enough
to quench the rising expectations of the young scholars
To the eyes of those new

who wanted radical reforms.

scholars, the attitude and accomplishments of Yi Saek
were Inconsequentd.af.,

As

So

Ko jong wrote a century later,

Yi Saek seemed to be "criticizing one, while praising one
hundred," when he called Buddha a great saint in his supposedly anti-Buddhist memorial quoted above. 52 It was
only in the last few years of the Koryo dynasty that such
radical views began to be openly expressed.

For example,

Kim Chasu, Chancellor of the national college, presented
a memorial to the throne in 1391.
Han Yu of the T' ang dynasty memoriali zed to

Emperor Hsien-tsung, "From Huang-ti, Yao, and
Shun through to the Three Dynasties, they enjoyed
long ~dynastic-7 lives.
This was when Buddhism
Ever since the inhad not yet come to China.
troduction of Buddhism in the era of Ying-p'ing
of the Han, the decline and fall repeated and
the life of each dynasty was short. Throughout
the Sung, Chi, Liang, Chen, Yuan, and Wei dynasties,
the more Buddha was worshipped, the shorter the
dynasties became."
This is not Master Han's
imagination, for we can clearly see this from
history. 53
After recalling how his king in Korea had indulged in
Buddhism in the past and how Chinese history showed the
effectiveness of responding to portents by the cultiva180

tion of virtue on the part of the throne, Kim Chasu continued.
From this we can tell that if the ruler's mind
is on the right track, it is enough to move the
mind of Heaven. If it is on the wrong track,
however, it is enbugh to bring ominous portents.
I beg Your Majesty to keep your mind clear,
and in meeting with the Lord-on-High, do as if
he were near you even though he is far and in
darkness. When you meet with his responses,
be more attentive to the bud of His concern.
Seeing, hearing, talking and acting must be in
accordance with proprieties. In going in and
out, standing up and sitting down, Your Majesty
should never stray from respect. And Your Majesty
should never be blinded with personal desires in
doing things, nor resort to expedient solutions.
Then such respect in mind will be enough to dissipate omens, help educate LpeopleJ, and raise
the country. Why should there be any additional
efforts in worshipping Buddha and actively building pagodas to make the dynastic life lengthened?54
This memorial in the fifth month of 1391 marks an
important turning point in the ideological struggles of
the rising radicals, who had eventually rallied together
to make the birth of a new dynasty possible, if not inevitable, the next year.

The memorial of Kim Chasu was

followed by a flurry of similar memorials by Kim Ch'o,
RO Ung, Chong Tojon, Chong Ch'ong, and others. 55 Like
the old guard reformists, including Yi Saek, the radical
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reformers found the pressing demands of their society
focused in the curtailment of the economic aggrandizement
of the Buddhist monasteries, the moral corruption of the
clergy, and the financial squandering of the government
on religious (and superstitious) exorcisms of portents.
The most acrimonious attack made by these militant
young radicals was expressed in the memorial by Kim Ch'o,
who after a violent attack upon the deceitfulness of Buddhism and other shamanistic exorcisms, called for legislation to "kill, without any consideration of pardon,
both those who shaved their heads and those who practised
shamanistic exorcisms. ,,56

To reinforce the point, the

leader of these young radicals, Chong Tojon, quoting from
an old story from Chinese history, concluded in his memorial that, "When a state rises, it listens to man.

When

a state declines, it hears from ghosts and deities. ,,57
Indeed these acrimonious memorials by radical Confucian reformers were occasioned by the king's appeal for
counsel when a series of portents including drought occurred in the spring of 1391.

This anti-Buddhist outbreak

is well documented both in traditional and modern historiography.

Usually scholars today assess this eruption

as an expression of the "Neo-Confucian" reorientation
embraced by the young scholar-officials at that time.
As such, according to this view, it served merely as a
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new intellectual climate that facilitated the rise of a
new dynasty.

Therefore, the dynastic change in 1392

was primarily political and economic event and only
secondarily an intellectual event. 58

ReactionarY Efforts

~

Dynastic Rejuyenation

Since the above thesis has been so long accepted,
little attention has been given to the study of the nature
of the new climate of opinion or of the immediate cause
that made such a sudden flare-up of anti-Buddhist movement
possible, or even inevitable.

The attack on Buddhism

was one of the two major issues these radicals brought up
in the declining years of the Koryo dynasty; the other
was land reform to rectify the aggravating economic inequities among the scholar-officialdom.

After the purges

of some of the old guard, including Yi Saak, in the coup
of 1388, and the expulsion of King ChIang the next year,
the radical reformers could safely initiate land reforms.
Yet they did not yet hold political supremacy, nor were
they well united among themselves.

Scholars today feel

Yi Songgye was neither in a position nor in a state of mind
to be ready for a dynasty of his own. 59

It was in such

a murky state of politics that King Kongyang was put on
the throne toward the end of 1389.

Apparently he was

not the best qualified man, and he had a good share of
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mediocrities at the age of forty-four.

The now familiar

anti-Buddhist eruption came only when the new king and
his supporters from the old guard failed in their efforts
for a dynastic rejuvenation which they tried through a
series of "esoteric" adventures, including moving the
capital.
This effort for a dynastic rejuvenation began within
a few months of the new king's enthronement.

In the

first month of 1390, the king set a statue of the Buddha
of Benevolent King (inwan&, or jen-wang) in a palace
annex in order to pray before it every morning and evening
as well as whenever any portent occurred. 60
Sutras
with magical formulae were read before it, whether there
were portents or not, as royal ceremonies "to protect
the country from all kinds of calamities and induce prosperity.1I61

One of the often used sutras reads.

o great

kingsl When the country starts to become
disorderly, demons and gods go disorderly first.
Because demons and gods go disorderly, ten thousand people go disorderly, enemies c.ome to rape
the country, and people perish and lose their
lives. Then princes and high officials fight
against each other, ominous portents occur, and
the stars in the twenty-eight constellations and
the sun and the moon go untimely and out of order.
Calamities like conflagrations, floods, and
typhoons come.
This sutra is to be read on such
occasions. 62
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King Kongyang also wanted to appoint lOOnk Ch' anyong,
a disciple of the famous Monk Pou, to the position of
Royal Preceptor.

This effort, however, was thwarted

by stiff oppositmon from Chong Mbngju, Song Songnin, Yun
Sojong, and others. 63
was more fortunate.

In another adventure the king
When Nonk Pobye of Yonbok-sa Temple

proposed to remodel a desolate five-story pagoda and the
three lakes and nine fountains within the compound of
his temple, .acts which in his opinion would bring the
nation and people prosperity and happiness, the king ordered
their immediate reconstruction by appointing chief and vice
chief directors for the work. 64
Then came the memorial of the Office of Astronomy
in the seventh month of the same year, in which the move
of the capital was proposed.

Armed with a quotation

from the ever-venerable Secret

~

2! TosOn, the propo-

sal urged the king to move the capital to the southern
capital (modern Seoul), thus giving a chance for rest
to the tired geomantic ~ vitae of the capital. 65
This proposal was apparently very timely, because the king
was apprehensive about the continued appearance of portents, particularly of the Venus in the daytime, which
once so frightened the king that he ordered that the curfew
in the capital city be rechecked. 66

Brushing aside some

minor opposition, King Kongyang decided to move the capi185

tal to Hanyang, the present Seoul, in the ninth month of
1390 (Kongyang 2).

The nominal opposition this move re-

ceived at the time seems to suggest two things---First,
geomancy was more respected than shamanistic or Buddhistic
exorcisms of portents, and second, the radical reformers
could not yet find any common cause to rally around after
their initial victory.
Strong opposition was unnecessary, as tre situation
finally turned out.

King Kongyang's efforts for dynastic

rejuvenation through the move of the capital was found
to be ineffective, for portents were observed even more
frequently than before.

When portents were observed

one after another, including a tiger's attack on a man
after the move of the capital, lVJi.nister of Punishment
An Won suggested returning to the old capital, Kaegyong,

in the twelfth month of the same year.

King Kongyang

had no choice but to oblige and to put the question to
discussion by his scholar-officials. 67
Following the
recommendation of the government, the court moved back
to the old capital in the second month of the next year,
1391.

This year, however, portents seemingly occurred

more frequently than ever before, including a drought in
the early summer.

When the list of portents was lengthen-

ed by the appearance of a comet in the fourth month, the
king could not but announce an appeal for counsel.
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The

celebrated flurry of anti-Buddhist rhetoric we saw earlier
was the outcome of this appeal for counsel.
This effort for dYnastic rejuvenation was a reactionary resurgence of MYoch'ong's tradition, which in turn
was in the tradition of Toson.

As such it was not a

new effort, nor the last such endeavour, as we shall
soon see in sUbsequent movings of the capital in the early
Yi period.

What makes the closing years o:f the Koryo

dynasty unique in the intellectual history of Korea is
not their revival of tradition, but a change in the Confucian tradition which suddenly expressed itself in a violent
anti-Buddhist and anti-superstition campaign against the
traditional procedures for dynastic rejuvenation.

The

summer of 1391, then, can be taken as a major turning
point in the intellectual history of Korea.

The mili-

tancy of the Confucian scholars involved in the campaign
shows a sudden outburst of Confucian rationalism, which
had been dormant in the Confucian tradition for so many
years.

It was the :first indication of the maturity

reached by Korean Confucianism in its long history from
eclectic subordination to self-confident supremacy.
Portents mQ. Remonstrance
This anti-superstition movement left another important legacy. the rise to unprecedented power of the
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Confucian scholars in government.

especia~ly

the position to remonstrate to the throne.

those in
As we have

already noted, the whole eruption of the anti-superstition
movement was occasioned by the king's appeal for counsel
in response to portents.

But when the criticism of the

court and the throne tient to the extreme of Kim Ch'ot s
demand for the beheading of all Buddhists and shamans,
the king was repelled and planned to kill Kim Ch'o to
set an example.

When the throne had a difficult:;.·time

in finding an excuse to punish the remonstrator, one of
the royal secretaries suggested grounds for breaking
established precedents. 68
It was at this point that Chong Mongju, a Koryo
loyalist, came to his rescue, not so much to defend Kim
Ch'o who might have been closer to Chong Tojon, supporter
of the Yi house, but to protect the principle of the
freedom of remonstrances
Faith is a great treasure of the ruler.
The
state is secure with its people, and the people
are secure with their faith.
Recently Your
Majesty appealed for counsel, saying. "Those who
speak out shall be free from punishment." Therefore people came out with memorials criticizing
the gains and losses in politics and the happiness and unhappiness in the people's lives.
Indeed it was a time with no fear.
Among them
there was the one submitted by a professor and
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students at the national college t which aroused
Your Majesty's anger by being tactless in phrasing its argument against the heterodoxy. This
makes all the subj ects of the government apprehensive. We believe that criticism of Buddha is
a usual affair for Confucians t and the rulers from
olden days did not make any fuss over it.
Appealing to the magnanimity of Your Majesty, we
beg the generous pardon of those misled ones,
thus demonstrating Your Majesty' s faith in the
people of the nation. 69
It was with this very attitude, upholding the principle
of remonstrance. that Chong Mong ju successfully expelled
the Yi Songgye gro up from Koryo politics in the spring of
1392.

Through a series of well-maneouvered remonstrance

by his own followers, Chong seemingly attained his own
political supremacy by ousting the leaders of the Yi camp•.
A daring .Q.Wm ~ &race t however, came from Yi Pangwon.
the fifth son of Yi sOnggye and later the third king of
Yi Korea, who sent an assassin to cut Chong M:>ngju down
in the fourth month of 1392.

If Yi Songgye had no role

up to this point in the founding of his own dynasty. as
Yi historians would have us believe in their records in
the KgryQ-~, he must have realized now that the blow of
the assassin's iron bludgeon left him no choice but to
send one of his henchmen to the throne to justify his
senzs assassination of Chong IVIongju.
The only reason Yi Songgye could find was that Chong
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Mongju had "secretly agitated the remonstrators to entrap
men of loyalty...70

It is true that Chong Mongju did

manipulate remonstrators to effect, on the first day of
the fourtli1 month of 1392, the expulsion of all the major
supporters of the Yi camp from the government, including
Chong Tojon, Cho Ohun , Nam On, Yun Sojong, Nam Chae, and
Cho Pak ,

It was only three days later that Chong Mongju

was slain by Yi Pangwon.

Yi Songgye's reason for the

slaying was given to the throne as well as to the people.
An investigation was started of all the remonstrators,

and most of them were sent to exile.
The death of Chong Mongju meant a triumph for the
Yi Songgye group, but a reversal for the Confucian ideal
of the freedom of remonstrance and a halt of the growing
political role of remonstrators.

In Confucian porten-

tology, portents prompt: 'j;he throne's appeal for counsel.
This, in turn, provides a forum of political discussion,
and the major route of communications in such discussions
is remonstrance.

Therefore any regression in remonstrance

was tantamount to regression in Confucian politics.

Far

from being a Neo-Confucian intellectual victory, then,
the birth of the Yi dynasty three months later was a reactionary military coup.
For the Confucian survivors of this dYnastic change,
the new dynasty, although an intellectual failure, was a
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political victory.

The new dynasty guaranteed the

Confucian supremacy for the rest of the traditional
history of Korea.

This might not have been possible

if Koryo dynasty had survived in 1392.
the victory of the Confucians.
~ical

This much was

But in achieving this poli-

victory. they had to compromise their ideal of Con-

fucian politics by allowing submission of the principle
of remonstrance. the very principle Confucian politics
had to uphold.

~

Nature

This was the failure of the Confucians.

~ ~

QQnfuQign Qutburst

Here one thing has to be clarified for further discussion of the Confucian tradition in Korean history.
the nature of Confucianism in 1391-1392.

Few scholars

have probed this. and those who deal with it have unquestioningly treated it as Hsing-li scholarship (Songnihak}, Chu Hsi-ism (Chuja-hak). Ch' eng-Chu Learning (Chong-

ju-hak), and so on. all with roughly the same meaning.
The reason for this is their acceptance of the notion that
the formal "introduction" of Neo-Confucianism had already
been made by An Hyang in 1286, as the tradition had it.
Another important reason for the view is that the
later Neo-Confucians traced their scholarly lineage to
Chong lVIongju. calling him "the father of Korean NeoConfucianism. ,,71

One of the survey histories. there191

fore, states I
The most notable event in the intellectual history of later Koryo times was the introduction
of the Chinese thinker Chu Hsi's reinterpretation of Confucianism.
Besides revitalizing
Confucian thought itself, it brought about
organized opposition to Buddhism. It is particularly significant that this neo-Confucianism
was mainly identified with the supporters of Yi
Songgye, while Buddhism had its greatest influence on the Koryo royal family and the old
landlord aristocracy.7 2
While it is true that Chu Hsi was known and studied
by some of the leading scholars of the period, it is
difficult to find any hard evidence that they, at the
time of the dynastic change, had successfully digested
the new philosophy or found anything relevant to their
own society.73

The first thing they started to accept

from Neo-Confucian writings was Chu Hsi's ceremonial
rites. 74
The next apparent inf'luence was on the writing
of history.75

From the writings of the foremost ideologue

of the dynastic change, Chong To jon, for instance, we
can find only glimpses of Neo-Confucian ideas, including
his introduction of Chou Tun-i's diagram of the Great
Ultimate (~=£bi}.76
other than this peripheral evidence of Neo-Confucian
borrowings, all obviously in the first stage of the
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learning process, we do not have any hard evidence to call
the intellectual climate of late Koryo Neo-Confucian.
Indeed. the names of Chu Hai and the Ch' eng brothers are
f.ound a few times in the anti-superstition discussions of
1391-1392. as recorded in the KorvP-~.
in a similar context.

Both are found

For instance, one reads.

Ever since Mencius fought back Yang-chu and
Mo-tzu to revere Confucius, Master Tung of Han.
Master Han of T' ang , Masters Ch' eng and Chu of
Sung had all supported this Way and fought against
heterodoxy, leaving their names in history as the
superior men of the world.
Wang An-shih, Chang
T'ien-chueh and others boosted Buddhism and
changed customs to leave their names in history
as the amoral men (min) of the world. 77
All there is, is the simple lineage of Confucian orthodox
tradition with no evidence of Chu Hsi's or any other
Neo-Confucian philosopher's relevancy to the intellectual
clim~te

of fourteenth-century Korea.

Rather the main current in the anti-superstition
argument in the last years of Koryo seems to parallel Han
Yu, whose anti-Buddhistic, or more aptly anti-superstition,
argument was reviewed earlier in this chapter.

Just as

Han Yu started a staunch fight against the superstition

and the degeneration of public morality of late T' ang
China, the Korean Confucians opened their attack on the
same ills they found in Koryo.
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And just as Han Yu did

not. deviate much from Tung Chung-shu in his view of portents, Chong Tojon and his followers continued in general
to follow Tung's philosophy of nature and man.
In the next chapter I will try to show in detail
that Chong Tojon was not Neo-Confucian, and why it makes
more historical sense to set the time for the beginning
of the Neo-Confucian politics in Korea to the reign of
King Songjong, one hundred years later than Chong Tojon
and his followers.
C. Traditional Exorcisms in the Early Yi Period
Befere we get into the development of Confucian
portentology and its relation to political and

intel~~c

tual development in the early Yi Korea, it will be helpful to review non-Confucian attitudes toward portents
in the period---How did Buddhist and indigenous-Taoist
attitudes fare in the early years of Yi Korea?
In ancient Korea shamans played a dominant role in
society.

I~

the beginning they were kings, priests,

and physicians or medicine-men, but they quickly lost
polit~~~l

supremacy, remaining for some time as physician-

prophet-priests.

A drastic change came with the first

contact with the higher culture of China, especially in
the garb of Buddhism.
The transition from an oral tradition to written
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knowledge in Korea occurred with the coming of the Chinese
culture.

This also meant the erosion of the intellectual
By the time of Unified Silla the

dominance of shamans.

division of labor among different specialties in the
shamanistic tradition was well under way---Buddhist monks
taking over the priesthood, astronomers emerging as an
independent group who read the meaning of Heavenly phenomena, gnd geomancer-ruturologists busying themselves
with interpreting the structure of the earthly contours
and predicting dynastic cycles.

All of them remained

strong intellectual factors throughout the Koryo period
until the Confucian dominance at the dynastic change.
Buddhism. still

st~

in

~lY

Xi Korea

The founder of the Yi dynasty, Yi Songgye (1335-1408,
r. 1392-1398), was a devout believer in Buddhism well
before the foundation of his dynasty.

His name is even

listed as a lay follower of famous monks of the late Koryo
period such as T'aego (1301-1382) and Naong (1320-1376),
and he had very close contact with JlWhak (1327-1405), the
recognized successor of Naong. 78
On his first birthday
celebration as king in the tenth month of 1392, only three
months after the birth of the Yi dynasty, b'i1hak was appointed Royal Preceptor.

And I-nnk 1Vb.1hak was to play perhaps

the most important role, as we shall soon see, in the
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dynasty's decision to build its new capital in present-day
Seoul. 79
Mlhak's appointment to the Royal Preceptorship (wang.aa.) by itself is a remarkable development in Korean Buddhist

history and the intellectual tradition of the period,
because we know that the last king of Koryo could not
appoint his favorite monk to the same position due to the
militant opposition of Confucian scholars in 1390. 80
So during the first two reign periods of the Yi dynasty,
Buddhism prevailed more or less in the exorcism of portents with Taoist exorcisms closely following it in importance.

The suppression of Buddhism was not unknown,

but it was minimal, mostly in terms of suppressing the
more flagrant economic sprawlings of temples and the moral
degeneration of monks, as shown, for instance, by the
directive of the throne in 1397 (T'aejo 6).81
The first decade of the Yi dynasty turned back the
clock to the stattW!UlQ.

~

in the days of Yi Saek' s

selective criticism of Buddhist corruption, both individual and institutional.

This obviously was not what the

militant Confucians led by Chong Tojon wanted.

still,

the frustrations felt by the militant young scholars of
late Koryo were handsomely compensated in their maturer
ages with enormous career opportunities in government and
economic gains opened for them by the new dynasty.
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Ranked among the first group of meritorious subjects of
the new dynasty, Chong Tojon played a key role in the
formulation of all the governmental institutions according
to the blueprint outlined in his ChasOn kyQng~k-chOn.
Yet his dissatisfaction with the lukewarm attitude of the
new dynasty toward Buddhism is expressed in the strong
words he used in his writing on Buddhism (Eulssi chappyOn)
in 1398, the very year he was killed after his unsuccessful
confrontation with Yi PangwOn, later King T'aejong.

In

his letter to Kwon Kun (1352-1409), Chong expressed his
last wish. "Even if what I said in this book is not
realized now, I would be happy in the other world after
death if this be made known to later generations ...82
Chong Tojon's death opened the door for the rise to power
by Yi Pangwon, paving the way of his march to the throne.
It also established Kwon KUn as the next leading scholar
of the new dynasty.
Kwon Kun (1352-1409), unlike Chong TojOn, was from
a well-established family that was involved deeply. with
the latter-day Buddhism.

For instance, Kwon Tan, his

great great grandfather, retired as a monk in 1311 (Ch t ungS9n,:'.J), the year when Kwon Pu , Tan t s son, went to Yuan
China to purchase a Buddhist tripitaka. 8J
In academic

training, too, KWOn Kun was more closely related to the
established scholars of the old dynasty as a student of
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Yi Saek and Chong l\bngju.

Indeed, his pen name, Yangch' on,

was given to him by Yi Saek.

Unaerstandably Kwon KUn's

support of the Yi house came only in the eleventh hour,
and his anti-Buddhism was essentially that of Yi Saek.
Like his teacher, Yi Saek, he wrote many eulogistic
pieces favorably related to Buddhism. 84
King T'aejong (r. 1400-1418) was not as anti-Buddhistic as later Confucian historians tried to depict him,
a description some modern scholars tend to accept. 8S
While it is true that some serious efforts to control
Buddhistic institutions started during the reign of this
king, his basic attitude was not far from Yi Saek' s conservative reformism.

As the studies by Yi Sangbaek and

Han UgUn show, the efforts to suppress Buddhism at the

dynastic change and in the early Yi period had little to
do with the "newly introduced Chu Hsi-ism,

II

but more

with a desire to take over the wealth of the Buddhist institutions, and thus to consolidate the royal prerogatives. 86

King T'aejong's attitude toward Buddhism as

religion was ambivalent at best.
About the services to immortalities and Buddha,
I do not know very much. Yet their ineffectiveness should be very clear. What benefits can
there be?
Nevertheless, because two former
kings both believed in them, we cannot eradicate them completely.
Taking this into con-
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sideration, it is now ordered that a report
be made to me as to which of them can be removed. 87
In 1405 T'aejong issued a decree fixing the number of
slaves for different Buddhist temples, thus actually
limiting the land-holdings for Buddhist institutions.
This economic straightjacket was much lamented by monks
and a protest was submitted to the throne the following
year, to no avail. 88
In 1406 the king took another
step to limit the number of temples as well as the number
of slaves and the amount of land each temple could own.89
With all these suppressive moves against Buddhism,
there is no evidence that official Buddhist exorcisms of
portents fell into disuse in a similar manner.

As Han

ugiin's study pointed out, and as we have seen above, the
Confucian rites introduced in the last years of Koryo
were not enough to satisfy the religious demands of the
Koreans. 90

And it was mainly due to his officials'

strong objections that T'aejong decided in 1401 to give
his eight-year-old prince a Confucian education at the
national college instead of having him tutored by a
Buddhist monk, as he originally planned following Koryo
practices. 91

In the long section on droughts in Chapter

II, we have already discussed the Buddhistic rain prayers
which were the dominant mode of

re~ponse

the early Yi period, at least until 1411.
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to portents in
T'aejong

stopped a typical rain prayer planned at a Buddhist temple
in that year on grounds of impropriety, but it was resumed
two years later and continued until the reign of King
Songjong (r. 1470-1494).
In fact the Buddhist response to portents remained
a dominant feature of fifteenth-century Korea, largely
due to the favorable inclinations shown by Kings Sejong
and Sejo.

King Sejong (r. 1419-1450) maintained the

moderately anti-Buddhist policy of his father, T'aejong,
in the early years of his reign.

Gradually his view of

Buddhism became more and more favorably inclined toward
the later years of his reign.

This changing attitude is

well explained by the Sillok historiansl
Due to illness His Majesty in his later years
could not meet with ranking officials often
enough. And two princes Kwangp'yang and P'yangwon died in succession; furthermore, Queen Sohyan
died. His Majesty became very lonesome. Thereupon Prince Suyang and Prince Anp' yang, who were
misguided by the wicked teachings ~Buddhism-7,
led His Majesty to build a Buddhist hall on the
corner of the palace compound.
There was no
one official in the nation who did not remonstrate against it in extreme words.
Yet they
could not change Heaven LkingJ, thus leaving a
speck on His sacred virtue.
This indeed was
due to the misguidance by the two princes. 92
At least once King Sejong had openly and poignantly criti200

oazed Confucian scholars for their hypocrisy in being
Buddhist at home and presenting exclusively Confucian
arguments in court. 93
Buddhism had its last great defender in the strong
reign of King Sejo (r. 1455-1468), who openly declared
that the Buddhist way was far superior to the Confucian
way. 94

During the reign of his father, Sejong, he, as

Prince SUyang, was the leading guide in his father's
growing interest in Buddhism.

He led many Buddhist

exorcisms during his father's reign, such as the rain
prayers at Hungch'on-sa Temple in 1449 (sejong 31).95
And his continued indulgence in Buddhistic practices
during the reign of his

Drothe~,

King MUnjong (r. 1451-

1452), almost got him into a criminal case under the pressing of remonstrators. 96
How his sufferings, inflioted by the constant barrage of Confucian scholars, influenced his later attitude
toward these scholars during and after his coup of 1453
is only a matter of speculation.

At any rate, his heavy

inclination toward Buddhism was too much even for Chong
Inji, one of the most illustrious of the merit subjects
behind his coup.

This inclination caused the first

serious conflict between Chong and the king in 1458 (Sejo

4), and resulting in Chong's punishment. 97

It was against

the background of this pro-Buddhist penchant of King Sejo
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that we find so often during his reign the

record~;

of

auspices in the Buddhist tradition such as sarira and sweet
dew, as we have seen in the last sections of Chapter II.
It was not until the next reign, that of King Songjong,(r. 1470-1494), that Buddhism suffered an irrevocable setback as the major response to portents.

King

Songjong, however, could not do much about the deep devotion of his mother to Buddhism. 98

And there are many

more cases of a similar involvement of court ladies in
Buddhist practi r

,

:'eafter, one outstanding example

being the short L\... Ldt!rgetic revival of' Buddhism by the
M:mk Pou and his patron, Queen Mmjong, mother of King
M,yongjong (r. 1546-1567).

All in all, Buddhism after

Songjong remained a popular religion among the people,
but was completely rejected as an official response to
portents.

Geomancy gnd

Futurolo~

If exorcism in any religious form is a direct response to individual portents, geomancy

(p'un~su

or chiri)

and futurology (tQch'am) were two forms of long-range
response to portents in general.

Geomancy can be seen

as man's effort to escape from the portended or from any
adverse predictfuons, and futurology as man's search for
freedom from portents.

Until the early Yi period these
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two modes of long-range response to portents went hand
in hand in the venerable tradition of Toson, a late Silla
monk and grand master of the trade.

Toson's tradition

of geomancy-futurology was repeatedly exhorted throughout
the latter half of Koryo after OCWoch'ong's abortive effort
in the 1129's, often in efforts to move the capital in
search of a portent-free dynastic rejuvenation.

An immediately apparent fact is that up to the
early Yi period geomancy-futurology was a tradition primarily preserved by the Buddhist monks---an example of
the syncretic Korean Buddhism that had successfully integrated the indigenous Korean beliefs in the Three Kingdorns period

a~d

the geomancy-futurology developed in the

Han and T'ang China.

The key figures in Koryo efforts

to move the capital were l\'1yoch long, Pou , and Sindonc.--··
all Buddhist monks.

And this tradition of Toson found

its prominent exponents in the Yi period among BUddhists,
such as Nhhak, Hyujong, and Nam Sago.

lVIuhak of course

was the monk who, as Royal Preceptor for the first Yi
king, played a key role in the move of the Yi capital.
Hyujong (1520-1604), whose fame is well established both
in Korean Buddhism and in the history of the Hideyoshi
Invasions for his distinguished service as a Buddhist
militia leader, was also the author of the Secret

Teachin~

2i Teacher sosan (SOBan taesa pigyQl), a crystal-ball
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Nam Sago (fl. 1560's) ,

text of the late Yi period.

learned his trade in this area from a Buddhist monk and
established his fame as master of clairvoyance in many
contemporary writings, including Yi I's memoirs. 99
Though these two arts were practised together throughout the Koryo period, they are properly quite distinct
as systematic attempts to read the future.

Geomancy,

as the original word chiri means, tries to decipher the
meaning of the pattern Q!

~

earth (chiri in the literal

sense), whereas futurology (toch'am) is an effort to foretell the shift in the mandate of Heaven.

In China and

Korea, every dynastic founder tried to justify his new dy
dynasty in futurologic terms, as we can see in the foundation of Koryo dynasty well ahead of its actual beginning. 100
Since new order necessarily begins with the
demise of old order, futurology is always related to
eschatology, a tendency that drove some Chinese emperors,
including Yang-ti of the Sui dynasty, and officials to
frown upon the tQch'am writings. 10l
This was also good
enough reason for the earlier kings of the Yi period to
shun it.

Furthermore the distinction between geomancy

and futurology was to become more and more clear in the
early Yi period, a separation that seems to have had an
adverse effect for both of the "sciences l
for futurology.
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"

but especially

When the founder of the Yi dynasty wished to move
his capital to a new place soon after the birth of his
dynasty, it was a response in accordance with the tradition of Toson, that is to say, the combined tradition of
geomancy and futurology.

This episode about the selec-

tion of the new capital snowballed through the early Yi
period and developed an array of fantastic stories.

All

stories had at least one thing in common---the dynastic
change was predicted long before it actually occurred.
Although it is very doubtful that there was any accurate
prediction of the family name of the new dYnasty, prediction of the impending end of the Koryo dynasty might
have been known to people well before the end of the
Koryo- period. 102"
The first major effort to build a new capital started
in early 1393, when King T'aejo, accompanied by high officials and Monk lV".lUhak, his Royal Preceptor, went to Mount
Kyeryong on a five-day survey trip.

At the end of the

same year, however, the king ordered a halt to the construction, consenting to the dispute raised against it by
Ha Yun, one of the leading merit subjects of the new
dynasty.

He argued that the place was so far toward the

south of the country and that it failed to meet the conditions prescribed in the geomancy text written by Hu Shunshen of SUng China. 103
This episode had a lasting influ205

ence in Korean history. first, MOunt Kyeryong became the
mecca of miscellaneous popular religions largely inspired
by ChOnggam-DQk, a futurology classic apparently compiled
after this incident.

Second, the geomancy text of Hu Shun-

shen thereafter became a standard text in examining geomancers in the state examinations in Yi dynasty.l04
Ha Yun in his turn recommended IVb..tak (the western part
of Seoul) as the site for the new capital, and the king
sent high officials on an actual survey in the second
month of 1394.

As it turned out, however, Ha Yun was

alone in supporting the place as a capital; the opinions
of the high officials all differed.on the problems of
geomancy-futurology. 10 5 The first thing they had to handle
seemed to be to clear up the theoretical muddle in the
art of geomancy-futurology.

It was exactly for this

purpose that King T'aejo, in the seventh month of the
year, ordered the establishment of a temporary Directorate
General for the Revision of Yin-yang (Umyang sanjOng togam)
inclUding all these officials. 106
In cooperation with
the members of the Office of Astronomy, the task of the
Directorate was to compare all the writings on geomancy
and futurology available to £ind the differences and
discrepancies among them and to distinguish right from
wrong.

Only after this was done, did the business of

setting the new capital seem to progress smoothly.
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A third site, Hanyang (present Seoul), was chosen and
construction started within the same year.

On the basis

of futuro logic predictions, the government moved to Hanyang in the fall, well before major work had begun.
Portents seem to have had little to do with the
initial move from the old capital of Koryo to Hanyang.
From the Sillok we can find only a few portents recorded
for this early year in the new dynasty, perhaps because
of an expectable lack of organization in the office in
charge of such observations and probably because of the
reluctance of officials to report inauspicious portents
in the earlier years of the new dynasty.

Thus the move

of the capital to Hanyang was mostly a matter of geomancyfuturology, and as such only indirectly related to portents.
However, a direct relationship between portents and
the moving the capital was soon to be found in the return
of the capital from Hanyang back to the old Koryo capital
in 1399 (Chongjong 1).

This move is explained in the

Silloka
The Office of Astronomy memorialized to the
throne, "A horde of crows gathered to chirp,
wild magpies came to build nests, and other
portents occurred in succession. LYour MajestyJ
must self-cultivate to exorcise these portents,
and must also escape by moving your residence."
So the king summoned royal family members and
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ministers including Left state Councillor Cho
Chun to show them the memorial presented by the
Office of Astronomy. Then the king asked them
whether the proposed move to another place was to
be carried out or not.
All answered affirmatively.
Then he asked where they should move.
Their
answer was that the old capital had palaces and
houses of officials intact, whereas other places
in the capital province area did not have such
accommodations for officials and guard-soldiers
to stay.l0?
This explanation for moving back to the old Koryo capital
is admittedly not sufficient. the major reason behind the
return to the old city w.as actually the power struggle
of the preceding year, which resulted in the death of
the princes and Chong Tojon.

This fratricide in the

royal family in the still-insecure days of the fledgling
dynasty must have been appalling to many people, who
probably thought about the possible relation between the
move of the capital three years before and the ensuing
bloody cnnflict.
However, King T'aejong, who was the man behind this
bloodshed, decided in 1405 to move the capital back to
Hanyang, brushing aside his officials' expressed opposition on the grounds of the famine of that year. lOB
Though discussion of moving the capital was not totally
unknown thereafter in Korean history,1 09 Hanyang remained
the capital of the country to the present.
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Through the controversies about the move of the capital of the new dynasty, one thing pertinent to our discussion emerges.

That is the first obvious separation

of geomancy and futurology.

When King T' ae jo. ·was on

his survey to.MUak as a prospective capital in the eighth
month of 1394, Yun Sindal, Superintendant of the Office
of Astronomy, and Yu Hanu, Deputy Chief of the Office,
presented their professional opinion that the place was
not adequate as a capital of the country.

But they failed

to give any alternate place when the monarch asked them
to do so.
His Majesty became furious and said, "While
serving in the Office of Astronomy, you say
that you do not know. Whom do you think you
can deceive? Did you not hear of the theory
of the diminishing ~ vitae of Songdo ~Koryo
capital-7?
Hanu answered, "This is a theory
in the tradition of futurology. Because your
subject has only studied geomancy, he does not
know of futurology. ,,110
This seems to be the earliest open statement that geomancy
and futurology are two different areas, and we can take
it as a watershed in the history of Korea's geomancyfuturology tradition.
King T'aejong is well-known in Korean history for
bis active anti-superstition movement, and the main
efforts he exerted in this direction were precisely upon
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the fantastic writings of futnrologic theories.

One of

the first things he did after he ascended the throne in
1400 was to prohibit such eschatology-oriented writings,
which received universal support from his Confucian
scholar-officials. 111

T'aejong's struggle against

futurology thoroughly discredited the legend that had
supposedly predicted well before 1392 the birth of a new
dynasty named Yi. 112
In 1417 (T'aejong 17) he ordered
all such writings to be SUbmitted to the government and
ordered the Office of Astronomy to burn them.

Any viola-

tors of the decree were to be punished according to the
existing stipulations applicable to the writings of
"wicked documents," and the reporter of any such offence
was to receive the violator's possessions as a reward. 113
One month later, we read, two boxes of futurology books
that had been kept by the Office of Astronomy were put
into an incinerator. 114
Officially futurology as an art of clairvoyance dis·
appeared from any serious discussions in government.

It

went underground at this point, thus producing a strong
popular tradition of eschatologic-millenarian ideas and
visions.

This popular tradition is still very much

alive, notably in the cult of ChOnggam-nok (ChOng's

~.

dictions) and MOunt Kyeryong, where a police raid was made
as recently as the spring of 1976 to round up dozens of
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"pseudo-religious movements. ,,115
Another significant aspect of the official ban of
the simultaneous practice of geomancy and futurology
was the redefinition of the career of these professionals,
limiting them strictly to the practice of geomancy.
mancy, in comParison with futurology, is a much more

Geo·
sys~

tematic learning, and the practitioners needed much experience and some erudition.

This redefinition might

have caused the achievement of a higher degree of professionalism with more technical knowledge on the part of
geomancers, but it also stripped away much of the lustre
the profession had enjoyed before.
beca~e

Gradually geomancers

more and more deeply involved in the selection of

burial sites for the royal and other demanding families,
as the Confucian tradition of ancestor-worship grew.
Shamans .ansi Taoists
By the start of the Yi dynasty, the shamans' function
was primarily limited to healing or rather exorcising
human diseases.

Though human diseases were still con-

sidered a major portent, it was largely a personal matter
which had little to do with any governmental actions.
Beyond.this, the shamans were allowed, in the early Yi
period, to continue only one important official role
traditionally given to them, namely praying for rain.
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As we have disoussed earlier in the section on droughts
in Chapter II, the shamans at the time were probably
mobilized in large numbers through the Hall of the Nation's
Shamans (Kungmu-dang).

As a leftover from the Koryo

dynasty, this institution came under mild attack by Confucian scholars, as. .....-.
we ......can see
from the statements by
.
the Offioe of Censor-General in 1426 (Sejong 8).
This
mild criticism itself seems to be proof enough to indicate
the negligible status of the Office of the Nation's
Shamans at the time, and King Sejong did not even accept
the remonstrance of the censors on the grounds of reverence to established tradition. 116
Taoists did not fare any better than the shamans in
the early Yi period.

Nevertheless, Taoists had an ad-

vantage in their organized religion, which the shamans
did not have.

Throughout Koryo period many Taoist offices

were instituted and abolished by the government, sometimes
only for temporary purposes to exorcise certain

speci~~c

portents, and at other times for more permanent aims.
The more important of them included Pogwon Palace, Sin'gyok
Hall, Hall of Nine Luminaries (Kuyo-dang), Sojon Bureau,
Taech'ong Pavilion, Ch'onggye Office for Star-Worship, and
others.

At the very outset of the Yi dynasty King T'aejo

apparently abolished all of them except the Office for
Taoist Affairs or sogyok-chon. 117
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However the purging of Taoist remnants in the early
years of the Yi dynasty was not as thorough as the initial
report indicates.

At least one additional Taoist insti-

tution survived the first wave of abolition, for we find
in 1397 (T'aejo 6) that T'aeil-jon, a Taoist office to
wor.s:ahip the Great Dipper star, was incorporated into
SOgyok-chon. 118
Then Taech'ong Pavilion, officially
abolished, reemerged sometime in the early years of King
T'aejong's reign, as T'aejong was a confessed worshipper
of one important star, out of manystars worshipped by
Taoists, namely the Northern Dipper or the Great Bear. 119
This office

is,~described

later as if it were meant for

worshipping the Great Heavenly Lord (ch'onhwang taeje)
ar>.d 'the Pole star and appears to have been abolished
in 1422 (Sejong 4), only months after T'aejong's death. 120
The major exorcisms of portents in early Yi Korea
were administered through a mixture of shamanistic, Taoistic, Buddhistic, and Confucian routines.

All the formal

Taoistic rituals were under the control of this Office of
Taoist Affairs (Sogyok-chon) until the office itself faded
away at the end of the sixteenth century, probably after
the Hideyoshi Invasions.

Such a long survival of formal

Taoistic exorcisms of portents in the growing Confucian
climate of the early Yi period, was a rather remarkable
pl).enomenon.

The irony here was that this tenacious
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survival owed much to the failure of Taoism in Korea.
From its introduction in the Thre.e Kingdoms period,
Taoism as a religious movement was a failure, partly because it had little to offer to the indigenous shamanistic traditcion and partly because it was not as evangelIts affinity to

istic as Buddhism.

the~indigenous

pan-

theon only made the indigenous tradition prosper by
borrowing whate.ver new elements Taoism offered, wnile
Buddhism with its differences from the indigenous tradition posed a serious intellectual tension, as we can see
in the episode of Ich'adon's martyrdom. 121
Although we
see some institutional development, if minor, during the
Koryo period, Taoism in the early Yi period survived only
in a couple of offices with only a handful of practising
priest~

(toryu or

~),

whereas the shamans, mobilized

in times of droughts, numbered well over a hundred and
the Buddhist monks far outnumbered these.

It was this

failure of Taoism in Korea that made its longer survival
in the official exorcisms possible, for it failed to
present any ideological threat to the intellectual milieu
and did not pose any

se~ious

financial burden on the

government.
Furthermore the Confucian scholars of the period
were ambivalent on the question of worshipping Heaven
and Heavenly stars, which were closely identified with
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Such worship, sanctioned by Tung Chung-shu, was

Taoism.

not seriously questioned by the Yi Confucian

sc~olars,

and Taoism-related ideas of worshipping Tan'gun, the
legendary founder of the first Korean state, and sacrificing to Heaven at the Temple of Heaven were not totally
discredited in the period.

Surely doubts were growing,

and we have a remark by King Sejong in 1425 (Sejong 7) on
the mattera
The teachings of Taoism and Buddhism are not at
all worth believing. Those of Taoism are particularly absurd.
The Sogyok-chon in our country
is for Taoism.
Nevertheless, the successive
reigns have continued this until today, because
the worship of stars is an important matter. 122
In the middle of the growing doubts, the Office of
Taoist Affairs made a slight name change from Sogyok-chon
to Sogyok-so in 1466 (Sejo 12). 123
Its abolition was
discussed in 1484 (songjong 15) apparently without
result. 124

Then King Songjong in 1490 (Songjong 21)

proposed the abolition of the Office of Taoist Affairs,
saying, at the appearance of a comet in that year, that
the exorcism of such a portent should be done by selfcultivation and not by Taoistic prayers.
monarch's initiative was

rec~ived

Somehow the

without any response

from his 0tficials, and the matter obviously was simply
dropped with no results. 125
Then two years after this,
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we find King Songjong was not ready to abolish the Office
because he could not suddenly discard what had been kept
by the dynastic ancestors all along. 126
In 1.506, the last year of King Yonsan' s reign, the
Office of Taoist Affairs was formally abolished, although
in actuality its reduced services were continued. 127
Wh~n

the king was expelled in that year, almost everything

he had done was immediately discredited.

Naturally the

Office of Taoist Affairs was fully reinstated after the
restoration of King Chungjong. 128
Since the rebirth of
the Office was possible only because of the wholesale recovery of the status

.Q.Y.Q.

ante, not from any re.al needs,

opposition to the Taoist office was quick to appear.
The criticism which surfaced in 1511 (Chungjong 6) was
especially strong, coming from the Office of Special
Counselors, State Council, Ministry of Army and others,
and the question was seriously discussed on several occasions in the royal lectures in the early summer.

The

opinions expressed, as recorded in the Sillok, show that
the king was about the only one who gave support to Taoist
institution, while all of his officials raised clear
voices in ppposition.

The monarch

~imself

admitted that

it was "the wrong way to fight portents," yet he confessed
he would rather not destroy impulsively the traditional institution codified in the dynastic constitution (taejon).1 29

-. .
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another wave of criticism against the Taoist practices of exorcising portents started in the summer of

1518 (Chungjong 13) and continued through the early fall,
gathering momentum among all walks of the officialdom.
The high point of this drama, which marks a very important
point in Korean history in relation to the rise and fall
of Cho Kwangjo, is depicted by a contemporary scholar Kim
Chongguk (1485-1541).
In the year of ~ (=1518) the two offices of
the Special Counselors and Royal Decrees took
turns in memorializing the throne on the abolition of the Office of Taoist Affairs.
The
ministers and other officials also came out to
support them. For months, however, the throne
did not budge. Thereupon First Counselor Cho
Kwangjo asked for an audience to urge strongly
the throne. The next day he again led his fellow officials in their four memorials which were
submitted while they were prostrate in the court
yard. When the throne persistently refused to
grant it, he told the ro yal secretarie s , "Without His Majesty's permission (for the abolition),
we shall never retire today."
Night fell and
all the censors retired. But Cho Kwangjo, with
a look of determination, told his fellows, "It
is already late today, and the censors have all
retired. Yet we have to do our best, even at
the risk of being punished for it. We shall try
to change Heaven eking's mindJ, even if we have
to stay all through the night.
Their memorials
II
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continued to be submitted until the roosters'
crying was heard. The king at last said, "Why
can't I allow thisl The only reason is that it
has been with us so long, and this very fact
makes it difficult for me to decide. Tomorrow
I shall discuss the matter with the ministers to
do away with it.
At that time the royal secretaries and others were asleep, leaning against
their tables. All were tired and felt disgusted.
Because the secret inner palace was continuously
disturbed all night due to the frequent comings
and goings of the intermediaries carrying the
memorials and the king's answers, could His
Majesty be free from the feeling of disgust?13 0
II

Thus Cho Kwangjo succeeded in abolishing the Office of
Taoist Affairs.

But his high-principled arguments

started to turn the once-favorably inclined king away
from the young radicals, thus rapidly pushing the situation
toward the bloody literati purge of 1519 (Chungjong 14).
All of Cho's group fell victim to this tumultuous turn in
political fortune, and soon thereafter the Office of
Taoist Affairs was reestablished by the king in spite of
the opposition raised by other officials.

King Chung-

jong's answer to their opposition was that he could not
but do what he did because of the illness of his mother. 131
The role of the Office of Taoist Affairs in the
early Yi period is not to ibe overemphasized.

After all,

it was there largely because it had been there for so
many years.

As we have seen in Chapter II, and above,
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the Taoistic

Q~~ice

remained a neglected organ of the

government during the first half

o~

the Yi period.

In the final analysis, Cho Kwangjo's struggle for the
abolition of this office was far more significant in Yi
history than the survival of the office itself.

Taoistic

practices in the popular culture in Korea, however,
did not in any degree suffer

fro~

the official insignifi-

cance of the Office of Taoist Affairs.

As James Gale

pointed out fifty some years ago, "Taoist thoughts occupy
so great a place in the understanding and imagination
of the Korean," particularly in the popular culture of
traditional Korea. 1J 2

D. Portents and Korean Kingship

A View

~ ~ Dele~ated

Authority Q1 Korean Kip€ship

Because of the well-known fact that the Korean
kings, in the Yi period in particular, sought investiture
from the Chinese emperors and the

~act

that they expres-

sed a ritual subservience in their diplomatic exchanges
with China, scholars today believe that the authority
of the Yi kings in Korea was a kind of delegated authority
assigned to the Yi house by the Son of Heaven, i.e., the
emperor

o~

China.

The

~ollowing

of such a view.
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are only two examples

The rulers of the petty Korean nations came to
view investiture by the emperor of China, the
Son of Heaven, as necessary to their right to
rule, or as a delegation by the world ruler of
the authority he possessed from Heaven. 133

*

*

Technically, the Korean king, ruling under the
Chinese emperor, was responsible to him, and
the emperor alone was responsible to Heaven
for the Chinese realm and its tributary states.
This point was the subject of much argument
between Yi kings and their officials. 134
In his study of early Yi history, Pow-key Sohn considered the Korean monarch as a "China-sanctioned" "feudal
lord," who owed his power, in principle, to China's son
of Heaven. 135
This reasoning, which has been widely held in the interpretation of Korea's relations with China, particularly
in the Yi period, seemed to have been corroborated by the
recent history of Korea.

The Korean court and high

officials changed sides with each of the Big Powers in
their confused responses to the incoming waves of "modernization" after the "opening" of Korea in 1876.

This

revealed an attitude of dependency that seemed to be an
idiosyncracy of the Korean people, with its historical
roots well established in the Yi subservience to China.
Scholars and intellectuals in Korea and Japan were quick
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to find the term, sadae ("to serve the big"), from the
traditional relations between Korea and China, and to
coin a new word, sadae chuUi (sadae-ism) to name such
an attitude.
It is true that there was a relation of subservience.
In official correspondence Korean kings referred to themselves as the SUbjects of Chinese emperors, and tributary
missions were sent with all the motions of great reverence. 136

It is also true that the Koreans in the Yi

period called the Chinese emperors "Son of Heaven" in
Korea.

Thus a Japanese scholar of Korean history made

this demeaning comment i'
The
idea
of the Son of Heaven in the peninsula
-LKoreaJ is derived largely from Chu Hsl-ism.
While the Japanese successfully absorbed Chu
Hsi-ism after digesting it, the people of the
peninsula could not digest it, thus absorbing
the formalities instead of the spirit therein.
So "they took the Son of Heaven for the Chinese
in China as their own Son of Heaven. 137
Although the view of the delegated authority of
Korean kingship is convincing, with the given evidence,
when we turn our eyes to the enormity of portent 1iterature in Korean history, we cannot but feel suspicious of
this view.

Only the Son of Heaven in China, in theory,

could be held responsible for portents---Heaven's wrath
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and pleasure with man's doings under Heaven, according to
Tung Chung-shu.
p~riod

Then how did the Koreans of the Yi

justify their application of portentology to Korean

politics?

This can be answered better by considering

several pertinent problemss the theory of field allocation
in Korea, the problem of Heaven worship, the worship of
Tan'gun as the prime ancestor of the Korean people, and
the Korean use of the term "mandate of Heaven," etc.
~ ~heory ~

Field Allocation

Chinese portentology gave leeway for the Koreans to
have their share of portent politics, namely the theory
of field allocation (punya, or

~-~).

According to the
theory, developed in early Han or pre-Han China,13 8 different areas of the sky corresponded to different areas
on the earth, i.e., the total areas known to the Chinese
of the period, and Korea was not considered as an area
within the Chinese area proper.

Eventually the Koreans

could "discover" their own area of the sky and could
apply any unusual happenings in that area of the sky to
the situations in Korea.

By using this idea Koreans

could interpret very limited number of the observed portents as portending for Korea.

Indeed in the early

period of the Yi dynasty, notably in the reign of King
T'aejong, this theory seems to have gained considerable
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ascendancy.
In the third year of T'aejong (1403), an observation

reported that the moon made contact with a fixed star.
The monarch summoned the SUperintendent of the Offi ce
of Astronomy to inquire into the meaning of this portent.
The superintendent's answer was that the incident happened in the area of the

~

nothing to do with Korea.

direction (=west), thus having
Despite such an interpretation,

based upon the theory of field allocation by the highest
official of the Office of Astronomy, King T'aejong ordered
it to be used as an opportunity for self-cultivation and
announced an appeal for counsel. 139
In the seventh :rear
of the same king (1407), a predicted solar eclipse failed
to occur, which caused the king to speculate.
In the olden days it is said that there were
failures of predicted eclipses.
Since I am
the king of a small country, this can probably
happen even today if the Son of Heaven cultivates
himself and repents in awe. 140
King T'aejong seems to have been well-acquainted with
the theory of field allocation, probably from the
haien

t'un€-~,

of authority.

~

which he had once quoted as his source

According to his reading, Korea correspond-

ed to the .m1. and ki. fields of "the sky, the sixth and seventh

ha1J.l (lunar mansions).141

Although slight changes can
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be seen in later interpretations concerning the corresponding field in the sky for Korea, this view was to be
upheld throughout the dynasty.142
Apparently this theory of field allocation was well
established in the portentology of early Yi Korea, and
the next king, Sejong, even decreed in 1425 that there
should be no reports of any anomalous star movement in
the foreign fields of the Sky.14 3
But even in this
period of growing understanding of the theory of field
allocation, the Koreans had not tried strictly to apply
the theory to their interpretations of portents in general.
On the contrary, the theory itself was losing influence
so rapidly that in 1502 (Yonsan 8) a third state councillor said that the ,: f.ljld of the sky corresponding to
Korea was just the same as that corresponding 'to China. 144
Throughout the dynastic existence of the Yi house,
few if any portents were explained away as inapplicable
to Korea on the grounds of the theory of field allocation.
With only rare exceptions, this theory of corresponding
areas between a certain part of heaven and Korea was largely ignored, even though the understanding of Chinese
civilization by the Koreans rapidly matured during the
same period.

This perhaps has something to do with the

suspicion about the theory of field allocation expressed
by Chu Hai himself. 145
Whatever the reasons, every
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major portent observed in Korea was seen portending for
Korea, or more precisely put, for the Korean monarch.

ne. Temple At:

Heayen

Acceptance of unusual natural phenomena as portents
meant for the Korean monarch presupposes that the Korean
monarch assumed a sort of 9& f ac1;O communication between
himself and Heaven, without any intermediation by the Son
of Heaven.

lfDre than this

a

fagto practice of direct

communication with Heaven, the early Yi kings had in form
a direct route of communication with Heaven in the Temple
of Heaven.
The Temple of Heaven has a long history in Korea.
All the ancient states in Korea had some sort of direct
appeal or prayer to Heaven, and Koryo modelled their
practice on the Chinese system by building the Temple of
Heaven. 146

The Koryo kings t direct appeal to Heaven at

the Temple of Heaven was not interrupted even under the
almost colonial period of Yuan Chinese dDmination. 147
From the very beginning 6f the new dynasty, however,
the practice of direct appeals to Heaven at the Temple
was questioned.

Only one month after the birth of the

Yi dynasty, the Minister of Rites turned in a memorial
to the throne proposing to do :away with the Temple of
Heaven on the grounds that it was the exclusive privilege
22.5

of the Son of Heaven. 148

A similar criticism of the

Temple was brought up soon thereafter by the Inspector
General, who pointed out that improper rituals in place
of self-cultivation would be harmful for the country.
This memorial further pointed out the well-known formula
that the only the Son of Heaven could worship and pray to
Heaven, while the lords could only pray and worship to
the mountains and rivers within their domains, thus implying that Korean monarch was a "lord" of' the
in China. 149

Empi~e

The orthodox interpretations notwithstanding, the
decision to repeal the traditional Temple of Heaven did
not easily come.

Rather, the orthodox view was challenged

from time to time on the grounds of the long tradition of
such practices in Korean history as well as on the pressing
need to do something in emergency cases such as severe
droughts.

Thus in the third year of King T'aejo, in

1394, the Ministry of Rites advanced the cause of Temple

of Heaven.
From the Three Kingdoms period we Koreans have
been worshipping Heaven at the Temple of Heaven
for a good harvest or for rain.
Since such a
long tradition can not be easily repealed, we
propose to codify the practice as before, but
under the changed name of wQndan. 1;O
In Korea, as in China, the Temple of Heaven had been
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called wOn'1" (round hill), the name here changed to
wQndan (round altar) with no change in meaning.
Vacillating attitudes toward the Temple of Heaven
continued for many years.

For instance, King

T~.aejong

had at least once abolished the Temple only to start
reconstruction of it when a new argument was presented
in 1411.

The new proposal, supported by First state

Councillof ,Ha Yun, took the example of the Ch'in dynasty
of China, which as a mere lordship in the western part
of China had worshipped the White Heaven God, believed to
control the western direction.

So the Koreans' worship

of the Blue Heaven God, who controls the east, the argument held, would be appropriate. 1S1
In the very next
year, however, the king stopped the rebuilding of the
Temple of Heaven, taking more firmly the position that
the Korean king was on par with the feudal lords of China
and thus holding that his worship of Heaven would constitute a ritual impropriety.1 S2
King Sejong, son of T'aejong, inherited his father's
view of the Temple of Heaven.

In the early years he

seems to have gone to the Temple of Heaven for worship.
But very soon we find that he decided his view went
counter to the propriety of rituals.

Despite repeated

appeals from his officials for the continuation of the
Temple of Heaven, he remained more or less adamant in
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his view thereafter. 15)

With the reign of King Sejo

(r. 1455-1468) the Temple of Heaven was revived under
...,

....

the name bwan'ma (round hill), and Sejo went to pray at
the Temple many times during his reign.154

However,

his deviation from the practices of his father, Sejong,
did not endure after his death, though at least once,
in 1482 (sOngjong 1), the Temple's revival was suggested
and it actually was revived toward the end of the Yi
period with the declaration of the Empire of Korea in
1897. 155
~

Worship .Q!. Tan' gun 1b& Founder

gi: Korea

One of the major rationales behind the recurring
question of the propriety of Heaven worship in Korea was
the legend of Korea's founding by Tan' gun.

According

to the tradition, Tan'gun was born to the Bon of Heaven. 156
One of the more influential champions of Heaven-worship
in early Yi Korea, Pyon Kyeryang (1)69-14)0), wrote in
his memorial to King T'aejong in 1416.
Now CYour MajestyJ prayed for rain, but not to
Heaven.
And I do not think it is enough. Rain,
sunshine, cold, warmth, and wind---a11 of these
are what Heaven makes. • •• Prayer for rain
by the people in olden days therefore was always
done directly to Heaven. • • • We Koreans have
good reason to worship Heaven, and not to repeal
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*

• • • • . Korea .u.a started ~ Tan' GIn,
4U,cended ~ Heaven, .m4 na1 enfeotted ~ :t.bI. ~
g1: Heaven. 15? (Italics mine)
In the reign at King Sejo, Yang sOngji (1415-1482) firmly
supported the throne's restoration of the Temple of Heaven
with his view of Tan'gun similar to Pyon's.158
In the beginning of the dynasty, the prestige of Tangun was not very high in Korea.
Tan~gun

As a matter of fact,

was worshipped only as a minor ancestor of sorts,

even lower than Kija, the legendary Chinese immigrant
sage who supposedly started a later dynasty in Korea after
the first state founded by Tan' gun. ....But emphasis seems
to have been reversed in 1425 when King Sejong directed
that higher .~spect be paid to Tan'gun than to Kija. 159
.e-;"""<-~~

Then five years later when Sejong heard that the tablet
in the shrine ot Kija in Pyongyang read "Kijal Viscount
of Choson," the king was not sure of the propriety of
the wording, and suggested a further discussion and study
of his own suggested revision to "Kijal Founder of Later
Choson."

Though there was some opposition among lower

echelon officials, all the high officials agreed to the
throne's suggestion. 160 Then in 1456 (Sejo 2) King Sejo
added another touch of his own to the tablet by rewriting
it from"Tan' gun of Chosonn to "Tan' gun: the Founder of
Choson. n161
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By the time of Sejo, then, "the stature of Tan'gun,
as the founder of the nation, was greatly elevated, Kija
became the introducer of "the civilization" to Korea.
As he did with the worship at the Temple of Heaven, King
Sejo did

a~notable

in Korea.

service for the worship of Tan'gun

Unlike his Heaven-worship, which did not

outlive the reign itself, the worship of Tan'gun was to
last much longer.

With the rise of a more rationalistic

scholarship, particularly that of sirhak scholars such as
Yi Ik, the legend of Tan ' gun itself was to be seen as a
mere legend with possible influence from Buddhist ideas. 162
Nevertheless, the worship of Tan'gun continues even today,
when we can discern several sects of Tan'gun worshippers

2

among the current religious movements in Korea.
%M. Mfm.dat e g,;t Heaven .awl Koxean Kingship

As is evident froilD the story of Yi sOnggye' s coup,
as recorded in the Sillok and elsewhere, Yi and his followers claimed that what moved them was the Mandate of
Heaven. 163

Of course, the Mandate of Heaven they were

invoking at this early stage of dynastic change was not
through the Chinese emperor, for the Koreans could not
get the formal reoognition of China for eight years
after the birth of the dynasty.164

Instead we are told

that the support they claimed from the people was the
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•

Mandate of Heaven, or Heaven's calling.

Yi Songgye once

compared himself with the founder of Ming China for both
of them came from humble families. 16S

Apparently this

fact was the source of the later development of several
legends on how the founders of Yi Korea and Ming China
were similar in their origins. 166

These legends do not

show any subordinate relation between the two founders
of Yi Korea and Ming China, although destiny always plays
more favorably for the Chinese founder than for the Korean
counterpart.

As King Sejo once said, whenever "an em-

peror or a king" rose, it happened according to tm Mandate
of Heaven. 161

More to the point is King T'aejong's

comment.
ascending to my place C the throneJ was not
what I sought to get, but what the Lord-on-High
(~a:nije) mandated to me. 168
My

In their daily expressions throughout the Yi dynasty,
Korean officials seem to have had little sense of logical
contradictions in referring to their king with a variety
of Heaven-related terms, including ""Heaven's hearing"
(gh'Onch'On&), "Heaven's face" (Qh'Onan), "Heaven's sffection" (qh'Onch'on«), and so on.

Therefore, when

some of the Jurchens wished an audience with the Korean
king, sO~~jong; and called him "Emperor," the Korean
officials did not bother to advise them otherwise. 169
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TOls does not mean, however, that the meticu1l.ous
sadae practice was altogether forgotten in the internal
politics of Korea.

To some people at least the sadae

practice and i 1;s concomitants were disgraceful.

For

instance, a legend about the last words uttered by 1m
Che,(1549-1587), a famous poe1; of King Sonjo's reign,
states I
Four barbarians C of the eastJ and eight barbarians C of the nortV all had called themselves
emperor.
Yet Koreans had never claimed to be
I would rather die then live in such
emperor.
a country.170
SUch an attitude was highly exceptional.

Perhaps this

was the intellectual futility that many Koreans would
feel even today and General 1m Kyongop (1594-1646) felt
with his lament---"Alas, I have to spend all my life in
this small landl" 171
But this is a pathetic aspect of
human existence, and nothing peculiarly Korean.
If we look more closely into the sadae practice in
traditional Korea, we can discern that the expressed
respect was directed to the high civilization of China,
but not necessarily toward the Chinese state or people.
King Sejong, al1;hough his infatuation with Chinese civilizata-on was very thorough, once remarked that the Ohinese
would eat each other in emergency, while the Koreans
would never do that for survival. 172 What was inc~lcatel'.
2)2

in the children of traditional Korea in the Yi period
was that they should be proud of themselves as the sons
of

chunghwa" or "the lesser or smaller civilization,"
and not "small China," as is usually translated. 17J
"JiQ.

Sadae,

f~rst

of all, was a political expediency with

its immediate gains in the importation of the higher
.On the more practical level,

civilization of China.

this also guaranteed the national security and political
stability of the ruling house in Korea.

In the days

when the relations between states were defined in Confucian para-familial terms, any recognition of such a
relation was highly desirable for the Korean ruler.
Thus the close political relation cemented by the marital
relations with Yuan China is highly praised by Yi dynasty
historians for "making the people of Korea enjoy a hundred years of peace •• ,,174
It was with such an attitude that the high officials
of King T'aejong in the early Yi period tried to arrange
a marriage between the Korean crown prince and a Chinese
princess.

The proposed marriage was fully approved and

supported by the throne only to be rescinded after a
second thought,

Ha Yun explained the motive for

the proposals
If we can earn the support of the big country,
would there be anyone in the royal or other fam-

2JJ

ilies who would dare try a rebellion?
HOw
can there be any rebels or enemies? The former
dynasty had brought princesses from Yuan China,
and for one hundred years there was no internal
or external troubles whatsoever.
This is what
has been proven in the past. 175
If necessary for dynastic interests, Koreans did
not hesitate to fabricate misleading reports or cover-ups
to the Chinese envoys.

As early as 679, King MJnmu of

Sil1a bribed a Chinese ambassador to make a false report
on the nature of Sach' onwang-sa Temple, which was originally built to pray for the expulsion of the invading
T' ang army;176

SUch underhanded dealings continued,

and when King T' ae jong abdicated in favor of his son in
1418, he did not bother to get Chinese imperial consent
first'. 177
King Sejong (r. 1418-1450), who was more active than
anyone in Yi history in introducing Chinese civilization,
"

,

tried to keep his development of astronomical instruments
secret from the visiting Chinese eyes.

He once direoted

that his new armillary sphere, which perhaps was the first
of its kind in Korea for aocurate measurement of heavenly
movements, be kept away from the Chinese visitors, because
of its infringements of proper rites. 178
Since the
observation of heavenly bodies was the sole privilege of
the Son of Heaven, it was not appropriate for the Korean
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ruler to watch the heavenly bodies and read the messages
of Heaven.

The same effort to hide the Koreans' actual

observation of heavenly bodies from the Chinese envoys
can be found in King Chungjong' s
teenth century.

reign~

in the early six-

Chungjong expressed the difficulty of

keeping double standards---one for the internal use and
the other to show to the Chinese visitors.

At the time

Koreans were using the same astronomical instruments
installed at Poru-galt, HUmgyong-g~.. ~iii-dae and so on,
and the same terminology such as T'aejo (for the first
king of the dynasty), kyOneyOn (royal lecture) and so on
---all forbidden to be used by a "lord" under the Chinese
emperor. 179

The next year, 1538. (Chungjong 33), the

king even suggested it would be easier if all such practices of infringements were stopped.
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But they did

not cease and throughout the Yi period efforts were made
to hide them from China.
It is true that the scholar-officials' dedication
to Confucianism was rapidly growing throughout the early
Yi period, but it does not

necessari~y

mean the growth

of Sinism, or China-centered thinking, at the same rate.
As long as Confucianism and Sinism did not contradict
each other, Koreans could comfortably follow both lines.
But once there occurred any tenstion between the two, they
stayed with Confucianism.

The existence of so many "double'
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standards" we just saw above is nothing but an expression
of Korea's complex relations with both Confucianism and
China. 181
Koreans viewed their kingship coming from the mandate
of Heaven, not as a delegated authority assigned by the
investiture of the Chinese emperor.

The investiture was

somewhat similar to the Papal endorsement of secular
authority, even though the analogy is admittedly poor
beoause of the lack of any di"rine will in the Confucian
view. 182

With all the "double standards," the develop-

ment of portent poiitics in the Yi Korea, to which we
shall turn in the next chapter, was a firm evidenoe that
the Korean king was the son of Heaven in Korea as far as
the Koreans of the period were concerned.
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CHAP.rER IV
PORTENT POLITICS AND THE RISE OF NEO-CONFUCIAN
PORTENTISM. 1392-1519

By the founding of the Yi dynasty in 1392, Confucianism had been accepted as the guiding spirit of politics.
Like the protest of Han Yu in late T'ang China, the militant anti-superstition movement of the young Confucian
scholars toward the end of the Koryo dynasty was an
outburst of Confucian rationalism against religious
practices.

The first self-assertion of the Confu-

cians over the then dominant religious milieu of Korea
was the effort of Chong To jon and a small group of a new
breed of Confucian scholars who had liberated themselves
from the subordinate role of Confucian scholars under
Buddhist-Taoist dominance.

It was a monumental event in

the intellectual history of Korea, and the rise of the
Yi dynasty in 1392 can be seen as a byproduct of this
intellectual reorientation.
Nevertheless, we cannot call it Neo-Confucianism.
For one thing, it has none of the sense of cosmic moral
continuum we find in Chu Hsi's philosophy.

Man's rela-

tion to Heaven through the medium of an.anthropomorphic
"Heaven" remained that of Tung chung-ahu at the dynastic
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change.

Furthermore we can best explain the political

developments of the latter half of the fifteenth century
as symptoms of the emerging Neo-Confucians in Korean
politics.
In

this chapter then,especially bV examining the

evidence of portentology, we shall see the transition
of the Confucian tradition of Korea into Neo-Confucianism
in the early Yi period.

The most prominent aspect of ..

the changing attitudes toward portents in the first one
hundred years of the Yi dynasty is the different views
held by different kings of the period.

Under the politi-

cal structure of the dynasty, the opinion of a monarch
was the most important factor in the political and intellectual outlook of the reign period.

Yet this opinion

was not purely individual proclivity, but rather a political phenomenon developed under the influence of the
political circumstances and intellectual trends of the
time.
Departing from this point, we shall probe the history of early Yi Korea as it unfolds in the triple helix
of politics, political philosophy, and portentology.
Efforts will be made to explain why different kings had
different attitudes toward portents by seeing those
attitudes against the background of the major political
upheavals of the period as well as the overall intellec238

tual trends among the scholar-officialdom.

Here what

we will see are three transitions mutually interrelated
---the shifting 'center of power from the grips of the
monarch to the hands of the scholar-officials. the changing
views of portents from "political portentology" to "ethocratic portentism". and the metamorphosis of the Korean
Confucian tradition into Neo-Confucianism.

A. The Growth of Confucianism and Portent Politics
---Kings T'aejong and Sejong
~

Atayistic Legacy ~ ChOng ~QjQn
Many of the old edifices preserved in Seoul today

bear the names originally given to them by Chong Tojon
when they were first erected with the birth of the new
dynasty and the new capital.

Just as he gave names to

all the major physical structures of the new dynasty,
Chong designed the basic institutional structure of the
new dynasty in his ChosOn kyOngguk ~ (Codes ~ ~
erning ~ st~~ ~ Qhoson) , which became the basis for
the final compilation of KyOngguk be iOn (Gx:~at CQdes
~

Goyerning the

dynasty.

~ate)---the

basic codes for the Yi

Chong Tojon was also the author of the first

draft of the Koryo history, which undoubtedly became the
basis for the eventual compilation of the official dynastic history, the KQryQ-~, as we have it today.
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While Chong Tojon gave underlying form to the physical and institutional structure of the new dynasty, he
failed in his efforts to impose his own ideological
structure on it.

We have already seen how his dedica-

tion to the anti-superstition movement in the last years
of the Koryo succeeded in destroying the old dynasty but
failed to prevail in the early Yi period.

His failure

to realize his ideals in the new dynasty is more evident
when we recall the strength of "superstitious portentology" which flourished through the early reigns of the
Yi dYnasty.
His failure in this respect can also be seen from
even a cursory look into his basic political philosophy.
In his "Mind asks and Heaven responds.

It

(Simmun ch 'Onda,p),

Chong Tojon compares the human body to the phenomenal
world.

Saying that the sun and moon are Heaven' s eyes,

and so on, he continues.
Heaven, earth, and a myriad of things are
originally in one body.
Therefore, if man's
mind is right, then the mind of Heaven and
earth is right.
When man's ~ is in harmony.
the ~ of Heaven and earth is also in harmony.
This is why the portents occurring in Heaven
and on earth are caused by success and failure
in human affairs.
When human efforts are
successful, then portents harmoniously follow
their regularities; when human affairs fail,
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then portents reverse from normalcy.
Why
do you not take this opportunity for reflecting
upon yourself to find out what you have to do,
instead of blaming Heaven in haste?l
Essentially this is the idea of Tung Ohung-iahu , as we
have seen already.

As the title of this essay implies.

Chong's idea of Heaven is anthropomorphic, just like
Tung Chung-shuts.

And his analogy of the human body

extends even to the governmental structure---the king as
head, state councillors as stomach and heart, censors as
eyes and ears. and so on. 2
Yet the most important aspect, which is again not
foreign to Han Confucianism was Chong Tojon's efforts to
limit royal power by placing the king above the actual
execution of daily politics.

To Chong the only impor-

tant thing a king must do well was "to find a good state
councillor" to invest with total responsibility for actual
government. J
~)

His KyQngje mun 'gam (Mirror tJu: Goyern-

actually starts with the duties of the state council-

lor and ends with the desirable job requirements for local
magistrates. it says nothing about the king's role in
good government.

The job of the state councillor is

defined as follows.
Post of state Councillor.
It is to harmonize
~ and YaPC above, and to pacify people below.
It is also to give peaceful life to people in
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the country, and to placate and pacify the four
barbarians outside the country. The nation' s
punishments and rewards are bound to it. and
the rulings and orders all are originated from
there. 4
Thus later in the same section, Chong writes that "Political authority must reside with the state councillor,"
and continues.
T,he helm of power must not even for one day
fail to reside in government. If not, it re~
sides in the censorate. If not in the censorate, it resides in the palace. If the helm
of power resides in the government. the nation
will be under control. If it resides in the
censorate, the country will be in chaos. If
it is in the palace, the country will be in
ruin. S
For our discussion here the most important fact
about Chong?Tojon's definition of the responsibility of
the state councillor is that the councillor, not the throne,
is held responsible for the harmony of

~-~,

cause of all the occurrences of portents.
occurrences

or the

Since the

of portents had very much to do with the

political problems for the Korean people of the time, this
was merely to free the throne from any kind of political
responsibility so as to guarantee the longevity and
stability of the dynasty.

Yet this seems to be too simple,

for we also find in Chong' s writing a fear of dynastic
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ruin through mediocre kings.
In the age of emperors, the ruler and his state
councillors were all saints, thus making enlightened rule possible in harmonious cooperation. In the age of kings, the ruler and his
state councillors were both men of wisdom,
thus making the government prosperous and peaceful through their mutual assistance and hard
efforts. In the age of conquerers, the rul~r
cannot matoh his state councillors.
Yet by
giving him complete responsibility, a temporary
achievement in politics can be reached. 6
What Chong Tojon visualizes here is the idealized government
of the legendary emperors and kings before the decline of
the Chou dynasty in Chinal the age of conquerors here
(p'ae, or

~

in Chinese) refers to all the historical

dynasties since Ch'in.

Then Chong makes a realistic

evaluation of the problema "When the ruler is a man of
medium quality, the nation will be well ruled only when
a right man is in state councillorship.
nation will fall into chaos. "7

If not, the

All in all, the crux

of Chong Tojon's political philosophy was to give state
councillor the highest actual authority of government.
If his ideas had prevailed, Yi kingship might have developed more like the Japanese imperial institution.

But it

did not, and it was repeatedly invoked, but only atavistically by Confucian scholar-officials for the rest of
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the period under our discussion.
Chong Tojon's support of the youngest son of King
T'aejo, as orown prince in the first year of the new
dYnasty seems to be more understandable when we take this
philosophy into aooount.

Among the eight sons of the

dynastio founder. T'aejo. the one who made the greatest
oontribution to the foundation of the new dynasty was Yi
Pangwon, the fifth son. who administered the CQUP ~ grac§
to the dying dynasty of Koryo by masterminding the assassination ot Chong MOngju.

At the age of twenty-five, Yi

Pangwon was already tOQ old to fulfill the prQper role of
a king aocording to Chong's standard.

Yi Pangsok, the

youngest prince and half-brother of Pangwon, on the other
hand, was a favorite SQn of T'aejo. and was a young child,
thus much more amenable to "proper" eduoation along Chong's
standard.

Chong TQjon was duly appointed to the crucial

position of teaoher Qf the crown prince.
After years of bitterness over being alienated from
the center Qf power. Prince Yi Pangwon ro se in 1398 tQ the
seoond adventure of his life.

In his coup. Yi Fangwon

killed Chong Tojon along with his student, the CrQwn Prinoe,
as well as other followers of the young prinoe.

And

SQ died the Confucian ideal pursued by Chong Tojon--the idea Qf keeping the throne aloof from politics and
making the throne amenable to the rules of new politics
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in the new dynasty.
This ideal of Chong Tojon, in the final analysis, was
not unique to him.

Ever since Confucius failed to reach

the position of actually ruling a state, the ideal of the
Confucian philosopher-king survived in its tradition.
Confucian scholars could not close their eyes to the harsh
political realities that rarely produced men of high intelligence and moral uprightness in the hereditary royal line.
In such a state, the best alternative next to the ideal
philosopher-king was to find man of wisdom for the highest
appointed government post and to put actual responsibility
of government on his shoulders.

Chong Tojon too opted

for the latter alternative, which can be characterized as
a "constitutionalist" approach. 8
He failed there, yet his
vision of new politics recurred again and again in the
later history of Yi Korea, and portents played a key role
in this unfolding atavism.

~

MPnatPhical

Autho~itarianism Q!

K1n&

~'aejQni

When Yi Pangwon assumed the throne in 1400 as King
T'aejong, the third king of the Yi dynasty, he started
to concentrate power in the throne, thus establishing
a "monarchist" approach to politics in Yi dYnasty.

Un-

like Chang Tojon's Itconstitut&o.nalist" efforts to raise
the state councillorship to the apex of political power,
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King T'aejong's "monarchist" answer was to suppress
exactly that.

Where Chong had tried to push the throne

to a higher plateau, above the realm of politics, T'aejong tried to pull himself

d~wn

into the middle of poli-

tical involvements by assuming every responsibility Chong
had assigned to the state councillor. 9 Whereas Chong had
envisioned the state councillor's control of government
through the six ministries that head the bureaucracy,
T'aejong bypassed the state Council in most decisionmaking and applied directly to the ministries in the execution of policies.

This weakening of tba power of the

state council and the strengthening of the six ministries
was, of course, to buttress royal power at the expense of
the state council, which was still controlled by toe original merit SUbjects of the founding of the new dynasty,
men who were not necessarily the best friends of the young
monarch.
King T'aejong, on the other hand, tried to encourage
remonstrance from scholar-officials as well as to fortify
the institution of remonstrance in his reign.i0

The

initiation of the "Drum for appeal" (sinmun-go) for the
people was also one of his efforts to solicit remonstrance
Such enespecially on the occasions of portents. i 1
couragement of remonstrance from a "monarchist" king,
would look self-contradictory to unsuspecting minds.
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Yet remonstrances were often occasioned by portents in
the period, and the ruler's alertness to occurrences of
portents was taken as a primary virtue by tm Confucian
scholars of the period.
King T'aejong was a trained Confucian scholar in
his own right and had passed the civil service examination
in the declining Koryo dynasty.

Concerning portents,

T'aejong's basic philosophy on the relations between
portents and politics was the same as that held by Chong
To jon.

But at a crucial point of its application, his

view parted from that of Chong To jon.

For Chong king-

ship should remain symbolic with the king doing little
ruling, whereas for T' ae jong f the king must be the actual
mediator between Heaven and man.

It was exactly this

difference in political philosophy that pressed King T'aejong actively seek to take over all responsibility for
all portents.
The victory of T'aejong over Chong Tojon was also
significant in that it guaranteed the secular role of
kingship for the rest of the Yi dynasty.

Nobody there-

after ever tried to advance kingship to the higher plateau
of priesthood in the practice of Confucian politics.
In concrete terms, however, the execution of royal power
varied from reign to reign.

The next king, Sejong,

reversed his father's institutional changes by revita!i247

zing the state council and making it a powerful organ in
charge of the six ministries.

Later his son, King Sejo,

reversed his father's practice by going back to his grandfather's (T'aejong's) approach.

Such dialectical

changes in the first century of Yi Korea, however, did
not change King T'aejong's basic legacy---actual rule
from the throne. 12
But here we must note immediately
that the continued secular role of the throne in Yi history
does not mean that the throne was powerful in its role.
On the contrary, by the time we CD:me to the close" of our
discussion in this chapter, we will find that the throne
actually could not prevent eventual erosion of the royal
prerogatives and we will also find that portents played
a significant role in the process of such erosion.
It has already been demonstrated in Chapter II how
T'aejong was sensitive to all kinds of portents.

His

obsessive concern with drought left a permanent legend
of the "Rain of T'aejong,! and it was under his

r~ign

that many astronomers were punished for their tardy
service. 1)

It was in his reign that the principle of

the sole responsibility of the throne for portents was
established to be followed as the model for the rest of
the dynasty, with few exceptions.
In his "constitutionalist" scheme of government,
Chong Tojon envisioned the first responsibility of the
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state councillor as one to PQrtents. 14

Indeed, in

early Yi Korea we find instances in which portents were
used as legitimate excuses to remove the state councillors from their posts.

In

1399 (Chongjong 1) when Left

state Councillor Cho Chun turned in his resignation due
to portents, the king replaced him with Sim Tokpu on
the advice of the retired King T'aejo.15

One may sus-

pect some other reasons behind such a simple record
found from the Sillok.

SUch suspicion seems to be justi-

fied by the similar case of 1401 (T'aejong 1).

According

to Si1lQt historians, T'aejong did not like Left state
Councillor Yi Koi at the time.

Yi did not know this,

but neither did he volunteer his resignation.

Thus

Right state ·Councillor Ha Yun turned in his resignation
under the pretext of portents, but apparently after consu1ting secretly with the throne.

Since his fellow in

the state Council had turned in his resignation due to
portents, Yi Kci had no choice but to follow suit.
King T'aejong accepted both resignations, but Ha Yun
was promptly installed in another high post. 16
Whatever the actual reasons, the significant fact is that
portents in this period were taken as politically expedient and legitimate opportunities to accept state
councillor's resignationi.
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But these seem to be about the only occasions when
portents were taken as such excuses.

In 1402 (T'aejong

2) T'aejong refused to accept the resignation of Left
state Councillor Yi tv'A1, with a question, "How can portents occur because of state councillors?"

After

this incident he staunchly refused similar action on
many occasions for the rest of his reign.

The case of

Left state Councillor Ha Yun's resignation in the summer
of 1406 (T'aejong 6) is an excellent example showing
his determined fight against sharing responsibility for
portents with state councillors.
When the drought became unbearably severe in that
summer, a number of billboards appeared in the streets
as well as on the wall of the Pavilion of the Bell (chong~) to criticize Ha Yun. 18 Putting full blame on himself, King T'aejong turned down Ha's resignation. 19
Although this incident itself had a quick solution thanks
to the rain that soon followed, King T'aejong remembered
this incident for a long time, and it became a tradition
of sorts in his future decisions on similar matters.
When a similar situation occurred in the early summer of
1417 (T'aejong 17) due to drought and summer frost,
the king recounted.
When Chinsan LRa YunJ was Chief State Coun-
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cillor, people said portents were caused because
of him.
After his retiring we had six different
chief state councillors, and yet portents did
not decrease. • •• This shows that the fault
is not with the service of state councillors.
Until today I have been reigning over people
for eighteen years, and it is I who caused all
of them.
Because of my son's incapability,
the throne cannot be given to him right away.
And I cannot kill myself, or run away. while
my mind is tormented all the time in vain. 20
King T'aejong throughout his eighteen-year reign
had thus removed responsibility for portents from the
shoulders of the state councillors and willingly put the
burden on his own shoulders.

It was because of this

sense of responsibility that he so often talked of his
retirement from the throne on many occasions of portents·
during his reign.
in the Yi dynasty.

Such abdication had its precedent
When his elder brother, King Chong-

jong. retired from the throne in favor of T'aejong in
1400, he did so on the pretext of portents. 21
Since
the real power behind King Chongjong was his younger
brother (T' aejong), portents here were only a pretext for
saving the retiring king's face.

. And King T'aejong's

first expressed intention of resignation in 1402, only
two years after his accession to throne, may not have
been quite serious though the drought, which was the
main cause for the threatened abdication, was serious. 22
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Even in this case, however, his efforts to assume full
responsibility for any portent are obvious.

When Cho

Yongmu, Superintendent for the Office of Wdnisterswithout-portfolio (Chungch'u-bu p'ansa), interpreted the
drought as the byproduct of the same drought in China
and not one "we should worry about," T'aejong answered,
"No, people of olden days had always blamed themselves
and did not put blame on others on occasions of portents. ,,23
In 1406 (T'aejong 6) the king's desire to abdicate
in favor of his crown prince became serious, "originally
because of a series of portents.

It

He confided his deci-

sion of abdication to the high officials, including the
state councillors, who tried in vain to change his mind.
Then more organized opposition to the abdication was
shown by all the government officials and royal family
members, led by the king's uncle, Prince Uian, and
Chief state Councillor Song Songnin.

And remonstrators

criticized the royal decision in extreme language, which
apparently made the king happy; he commented that it
was good to have strong-willed remonstrators around. 24
Later he made it known that his decision for abdication
came because of his dead mother, who appeared in his
dream to admonish him lest he make her starve with the
year's drought. 25
Met with strong opposition from his
officials, T'aejong rescinded his decision by saying
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that he did not mean to retire on any definite date.
Similar wishes for abdication were shown in 1409
and 1410, first due to a typhoon and thunder and lightning, and second due to early winter rain and thunder.
In both cases the stiff opposition by his officials'
From these proceedings, one
stopped his retiring. 26
The king became tired of the

thing seems to be clear.

hard work and heavy burden demanded by his own ideal
When Yi SUkpon approached the throne to

kingship.

convince the king that his decision for abdication
should not be carried out at

on~

occasion, T'aejong

asked him, "Then when can I have my freedom from this
heavy burden?

I.

To this Yi answered, "When a man reaches

the age of fifty, health begins to deteriorates.

It will

not be too late even if Your Majesty wait until that
day. ,,27

And when T'aejong did abdicate in 1418, he

gave two reasons for his abdication---his disease and
portents---and he was just over fifty in his age. 28
After King T'aejong's reign, few state councillors
were removed from their posts because of portents, and
the principle of the king's sole responsibility for
portents was firmly established.

A vestige of Chong

Tojon's legacy of giving actual responsibility to the
state councillors was alive f.or the rest of the dynasty
in the form of the ceremonial resignations turned in
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on occasions of portents, but they were never accepted
by the throne.

On the contrary, such resignations were

often used to encourage a tardy monarch toward selfcultivation and other

p~ocedures

needed on such occasions.

Once and for all, King Tlaejong set a model for successors tn. the throne in Yi Korea---the model of a king
who actually rules as much as he reigns.
It is one of the ironies of history that T'aejong
became extremely overburdened as a result of his success
in consolidating royal power.

A look into the four

final years of his life after abdication reveals that
T'aejong really enjoyed himself in retirement.

When

the first snow fell in the tenth month of the year of
his abdication (1418),
The Retired King (sangwang) made a package of
the new snow and sent one of his palace officials, Chloe Yu, to deliver the package to the
palace of Old Retired King (DQ sangwang)
L 1. e., Chongjong.J with a message that the
package was medicine.
The old retired king
knew this-trick already and sent one of his
m~n right away on receipt of the package to
follow and catch the me ssanger , to no avail.
It was a Koryo custom that people send the
first snow to each other.
If one accepts it.
he is to give a party for the sender; but if
he knows it and catches the messenger. then
the sender has to give a party.29
2.54

MOre often then with his retired brother, T'aejong
enjoyed leisure with his son, King Sejong.

Frequently

the "two kings" (Yangsang), as they were called at the
time, went hunting together or played polo in the palace
ground with many of the royal family, as they did all
through the winter of 1421-1422, only months before
T'aejong's death. 30
Even in his retirement, the absolute monarchism he
tried to build did not escape his firm grip.

During

his four years of retirement, T'aejong never relinquished
his control of military affairs, and not a single important
decision of government was to be made without first consulting him.

.And we can see this unusual situation of the

period from the portentography in the Sillok, to which
we now turn.
Portentof'raphy in

:t.b§.

Period D.!. ..~ Kings" (1418-1422)

In the section on solar haloes in Chapter II, and
in Fig. 7, we can see a record-high distribution of solar
haloes during the first year of Sejong's reign"

(1419)

From the spring of the year to the fall, solar haloes
are recorded almost every other day.

As we have observed

in Chapter II, solar halo is one of the several portents
that had been considered significant in the early Yi
period for its known relevance to the original brightness
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of the sun, the symbol of the monarch.

For many reasons,

as we discussed in Chapter I, different portents were
seen in different ways in different times, and the distribution of every portent in time shows a certain degree
of fluctuation.

Yet we do not have any other case of

portents that is comparable in the number of occurrences
in such a short time to the sudden eruption of solar
. haloes in the first year of King Sejong.

Nevertheless,

we do not have any evidence that this was recognized as

a serious portent officially at that time.
Then how did such an unusual outburst in the record
of solar haloes come into existence in the Sillok?

A

quick answer, which is not plausible, would be that the
A more
Sillok historians fabricated those records. J 1
reasonable answer would be that the scholar-officials of
the times had actually recorded more solar haloes than
usual in their memoirs, which were later used in the
compilation of the Sillok.

This would have been pos-

sible only when there was, among the leanredpeople of
the period, a psychological state ready to notice the
slightest sign of "the sun being less sunny."

We can

find that state of mind in the political circumstances
under the "two kings."

For the four years after his

retirement, King T'aejong remained the dominant figure
in Korean politics, and the new king, Sejong, could not
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act much like a king.

The original brightness of the

sun (king) was dimmed ever so often by the solar haloes
(the retired

k~ng).

This explanation, however, is not enough to understand why such solar haloes were frequent only in the
first part of his reign, while T'aejong was behind King
Sejong for four years.

Although I do not have any

definite answer to give now, there is a possibility that
it might have been related to the punishment of the chief
state councillor of the time, Sim On, and his followers
in the first winter after King Sejong's succession.
In that winter Sim and his followers were indicted for

saying that "it is better to have orders coming from
one place than from two places."

This was a criticism

aimed at the retired king, who continued to serve as the
ultimate decision-maker in all state affairs and was
holding control of the military.

When T'aejong heard

of this, Sim's followers were summarily punished, and
Sim On, on his way back home from his mission to China,
The case perhaps was
was obliged to kill himself. 32
not much of an offence, but more a move by the retired
king T'aejong to eradicate possible sources that would
undermine royal power, because Sim On was the father-inlaw of the new king.
Whatever the real cause of the solar haloes in
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the first year of King Sejong's reign, there cannot be
any

doubt that the Sil1Qk historians inserted the

numerous records in their compilation with a strong
awareness of the dimmed brightness of King Sejong, most
probabaly because of his father's interference.

First

of all, this is an indication that Korean POrtentology,
as King T'aejong wanted, was developing with more and
more emphasis on portents relevant to the monarch.

By

this time, no state councillors were held actually res·
po~sible

for any portents, reducing all portents to the

single cause of failure in government by the throne.
A closer look suggests that this was not exactly what
King T' ae jong wanted, for portents now obviously became
a weapon for historians' oblique criticism on the throne.
As we have seen before, it was King T'aejong who had
energetically tried to establishe the theory of portents
for the purpose of consolidating royal power through his
claim to be the direct mediator between Heaven and man.
Now his success in this began to backfire, and soon portents
began to serve more often as occasions for unbridled
criticism of the throne by his scholar-officials, thus
developing as a formidable weapon against royal prerogatives.

And such a development owes much to the mas-

sive encyclopedic learning during the reign of King Sejong.
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History aa

~

Lesson

The reign of King Sejong (r. 1418-1450) marks a
significant change in the outlook of the new dynasty.
When he became the fourth king of the Yi dynasty at
the age of twenty-two, he was the first monarch who was
born after the founding of the dynasty twenty-seven
yea.rs before.

And it was dUI'ing his reign that Confu-

cian scholars of a new breed, free from any qualms about
betraying Koryo at the dynastio change, began to appear
and become aotive.

The intellectual vitality of the

Sejong reign is well known today espeoially for its produotivity in history, literature, the arts and soiences,
as well as the invention of han' gUl or the Korean alphabet.
The epitome of the intelleotual olimate of the era
was the Hall for Men of Wisdom (Chiphyon-jon).

It was

first established in 1420, although its prototype had
been in.existenoe since Koryo,33

Beginning with ten

full-time scholars , it grew gradually until finally it
reached twenty full-time members, whose major duty was
royal lectures for the king and leotures for the crown
prince.

Related to this were their efforts to oollect

and study all the valuable institutions of the past both
in China and Korea.

Essentially their primary method

in scholarship was historical, and never before in Korean
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history were such mammoth efforts geared to the study of
the past in search of clues for a better government and
better society.

Their findings, more often from Chin-

ese history, were immediately applied to institutions
in Korea, and the data were often published for future
reference in every area of human knowledge of the
period---history, classics, rites, Chinese laws, Chinese
literature, political manuals, military affairs, linguistics, including the Korean alphabet, geography,
astronomy and calendar-making, medicine, and agriculture. 34
Only through such concentrated delving into the
past, did Koreans begin for the first time to attain a
sophisticate~

Confucian sense of history.

The growing

sense of history as a positive model for government was
readily transferred to the king through continuing contacts between the crown and the scholars at the royal
lectures.

Royal lectures were the best way to atune

the king's mind to the voices"of the scholar-officials
in the name of Confucian teachings.

Although royal

lectures had been in practice since Koryo, the first
three kings of the Yi dynasty did not have their lectures regularly.
less typical.

King T'aejong's attitude was more or
When his officials suggested opening

the royal lectures in 1409 (T'aejong i), he answered,
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"I am too old to be able to attend, but study by the
crown prince must be encouraged... .35
What the Koreans were absorbing massively during
Sejong's reign was essentially what Chinese history
could teach.

lVIore than ever, the civilization of

China was seen as the highest ideal worth studying.
For the Koreans of the time, civilization as recorded
in Chinese history was not merely a civilization of
China, but

~

Civilization every man should emulate.

Yet their active borrowing of this civilization was
forming a mild intellectual tension because of the
different tempers of people.

An example of sue h ten-

sion was the controversy over the invention of the
Korean alphabet.

For the opponents of the invention,

led by Chloe Malli, Deputy Chief of the Hall for Men
of Wisdom (Chiphyon-jon), Korea's own writing system
would merely slacken the speed of attaining the cultural level of China.
share this opinion.

King Sejong, however, did not
For the monarch, such an attain-

ment would be facilitated through the expediency of a
vernacular script.

Although the Korean alphabet is

today widely acclaimed as the most scientific writing
system, the main concern of the

part~~s

for and against

the invention in 1444 (Sejong 26) was whether it would
encourage the learning of the Civilization• .36
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Included in theri search for the key to better
government during this reign were astronomy and calendarmaking.

Along with the Koreans' growing knowledge of the

portentology of China from Chinese historiography, their
development in astronomy and calendar-making was pushing
the Koreans' understanding of portents to a higher level.
The development of astronomy and calendar-making in
this period has usually been ascribed by modern scholars
to its importance in agriculture. 3?
But a closer look
will easily convince anybody that the astronomical
observations had little to do with agricultural productivity, for the development of instruments concentrated
on more accurate observation of the heavenly movements.
The main instrument for observation of the sky was the
kanUi (simplified instrument) or equatorial torquetum,3 8
which was set on a high platform beside an instrument
to measure the sun's shadows and an armillary sphere.
And they were primarily intended "to give the people
exact time ... 39

It was with the same spirit that another

instrument, ilsOng c~-Mi, was developed to determine
accurate time from observations of stars and the sun. 40
A thorough study of calendar-making techniques enabled
the Korean astronomers of this period to develop the
highest level in the sciences in Korean history, thus
producing a series of publications from their researches. 41
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Broadly speaking, all the developments in astronomy were possible thanks to the Koreans' great concern
for accurate time.

The degree of accuracy they were

aiming at through these efforts was far above what was
needed in agriculture.

Therefore, their great concern

for accurate time-keeping should not be seen as from
any "practical" needs.

Rather it was to follow the

established practice in Chinese civilization which prescribed the publication of the calendar as one of the
major prerogatives of the ruler. 42
And on a secondary
level, there was the need for keeping accurate time to
do the sacrificial services at the right moments.
Therefore, time-keepers were dispatched from the Office of
Astronomy with their water-clocks to the important sacrificial rites to perform the ceremonies punctually, because
"the exact timing is the most important matter in sacrificial rites ... 43

The degree of punctuality in sacri-

ficial rites, which were of increasing importance in the
Yi society, was a matter of minutes.

It is obvious

that farmers do not need that degree of punctuality in
their farming.

As a matter of fact, even in the inven-

tion of the rain-guage, which was also developed during
Sejong's reign, there is no explicit mention of any
agricultural relevance; it is simply written that it
was "to leave records of rain-fall for future reference. ,,44
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Be that as it may, the Koreans' concern for accurate
time-keeping and calendar-making in the early Yi period
is only one of two aspects of astronomical development
of the period.

And our immediate concern in this study

lies with the other side of the development, i.e., portentology (or astrology).

As was the case in China,45

calendar-making and portentology took separate courses
of development.

Regular and periodic phenomena in the

sky were observed and used for exact time-keeping and
calendar-making, while irregular and unpredictable phenomena were seen as portents and developed into portentology.

Yet these two courses were not independent.

On

the contrary, the rapid advancement of calendar-making
in Sejong's reign was matched by a similar expansion of
knowledge in portentology.

And the result of this was

a growing suspicion about the traditional portentology
based upon the theory of Tung Chung-shu, who tried to
set an intricate system of portent-event correspondence
on the general principle of portents-as-the-sign-ofpolitical-failure.
Uncertainty about the Tung Chung-shu portentology
can be seen from one quiz on the political essay (ch'aet)
for the 1423 civil service examination, composed in the
name of King Sejong himself.
Human affairs work below, and Heavenly ways
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respond thereto above.
This is nature's way
(11) from olden days.
When we look into the
classics and history, we find sometimes the
responses, while at other times we cannot find
any response.
Can you explain why this has
to be so? • • • • ~Then after several sentences on the examples from Chinese records of
auspices and omens-7 Ar~ these really caused
by the influences ~of human affairs-7?
Or
are they spontaneous without being influenced?46
Then the quiz continues to express explicitly the king's
doubt of the auspiciousness of white deer, auspicious
grass, and so on.

Here King Sejong also questioned

why one reign prospers, while the other perishes, despite
the appearances of the same kind of auspices for both.
Yet Sejong never expressed his doubt on the principle of
the correspondence between Heaven and man here or anywhere else.

His mind was in the midst of growing un-

certainty about the Tung Chung-shu theory of specific
portent-event correspondence with the five elements
applications.

B. Reaction to Confucian Portentology
---Kings Sejo and Songjong
SejQ's Attitude' Auspices

~,

Omena

~

King Sejong was succeeded in 1450 by his son,
jong, who died after two years.
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r~njong's

~fun-

son, then,

became the sixth king of the Yi dynasty, King Tanjong,
at the age of twelve.

But one of his uncles, Prince

Suyang, a man of ambition, gathered followers toward a
decisive coup in 1453, by which he took virtual control
of the government and in 1455 deposed the boy king to
become the seventh king, Sejo (r. 1455-1468).

After

several plots for Tanjong's restoration were uncovered,
including one by the "Six martyred subjects" in 1456,
the 'boy king was put to death.
The rise of King Se jo was an unf'orgettable as well
as "unforgivable" event in the history of Korean Confucian tradition, as we shall see in the next section.
His blood-drenched march to the throne reminds us of his
grandfather, KingT'aejong.

Although

~'aejong

killed

his half-brothers and their followers, including Chong
Tojon, he never committed regicide as Sejo did.

More

importantly, whereas T' ae jong did not have to fight
against the strong moral principle of the scholar-officials, Sejo had to kill or banish hundreds of highly
principled scholars.

Bluntly put, those who served

continuously from the dynastic inception through T'aejong's reign did not have to worry about their moral
integrity.

But any scholar-official who served conti-

nuously into the reign of Sejo "the usurper" made himself
subject to later criticism about his moral standards.
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With the end of King Sejo's reign in 1468, the immorality
of this monarch and his followers became an enormous
burden for later generations of Confucian scholars--both as an intellectual exercise to search for some
answers in the conflicting predicament of morality and
politics, and as a political issue in the continuing
struggle for power.
Thus sejo's reign gave a great deal of tension to
the harmonious development of Confucian tradition in
early Yi Korea.

And no less important than the morality

question of the reign itself was Sejo's continued arrogance toward Confucianism even after his accession to
the throne, which is in contrast to T' ae jong' s efforts
to emulate as much as possible the Confucian tradition.
Unlike his grandfather and father, who ruled the first
half of the fifteenth century in more Confucian ways
than ever before, Sejo remained a strong Buddhist throughout his life. 47
Four days after the incident of the "Six martYred
SUbjects, n Sejo announced the abolition of the royal
lectures as well as t'he organ in charge of them, the
Hall for N~n of Wisdom (ChiPhyon-jon).48

During the

reign of Sejong, the Hall served as the center of learning
from the Chinese past, which was to serve as the fertilizer for the growth of the Korean tradition of Con-
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fucianism.

The abolition of the Hall has been attri-

buted to Sejo's growing suspicion of it as a hotbed of
scholars hostile to him. 49
But the issue was more

-

fundamental than that, as a recent study by Chloe Sunghui demonstrates. 50

It was an expression of the con-

flict between Sejo's desire to strengthen royal power
and the growing political role of the scholars of the
Hall particularly during the latter half of Sejong's
reign.

By the abolition of the royal lectures and the

Hall, Sejo went toward undisguised autocracy with a minimum of "Confucian persuasion
scholar-officials.

It

between the throne and his

It was very natural, then, that

such a monarch would attempt to play down the adverse
effects of portents in his government.

He refrained

from seeking advice from his scholar-officials at the
occurrences of portents.

Rather, he tried hard to sup-

press such reports in the first place.

The sudden

disappearance of drought records for many of his reign
years does not show that those years were any better
than others, but that the king was very anxious not to
hear any reports of droughts from his officials. 51
King Sejo reacted to the growing Confucianization.
resulting from scholarly studies of Chinese histor.y and
institutions, by turning back the clock.

As for por-

tents, he encouraged the reports of auspices, which were
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almost totally discarded throughout the first several
reign periods of the Yi dynasty.

He and his followers

rejoiced particularly with the reported auspices of the
Buddhist tradition---such as sarira and sweet dew. 52
The unusual frequency of these portents in the Sillok
is a reflection of the mentality of the throne.

Portentology

an Trial

The end of King Sejo's reign signalled'the resurgence of Confucian rationalism in portentology.

Aus-,

pices that were highly appreciated during Sejo's reign
were once again eliminated from proper portentology, and
all ominous ones were meticulously observed with due awe
and respect.

King Songjong (1457-1494; r. 1469-1494),

who became the ninth king after the brief reign of King
Yejong (r. 1468-1469), asked his scholar-officials
advice at every

o~casion

for

of portents and attended royal

lectures three or four times daily from the very beginning of his royal career at the age of twelve.

As we

can notice from many parts of Chapters II and III, it
was during his re ign that most Buddhist and Taoist exorcisms of portents were gradually abolished almost completely.

By the same token, Confucian responses to

portents were rapidly building up, including a massive
pardon that liberated 690 former exiles.
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This pardon

was the king's response, after deliberations with his
high officials, at the occurrence of a thunder and
lightning in 149cr. 53
Yet amid the strong resurgence of Confucian portent~logy,

one thing seems noticeably

the previo'us practice of portentology.

~~fferent

from

After the un-

certainty about traditional portentology in Sejong's
reign and after the reactionary efforts against portentology made by Sejo, the old tradition began to be seen
with definite suspicion.

Tung Chung-shuts theory

relating one incident in human affairs to one portent
according to the five element theory was definitely
passe by now.

Nobody suspected the principle that there

must be some correspondence between Heavenly portents
and human affairs in general, but a growing number of
scholars with more knowledge of Chinese history began to
question the validity of the Tung Chung-shu theory in its
strict application.

How can one explain in Tung's

terms the fact that a virtuous reign had more ominous
portents while a vicious reign was blessed by auspices
in history?
Just as in Se jong' s era, this vexing question was
asked in the civil service examination of 1474 (sOngjong
Uncertainty about the traditional theory of
portents was again made known in the essay question in

the civil service examination two years later;
Principles (JJJ 0'£ the world converge in my
mind.
If we search for principles, £we.
fin~ there is nothing beyond principles.
The movements 0'£ the sun and moon have
regularities, and the solar and lunar eclipses have regularities too.
Early Confucians who were good in calendar calculation
could tell about them for one hundred generations.
And yet Confucius wrote in his
Spring ~ AutUmn Annals (Ch'un-ch'iu) all
the solar eclipses without omission.
Why?
Earlier Confucians had also said that if the
ruler cultivates his virtue and governs well,
then the expected eclipses would not occur.
If there is regularity, how is it possible?
The sun is the essence of ~ and the moon
is the essence of
Thus there is only
one sun and only one moon, and no more.
Yet
ten suns appeared at once during the reign of
Yao, and two suns appeared in SUng China.
Can there be any rationale to explain these?55

nne

The question continues to pose the same difficulty in
the understanding of tidal waves, hot spring, and the
change of oranges in di'£ferent temperature zones.
Then it asks the examinee to write on his study of 11
(principle), for "the .!i of the world are innumerable,
and only when a man penetrates them through, can he be
called a ~Con:fucian-7 scholar. ,,56
Growir~

doubts about traditional portentology can
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also be seen from the changing attitudes of the Koreans
toward the basic texts on the portentology of the period.
As already noted, portentology in the

Chin-~

(History

of Chin) and Hm-.2lm, (History of Former Han) were the
most eloquently written in the Tung Chung-shu tradition.
And these were used as the basic texts in the interpretation of portents throughout the Koryo and early Yi
periods.

A record shows that the

~-~

was also

used as the basic reference in calendar-making even as
late as 1475 (Songjong 6) in Korea. S7
At one of the royal lectures in 1485 (sOngjong 16),
Commentator Hwang Kyeok criticized the theory of specific correspondence of portents, to certain lucky or unlucky human affairs in a given span of time, as a stretch
of logic and unallowable. 58

This criticism was aimed

at all traditional portentology that tried to interpret
portents in specific portent-event correspondences often
in terms of the five element theory, as we can see in
the .Qbj,n-.aJ:w.., liIIl-.alw., and KoryQ-u.

Another probable

reason to discourage such a specific correspondence
theory was that it had undesirable political implications.
For instance, General Nam I's incident occurred largely
because of a firm belief among the people involved that
a comet was a sign for revolutionary change, according
to the established theory of specific correspondence. 59
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So when an official reminded the throne of the high
attainment of astronomical studies in Sejong's reign
and recommended similar efforts, King sOngjong answered,
"Though we have to know astronomy, I am afraid of wicked
people who might perchance fabricate nefarious words to
agitate people if we revere it too much. ,,60
Let us take one more example of similar criticism
from the royal lecture for the same king six years later
in 1491 (Songjong 22)~
His Majesty went to an evening royal lecture.
The lecture was on the portentology section of
the Wen-hsien t'ung-k'ap.
After the lecture,
Recorder Yi Sang said, "this portentology part
is a writing of prognostication, and the ruler
must not take a &ecture on it. The ~ of
Changes writes to observe Heaven's patterns
(ch'Onmun, t'ien-w~n), and the ~ Q! History
writes about the courses of the sun, moon, and
stars and also about armillary sPheres. 61 Thus
Heaven's pattern is what the sovereign has to
observe.
But this book says that when a certain star shows a certain color, then a certain
response follows. And it says if a certain
shape occurs, then a certain response follows.
This indeed is a theory of obstinate sophistry.
I beg'Your Majesty not to take any lessons on
such things."
His Majesty looked around to his right and left.
There Expositor Kim Unggi LWho was the authority on astronomy at the timeJ replied, "Sages
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observed Heaven's pattern above and Earth's
contours below.
Therefore Heaven's pattern
is one thing the sovereign has to understand.
Yet this book is made of theories of various
schools compiled by Ma Tuan-lin, and indeed
has points of sophistry.
When Your Majesty
studies it. only the worthy parts should be
taken.
Yi Sang said once more. then. "The way is far
and hard to fathom. This is not a book to copy.
His Majesty then concluded. "This book really
has points of forced logic.
But if one desires
to know about Heaven's pattern. there is no
other way but to study it. Whether this part
or that word is worth taking or not. that I '
shall decide. ,,62
II

As one of the best encyclopedias available at the time.
Ma Tuan-lin' s Wen-hsien t 'ung-k' ao was perhaps the best

reference for King T'aejong. who used it often. 63

By

the reign of King sOngjong. those Chinese books with
encyclopedic information began for the first time in
Korean history to be viewed with highly critical eyes.
Those were all intellectual products from Han through
T 'ang China with a touch of Tung Chung-shu' s Confucianism.

Here we see Koreans' learning from China's Confu-

cian tradition shifting from wholesale introduction
to the stage of critical absorption.

It was a sign of

intellectual maturity developing during the reign of
King Songjong.
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II

From "Hea.v:;en' s Wrath" 10. Disharmony in Cosmic lVbral Order
When King T'aejong assumed voluntarily responsibility
for portents, he did so because it was conducive to his
desire to strenthen royal power.

He detested the

scheme of power-sharing and sharing the responsibility
for portents, as Chong Tojon proposed.

For King T'ae-

jong and the scholar-officials of his reign, portents
were Heaven's wrath and therefore whoever was responsible
for them was

~

facto the one with the Mandate of

Heaven to rule the country.
In the actual execution of his responsibility for
portents, however, King T'aejong could depend heavily
tI1l.P0n the rich arsenal of exorcisms to ward off the portents.

Whenever portents occurred, he mobilized Bud-

hist, Taoist and shamanist exorcisms on the one hand,
while going to more respectable Confucian responses on
the other.

Yet fifty-some years later, King sOngjong

was deprived of this abundance of religious exorcisms
in his fight against portents.

Whereas a Buddhist

rain prayer in the early dynasty was seen largely as
an earnest effort to placate Heaven's wrath, and hence
the throne's expressed sincerity toward Heaven, the same
response to drought in the reign of Songjong, or any
other un-Confucian exorcism for that matter, was increas·
ingly seen as an element to tarnish royal virtue.
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Therefore, SOngjong's scholar-officials declared solemnly
that the rain after the long drought in 1482 (Songjong
13) was the result of moral devotion on the part of the

throne and not the effect of the rain prayer performed
.
b e f ore the ram.
. 64
at Hungch'
onsa Temple Just
Exorcism became obsolete, because there was nothing
to exorcise under the new Confucian outlook, or more
precisely the Neo-Confucian outlook.

The

Confuc~an

pantheon .illa Tung Chung-shu was giving way to NeoConfucian pan-moralism encompassing man and nature as a
single moral continuum.

The king remained as mediator

of Heaven and earth, but he was no monger a priest in
the service of "pleasing Heaven."

His primary role now

was becoming more and more the teacher of his people,
and he had to do this by serving as the model of human
morality. 65
By the time of King songjong, most religious exorcisms were dropped, as we have seen in the previous
chapter, and one more drop meant one additional Confucian
burden for the monarch by allowing his subjects more
chances for remonstrance in place of religious exorcisms.
The cumulative result was that the king had to appeal
more often for scholar-officials' counsels and had to
listen to them and read more memorials turned in by them,
often with more tolerance of the increasingly severe
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criticism from below.

The shifting emphases on the

Heaven-man moral continuum ushered in an age when a
model king had to keep his door wide open to his scholarofficials' criticism of his government.

Under the cir-

cumstances, remonstrance became a rapidly growing institution with increasing influence in politics.
Remonstrance became part of government organization
from the early Koryo period, and it is believed that it
served as a stronghold of limiting royal power during
the Koryo period. 66

Yet it was definitely more signifi-

cant in the Neo-Confucian politics than in any previous
period.

The late addition of the Office of Special

Counselors (Hongmun-gwan) to the existing two censorate
organs---the Office of Inspector-General (Sahon-bu)
and the Office of Censor-General {sagan-wOn)--- was an
evident manifestation of this growing power of remonstrance in the Yi government'" structure. 67

Apprehen-

sion of the rising Confucian scholars' muscle was expressed by King Songjong in 1482 (Songjong 13) when he
was worrying about impending sabotage by remonstrators.
In the former dynasty. remonstrators used to
resign and retire to their homeL:in protest-l.
thus closing the office for two or three days.
Only upon the king's persuasion two or three
times would they return to office.
This dynasty
has not been long in existence.
Yet are
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they going to do the same already?68
We have already seen a round of powerful remonstrances
at the end of KoryO, which was very much instrumental in
the radical reforms which paved the way for the birth of
the Yi dynasty.

In the militant Confucian outburst at the

close of the Koryo dynasty, remonstrance played a key
role in the self-assertion of the Confucians against
Buddhists and Taoists.

As a major form of political

discussion, remonstrance remained the same.

But its

key-note could not remain the same as in Koryo---the
rationalist criticism of superstitious practices.

Now

it had to be changed to the new situations within the
Confucian context.

Participants in this form of poli-

tical discussion were almost forced to find new issues
within the broad context of Confucianism.

Songjong's

reign was a time of search for new ideological direction
in the Confucian tradition. and the search was to bring
up some preliminary battles among the scholar-officials
of the period.
C. The Birth of Neo-Confucian Portentism
---King sOngjong
IS$ues I "Trivial" .and "ShallQW"?

King Songjong's apprehension over the rising power
of remonstrance apparently became a nightmare for his
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son, King Yonsan (r. 1495-1506).

The twelve-year reign

of King Yonsan is well documented in Korean historiography for the two bloody literati purges of 1498

(~

SahU) and 1504 (Kapcha sahwa), as well as for the

monarch's debauchery, which is recorded profusely in
the Sillok as well as in unofficial historical memoirs.
And it is well accepted among historians that the later
factional struggles in Yi politics actually originated
from the literati purges and that the literati purges
had in turn their origin in the growing conflicts between

t~

old guard and anew breed of scholars in

Songjong's reign.
These conflicts had many sources.

The old guard

entrenched through generations of government service was
much better off economically, while the new breed of
An enormous number of

scholars was not affluent.

records tell of the personal enmdties between some of
the major figures in both camps of the contending scholars,
and of their different scholarly orientations---Conservative scholars were more literature-oriented, while
the younger scholars were more inclined to emphasize
moral princiPles. 69 Yet the intellectual difficulties
developing as the conflicts between these two groups of
scholars grew are largely unknown.
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Opinions on this

matter include the sweeping generalization that such
conflicts were inevitable because of the development
of Neo-Confucianism in early Yi Korea70 and the view
that there was not much intellectual tension, as Edward
Wagner and Sin Sokho would suggest.

Wagner muses:"

A striking aspect of factional conflict in Yi
Korea is the contrast between the depth of the
factional division in the society and the
shallowness of the issues under contention.?l
A similar opinion, specifically on the conflicts in
Songjong's reign, is expressed by Sin as follows:
Newly emerging young scholars in two censorial
offices, the Office of Special Counselors,
and college students, who were imbued and
armed with Confucian teachings, tried to suppress the luxurious life of the nobility.
They attacked the high officials holding posts
since the reign of Sejo with trivial matters
and even went to the extreme of demanding that
the meritorious subjects of the sejo reign not
be used.
All the nobility were angered by
such an insistence, and 1m Sah6ng in particular. 72
In their pioneering studies of the literati purges
of the period, these historians maintain that the issues
were "shallow" and "trivial."

It is premature and ir-

relevant to try to characterize the issues when we do
not know the issues.

Contrary to such observations,

I believe, it will be shown in the following pages that
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the issues were of paramount significance for the intellectuals of the period, and the study of the issues on
the intellectual level will better define Korea's Confucian tradition in the period.

Since the economic

and personal grounds for the conflicts are well covered,
let us go into a deeper level of contention to find out
what the fundamental intellectual problem was, with
particular emphasis on portentology.
Lineage

~ ~-QQnfyciaoism

It is well recognized that Kim Ohongjik (1431-1492)
was at the beginning of all these political purges of
the Yonsan period through his teaching of a new breed
of scholars in sOngjong's reign.

According to the

followers of Kim Chongjik, and modern scholars as well,
the teacher-disciple lineage of Korean Neo-Oonfucianism
goes back to Chong MOngju. who was assassinated by Yi
Pangwon (King T'aejong) in 1392 in his determined effort
to protect the Koryo dynasty.

It is significant that

the lineage shown in TABLE IV omits all the famous
scholar-officials in the pre-songjong period. including
Chong Tojon, Kwon Kun, PyOn Kyeryang. Chong Inji, and

So

Kojong.

In other words, Neo-Confucian scholars of

the Yi dynasty admitted among themselves through this
claim of disciple-teacher relations that the dominant
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TABLE IV. Lineage of Neo-Confucian Scholarship?3
Chong Mongju (1337-1392)
Kil Chae (1352-1419)
Kim SUkcha (1389-1456)
Kim Chongjik (1431-1492), son of Kim Sukcha
Kim Koengp'il (1454-1504) ~
Chong Yoch'ang (1450-1504)
Cho Kwangjo (1482-1519)

political thinking in the period before Songjong was
something that they could not accept as a worthy legacy.
This is a continuation of what I tried to show in
the discussion of the Confucian tradition of Korea at
the dynastic change in the preceding chapter.

Indeed,

Yi I (1536-1584), one of the best Neo-Confucian scholars
of Korean history, has this comment on it.
Someone asked, "When did the C-trueJ scholarship start in our country?"
Master answered,
"It started toward the end of the previous
dynasty.
But KwOn KUn's IphaktQ?4 has points
of discrepancies.
Though Chong Mongju is
called the founder of i.hak (ll-haueh), he was
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in my opinion a protector of the dynasty but
not much a Confucian.
Thus johak (:QQ.-haueh)
started with Cho Kwangjo, and Confucian scholarship was firmly established with Yi Hwang.?'
According to Fung Yu-lan, !i-haueh can be seen as a later
development of :ta.Q.-hsueh, with emphasis on Chu Hsi' s
synthesis of the philosophy of li. 76
Putting aside any
subtle difference in the choice of words by Yi I here,
it is clear that Yi I did not consider that Chong l'tlongju
deserved his position in the lineage table above.

Even

though modern scholarship slavishly followed the old
cliche that Neo-Confucianism became the dominant intellectual climate with the birth of Yi dynasty and remained
so throughout the dynasty, the late Professor Pak Chonghong appears to have been increasingly uncomfortable
with such an interpretation.

While admitting that a

new kind of scholarship was introduced by the late Koryo
scholars, Professor PaIt was not sure how well they could
have mastered the depth of the new philosoPhy.7?

He

also suggested a further study before we accept the
lineage table, as shown above, for the table makes the
most obvious omissions of Chong Tojon and Kwon Kun,
among others, who were definitely closely related to
ChOng Mongju. 78
Since the man following Chong Mongju in the table,
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Kil Chae, was an insignificant figure in politics in
the early Yi period, let us go to Kim Chongjik or his
successor to see when a new tradition was to set in.
Kim Chongjik is identified as one of the key figures in
the first phase of political struggles among the scholars.
But what made him different from his peers in Songjong's
reign?

In a way, he was not different from other

scholar-officials of his period.

His rapid rise in the

government was largely due to his recognized literary
skills.

As Yi Hwang (1501-1570) noted, he was "not a

man of scholarship, but his life-time task was merely
in cultivating literature, as we can see from his collected writings. ,,79

Yu Chagwang, who eventually became

the arch-enemy of Kim's followers, as we shall soon see,
once praised his literary mastery by comparing him to
"Han Yu of Korea. ,,80

This was the dominant intellectual

trend of his time, and it was because of his successful
attainment in the trend that he was accepted as a peer
by the leading scholar-officials in the first place.
Teacher Qt. the "ftimary Learnine"
What Kim Chongjik taught, however, was different
from what he practised as a government official.

Instead

of preaching strongly the cultivation of literary skills,
he recommended the "Primary Learning" (SQhak, Hsiao-hsyeh)
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as the basic text from which anyone who set his mind to
This was what he

scholarship would have to start.

taught to his principal disciple, Kim Koengp'il, who
took the Primary

as the basic of his selfcultivation for the rest of his life. 81
Kim Chongjik's
learnin~

followers eventually formed a sort of political discussion group early in Songjong's reign which included
Chong Yoch' ang, Nam Hyoon, Kang Ungjong, and others.
The group was recognized by 1m Sahong, who eventually
became an arch-enemy of the group, and was called the
"followers of the PrimarY

learnin~"

early as 1478 (Songjong 9).82

(sohak sUli. m,) as

Obviously the followers

of Kim Chongjik in these early days were not taken
seriously among the scholar-officials of the time, inelUding their first critic, 1m Sahong.

In fact, an

attendant to a royal lecture in the same year saw them
as a laughingstock jeered by most scholars of the period. 8)
The primary learning. or the Small
not unknown to earlier Koreans.

~arnin~

was

This text of moral

Incukcatdons was used in the early years of the Yi
dynasty in training Chinese interpreters. 84
Then from
the early years of Sejong's reign, some efforts were
made to buy an edition of the book with better annotations from China, and it was several times printed in
Korea for use in teaching Korean boys before the age of
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fifteen. 85

But because it was considered, as Kwon Kun

did,86 as an important primer for a school boy to read
before going to the basic classics, it was not highly
regarded by scholars. 8?
The fact that only a small
group of Kim Chongjik's followers developed a dedication to the PrimarY leamine in Songjong's reign shows
that it was not highly regarded even in the latter half
of the fifteenth century.

And we have an evidence

that a distinguished young scholar of the early sixteenth
century confessed he did not know "what the Primary
l@srnin& was all about" when he was young. 88

It was

not until the early sixteenth century that the text
became a primary book in learning rather then a mere
primer to learning. 89
This book of moral lessons was often regarded as
the writing of Chu Hai himself , although the actual compilation was done by one of his students under his
direction.

But Chu Hai gave his full endorsement to

the text, thus giving it enduring importance in the NeoConfucian tradition.

In one of his royal leotures,

Chu Hsi considered the PrimarY

leami~

and the Great

l@arning as the two basic texts in the Confucian efforts
to recover the lost Golden Age. 90
It was in this
spirit that Ki Chun (1492-1521) deplored in 1517 (Chungjong 12) the erroneous scholarship in Korea which would
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not give the Primary learning and the Great learning
their proper place. 91
Within decades, however, the once-ridiculed followers of Kim Chongjik were becoming an object of annoyance among the established scholar-officials.

One

episode from the life of a distinguished literary figure
of the period is illuminating in this respect,
So Kojong was at the literary helm ~munhYQng,
meaning ~ chehak, or Director of the Office
of Literary ArtsJ of the country for twentysix years, and yet did not resign.
One day
he asked one of his nephews, "What do the people
think of me?"
His nephew answered, "All the
people hate your holding of the literary helm
for so long."
With a-lament, Kojong said,
"If I retire, Kim Chongjik will undoubtedly
succeed to the position.
This is what I do
not like."
Some people observed that the
literati purge of 1498 (1ll.Q. sahwa) had sprouted
here. 92
Therefore, when So Kojong (1420-1488) retired finally
from the literary helm, he recommended Hong Kwidal

(14J8-1504) to succeed him, thus arousing much criticism
apparently among Kim's followers. 93
This story is apocryphal and may well be a later invention. 94

Never-

theless. the fact remains that by the time Kim Chongjik
was appointed to the post of Head Royal Secretary in

1484 (Songjong 15), it is described in the SillQk that
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Kim's followers were now "many in number," and that
people began to criticize them as a "faction of the
leader from Kyongsang Province." (KyOngsang sonba~ ~)95
So KOjong was one of the most productinve scholars
of the period, starting his career in Sejong's reign and
serving continuously for seven reigns, mainly as a compiler of many scholarly books, including Tongguk t'onggam
(Comprehensive IYfirror for Government in Korea).

He

happened to have as his maternal grandfather Kwon Kun,
the man who studied under Yi Saek of late Koryo and then
held the literary helm in the early Yi dynasty for many
years.

With such a illustrious family and with success

in his career, So Kojong and many other men with similar
background had good reasons to'look at the neophytes led
by Kim Ohongjik with suspicion.

~-Qonfucian ~~storicism ~ ~

Political Weapon

What, then, was the basic issue that the new scholars brought up against the establishment?
lectual inspiration came from Ohu Hsi's

Their intel-

historicism~

which tries to pass stern moral judgment on the past so
as to set the moral guideline for the generations to come.
just like their emphasis of the Primary learning as the
basis of personal moral cu.ltivation.

SUch an intellec-

tual reorientation during the reign of Songjong was
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possible only through the active introduction of Chinese
thought in the earlier period, especially during Sejong's
reign.

And ironically So Kojong was deeply involved

in helping to build such an intellectual climate, and
his major historical product, the Tongguk t'oniEam. was
an unmistakable example of his contribution to the
ultimate erosion of what he stood upon.
As the title of the work shows, So Kojong modelled
his historiography after Ssu-ma Kuang's

~-~

chien (Comprehensive Ndrror for Government).

t'ung-

So Kojong

borrowed the methodology as well as its title from this
great historical work done by the eleventh-century SUng
conservative
reforms.
~

politi~ian

who fought against Wang An-shih's

As Ssu-ma Kuang himself put it, he used the

QOmmentary .Q!.

:t.b§.

Spring

~

Autum Annals (Ch' un-

ch'iu Tso-chuan) as his model to write "everything pertaining to the rise and fall of dynasties and the good
and ill fortune of the common people, all good and bad
examples that can furnish models and warnings ... 96
In his study of Chinese historiography, Naito Torajiro finds the appearance of this history a turning point
in the SUng intellectual milieu.
Whereas the previous scholarship emphasized
erudition in a wide range of learning, the
new learning aimed at studies of historical
developments to consider the models and
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warnings therefrom, according to the method
of the Spring .mQ. Autumn Annals.
In the old
tradition emphasis in scholarship was on literary art such as how to decorate ritually and
artistically the writings in use to compose
decrees, memorials and so on.
The new era,
on the other hand, tried to go in depth in
search for the models and warnings underneath rather than what was there on the surface. 97
Writing history in traditional China was always meant to
provide manuals for good government I thus one of Balazs'
essays is aptly titled, "History as a Guide to Bureaucratic Practice. ,,98
What made Ssu-rna Kuang's historiography different
from the previous historical writings was that he
started, or rather revived, critical historiography by
using simple annalistic methods.

Since the T' ang

dynasty, historical writings in China had been dominated
by encyclopedic manuals, which were very handy for the
literati in their preparation for the civil service
examination and for other references.

SUch encyclopedic

erudition in scholarship was an expression of the successful bureaucratization of T'ang China. 99
With the rise of a historical approach in place of
encyclopedic manuals for government. the historians'
criticism on historical development started, first by
ssu-ma Kuang only implicitly. then gradually more ex290

plicitly.

The problem of historical legitimacy through

the use of praise and blame

(~-1UJm)

utilized by Ou-yang Hsiu in his
Five Dynasties)e and it was

her~

~-1a1

was already

§bih (History of

that Chu Hsi's rendi-

tion of Ssu-ma Kuang' s work through his f,m-.c.hih 't 'unichien kan&-lIlU (often called
ficant.

~-mu)

became very signi-

Going back to the SpriUi and Autumn Annals in

his methodology, Chu Hsi started to make his own moral
jUdgment as a historian very explicitly, so as to clarify
historical legitimacy,

Qheni-t'Yn~,

as much as possible.

Cheng here means to "rectify the wrong of the world,"
and t 'un« to "unify the disunity of the world. ,,100
And the basic idea behind such an historical jUdgment
was "great righteousness and clarification of names"

(ieeP! myOngbun, :t,a.-1. ~-1m), a term that became
increasingly important in the Yi political discussions,
as we shall soon see.

It was with the rise of Chu Hai,

then, that history changed from a manual for government
to a mirror for moral attainment, and historian became
the ultimate jUdge of such attainments.
For political reasons, however, the historiography
of early Yi Korea could not go to the level of stern
moral criticism of Ohu Hsi's historical method.

But we

can see a parallel development in early Tokugawa Japan
after Fujiwara Seika's active introduction of Neo-Confu-
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cian teachings at the turn of the seventeenth century.
Hayashi Razan (1593-1657), who succeeded Fujiwara at
the literary helm of the Tokugawa Bakufu, compiled
HonchO tsUgan (Comprehensive Mirror for Japan), which
was completed in 1670 under Bakufu sponsorship.

Com-

pared to the earlier historical writings, this work was
remarkably rational under the Confucian influence, thus
denying much of the mythical paraphernalia of early
history, such as the Three Imperial Regalia.

Yet it

had its limitations, as it was modelled after Ssu-rna
Kuang's method in general.
limitations was the

lac~

The most significant of its

of moralistic criticism taught

by Chu Hsi's historiography, with the matter-of-fact
acceptance of the Bakufu system, although understandable
as a product of the Bakufu sponsorship.l01
It was against this lack of critical assessment of
legitimate historical development a 1A Chu Hsi that had
the Mi. to School follow immediately with their own version of the History

~ J~

(Dai Nihon-shi) in the

spirit of the Neo-Confucian taiii meiRun (tas"i myOng-

:bJm in Korean pronunciation, which we have discussed
earlier) •

In so doing, they found a living model in the

spirit of a Nang loyalist exile to Japan, Chu Shun-shui
(1600-1682). who worked on the compilation.
ideological clarification of the legitimacy of
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And their

the Japanese imperial institution here is seen by
modern scholars as a great contribution in undermining
the position of the Bakufu Jd..a-,a.-:ti.a, the Emperor in the
modernization process of Japan.
Now let us go back to So Kojong of fifteenthcentury Korea.

The first half of the fifteenth century

in Yi Korea was a period of intensive learning of Chinese
culture under the able leadership of Kings T'aejong and
Sejong.

What So Kojong tried to accomplish in this

active cultural emulation was to apply the historical
method of Ssu=ma Kuang to the history of Korea, a parallel development to Hayashi Razan's efforts in Japan two
centuries later.

Unlike in Japan, however, a Chu Hsian

reactio~ to the So Kojong historiography did not i~medi

ately follow in Korea.

The major historical writing

to borrow Chu Hsi' s title ;'Kang-mu" came into existence
in Korea with An Chongbok's Ton&,sa, kangmok, which appeared
in 1790, a full three centuries after So Kojong.
Why did Tongs a, kan&'mok take a full three centuries
to appear after SO Kojong?

It was, I believe, because

of the tremendous intellectual tension in dealing with
the immoral past of the Yi dynasty, particularly the
question of King Sejo's usurpation and the collusion
of many scholar-officials of the time.

Until such a

time as proper historicistic justice was done to the
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immoral past of the dynasty, which came very slowly, as
we shall see in the following pages, historians in the
early Yi dynasty were psychologically unprepared to
accept Chu Hsi's historiography in actual historical
writings.
This, however, does not mean that the Koreans
shied away from Chu Hsi historicism.

They willingly

accepted Chu Hsi's historicism by the latter half of
the fifteenth century.

But instead of writing history

with that spirit, Korean scholar-officials sharpened
it as a political weapon to attack the establishment
that was polluted by the immoral past.

Gradually and

carefully the followers of Kim Chongjik came out into
the open with a view reproving Sejo's usurpation of
the legitimate dynastic line.

Their proposal not to

allow any of Sejo's merit subjects to serve in the
government of King Songjong and Kim Chongjik's poem
criticizing a Chinese usurper were only two examples of
their efforts to emulate Chu Hsi's historicism.

In

this sense, Kim Chongjik's poem on a Chinese usurper,
which later started the first literati purge, was a
prologue to the yet-unwritten Korean version of Kang-mu •

.§sUn

£§.

Man

againsj; Portentism

It was in the spirit of Neo-Confucian moral judgment
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that the idea of the "amoral man" began to earn a
significant place in the political discussions of Yi
dynasty Korea.

The idea of "small man" or "amoral

man" (.min, or haiM-.1m in Chinese) as the opposite
image of the Confucian ideal man, "superior manit
(kunja, or 2.blm-:t.z.u.), was of course nothing new with
Neo-Confucianism.

As a matter of fact, we can find

some classical definitions of the terms in the Confucian
Analects.
Confucius said, "The gentleman understands what
is right, the inferior man understands what is
profitable. "
Confucius said, "There are three things that a
gentleman fears I he fears the will of Heaven,
he fears great men, he fears the words of the
sages.
The inferior man does not know the
will of Heaven and does not fear it, he treats
great men with contempt, and he scoffs at the
words of the sages."
Confucius said, "The gentleman is broad-minded
and not partisan, the inferior man is partisan
and not broad-minded. ,,102
Since the idea of a morally superior and inferior man--chun-tzy and hsiao-jen---is one of the basic concepts
in the Confucian theory of human nature, it is not
strange that the Koreans had toyed with the idea in their
political wrangles even before the introduction of NeoConfucian politics, though we have not many instances. 10;
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But it was not until the reign of Songjong. and
more specifically, in 1477-1478 (Songjong 8-9). that
the idea of the "amoral man" or soin had become of
poignant relevance to the discussion of politics for
the first time in Korean history.

The first indica-

tion of political turmoil in the reign of King Songjong
occurred in 1477 with a minor legal case, which eventually became the cause of the conflict involving two
high officials who were related to the royal family by
marriage---Hyon Sokkyu and lm Sahong. 104
In this confrontation King Songjong decided to reprimand Hyon for
his being an "amoral man."

The meaning of soin here

is not very different from the traditional use of the
term. as we can see from a remonstrator's criticism of
Hyon as a man as sly and wicked as Lu Ch' i of T' ang and
Wang An-shih of SUng. lOS
Thus subsided the controversy. which might have
been put into oblivion easily if the sequel to it had
not developed the next year.

Unlike the first phase.

when the high officials related to the royal house were
at each other's throats, the later development in 1478
!fas much more significant in the issues involved.

This

time the opposing parties were lm Sahong on the one
hand and the followers of Kim Chongjik on the other.
As we saw at the beginning of this section. Sin Sokho's

study of this incident points out the difference between
the new scholars and the old guard in their conflicting
And Edward

economic interests and scholarly appetites.

Wagner sees it as a conflict caused by 1m's opposition
to growing censorial power. 106
While it is true that
1m admonished the throne to be discreet in accepting
censorial remonstrances, such advice was a commonplace
at the time, and actually the censorial bodies did not
raise any objection to 1m's advice.

Then what was the

fundamental issue that divided 1m and the followers of
Kim in 14781
The incident of 1478 began independently of that
of the previous year only to merge with it at its close.
The year 1478 did not have much of a spring, with drought
and fire followed by a rain mixed with soil.

As usual,

the king announced an appeal for counsel upon the portent
of the soily rain, and this appeal was answered with two
major memorials.

The first, by Yi Simwon, a royal re1a-

tive, proposed to purge the high officials who served
King Sejo from any further government services.
latter, presented by Nam Hyoon, argued for

The

restorat~an

of the tomb of the deposed consort of King bbnjong and
mother of deposed King Tanjong (Prince Nosan as he was
then called) to its rightful place as the tomb of the
queen.

Both also proposed appointing some of the
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morally superior men in the country to government posts
through recommendation only.

These people happened

to be followers of Kim Chongjik's teachings.

As

the monarch himself observed at the time, these proposals were largely "irrational arguments and ludicrous
words."

And the king's high officials as well as those
condemned agreed with the royal opinion. 10?
It was at this juncture that 1m Sahong attacked
the problem at its base by writing a memorial to the
throne.
I heard of the prohibition of the wine prompted
at the advice of the censors at one of the
lectures for the throne.
Wine is what
people drink.
Only when the ruler meets with
a great calamity, does he go to self-cultivation,
And the prohibition of wine is only one
part of the accompanying rituals.
Now if the
sign of drought is seen as a portent by others,
then I would say it is not so dryas we can
tell from the barley which is growing so well;
we can even expect a good harvest.
If the
soily rain is seen as a portent by others, I
would say that the anomalies of Heaven and
earth have shown irregularities from the olden
days, and the soily rain happens to be only one
of them.
What portentousness can there bel
If fire is taken as a portent, I would say that
when someone starts a fire by mistake at a
place where houses are built side by side, and
when it meets with an unruly wind, it is natural
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that the fire will spread wide.
All of these
are not outstanding portents, and the sudden
ban on wine because of them is inappropriate. 108
The young scholars of the Office of Special Counselors
(Hongmun-gwan) and the Office of Royal Decrees (Yemungwan) submitted a long rebuttal in which they criticized
1m Sahong point by point and then castigated 1m for
having the mind of

~,

becausel

This elm Sahong's views on portents quoted aboveJ
is none other than the theory of Wang An-shih
concerning the so-called "Three unnecessaries.,,1 09
Sahong had flattered the throne by predicting
a good harvest this coming fall and cheated the
throne by saying that the portents of Heaven and
of men are unnecessary to fear. 110
The memorial also attacked Sixth State Councillor 1m Wonjun, father of 1m Sahong, for being evil and greedy.
Then for the first time it revealed that the real instigator of the political turmoil the previous year was
1m Sahong and recommended expulsion of the father and son.
King Songjong did not easily comply and reprimanded
the remonstrators for their failure to raise the question
at the time they were appointed.

But when Yi Simwon,

a member of the royal family and close relative of 1m,
approached the throne with reassurance that the lms
were really

~

according to his own "very intimate

knowledge of them for a long time." the king decided to
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give it more consideration. l l 1

Finally the king

decided to follow the young scholars' advice, and 1m
Sahong and his associates were found to be
all and were all banished.

after

~

Also included in the banished

group was Yu Chagwang for his part in the criticism of Hyon
Sokkyu the previous year. 112
It was from this incident that the idea of

~

became a formidable political weapon in attacking the
opposing parties in Yi politics.

And 1m Sahong and Yu

Chagwang left their names as the prototype of

~

in

Korean history, often compared with Wang An-shih, the

.wn of

China, as Koreans of the Yi dynasty believed.

After this incident, 1m Sahong was never free from being
attacked as a

~.

It was so when he was released from

banishment in 1480,113 and again when his office certificate (chikch'Op) was regranted in 1486 (Songjong 17)
in a collective pardon occasioned by spring thunder. l l 4
It was only

th~ough

his collusion with the next king,

Yonsan, that he could at least temporarily shake off this
ignominy to attain new political heights during Yonsan's
reign.
The incident of 1478 developed in an unexpected
direction, though it was not a totally unexpectable consequence in the final analysis.

When the young scholars

responded with their memorials to the king's appeal for
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counsel on the occasion of the portentous soily rain,
their primary concern was rectification of moral wrongs
of the past.

Armed with a new vision that only morally

superior men and not men of mere erudition should stay
in government, the young scholars opened a moral crusade
to do justice to the immoral past along Chu Hsi's hisAlthough their case was overstated,

toricistic teaching.

partly because of their political ambition to attract
more attention from the throne and from their fellow
scholar-officials, the question was neither trivial nor
shallow.

To render historical justice to their past

on the basis of their highest moral standards was the
burning intellectual duty of the young scholars who were
more and more deeply exposed to Chu Hsi's historicism.
This, however, does not mean that there were no other
conflicts beyond such a pure and simple ideological
battle between the newly emerging young scholars and the
established old guard.

other conflicts were unmis-

takably there, such as conflicting economic opportunities,
which have been well covered by Korean historians of the
period. 11S Yet such an explanation of historical events
with a theme of "son's revolt against the father" is not
adequate enough.

After all, Oedipian rebellion is a

perennial phenomenon in society; for this very reason
it is jejune as a historical explanation, because it
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fails to give any answer to why this universal nature
of man became suddenly a poignant factor in, say, 1478.
A closer look at the events leads us to believe
that the crucial issue was not even the proper role of
remonstrance. 116

Rather a more reasonable explanation

lies in the question of the portentousness of nature's
anomalies.

1m Sahong did not cast any doubt, at least

outwardly, on the importance of remonstrance in Confucian
politics.

All he tried was advice to the throne to be

discreet in accepting the advice of the remonstrators--itself a piece of remonstrance.

1m Sahong did not even

expressly object to the rectification of the past either,
though he was part of the establishment.

But 1m's ex-

pressed denial of the portentousness of natural anomalies
was tantamount to destroying one great pillar upon which
Neo-Confucianism, and the Yi dynasty, stood.

It was

because of his known scepticism of portentology that 1m
Sahong was castigated as an incorrigible soin for the
rest of his life and for the rest of the Yi dynasty.
1m Sahong's anti-portentology and the young scholars'
embrace of Neo-Confucian portentism were both logical
developments from the growing uncertainty over Tung Chungshu portentology, which we have seen growing since the
reign of Sejong.

Whereas 1m took the radical stand of

denying portentology, the young scholars embraced Chu
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Hsi's teaching and decided to conserve portentology in
a broader .moralistic application.

For the Neo-Confucian

scholars thus emerging, the castigation of 1m Sahong was
their first victory in the ideological battles to come.
And their second important victory was soon to fol:lo"W
in the massive pardon of 1490, which exonerated 690
former officials and scholars who had been banished.
When a bolt struck a man just outside a palace gate in
that year, sOngjong announced this pardon, which included
those punished for one reason or another during King
Sejo's seizure of power.!17

This pardon, therefore,

was the first great leap toward the rectification of the
dynastic history in the spirit of Chu Hsi historicism
and an impressive victory for the Neo-Confucian scholars
of the period.
Another minor consequence of this portent, yet significant for our discussion, was the hiring of Chong Yochiang through recommendation.

As we can see from the

table of Neo-Confucian lineage in Korea produced earlier,
Chong was a distinguished disciple of Kim Chongjik and
had been recommended at the incident of 1478, without
success.

MOre significant for our discussion is the

fact that recommendation of "neglected superiors"

(~)

to their "rightful" places in government on the occasions
of portents received gradually increasing attention from
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the Neo-Confucian scholar-officials in Yi Korea. 118
This of course was the Neo-Confucian answer to the problem of sQin---to expel

~

on the one hand and to

search for the morally superior men, who orten would
not actively seek government posts, on the other hand.
We shall examine this further when we come to the
efforts of the Cho Kwangjo group to institutionalize
the recommendation of the "neglected superiors" in the
relhgn of Chungjong later in this chapter.

D. Violent Reactions to Neo-Confucianism
---King Yonsan
Against HiatoricisD}c

~

Purge Q.i

~

The political turbulence of the reign of King ~onsan
(r. 1495-1506)

c~~

be summarily seen in the first two

of the four literati purges of Korean history.

Concern-

ing the first purge of 1498 (Yonsan 4), or ~ §8;hwa,
traditional historiography relates that this was started
by a series of aggravated feelings and enmity between
some of the old guard and the followers of Kim Chongjik,
especially that between Yu Chagwang and Kim Chongjik
himself. 119

To this explanation, modern scholars have

added some other factors that contributed to the violent
political struggles, such as conflicting interests and
the growing muscle of remonstrance. 120 The purge itself
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started when it was discovered that Historian Kim llson
inoluded in his history drafts a poem of Kim Chongjik
that obliquely criticised Sejo's usurpation.

When the

disoovery was made in the prooess of compilation of the
Sillok for the reign of King sOngjong in 1498, followers
of Kim Chongjik were all interrogated on suspicion of
Dozens of Kim's disciples were punished in

high orime.

one way or another.

Five scholars ,. including Kim llson,

were immediately executed, twenty-six were banished to
various places, and Kim Chongjik himself was posthumously
punished. 121

Because the purge started with the draft

history prepared by Kim llson for the future use in
compiling the

Sillo~.

this purge has been known as

"History Purge" (sahwa), a homonym in Korean of "literati
purge" (sahwa).
In his study of the literati purges, Edward Wagner
develops his thesis that a purge was "the climax to sustained conflict between the censoring organs and the more
highly constituted authority of the government and the
palace. "

Therefore, concerning the relevance of Kim

Chongjik's criticism of the Sejo usurpation to the purge
of 1498, fIe believes that "this moral wrong of forty
years in the past had no intrinsic connection with the
political realities of 1498."

Wagner then finds the

purge of 1498 "an oblique attack, levelled against Kim
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Chongjik and his disciples as symbols of the menace of
the rapid growth of the censorial power.

Ir

But he finds

that the censorate of the period was not composed of the
disciples of Kim Chongjik and so he admits that he can
give "no clear suggestion" to the question of why the
attack was made on that imperfect symbol. 122
This difficulty in Wagner's interpretation comes
from his disregard of the moral problem as related to
Sejo's usurpation.

And such disregard has been common

to all historians dealing with this question.

Contrary

to this common belief, however, we have already seen
how important the young scholars' application of Chu Hsi' s
historicism to rectifying the moral wrongdoings of the
past was in strengthening their voices in politics during
the twenty-five-year reign of King Songjong.

We have

also noted that a thunderbolt in 1490 made the first step
toward such rectification of the dynastic past possible.
SUch efforts by young Neo-Confucian scholars in
the reign of Songjong to rectify the immorality of Sejo's
usurpation were not trivial matters. but matters of cardinal significance.

As a portion of the commentary to

the Great Learning. the basic text of Neo-Confucian teaching
states I
There are few men in the world. who love and
at the same time know the bad qualities of the
object of their love, or who hate and yet know
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the excellence of the object of their hatred. 123
This commentary then concludes that only a morally cultivated man can make moral judgments on others, thus regulating one's family, then one's state, and then the
world.

If

King sOngjong, or any other king for that

matter, were blinded by his love of his grandfather, the
usurper King Sejo, to the moral wrong of the past reign,
it would be the responsibility of the scholar-officials
serving him to recognize it.

If sOngjong could not

render historicistic rectification to the dynastic
ancestors, who were his family in a narrow sense, how
could he be seen fit to rule a Neo-Confucian state?
When the young scholars of 1478 raised the question
of restoring the tomb of King MUnjong's consort to its
rightful place as the tomb of a queen and proposed to
purge the old guard who had served Sejo in his government, they were raising the banner of Neo-Confucian
historicism for the first time.

Though Songjong did

not accept all of the proposals. he was gradually turning
toward the Neo-Confucian scholars by punishing 1m Sahong
for his anti-portentology and then by the massive pardon
of those punished by Sejo's usurpation.
King Yonsan, however. was different from his father,
Songjong, in his handling of the rising Neo-Confucian
historicism.

Probably with the ideological guidance
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of some of the old guard, such as Im Sahong, he correctly
sensed the infringement on royal authority in Neo-Confucian historicism.

From the lofty Neo-Confucian level

of the problem of historical morality, King Yonsan tried
hard to pull the political discussions down to the
earthly level of the question of loyalty and power.
After the "History purge," any advocacy of the historical reassessment of Sejo's reign became lese majesty,
punishable py death.

The first literati purge was

King Yonsan's effort to purge Neo-Confucian historicism
in order to consolidate royal power.

And in this sense,

it was still a "history purge," or better a "purge of
historicism."
Against Portentisml flU! Second Purge D.f. 1.S.Q.!:l:.
While his struggle against Neo-Confucian historicism was sudden and successful in the early part of his
reign, his fight against the other pillar of Neo-Confucian

teaching---portentis~--tooka

into its full swing.

long time to develop

The twelve years of King Yonsan's

reign from 1495 to 1506 were a period of mounting opposition to the established portentology and to Neo-Confucianism in general.

Although it is almost impossible to

discern his real character after all the character assassinations traditional historiography applied to this
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model "tyrant," we can say that he was not the happiest
man in the world when he became the tenth king of the

Yi dynasty in 1495 at the age of eighteen.
was

When he

still a young prince, his mother was put to death in

1482 as a result of palace intrigues.

From the early

days of his reign he triE'.d to make some retributions to
the tragic memory of his mother, and this is taken as
the major cause of the second literati purge by traditional historians.
Unlike the first literati purge of 1498, the second
one in 1504 took much longer in running its full course
(almoat nine months from the third month to tenth, including one intercalary month), and the roster of the
victims was much longer.

Again unlike the previous

purge. the victims of 1504 included not only young
scholars, but also court ladies, eunuchs, and even a
queen (Yonsan' s grandmother).

One theme running through

all the punishments during the year was the king's obsessive drive to stop any sign of insubordination to the
absolute authority of the throne.

And this is inter-

preted by modern historians as a battle between the
court-centered politicians and the government-centered
scholar-officia1s,124 or a~ Yonsan's efforts to exterminate censoring organs. 125
These are certainly valid views.
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Yet there is

another perspective that can explain in broader terms
the political repercussions in Yonsan's reign against
its intellet}tl1al background.

From the beginning Yon-

san's :fight against portentology was related to his
efforts to make some retributions for this mother's
memory.

In the fall of 1496 (Yonsan 2) an unusually

early snow and some other portents gave the officials
an opportunity for remonstranoe.

For some months censors

were attacking the additional rewards given to merit subjects and the king's proposed shrine for his dead mother.
Now they jumped at the opportunity to relate their argument
to the newly occurred portents. 126
In responding to this, King Yonsan allowed himself
a little deviation from the conventional course of response by expressing his doubt about the censorate's
argument relating the anomalies to such ac·tions planned
by the throne.

On this comment, his scholar-officials

made a vicious attack comparing the king with Wang An-shih.
Wang An-shih once said, "Heavenly anomalies are
unnecessary to fear, the dynastic ancestors are
unnecessary as models, and the people's words
are unnecessary to care about. 127
As the censors pointed out in this memorial, King Yonsan
was more or less violating all three counts by following
Wang's unforgivable teachings.

His expressed doubt about

the portentousness of Heaven's anomalies was the first
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"unnecessary" of Wang; his exoessive efforts to redress
his dead mother, who was put to death by none other
than his father-king, was tantamount to following Wang's
second "unnecessary"; and his persistent resistanoe to
the voioes of his oensors, the aoknowledged mouth of the
people, was none other than the third "unnecessary."
In the next year King Yonsan' s reaction to portentology became a little emboldened when thunder in the
first month of 1497 offered another opportunity for a
doctrinal confrontation.

Yonsan would not accept the

portentousness of the anomaly, maintaining that a modicum of

~

started to grow from the winter solstice and

the first month should be counted as springtime.

There-

fore, thunder in the first month was not portentous,
according

to~his

argument.

When the soholar-officials

came back with the authority of the Monthl;l Ordinanoes
(Yueh-ling) of the Book .Q.i Rite§, which state that all
thunder· between the ninth month and the first month
should be portentous, the king then shifted his ground
to put the blame on the censors I "You discard your work
and leave a backlog of legal cases to stand for so long
on strike in the palace court-yard.

This, to my opinion,

is the cause of the portent. ,,128
This reminds us of 1m Sahong, the "villain" or

~

of the 1478 incident, who was removed from his post of
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Chief Royal Secretary for his expressed denial of the
portentousness of Heavenly anomalies.

For the nineteen

years inbetween, lm Sahong was repeated1y to receive
royal favors of one kind or another because of the close
marital ties he had with the royal family.

Two of his

sons married a daughter of King Yejong and a daughter
of King sOngjong respectively.

Repeatedly these favors

were criticized by the scholar-officials on the grounds
that he was the ~ of 1478. 129
When his name was
included in the roster of first sons of merit subjects,
who were to receive an advancement in rank in 1497 (Yonsan 3) despite the continued reports of observed daytime
Venus, memorials poured in criticizing the royal insolence
toward the Heavenly portents, thus, in effect. arguing ,
that lm's undue honours were the cause of the portents.
Yonsan this time tried to placate his officials by assuring
them that he was "not unafraid of Heavenly portents," and
yet tried to resist the prescription of his critics by
saying, "Concerning this day-time Venus, however, how
can it be due to lm Sahong and others?

Did we not have

it before, t00?"13 0
Such irresolute resistance shown by King Yonsan
did not help the throne, and his position became more
vulnerable when a thunderbolt struck a pillar of the
sOnjong Hall in the early summer of the same year,
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opening the throne to a fresh round of criticism.

On

an appeal for counsel, which was announced reluctantly
after the portent, even Yu Chagwang, who had been punished
for his collusion with 1m Sahong in 1478, memorialized
for the king to be alert and respectful for the portents.!)!
King Yonsan finally acquiesced further and rescinded his
announced plan to advance 1m's rank, a decision welcomed
by his subjects. 132
He continued to be mo.re conciliatory toward his
officials' requests, returning to the government 500 ~
of rice he brought into the palace for dubious reasons
and rescinding his previous order for local magistrates
to catch deer for the king.

ltDst of all, King Yonsan re-

sumed the long-neglected royal lectures from the seventh
month of this year as a gesture for better communication
between the throne and scholar-officials.

The SillQk his-

torians attached the following comment after this round,
which resulted in another loss for Im Sahong.
People of the time said in accusing 1m Sahong,
"In the beginning Sahong was punished for his
support of the theory of anti-portentology.
Now he has lost his rank again because ofa
Heavenly portent.
Indeed, Heaven's retribution
is dreadful. "13)
1m Sahong was to experience additional disgrace before
he finally reached the helm of power after the second
literati purge in 1504. 134
An interesting fact is

J1J

that King Yonsan was the second person after 1m Sahong
in expressing doubt about the portentousness of
portents in this period.

Heaven~y

It is highly probable that

1m Sahong, from the early years of Yonsan's reign, was
behind the king's growing doubts concerning portents.
however, we lack any concrete proof of this except that
1m is seen in traditional historiography as the major
instigator of the second purge.
Whatever relation he had with 1m Sahong in the
early years of his reign, King Yonsan's growing doubts
about portentology had little to do with the first purge
of 1498.

I have already pointed out that the purge of

1498 should be regarded as the old guard's struggle
against the rising Neo-Confucian historicism.

If por-

tentology itself had little to do with the first purge,
his doubts about portentology had been growing long before
the first purge.

In early 1498, just before the first

purge, King Yonsan made his doubts known on the portent
of a mountain collapsing.

When state councillors reported

the portent, he responded that it could be explained by
the fact that the earth, frozen during winter, started
to melt in the early spring, causing the mountain slide.
It cannot be a serious portent, according to him, and
even if it were • it should be seen as a sign of a "weak
monarch and strong subjects," for the portent signified
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prospering

xin and weakening ~.135

Then only days

before the unfolding of the first literati purge of
1498, we find King Yonsan more determined in his denial
of the portentousness of an earthquake.

When the king's

brother-in-law and Chief Royal Secretary, Sin Sungson
(1450-1506), turned in his resignation due to the special
counselors' criticism of royal in-laws' interfering in
the government as the cause of the portent, Yonsan firmly
stood behind his brother-in-law:
Young men in the Office of Special Counsellors
(Hongmun-gwan), reading the words of the men
of olden days in vain, say this.
But there is
no sense.
Sometime earlier, when there was
thunder, they took it as caused by the failure
of state councillors.
How can it be so? You
36
shall not resign.1
With obvious vacillations King Yonsan's doubts on
portentology was slowly growing during the years between
the two purges, from 1498 to 1504.

A daytime Venus of

1499 was seen as a sign of "prospering

~in

and declining

~,,,137 and the same portent of 1503 was seen as in-

significant because, according to the king, it occurred
so often and he could not stop his work because of the
usual happenings.1 38
We find him also saying & "I can
not believe that eclipses have anything to do with the
ruler. ,,139

All in all~ King Yonsan was gradually
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developing his view of anti-portentology, but was not yet
ready during the inter-purge years to go all the way to
defy the established portentology.

Thus he sometimes

criticized the theory of portents, sometimes followed
the established rules at the appearance of portents,
sometimes even tried to hide or suppress reports of portents. For instance, when a comet appeared in the fourth
month of 1500, he tried to silence the report, because if
the censors were to hear the news, they would no doubt
make a fuss. 140
King Yonsan's anti-portentology became crystal-clear
only in the process of the second literati purge of 1504.
After various groups of scholar-officials were punished
for different reasons or for unclear reasons, King Yonsan
ordered in the fifth month of 1504 the investigation and
punishment of those who had remonstrated and vacated their
offices when the thunderbolt hit the pillar of the Sonjong
Hall in 1497. 141
The next day a royal message was sent
to the government to ask I
Until now many guilty men have been executed.
If there occurred a Heavenly anomaly right at
this hour, would you say as they did ~to relate the portent to the executions-7?
Concerning executions like this, are the 3' wrong
or right?
Is this tyranny?142
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Then he announced a statement answering such questions
for himself:
Some rulers are wise, and others are not.
Some
work hard in governing, while others do not.
It all depends upon each ruler, and this is one
thing his subjects cannot teach.
wnether a
ruler is wise or not, Heaven must be aware of
it.
If it is a wise ruler, Heaven would know
him.
But even if he is not wise, Heaven can
not make him wise.
People below cannot on
account of this criticize their ruler • . • •
When there is a Heavenly anomaly, then emperors
and kings will carry self-cultivation in awe.
Yet ~ should not M. r.elated .!Q. failure in
~ particular matter.
Now that the guilty
ones are punished. how can this be tyrannyl14J
(Italics mine)
This was a significant precedent in the history of portentology in Korea, for it was meant to prohibit once
and for all any discussion of politics by relating it
to portents.

It was the death sentence to portent

politics.
Now the message from the throne was loud and clear.
So when summer hail was reported, during the month,from
a northern province, royal secretaries volunteered
their view before the

throne~

Though there were many occasions of hail, yet
we have never heard of any hail as large as
a piece of tile, as reported now.
This is a
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great anomaly.
Yet the Way of Heaven is unfathomable.
How can anyone say that this
anomaly is caused by men of sorrow and vengeance. 144
Now the great purge of 1504 was running through its last
phase, and the king was confident of no disturbing reaction from his sUbjects any more.
With undisguised exultation in his apparent triumph,
King Yonsan could now say that the drought of that very
year had nothing to do with the throne's lack of efforts. 145
By the seventh month of the year, 1504, the demise of
portentology seemed to have been complete:
His Majesty brought out the stem of a flower
from the inner court to show it to his subjects,
including the state councillors, and said,
"Many people of olden days took the flowering
in autumn as portentous.
Sometime ago there
was a remonstrator, who asked to stop a royal
outing, taking the accidental fire at Ch'anggyong Palace the day before as a portent.
If
people like him see this flower, they will
undoubtedly take this as a portent." state
councillors and others answered, "The flowering
of peach or plum trees in winter can properly
be seen as a portent.
Now this one stem of
a flower has accidentally bloomed thanks to the
recent rain.
How can we call it a portent?
Even with the flowering of plums and peaches,
--"'~.
only when they are in full bloom, then and only
then we can call ita portent. "146
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With such interpreters around him, it is obvious that
no portent could remain as portentous any more.

~

Lapse Qi

~-CPnfucisnism

Often the second literati purge of 1504 (Kapcha
sahwa) is seen as a struggle, particularly between
the court-centered officials and the government-centered
officials. 147

Wagner in his effort to delineate the

growing role of remonstrance in this period saw in King
Yonsan's undisguised attack on the "very root of the
political turbulence of that daYa the concept of remonstrance itself.,,148

Few historians would doubt

that the most obvious cause of the political purges in
Yonsan's reign was Yonsan's desire to exercise his
sovereign power with more freedom from his scholarofficials.
To view the 1504 purge as Yonsan's efforts to free
himself from remonstrance is then no doubt true.
there seems to be another perspective.
can be rephrased.

Yet

And our question

Why was the consolidation of royal

power necessary for this particular king, even though
he had to utilize violent means, and not to other kings before him?

Was it his personal drive for naked power, as

we find with many tyrants in history?

Or was it more from

a threat developing afresh in the long-established institution of remonstrance?

As traditional historians of the
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Yi period wrote, King Yonsan was no doubt a tyrant.
But this alone does not fully answer our question
as to why King Yonsan had to fight so hard against the
principle of remonstrance by scholar-officials that had
been instituted since Koryo.

The answer seems to be in

the change in the intellectual outlook among the scholarofficials with the rise of Kim Chongjik followers from
the late fifteenth century.

And in the question of

power sharing, the new scholars' orientation was definitely for "constitutionalism."
We have already seen "constitutionalism" in Chong
Tojon's effort to keep the throne aloof from politics
by giving the authority to rule to the state councillor.
Chong failed with the rise of T'aejong, the monarchist,
and Chong's ideal went dormant.

After that the principle

of the throne's direct rule was never challenged in the
Yi dynasty.149
Neo-Confucian scholars, who emerged as
a strong political influence in Songjong's reign, built
their "constitution" upon the two pillars of historicism
and portentism.
stitution,

II

According to their Neo-Confucian "con-

the ruler had to be the moral leader of his

nation and his level of moral attainment was to be reflected upon the two mirrors of historical judgment and
nature's portents.

As a collective whole, scholars

declared that they were the organ of reading the signs
from history and nature and thus retained the role of
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"king without a crown."

It was they who would inter-

pret the "constitution" of history and nature, whereby
the ruler has to rule his country.
Here we see one cycle completing itself to connect
Chong Tojon with Neo-Confuciansl Chong wanted the "constitution" to be written down on paper as a permanent
institution of the new dynasty, and the Neo-Confucians
found their "constitution" from the moral continuum of
space-time.

Chong Tojon invoked the institution of the

ancient "Golden Age" recorded in the Chou-Ii (Rites of
Chou), and the followers of Kim Chongjik were inspired
by a new political philosophy from Neo-Confucian cosmic
moral order.

If there was a great difference in the

intellectual assumptions held by these two "constitutionalists," their ultimate ideal in the problem of
power sharing remained the same.

And both were dan-

gerous to the eyes of the monarchists.
The two literati purges during the reign of King
Yonsan were increasingly violent reactions of the monarchists to the rising Neo-Confucian "constitutionalists."
The first purge was against Neo-Confucian historicism;
the second purge against Neo-Confucian portentism.

At

the close of the second purge, King Yonsan seemed to have
successfully suppressed the growing Neo-Confucianism at
its roots.

Now Yonsan began to tailor his government
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organization to his needs.
First King Yonsan found the royal lectures all
harmful, because the success of a king did not depend
upon the amount of learning he earned, he said. 150
Furthermore, he claimed that he had already achieved an
adequate degree of scholarship and did not need any
more .lS1

So finally in the fifth month of 1506, the
Office of Royal Lectures was simply abolished. 152
To discredit the Neo-Confucian "constitution" that he
saw as undermining his sovereign authority, King Yonsan's
institutional changes continued with the abolition of
the Office of Censor-General and the Office of Special
Of the three censoring
Counselors in the same year. 153
organs, the only one left now was the Office of InspectorGeneral.

And this organ with the original function

of inspecting officials and not the throne, was functioning
only in its minimal role without

power of
sogyOng, the veto over appointment of officials."154
The
tradition~

national college (Songgyun-gwan) was turned into an
entertainment center instead of raising any more young
scholars. 155

Freedom of remonstrance was thoroughly

gagged, as portents were no more to serve as occasions
for such speech, and the route of communication between
the main body of scholars and their king was completely
broken.
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Since any meaningful remonstrance with the throne
was possible on the occasions of portents, King Yonsan
had to stop any report of such 0 bservat ions in the
first place.

After the second

lit~rati

purge of 1504,

he :gegan openly to order officials not to report one portent after another.

In 1505 he prohibited any report
of meteors and daytime venus. 156
MOre and more he became confident that nobody would dare submit any poli-

tical matter for discussion, not to mention any opinion
or judgment on the moral attainment of the throne. on the
occasion of

port~nts.

At least officially the theory

of portents, or portentology, disappeared.

Toward the

end of 1505, therefore', Yonsan could boast by asking
his officials if there were still anybody who would take
the thunder-lightning of the tenth month of the year
as portentous. 1S7
His scholar-officials had no choice but to play
to the tune of the king./ So they said in one voice
that the unusual cold in springtime was nothing strange
and the appearance of a deer inside the city-wall was
not ominous, and so on. 158
Then an over-night snow
was reported by the Office of Astronomy in the fourth
month of 1506.

King Yonsan' s first reaction was that

it was not unusual, and his secretaries did not hesitate to agree with his opinion.
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On second thought,

however, the king began to question the report.

He

ordered an interrogation of the astronomer who made the
report, under torture if necessary.

For, according to

his opinion, snow could not have fallen in such a warm
weather and it must have been a plot to deceive the
throne. 159
It was a logical development that the Office of
Astronomy was altogether abolished in the seventh month
of 1506.

Time-keeping and calendar-making were taken

over by a new Bureau of Calendar (Saryok-so).

Any fur-

ther observations, reports, or discussions of the anomalies
of nature were stopped. 160

Then the king tried to

apply his anti-portentology decree retroactively to punish
those who had at any time in the past remonstrated with
the throne on the grounds that "failure of certain human
affairs leads to the occurrence of certain portents. ,,161
Portentology now became dormant.
As for the other pillar of Neo-Confucianism, King
Yonsan had already purged historicism from the government by his decree in the second month of 1506.
After passing the civil examination, what is
the use of reading history any more?
Those
who read history find matters such as Heavenly
anomalies and ridiculously discuss them as the
results of certain human affairs.
This is
extremely undesirable.
From now on it is
)24

firmly prohibited for the civil officials,
except for those in charge of literary
matters, to carry history books and to
gather for discussions. 102
Here we see the 1ll'3rger of King Yonsan' s two purges of
historicism and of portentism.

The two different poli-

tical purges of 1498 and 1504, then, were nothing but
two separate incidents from the changing climate of
opinion from old Confucianism to a new one called NeoConfucianism.

And the picture toward the end of King

Yonsan's reign was a very bleak one for Neo-Confucianism in Korea.

E. Victory of Neo-Confucianism
---King Chungjong
Historigism gn

~
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The coup of 1506 that deposed Yonsan and ehthroned
his half-brother, Chungjong, did not come at the hands
of the oppressed Neo-Confuoian scholars of the time, but
at the hands of the old guard alienated from the center
of power during Yonsan's reign.

It was primarily the

old guard's revolt against the petty tYranny of yonsan.
Be that as it may, the "restoration" (panjOng) of King

Chungjong brought a period of debunking the immediate
past, thus reviving the broken tradition of Neo-Confucianism and taking up where the reign of King Songjong
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left off.

All the issues relating to the moral recti-

., fication of history which were raised in the reign of sOngjong, were solved one after another according to the
wishes of the newly rising scholar-officials.
(1) Restoration of the Tomb of Munjong's Consort
We have already seen how this question of historiography prompted a big political hassle in King Songjong's
reign in 1478, which had eventually led to 1m Sahong's
remarks, that the soily rain would not portend anything
meaningful, thus triggering his own dismissal.

And

it

was this moral historicism that led to the first literati
purge of 1498.

Seven years after the fall of Yonsan,

when lightning hit two pine trees in the dynastic
shrine in the second month of 1513 (Chungjong 8), the
scholar-officials raised their voice for the restoration
of the tomb, the same proposal that had failed to
materialize in sOngjong's reign.1 63
After two months of memorials and royal rejections,
King Chungjong decided finally to agree with historicistic judgment and this was nothing less than an indirect acknowledgment of the immorality of the usurpation
of King Sejo, his great grandfather.

It took half a cen-

tury to go that far, and it was to take two more centuries,
in the reign of King Sukchong (r. 1674-1720), to fully
recognize Sejo's immoral usurpation by reinstituting
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the deposed boy king to his rightful place in the
dynastic ancestral shrine as "King Tanjong. "
(2) Canonization of Chong lYbngju
The proposal to enshrine Chong Mongju (1337-1392)
for his unbending lo¥a1ty to the Koryo dynasty was first
made in 1510 and then in 1514.

Opposition by high

officials carried the day with the opinion that such
a decision should not be lightly made, because that
question had never been raised since the founding of
the dynasty.164
Chong Mongju, who had emerged as the last stumbling
block to the rise of the new dynasty in the last years
of the Koryo dynasty, was assassinated by Yi Pangwon,
who became the third king of the Yi dynasty.

lVbre im-

portantly, however, Chong had been identified as the
father of Korean Neo-Confucianism, largely because the
followers of Kim Chongjik in the reign of Songjong traced
their scholarly lineage back to him. 165
In a way, then,
this move to install his name in the National Confucian
Shrine was the resurgent Neo-Confucian scholars' effort
to exult their own system of views into a national orthodoxy, which would inevitably bring some benefits to NeoConfucian followers in the years to come.
No less important was the fact that it was a part
of their full-dress reassessment of their past in accor;27

dance with Neo-Confucian historicism.

So when this

question was again raised in 1517 (Chungjong 12) by
Chong SUnbung, he also proposed to honour sOng Sammun,
and Pak P' aengnyOnlll two of the "six loyal subjects
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of

deposed Tanjong, who were executed for their abortive
plot to assassinate the usurper king, Sejo, and to restore
the boy king in 1456. 166
MOral judgment of history was
now applied not only to the obvious immorality involved
in the usurpation of Sejo, but also the more remote past
in the dynastic foundation.

By the succ9ssful enshrine-

ment of Chong Mongju in 1517, Neo-Confucianism in Korea
recorded another victory in its continuing efforts to
render moral justice to Korea's past.
(3) Deletion of Chungjong Merit Subjects
The 1506 coup that brought the restoration of King
Chungjong was a rather s1;range event.

As already noted,

it was not carried out by the oppressed Neo-Confucian
scholars, but largely by the old guard who were well
ensconced in the Yonsan government, although they were
gradually alienated toward the later years of the reign.
Therefore, when the roster of merit subjects was prepared
a few days after the coup, it was mostly filled with the
names of the same old people who served the tyrant.
The most prominent example in the list was Yu Chagwang, the villain of the first literati purge of
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1498 and a prototype of the
tional historiography.

~

thereafter in tradi-

With his last-minute partici-

pation in the coup plan, Yu Chagwang had

su~cessfully

listed his name in the fourth place in the first· class
of the merit roster, behind only the Big Three who
actually led the coup.

The roster included 117 merit

subjects.in four classes, who received land, slaves, and
}

titles.

There also were a large number of minor rewards

bestowed upon minor merit subjects of some two hundred
people.

From the day after the announcement of the

roster, criticism began to mount over some undeserving
rewards.

Criticism was particularly harsh in the case

of Yu Chagwang, quite understandably when we consider
his role in the purge of 1498, and continued until he
was finally removed from the roster and then banished
in 1507 to remain so until his death in 1512. 167
In 1519 (Chungjong 14) this issue was brought up
in a more violent fashion by the young scholars led by
Cho Kwangjo, and their success in the revision of the
roster served as one of the major causes of the third
literati purge of that year (JCimyo §ahwa).

The dele-

tion of almost three quarters of the merit subjects
from the original roster 13 years after it had been
made had every reason to be met with great dissatisfaction on the part of those deleted.
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It was no coincidence

that the purge of 1519 followed this revision by only
four days.168

(4) Toward the Restoration of Lady Sin
Just as efforts for the deletion of undeserving
merit subjects were a contemporary manifestation of the
Neo-Confucian spirit of historicism, there was another
difficult problem of moral rectification.

The question

of whether the deposed Lady Sin was to be restored to
queenship was not raised as a problem until the two
magistrates Kim Chong and Pak Sang memorialized the
throne in the summer of 1515 (Chungjong 10).

But when

it was once brought up, it came with a full set of repercussions. 169
Lady Sin was the wife of King Chung jong before he
became the king in 1506.

But she was also daughter of

Sin SUgUn, brother-in-law of the deposed King Yonsan,
who was killed by the coup leaders for his cooperation
with yonsan.

Since the coup leaders killed Sin, it

was politically expedient for them, with the memory of
King Yonsan's bloody revenge of his mother still fresh,
to press the new king to oust the blameless Lady Sin.
Because this happened only a week after the coup
and a new queen, Changgyong, was soon appointed to replace
Lady Sin. nothing could be done for the ousted Lady Sin
for more than ten years.

But Queen Changgyong died
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after child-birth in early 1515. leaving the future succession unsettled.

At the time. King Chungjong's

favorite in the court was Lady Fak. who wanted to push
herself into the now-vacant queenship, with obvious
support from the throne itself.

However, such promo-

tmon for Lady Pak could present a serious problem in the
future succession, because the oldest prince was Lady
Fak's son, while the only legitimate prince born of the
queen was only a few weeks old.

With full grasp of

the potential difficulties. Chief State Councillor Chong
opposed the throne's proposal.
It was in this situation that the Kim-Pak memorial
was submitted at the appeal for counsel announced on the
occurrence of hail, an earthquake. and a five-legged
cow. 170

Their argument was that by restoring Lady Sin

the legitimate heir would be free from the kind of danger
that could come from appointing Lady Fak.

Furthermore,

this would undo some of the moral injustices done to
the lady, thus gaining some intellectual satisfaction
in accordance with Neo-Confucian historicism.

To do so,

it would be necessary to punish posthumously some of the
prominent merit SUbjects who were responsible for the
moral wrong committed in deposing Lady Sin.

Since the

deletion of merit SUbjects was what the young scholars
had wanted for so long, the Kim-Pak memorial was like
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aiming "to kill two birds with one stone."
However,: as it turned out later. this proposal had
one significant flaw.

Remonstrators led by Chief Cen-

sor Yi Haeng (1478-1534) pointed out this flaw.

If

Lady Sin were restored and bore a son. the succession
problem would be more complicated than anything arising
from Lady Fak's promotion.

Furthermore. the possibi-

lity for Lady Sin. if restored, to avenge her father was
not unthinkable.

Yi Haeng did not deny the importance

of moral rectification. but he argued that if by doing
this Lady Sin would endanger the royal succession. it
might as well be avoided.

In other words. Yi Haeng

made his argument more convincingly on the same practical ground, and his view was vindicated two years
later by the fact that a third candidate was selected
as the new queen instead of

~ither

Lady Sin or Lady Pak.

In his fight against the Kim-Pak memorial. however.
Yi Haeng, as Chief of the Office of Censor-General (sagan-won). committed a serious mistake by asking for
severe punishment of Kim and Pak.

Though some high

officials,including Chief State Councillor Chong Kwangp'il. opposed such punishment in fear of blocking the
"route of communication," the censors led by Yi Haeng
insisted and King Chungjong was obviously in the same
mood.
So Kim and Pak were banished. 1?1
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It was at this point that Cho Kwangjo (1482-1519)
found an opportunity to make himself known to the court
by pointing out the mistake committed by Yi Haeng and
his fellow censors.

Cho passed the civil service

examination only the day before the punishment of Kim
and Pak.

When he was appointed to a lower censor post,

Cho Kwangjo immediately stood up to pinpoint the blunder
Yi Haeng made.

Putting himself completely aloof from

the actual question of selecting the next queen, which
had already run its full course anyway, Cho attacked
his fellow censors, including Chief Censor Yi Haeng,
for violating fundamental principles in their eagerness
to punish Kim Chong and Pak Sang.

Indeed Yi Haeng and

his colleagues betrayed their role of protecting the
route of communication between the throne and his
scholar-officials by trying to punish Kim and Pak for
their memorial submitted at the royal appeal for counsel.
And the occasion, as usual, was made possible by portents.

~

Reyiyal

~

fortentism and BevQnd

Here-a question of historicism concerning the
restoration of Lady Sin made a full turn into a question
of portentology.

Of course, Yi Haeng did not explicitly

deny any part of portentology and probably did not mean
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to either.

But since the only social function of

portents in Korean politics of the period was to serve
as an opportunity for "Confucian persuasion" of the
throne by his scholar-officials, any efforts by censors
to suppress such an opportunity of remonstrance was
tantamount to the denial of portentology.

This was

where Cho Kwangjo could make the best of it for rapid
advancement in government.
erred, earning the name of
voluntary retirement. 172

And this was where Yi Haeng
~

and being pushed into

After the fall of King Yonsan and 1m So::; .ong; there
was nobody, except Yi Haeng's inadvertant blunder, who
would argue for the separation of Heaven and man, or
for the independence of human affairs from Heavenly
portents.

Wang An-shih, as the progenitor of the tra-

dition of anti-portentology, was once more firmly denounced
at one of the royal lectures in 1511.
His Majesty attended an evening royal lecture.
The lecture was on the annals of Emperor Shentsung from the Mirror of Sung China (SUn~-Qhien),
and it came to the portion about Wang An-shih
saying that anomalies are accidents of nature
and have nothing to do with gains and losses in
human affairs.
Discussant So Seryang said,
"The theory that anomalies are accidents of
nature and have nothing to do with human affairs
not only misled Emperor Shen-tsung, but also
have been misguiding the rulers ever since.
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At the time solar eclipses, earthquakes, and
other portents had never ceased to occur, and
all of them were what Wang An-shih had brought. "
His Majesty said, "The words of Wang An-shih
are wrong.
Human affairs are felt below and
Heavenly portents respond thereto above. ,,1?)
Yet the portentology revived in the reign of Chungjong was not exactly the same as before King yonsan.
In lSi?, for instance, Nam Kon opposed the idea of
having the new queen pay homage to the ancestral shrine
on the grounds that portents had shown a disharmonious
waxing and waning of

D.n-~.

This argument was

picked up by Kim Chong, who rejected any such specific
corelations between Heavenly portents and human affairs,
proposing that "portents should not be seen as resulting
from any specific human affairs."

Only the culti-

vation of royal virtue can mitigate portents, according
to Kim Chong, and then Cho Kwangjo who soon seconded
him. 174
One of the best specimens of the representative
view of portents of the period is found in the memorial
submitted in 151? (Chungjong 12) by Chief Censor Yi
Songdongl
The above that is immeasurable and the below
that is unfathomable---their shapes are separated in distance and look as if there is no
And yet ,every act of man,
mutual relation.
either virtuous or vicious, reaches Heaven

)J5

without failure and Heaven responds like a
Heaven and man are of
shadow or an echo.
one and the same~.
Since ~ relates
them together, what is felt in human affairs
is duly responded by Heaven---this is the l i
of nature. • •• In the past, auspices were
seen as the joy of Heaven, and omens as the
anger of Heaven.
The joy and anger of Heaven,
however, are not the joy and anger of Heaven,
but the joy and anger of the people of the
world.
The joy and anger of the people of
the world depend upon how the ruler acts.
If
every act of the ruler does not go out of the
bounds of the highest good, then the people of
the world will be in joy.
When they are in
joy, their minds will be in harmony.
Once
harmonious ~ is made to permeate the above
and the below, then Heaven and earth will
naturally respond thereto with harmonious ~.
If the ch' i of Heaven and earth are in harmony,
then
and ~ will be normal, wind and rain
will be timely, hundreds of thing~ will grow;
and wicked phenomena will not occur.
Thus the
world is elevated to the realm of the bright
and broad. 175

nn

After discussing what would come if the ruler stayed
out of the bounds of the "highest good," Yi Songdong
goes on to say that the ultimately good government
rests on every act of the ruler. 176

This is one of

the longest memorials we can find in the SillQk.

King

Chungjong praised the memorial as "so beautiful" that

JJ6

he confessed reading it three times for himself. 177
This excellent piece of portentistic discourse seems
to reflect very well the natural philosophy, or rather the
lack of natural philosophy, of Neo-Confucianism...

In

Neo-Confucian thinking, natural phenomena exist only
as extensions of man's moral concern.

So portentism

departs from the old portentology in two points.

(1)

Any existence of an anthropomorphic Heaven is specifically rejected, as we can see from the memorial of Yi
sOngdong above.

In place of Heaven's joy and anger---

-

-

held by Tung Chung-shu and Chong Tojon---the omnipresent
Neo-Confucian material element

~

is introduced to ex-

plain in more rational terms the relationship between
Heaven and man, or Nature and man.

(2) The prime. and

only cause for all kinds of portents is reduced to the
degree of the moral attainment of human society·, and
then it is further reduced
attainment of the ruler.

~o

a matter of the moral

The first stage of reduction-

ism is more or less the product of old Confucianism
(Classical or Tung Chung-shu portentology), but the
second stage of reduction was the invention of the
Neo-Confucian philosophers.

Now, thanks to the double

reduction, portents were to be seen only as a yardstick to measure the moral attainment of the king,
who had to make incessant efforts to arrive at
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and stay in the "highest good." as the first sentence of
the Great Learning inculcates.
One significant outcome of this reductionism is the
emergence of the politics of
man") in the period.

wn

("small man" or "amoral

We have already seen how Koreans

in the reign of King Songjong started to develop the prototype of .wU.n in 1m sahong , for he. according to the young
Neo-Confucians of the time. tried to distract royal judgment
to his personal gain through his flattery of presenting the
theory of anti-portentology.

After the fall of 1m Sahong

and King yonsan. the idea of ~ became a little different
from the original definition rendered in the case of
1m Sahong.

Now there were few people if any who would

voice a theory of anti-portentology. thus no one could be
held as a

~

for the same reason as the case of 1m Sahong.

Instead, whenever serious portents occurred. people began
to attack somebody who could have served as a stumbling
block in the throne's efforts for higher moral attainment.
The portent was becoming the sign of the existence of
such

~

in government.

This development was unmistakable from the early
years of King Chungjong's reign.

When the throne an-

nounced an appeal for counsel in 1507 (Chungjong 2)
occasioned by portents including hail. the portents
were seen as "the response to the ,wU.n's working in
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government," or as "the sign of the .li2.1n's getting his
way to invite chaos to the nation. "178

Such attacks

were aimed at the first class merit subjects, especially
Yu Chagwang.

Two years later, a series of Venus-indaytime was seen as the sign of soin in power. 179
So

King Chungjong once said that an expected solar eclipse
would not occur if the ruler could keep up with good
government, which was lito use the wise and tbeexpel the
wicked. ,,180

The Literati Blrge 2.!. .lS.1.21

~ JM~,ainst .§Q.in

It is well known that the third literati purge of
the Yi dynasty in 1519 (Kimvo sahwa) was in part caused
by the Cho Kwangjo group's castigation of the old guard,
inclUding Nam Kon, as soin. 181
As a student of Kim
Chongjik himself, Nam Kon was originally not a man far
from the tradition that the young scholars of the early
part of Chungjong's reign inherited from the Kim Chongjik tradition.

In less than half a year after the

Chungjong restoration, however, Nam Kon and Sim Chong
were rewarded for uncovering a cloak-and-dagger plot
against the leading merit subjects.
charged the merit SUbjects as

The plotters

corrupt~.

And one

of the men behind the assassination plot was Cho Kwangjo
himself, and apparently for this reason Nam and Sim
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were picked up as a new model of §.2.i.n the reafter by
the rising scholars led by Cho Kwangjo.182
This seemingly minor incident manifests the radical
reformism embraced by the young Neo-Confucians in the
early years of Chungjong's reign.

The involvement of

Cho Kwangjo and some other leaders of the young "scholars of 1519" is found in the Sillok record, but other
personal memoirs written after the purge of 1519 are
silent on this involvement. 1S)
Surely such revolutionary

adventurism would not be appropriate to the image

of Cho Kwangjo, the enshrined sage of Korean Confucian
tradition.

And this story was not included in the

writings oftthe scholars of the later period, because
the later scholars identified themselves as in the Cho
Kwangjo tradition and not in the Nam Kon tradition.
The radical reformism we see in this adventurous
plot to bring changes in government through assassination was the keynote in the rising political muscle of
the Cho Kwangjo group during the ye.ars of Chungjong's .
reign up to the literati purge of 1519 (Chungjong 14).
The young scholars'determination to render historicistic
judgment upon the living or the re~ently dead merit
subjects was to arouse a great deal of consternation
among the menit subjects, their descendents and friends.
The Cho Kwangjo group's overnight remonstrances in the
)40

court-yard for the abolition of the Office of Taoist
Affairs (Sogyok-so), which we have already reviewed,
"~
·
184
was ano th er expre ssaon
0.1. th"
e i.r ra d"a caIref
ornu.sm,
By

this, they wanted to add the final touch to the

triumph of Confucian rationalism that was started with
similar zeal at the end of the Koryo dynasty by Chong
Tojon and his followers.

Although the issue was not a

fresh one, and few if any came out to oppose their
efforts to abolish the last vestige of Taoist exorcism,
their uncompromising assertion of the principle before
the throne had inevitably aroused a great deal of ire on
the part of the king, who had rendered powerful support
to their cause until this time.
The radical reformism of the Cho group also exploited
another significant issue that ultimately led to their
downfall---the recommendation examination (ch'On'gO-kwa,
or hyOllyang-kwa).18 5

Appointment of officials through

recommendation was one of the three major channels of
the civil service in Yi Korea, although the formal examination was by far the dominant one of the three. 186
And we have already seen that the followers of Kim Chongjik, after their first failure in similar efforts in 1478,
had successfully raised the question of appointing Chong
YOch'ang on the occasion of the thunderbolt hitting a
man outside the palace in 1490 (Songjong 21).1 87
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Yet recommendation was limited to lower officials
and used. sparingly, usually on occasions of unusual
The Cho Kwangjo group's success in instituting

portents.

this channel as a formal and regular route of recruiting
a large number of "neglected men of virtue" (~) was
the first such happening in Korean history.188
Sokho pointed out, the

nec~ssity

As Sin

of the recommendation

came with the changing emphasis from literary arts to the
study of the classics. 189
In a way it served as another
factor to push Nam Kon, the recognized literary master of
the period, into strong opposition to the Cho group.
As King Chungjong had once admitted, apparently under- the
influence of some 'of the scholars of theCho group, Iiterary arts were only a branch and the classics was the root
But such concern
of scholarship for the new era. 190
for the classics was not
in

el~ment

~ything

new, for it was a built-

of Confucianism, though it was reemphasized

strongly by Neo-Confucian scholars.
For the young scholars gathered under Cho Kwangjo,
the ills of the society and the government were that the
men of virtue could not be fully utilized under the
established government civil service examination with
its sole emphasis upon knowledge, especially in the
field of literary arts.
accordingly.

To know does not mean to act

For the highly moralistic Neo-Confucian

scholars, this truism was .felt more acutely.
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And

the

young radicals wanted to solve the problem through their
conviction that the crux of good government was in recruiting men of virtue who could help achieve the moral rectification of the people by acting as models for emulation.
Iw1en of mere knowledge can very much be .wU.n, or amoral
men, who would only invite ruin to the world.

This is

where the recommendation was so relevant to rising concerns over the problem of soin in politics.
The recommendation has also had a long history in
China, and Chu Hsi himself supported at least a partial
The idea of doing
use of the method in his time. 191
away with the regular examination entirely and filling
government posts with recommended men of virtue was a
nostalgic ideal of the Neo-Confucian scholars and "an
idealistic regret" of the Confucians over the Legalistic
contaminations of government, to borrow Nivison's expression. 192
If the idea of the recommendation held by the Cho
Kwangjo group came from Chu Hsi, they obviously decided
to go all the way rather than to stop in the middle, as
their teacher did, in adopting the method in government.
From the earliest known political action, that is, the
1507 plot for the assassination of some of the top merit
sUbjects, the Cho group wanted to replace the old govern-

ment civil service examination with the recommendation
system. 193

Although it is not clear what might have been

done if they had stayed in power long enough, the wholesale replacement of the civil service examination with
recommendation was a possibility.

Ideals, however,

always get corrupted in practice.

And it was only one

such case of the corrupt ideals that three sons of Right
State Councillor, An Tang, were included among the twentyeight final passers of the first recommendation in 1519.
An Tang was placed somewhat irregularly in the state
councillorship by the strong support of the Cho group,
and in his proximity to the throne he was serving the
young scholars in the role of spokesman for the group.19 4
Even to the most unsuspecting eyes, the passing of his
three sons at once was enough to arouse

suspic~on.

The source of tension on a more basic level was the
degree of reformism in the Confucian tradition.

In a

well-known position statement in the Analects, Confucius
said that he was a transmitter and not an innovator. 195
It was through Kang Yu-wei's metamorphosis

o~

Chinese

tradition in meeting with the West that Confucius was
reinterpreted as a reformer or revolutionary thinker. 196
What Confucius did was far from what he claimed in this
statement, according to Fung Yu-lan, and Confucius was
an innovator in the guise of transmitting. 197
The fact
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remains, however, that any radical institutional changes
in Chinese history were generally frowned upon, as we can
see in the case of Wang An-shih's

re~orms.

And signifi-

cantly enough for our study of the Korean cases, Wang A..'I"lshih was the model of the

~

in Yi Korean political

discussions, as we have repeatedly seen above.
Opposition to and purge of the Cho Kwangjo group in
the third literati purge of the Yi dynasty in 1519 (Kimyo
sahwa) was primarily aimed at this radical reformism.
The

~requent

display of extremism by the Cho group aroused

a great deal of apprehension among the growing number of
scholars, touching their conservative instinct.

Under

their aegis, too many institutional changes were tried too
often in too short a period of time with too many extremes.
So their introduction of recommendation was viewed as
"one of the extreme cases of many institutional changes
in recent years" by the opposing group of scholars. 198
The exemplary spirit of the Confucian conservatism
of the period can be found in the case of the staunch

-

-,'

and consistent opposition raised by Chief state Councillor Chong Kwangp'il (1462-1538) throughout the reform
period of the Cho group.

Chong raised opposition to

almost everything the radical group tried to accomplish
against the established practices.

But more interest-

ingly, he also raised his opposition when the Cho group
was indicted for treason, and he even opposed the repeal

of the recommendation system after the fall of the
radicals, even though he was one of the champions in
opposition to the introduction of the system.

For

Chong Kwangp' il, any sudden change one way or the other
was very undesirable, and he wanted to see the result
of the institution, once introduced, instead of repealing
it right away.199
His consistent conservatism secured him an honorable
position in later historiography in the Yi period as
one of the leaders of the reform movement led by Cho
Kwangjo.

Of course, this is a total distortion of the

fact, for Chong was consistent in opposing any radical
reforms tried by the Cho group.

Other conservatives,

on the other hand, were castigated by traditional historiography as

~,

because Nam Kon and his group wanted

to eradicate such radical reformism once and for all by
rendering most harsh punishment.
Here we come across the

~

again.

But was this

sain the same as the soin defined in the case of 1m Sahong as described earlier?
~

The earlier definition of

was one who denies portentology to' woo personal favors

from the throne by removing ideological restraints from
the king's exercise of power.

Such

~

could not exist

any more after the fall of King Yonsan and 1m Sahong,
because nobody would deny portentology any more.
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Now

everybody knew what a portent meant to his society, and
nobody wanted to be ostracized as
of portentology.

~

for his denial

Portentology (including

port~ntism)

was put away into the sacrosanct shrine of Neo-Confucianism, and it did not play much of a role in the later
political discussions, including the literati purge of
1519.

Sacred is sterile; portentism enshrined did not

produce any more debate.
The only thing that mattered now was history.
With exactly the same spirit they brought to thei.r historicistic reassessment of their immediate past, including
the Sejo's usurpation, the scholars began to criticize
their political opponents.

As a result, the young radi-

cals called their conservative opponents sain.
conservative eyes, however, the radicals

To the

were~.

So

when the earthquake of' 1518 started a court debate on the
question of

~,

one conservative scholar-official saidl

The earthquake of yesterday was one of the worst
among all recent portents.
Your Majesty has
already expressed that this was a sign of the
waxing ~ and waning ~.
What can it be
other than the existence of ~ ?
Indeed,
there are soin.
Yet it is hard to tell them.
They look like men of principle (kunja) in
appearance, and soin inside only. Since these
.w:Un are often men of many talents, why would
they reveal their true nature through the ex347

posure of their marks of sain'?
They act most
righteous.
If the thrQne reveres the olden
days, they are quick to find such a tendency.
Then regardless of the impossibilities posed
by the given circumstances, they pretend to
guide the throne according to the ways of yore,
only to carry out their own desires in actuality.200
To the conservatives, the radical reformism of the Cho
Kwangjo group was nothing but

~'s

pretension to the

ways of yore aimed at personal gains.
Nam Kon, as the leader of the opposition to the Cho
group, left his name as a later model of an incorrigible
~

in traditional historiography.

But Nam Kon him-

self apparently believed that he was a man of principle,
as we can see from his biography of Yu Chagwang, another
~

according to traditional historiography for his role

in the first literati purge of 1498 (Yonsan 4).

Nam Kon

wrote in parts
The political turmoil of 1478 201 was when
righteous men attacked wicked men.
The literati
purge of 1498 was when tb.e wicked trapped the
righteous.
In that twenty-year period, there
was one victory and one defeat, thus alternating
good government and chaos.
In the use of punishments, men of principle are loose and generous.
In reverse, however, the sain always stop only
after killing all their enemies.
If the men of
principle in 1478 had exhausted their use of
punishments, how could there have been the purge
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-",:

of 1498. 202
Was it not this regret over incomplete punishments in
1478 that drove Nam Kon and his group to a Pyrrhic victory over the Cho Kwangjo group'?
Thus the concept of .wLin gi.ves us another perspective on the literati purge of 1519 (KimyQ sahwa).

In

this purge, each of the opposing parties---conservatives
and radicals---found the other party to be

Each

~.

believed its own legitimacy in the tradition of NeoConfucianism, the revitalization of the Confucian vision.
Both parties shared the same political philosophy with
same portentism and same historicism.

Yet on the

question of how. their vision could be achieved, they parted
from each other.

The radicals were more optimistic,

while the conservatives were less so.

But they were

all Neo-Confucian in their basic intellectual orientations.
It is an irony of history that Nam Kon left his
name in the Korean historiography of the Yi period as
a model of the

~,

although we can hardly find any

radical reformism from the later history of the dynasty
close to that held by the Cho Kwangjo group.
it was not ironic, after all.

Perhaps

For in the Neo-Confucian

culture of Yi Korea, moral vindication of a public man
was to be achieved through his self-sacrifice by the

immoral society.

Cho Kwangjo survived in history

thanks to the unbroken vision he carried to his tomb;
and Nam Kon died in history because he survived in a political struggle to have an opportunity to try, and to fail,
his vision.

The literati purge of 1519 was the first

struggle among the Neo-Confucian scholars themselves,
a sign of the successful introduction of Neo-Confucianism
in Korea.

MOre significantly for later Korean history,

it was the first symptom of factional struggles to come
in the soil where monarchical power was effectively
emasculated under the sacrosanct dominance of portentism
and historicism.
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CONCLUSIONS
In this study changes in Korean portentology are
examined to shed light on largely unexplored, and sometimes misinterpreted, areas of Korean political and intellectual history.

The first major landmark in the

history of portentology in Korea is found at the beginning of the eleventh century, half a century after Koryo's
introduction of Chinese institutions including civil
service examination.

The Koreans had, for the first

time, mastered the skills

~f

observing and recording for

themselves the myriad portents that were considered important by the Chinese.

From this they began to devise their

own calendars by borrowing the basic data from the Chinese.
These skills made inclusion of more records of portents
in the KoryQ-~ possible, thus indicating that the Koreans
internalized the Chinese theory of portents, largely along
the line of Tung Chung-shu' s interpretations.
Nevertheless, the prevalent intellectual outlook in
the KoryO period was religious---shamanistic, Taoistic,
and Buddhistic---but not Confucian.

To be sure, Confu-

cianism was indispensable in the Koryo period as a source
of knowledge and as an instrument of the preservation and
development of literary skills.
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However, like Tung

Chung-shu's Confucianism, which barely survived in China
during the Han and T'ang dynasties, Korean Confucianism
in the Koryo period

ha~

never claimed a leading role in

politicso
With the rise
Ch~ng

o~

the militant young Confucians led by

Tojon in the ~inal years o~ Koryo, Confucian teaching

began to emerge as the guiding, and the dominant, spirit
of politics.
dynasty in 1392.

This spirit helped to inaugurate the new
With a zealous rationalism, dormant

under the dominance of Buddhist and Taoist-shamanist religions in the Koryo period, Chong Tojon's group of scholars
created strong opposition to the superstitiousness
ditional religious responses to portents.

o~

tra-

The result

was the transformation of portentology from a religious
to a political sphere.

Now instead of trying to exorcise

portents by an array of religious rituals, more emphasis
was given to their political implications, and they were
seen more and more as signs of failure in government.
The new intellectual climate was instrumental in the
dynastic change from Koryo to Yi Korea in 1392,

However,

because of the political significance of the dynastic
change in Korean history, modern scholars take this point
of Korean history as the beginning of the Neo-Confucian
orthodoxy of the Yi dynasty.

Yet the temper and tone of

Chong Tojon's anti-superstition movement is more similar
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to Han Yu's rhetoric, and his portentology is that of Tung
Chung-shu, not Chu Hsi.

Certainly the representative

Confucian scholars, such as Chong Tojon and Kwon Kun,
used considerable Neo-Confucian terminology to talk about
human nature (hsing) and reason (li), the basic concepts
in Neo-Confucian speculations.

Yet the new trend re-

mained more or less on a highly intellectual level among
a small number of scholars and did not become relevent to
the society of Yi Korea until the late fifteenth century,
one hundred years after the dynastic change.
As it developed in Yi Korea,

Neo~Ccnfucian

politics

demonstrated a strong tendency toward ethocracy, where
moral value was taken as the highest goal in government.
All human experiences in time and space were reduced to
ethocratic interpretations, producing etho-historicism
and etho-portentism.

History and portents became two

mirrors to reflect the moral attainment of government,
and especially of the ruler.
The politics of early Yi Korea were not ethocratic.
To put it bluntly, the fratricide committed by King T'aejong and the regicide committed by King Sejo in the fifteenth century were hardly acceptable to the later political milieu of Neo-Confucian dominance.

In the early

Yi period, the scholar's primary concern was the institutional development of the government, but not the moral
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inculcation of the people.

Their scholarly efforts were

geared to encyclopedic compilations of past records, and
not to the philosophical concerns typical of Neo-Confucianism.

And their attitude toward the shamanistic,

Taoistic, and Buddhistic traditions was more tolerant
than that of later scholar-officials.

In short, they

had not yet recovered from their long habit of subordination to the religious dominance of the Koryo period.
With the increasing transplantation of contemporary
Chinese civilization in the early reigns of the Yi dynasty
up to King Songjong (r. 1470-1494), and under the enormous
scholarly achievements, especially in the reign of King
Sejong (r. 1419-1450), the Confucian tradition of Korea
was rapidly becoming Neo-Confucian.

It was from the mid-

Songjong period in the last quarter of the fifteenth century that Neo-Confucian ethocracy began to attain political significance in Korea, under the aegis of Kim Chongjik.

To the young scholar-officials under his guidance,

moral uprightness was the prime qualification of the
scholar-officials as well as of the ruler.

Armed with

wisdom acquired from the study of massive historical works
these scholars began a moral crusade for good government.
They severed themselves from the past generations of Confucian scholars, whom they castigated for allowing the
moral corruption of history, especially in their
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involvements with the usurper king, Sejo.
scholars urged ethocratic historicism in the

These young
belie~

that

they, with their keen sense of man's destiniy in moral
attainment in this world, must be the actual makers of
history.

With the great fervor of new converts, the

young scholars pressed their cause with constant moral
persuasion of the king, especially through their contacts
with him at royal lectures and audiences.
The initial success of the new breed of scholars, in
the later years of King Songjong's reign, was a mere prelude to the struggles to come between the Neo-Confucians
and the old guard scholars.

When the old guard found

a support in King Yonsan (r. 1495-1506), who correctly
saw the political danger of Neo-Confucianism, for instance
in Neo-Confucian portentism, to his exercise of royal prerogatives, Neo-Confucianism was put to a violent trial.
The ethocratic ideal of Neo-Confucianism was challenged,
resulting in two literati purges, the first two of the
four similar purges in this period.

The first purge was

directed against Neo-Confucian historiciam, the second
against

Neo-Co~ucian

portentism.

Because portentology was already well developed as
an institutional channel far remonstrance, the only protection of the government from an absolute monarch, the
denial of the portentousness of unusual natural phenomena
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was tantamount to a blocking of the route of communication,
and denial of the Confucian politics of persuasion.
When the coup of 1506 expelled King Yonsan, it was perhaps
not so much from opposition to his

anti~Neo-Confucianism

as it was from the alienation of his close associates.
Nevert~eless,

the success of the coup meant the victory

of Neo-Confucianism in Korean history.
The "restoration" of King Chungjong was not just the
restoration of a king"but the accession of the Neo-Confucian scholars to power.

The literati purge of 1519

was different,from previous ones.
in Yi

~istory,

For the first time

it was a struggle between the two factions

of Neo-Confucian scholar-officials.

Both sides were fol-

lowers of Kim Chongjik's teachings, and they used the
same rhetoric in attacking each other.

The literati

purge of 1519 was but the first eruption of factional
struggles resulting from the political vacuum of emasculated royal power created by the victory of Neo-Confucianism.

Even though the government organization would

demand strong leadership by the throne as the final
arbiter, the victory of Neo-Confucianism made such strong
leadership impossible.

Only strong kings with developed

political skills could rule the country, but incompetent
kings were more numerous than able ones in the later
period of the Yi dynasty.

Naturally the power vacuum
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under incompetent kings was filled with struggles among
scholar-officials, thus inviting the well-known "factional
struggles" of the Yi dynasty after the sixteenth century.
The victory of Neo-Confucianism, with its strong
moral sense, also helped to bring strict social stratification to Yi society.

The emergence of the chungin (the

"middle people") as a distinct social class, and the discriminauion against the sons of concubines, were developments related to the new orthodoxy.

Scholarly concerns

shifted from the encyclopedic erudition of the early Yi
period to the metaphysical speculations.

Soha}{ (the

lTimary Learning) became the primer for every pupil in
elementary education, and in 1510, for the first time in
Korean history, the Confucian classics were translated
into Korean vernacular. 1
From the mid-sixteenth century, private academies, modeled after the one established
by Chu Hsi, began to emerge as the major educational instituti.on for aaf'eguar-di.ng the national orthodoxy, as well
as becoming the hotbed of factional struggles. 2

It was

such intellectual milieu that produced the greatest
Neo-Confucian thinkers of Korea---Yi Hwang and Yi 1--in the latter half of the sixteenth century.
One cannot help but ask the significance of the
victory of Neo-Confucian portentism in Korea.

For in-

stance, it is generally agreed that Neo-Confucianism in
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China and Japan inhibited the rise of modern science.)
Can we not say the same of Neo-Confucianism in Korea?
The answer is definitely yes, and different"Uspirit of
science

II

can be shown to have existed in the pre-Neo-

Confucian and the Neo-Confucian periods.
The first example is from 1441 (Sejong 2)

when Yi

Korea was not yet under the influence of portentism.
When there was a report of yellow rain that spring,
Prince Anp'yong submitted a thorough "scientific" report
to disprove the portentousness of the phenomenon:
When the people of the capital talked loudly of
the yellow rain last night, I ordered my men
immediately to go and see those places in the
... palace where water was locked up after the rain.
All were mixed with pine flowers, and I could
not tell the truth.
Then Ichecked the containers filled with water from the same rain
last night, but could not find any such thing.
If this were what Heaven had sent down, why
should it fallon the ground, yet not into the
containers?
Furthermore, the color of the
water was not really yellow, but rather like a
mixture with pine flowers.
When I tasted it,
it was bitter, again like pine flowers.
When
I let my servant mix pine flowers with plain
water, it became exactly the same as the yellow
rain water, and people could nQt tell one from
the other.
From the 25th of this month, the
wind became gradually gustier and made pine
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flowers fly.
Then after the rain these showed
There is
up floating over the rain-water.
nothing strange about it.
So, even if there.
are some people who talk about "yellow rain,"
please do not have any doubt about it. 4
After some deliberations, King Sejong and his officials
decided to agree with Anp'yong's report.
The difference is obvious when this is compared with
a typical example of the attitude of Neo-Confucian portenIn 1520 (Chungjong 15), the observation of the

tism.

two suns was reported to the court from Chonju, Cholla
Province,

The Royal Secretariat and the Office of

Astronomy suspected a mistaken observation, and the king
wanted to verify the report.

But the Chief and Left

State Councillors expressed the opinion that such a verification was unnecessary.

According to Nam Kon, Left

State Councillor, who was the arch-enemy of the Cho Kwangjo group purged the previous year, all that counted was
the throne' s self-cultivation and not whether tie report
was true or false. 5

King Chungjong could only follow

the advice of his state councillors.
In Neo-Confucian portentism, natural phenomena existed
only as extensions of the cosmic moral order, and never
as independent happenings with their own logic.

For

the rest of the Yi dynasty, portentism continued to be the
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only way of seeing unusual natural phenomena.

Neither

the monarch nor his officials raised any official doubt
about portentism.

Once firmly established as the ortho-

dox view, portentism became inflexible, it left little
room for imagination or for science.

From the king

to the Confucian college student, everyone knew exactly
what to do on the occurrence of a portent.

Portentism

ceased to play any role in politics, for no differences
of opinion developed concerning the significance of any
given portent.

Only because of its basic function as

a check on the royal prerogatives did portentism survive
after the victory of Neo-Confucian portentology in Korea.
But as long as the throne was not despotic, as the later
Yi kings were not, portentism had little function to
serve.

In a practical sense, then, portentism was no

longer a politically useful tool after the early sixteenth
century.
The fact that portentism was officially unchallenged
during the rest of the Yi dynasty. however. does not mean
that anti-portentology in the cases of King Yonsan and
Im Sahong disappeared completely with the victory of
Neo-Confucian portentism.

Although it was never dis-

cussed in-the court. Kim An'guk (1478-1543) for instance
expressed his doubts about the portentousness of natural
phenomena. 6
As in the cases of Im Sahong and King yonsan.
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Kim An'guk's view was criticized by his fellow Confucian
scholars for its similarity to Wang An-shih's.
tradition obviously continued underground, to be more
outspokenly expressed later by sirbak scholars.

Yi Ik

(1681-1763), for instance, wrote of his disbelief in
portentism as well as his concurrence with Kim An'guk's
opinion.?
In Korea portents were observed and interpreted
throughout history from the Three Kingdoms period down
to the twentieth century; political portentology, however,
ran its full and most productive life-cycle between 1392
and 1519.
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INTRODUCTION
1The enormous data of unusual natural phenomena in
East Asia has been praised, on the one hand;,' as a scientific achievement, and censured, on the other, as fabrication for political purposes.
In Chinese history, the
former group of scholars include Ho Peng Yoke, Joseph
Needham, F. Richard Stephenson" and Yao Shan-yu. among
others.
About the latter group. there is a still unsolved controversy over the portents in Han China.
According to Bie lenstein , the number of recorded portents for different reigns of Han would indicate the popularity of the reigns---the number of portents is an independent variable to measure the popularity of the rulers
---as reflected by contemporary officials.
Eberhard,
however, could not find any such relationship to measure
the popUlarity of emperors for contemporary scholar-offioials.
Eberhard therefore believes the falsification of
portent data was made by later historians instead of contemporary officials.
As we shal1~;,see in the course of.'
this study, both opinions seem to be unapplicable to the
case of portents in Korean history.
For the works of
'those scholars working on the scientific value of the data,
see Qhineu. Science, 1 (1975). For the latter, see Hans
Bielenstein, "An Interpretation of the Portents in the
Ts' ien-han-shu," ~lletin D.f Museum 2!. Ea.I:. Eastern An:t.i4yities (Stockholml. 22 (1950), pp. 127-143; Wolfram Eberhard, liThe Political Function of Astronomy and Astronomers
in Han China," in John K. Fairbank, ed., Chines, Thought
an4 In§tituti~ (Chicago, 1957), pp. 33-70.
For the Korean records, only the solar eclipses were
put to a similar criticism as reliable sources, 'from Iijima
Tadao, "Sangoku shiki no nisshoku ki,ji ni tsuite," TQyO
CWhO, 15 (1926), pp. 410-424, and Otani .Mi.tsuo, "Sangoku
shiki no nisshoku kiji ni tsuite, " Qh6s§n ~, 62 (19710,
pp. 1-20.
We shall have more about it in Chapter I.

2A Chinese hietorian has already characterized the
politics of the early Sung China as "ethocracy," a rule
in which the elite in control is characterized by a particular status and function with regard to moral values,
just as a theocracy functions with regard to religious
values.
See James T. C. Liu, "An Early Sung Reformers
Fan Chung-yen," in John K. Fairbank. ed. o Chinese Thought
and Ina t 1t ut i Qns (Chicago, 1957), p. 131.

QHAPXER 1.
1See above (n, of Introduction) for Iijima and otani.
Otani generally confirms Iijima's findings, but tends to
give some credit to the possibility of Koreans' own observations in the Unified Silla period, particularly from the
eclipses recorded for 787.
2K• J. H. Gardiner, ~ EarlY History
lulu, 1969), pp. 65-66.

g!,

Korea (Hono-

}Fo-r instance, Yi Hongjik limits the reliability of
the Samguk .au1 records from King Naemul (356-401) for
Silla, from King KUnch'ogo (346-374) for Paekche, and from
KingT'ae·jo·(S3"'145) for Koguryo. . See his "Samguk sagi,"
in ~'guk iU.. ko jOn paeksOn (Sindonga SUpplement, January,
1969; p. 83..
No scholar until today has ever tried to
question Iijima's thesis after its first appearance half
a century ago.
Most recently Ko Pyongik tried to develop
a more favorable case for the historiography of the Samevk
aBI1 ·in"Samguk· sagi e· issoso ui yoksa sosul," in his
Tonga kYosOpsa a1 yOn'gu (Seoul, 1970), pp. 69-101.
Yet
he-follows Iijima's thesis to admit Kim Pusik's padding
with "as many as sixty-six solar eclipses," from Chinese
sources.
See p. 92.
Ko's favorable view of Kim Pusik's
historiography is challenged by Kim Ch'olchun.
Yet Kim
Ch'olchun also accepts Iijima thesis by writing that Kim
Pusik "mechanically copied the records on diplomatic
affairs and on solar eclipses to insert into his SIm£Uk
~ from Qhinese historie§." _ See_his "Koryo chungg!
UJ. munhwa uisik kwa sahalt ui songkyok,'
Han'gut §A ~'gu,
9 (1973), pp. 59-86, especiallyp. e3.
Eleven kinds of
natural calamities in the Samguk .au1 are studied, in their
relations to famines and th~ assistance of the poor people
in the Three Kingdoms period, by Yi Hoyong, "Han 'guk kodae
sahoe ui chaehae wa kubinch'aek," Sah u .QJ11, 5 (1971),
pp. 5-50. The tables of monthly distributions of the
eleven calamities, inclUding floods, droughts, locust,
frost, sleet, typhoons, disease (epidemic), earthquakes,
snow, fires, :famines, are made by this author for the period.
But this study has little concern for the portentousness
of those phenomena, and thus has little to do with my
study.
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4~, "sO," 3a.
5I use "authentic" here to denote that certain historical records are not intentionally fabricated by historians but based upon certain facts, even though the facts
wert\ distorted and garbled in the long process of repeated
reinterpretations by historians.
Thus "authentic" here
means roughly the same as "genuine and authentic" in J.
Barzun and H. F. Graff, ~ l\'bdern Be searcher (New York,
1957), p, 90.
6Although we cannot tell who were responsible for
those six chapters, the names of the people responsible
for the monograph section of' the Koryo-a are known. See
Kim Ch'olchun, "Koryosa," in Han'~k Yi ~ DUksOn
(SindQn~a Supplement, January, 19 9), p. 93.
7T'aejong ~, 8,14a.

8~, 110,37b and 41b.
9~.,101,12b-21a.
l°Ka, 4,15a. 95,ZOa-b.
The year of completion is
not known, but Yi Pyongdo estimates it as 1034 (Tokchong
3). l1See his Hgn'guk-sa. Chungse (Seoul. 1961), p. 228,

n, 2.

11~, 95,20a-b,

"Hwang Churyang."

12
. Ch'olchun,
_See K1m
"Koryo-sa,"

Han'iM~

-kojon
Yl

paekson (SingoDe-a SUpplement, January, 1969), pp. 92-94.
13YODsan'gyn ~. 23.11a.
14KSQ. 16. 39b-40a.
This part is fully translated in
Section (6) of Chapter II below.
:5Tn :u'!. "Pomnye," lb.
The _same phrase is found in
So Koj~, Tongguk t'onggam. "Pomnye."
16U

,

42.23b.

17 Yi Ik, SOngho saesOl, Sang, pp. 48-49, "Noin-song.

It

18 For the details of this incident, see Chapter II,

B, (3).

19Chapter II has a short subsection on the "Rain of
King T'aejong, It in Section (14) of Part A.
20Por the meteor and the death of Yi sunstn, see
Section (10), Part A. of the following chapter.
21 ManY' cases of punishments are documented under
several sections in Chapter II.
The significance of the
sifferent attitudes is discussed in Chapter IV.
22Ki ng Yonsan's growing antagonism against portentology is one major theme I will develop in the latter
part of Chapter IV.
23Astronomers, geomancers, medical doctors, and interpreters became known as chung' n ("middle people n) in the
Yi period.
Many functionaries in government and the sons
of concubines were absorbed into this social class between
the ya,ntban and the commoners.
We do not know much
about the origin and development of this social class, let
alone its relation to the development of astronomy or
other sciences in Yi Korea.
For a summary of the present
scholarly achievements on the topic, see Sin Haesun, "Chunggan kyech'ung," in Kuksa p'yonch,"an wiwonhoe, edt Han'guk,~, 10 (SeOUl, 1974), pp. 595-629.
24naily records of the Office of Astronomy apparently
existed in several forms, and at least a couple of them
were salvaged by Wada Yuji in the early twen~ieth century.
But the portions he saw fifty years ago, Ch'onb~n :tynltlOk
(Register of Portents) and P'ungun-gi (Records of Wind and
Clouds), are no longer available today.
See sang-ween
Jeon, icienc§ aD4 Technology in Korea (Cambridge, 1974),
pp. 98 and 129.
25Circumstantial evidence includes Song Chudok.
_
Soun-gwan m (Guide to the Office of Astronomy). l,27a31a. where there are details of how to make observation
reports for various portents.
Chaei-go (Kyujanggak Collection, ~~, No. 1313) has a selected list of portents
for the period of 1624-1655, with about 30 illustrations
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of solar "and lunar eclipses and portents.
The illustrations make it rather uniquely informative in our understa~ding of how the original reports might have been made.
26According to the statistics in Korea, there were
1.4-2•.5 triplets for eve~ 100,OQO birth§ for the year
1938-1939.
See Chosen kosei kyokai, Chosen ni okeru jink.u. n1 kansuru .aM tsQke1. (Seoul, 1943). pp. 64-65.
27sejong~, 78,27b.
28For the number of days to travel between the_ capital
and the local areas of Korea in the Yi period, see 0 Sukkwon, ~ ch'warYQ, Ha, 32a-50a, np'alto chongdo."

Chapter II.
-..-."
1Iijima Tadao, "Sangoku shiki (=Samguk ~) no
nisshoku kiji ni tsuite,n TQyO &:a1ruhO, 15 (1926), pp. 410424.
Also in his Shine kQdai-ahi ~ temmon-gaku fTokyo,
192.5).
Otani Mitsuo, HSan~oku shiki (=S~k ~) no
nisshoku kiji ni tsuite, n Chosen €akuhO, 621972), pp. 120.
2Q:tani Mi. tsuo, ~ • .Q.U.., p. 2.
3My tabulation is made from the Sanmtk JU!&1, KoryQ-a
and the Sillok for the different dynastic periods.
For
deatils of the sources and their critical evaluations, see
Chapter I.

4~, 7,4a-b; 64.37b.
5.IlWi.

6~e 11,27b; 47,13a.

KSQ. 4,35b-36a.

8T'aejong~. 11.28a, i2,2a.
Obviously he soon was
reinstated in his post. for we find him active as chief of
the field observation team of a solar eclipse in King
Sejong's reign.
See SejQng~. 39,J3b.
9~, 64, 37a-b.
1OKS.• 84,Sb.
1 ..

_J.K§.,

120,4a. "Yun Sojong."

i2For instance. see Yonsen 'gun iJ,gi, 20.4b.
i3T ' ae j o ~, lS.i1a.

14sejong~, 26.2ib.

Y9nsan 'gun ilgi, 48, lSb.

15.In!Q. ~" 21,2Sb.
16s ee Sang-woon Jeon, Spience an£ TeChnQlogy in Kgrea
(Cambridge, 1974). p. 93.
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24~, 47,11b.
2Syu Kye,~ che~ang. 13.19b-20a.
261m • 47,17b.

27~. 126.34b. "Pyon Annyol."
T'aejo ~. 1,15a.
28Chungjong ~, 38,48a.

7!1!chongyu.n

29sejong~, 28,3b.

KS.Q.. 31, 19a.

Yi I, SOk1;aro ll.gj., "Sonjo

42YOllyOsil, 7, "Kimyo sahwa."
43See Lynn Thorndike, A History ~ M§eic and'Experimentaf,Science. Vol. IV (New York. 1934). pp. 98-99.
44Needham, ~,III. pp. 473-477.
45.s.I. 5, "Wolmyang-sa tosol-ga. "

46~. 9.9b.

47~. 47,44a-58b for the reign of Injong;
36a for the reign of Kongmin.

~. 49.2la-

48Chun«jong ~, 39.1b-2a.

49~•• 39,2b-3a.
50 "
, ,~, 14,13b.
51~, 42,25b.

KSQ. 29,10a.

52.s.I, 1, "Yono-rang Seo-nyC;."
53~. 8.18a.

7b.

54For 1m, see ~, 130,24b-25a.
For Kim, see ~, 131,13b.

For Cho. see

55Yi It SOktam.i..ki, "Sonjo 13/2/-."
56~, 48,llb-12a.
57~, 48,12a-b.
58~, 48, 27a.
59~, 48,35a.

~.

15,19b.
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~.

131,

60~. 16.J9b-40a.
, ' ~1.A. recent study sees the incident as evidence of'
Chloe Hang's lack of' political talent. , See Edward J.
Shultz, "Instituti;on'al', Develop~ents.in Korea under the'
Ch'oe Houses 1196-1258," (Unpublished PhD Dissertation,
University of' Hawaii, 1976), p. 221.
62~. 20,21a.
6J For the astronomical 'acnievements in the ,reign of'
King SejQng, see Sang-woon' Jeon. 'Science and ~chnolo~y
in Korea (Cambridge, 1974), pp, 3-4, and passim.
Clearly this was the first time in Korean history that
Koreans mastered all the techniques of the calendrical
sciences of' China and even surpassed them.
64Munjon« ~, J,29a.
65ypllyOsil, 37, "Imo alsong Chloe Seil chi ok,"
reports the lunaroccllltation of' a c9nstellation in 1-701.
Xi I.seems to relate the f'actional struggles of his time
to the sUdden, disap;>earance of the moon.
See his SOktam
.1li1,', "SOnjo. 11/10/- ...
66

~.

47,32b.

67venus seen in the daytime in 1510 was interpreted
in later history_as :the omen for the :f'orth2oming Japanese
pirates., See Yo11yos!l, 7. "Samp'o waebyon."
68Yonsan'iUn i.lEi, 2, 12a.

69~. 15,8b-9a.
70~, 41,2a.

71~e ~8.10b.
72~, 48,10b-lla.
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7~~, 101,4b.

iSQ, 13.2b-3a.

74KS , 48, 18a.

75~, 4~.24a-b.
76YQllyOsil, 15, "Imjin waeran taega sOsu."

77~, 5, "Yungch •on-sa hyesong-ga.

II

78For hYgniii in Korean literary'history, see Peter
Lee. stu'dies in :the. SaeQannQr ae (Rome. 1959).

7~.sI, ), "Paengnyul-sa" and "Manp'asik chok."

8~~, 1, "T'aejong Ch'unch'u kong."
81~. 44,9b.

~.

13.24a-b.

92,13a for the biography of Ch' oe Chimong.,
10.35a.

KSQ. 6.20b.

85 see Yi Pyongdo, lian'gu.k-li. Chungse (Seoul. 1961).
pp. 217-225.

86,SiJ.Q.~, 4.10a.
87YOllyosil, 4, "Yuksin mobok sangwang."

88Yejoni ~, 1,22a and 3Sb.
89.Ib.1..d.. 1 e 39b.
90YQllyOsil, 6, "Nam I chi ok."
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91songjQng ~, 13,17b through 14,3a.
92Ibid., 13,22a.

YOllyOsil, 6, "Songjong."

93YOnsan'gun ilgi, 37,14a.
94Ibid., 37,16a-21b.

~~Ibid., 37,19b.
96 I bid., 63,6b.
97 I bi d•
98 Yi I, SOktam i1&i, "Sonjo S/10/-."

.~~Ibid.
100~, 2S,3b.

'101~, 9.38b-39a.
42.Sa.

~.

A similar version is found in

1~2~, 41,7b.
103~, 43,3a has it that there was a comet and earthquake.
But ~, 10,43a has it as a meteor and earthquake.
~ seems to be correct, because (1) there is no record .
of a comet in ~ for the spring of 673 in the annals section. though there is one in the fall of the next year;
(2) meteors, not comets, are more often seen as the omen
of death, as we shall soon see.

104~,92,13a.
~,2,lb.
See also Hugh Kang,
"A Reinterpretation of Koryo's First Succession struggle
in 94S1 Its Causes and Issues," (Paper presented at the
Annual Meeting of the Association for Asian studies, Chicago, March, 1967) for the succession struggle and Ch'oe's
role in it.
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105~. 48,14b.

106sejonc~. 11,2b.
107YQDSan'Gn iJ.&1., 60,lla.
108ChUD£jone ~ 21,42a.
here is in~, 5.1a.
109ChOsen kinal~i
dobi," pp. 1234-123 •

The portion of

ItKang Kamch'an."

112~. 10,la-3b.

113XS , 3.Sb.

KS.Q.. 2,32a.

114~. 11,lb.

xa ,

11S

98, 39a.

"Ch'oe Kiu."

116~. 9,5b-6a.
117x.s, 20,J8b.

13,40b.

~.

118U , 21,21aJ 53,19b.
119x.s. 133.14b.

quoted

sAran. Ha. No. 457. "Ii Sunsin sin-

110 yu sOngnyong, Cbingbi-mk. Ra.
lllx.s.. 94,llb-12a.

~

ImQ.,

30,15a-b.

120T'aejOni ~. 12.1b.
121 I bi q., 20,JOa.
122Ibig.p 23,17bo
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123sejoUi~, 83,1Sb.

124Harmonizing Jd,n-xa,n& was one of the foremost
duties of the state councillors, according to the KyQnggyk tae jon, 1, "Kyonggwan- jik. "
The resignation of state
councillors at the occurrences of portents will be discussed in the early part of Chapter IV.
12Ssejong ~, 10S,4a-Sb.
126gQngjoni ~, 242.1a-12a.
127ygllyOsiJ.. 4. "Yuksin mobok sangwang" and
"Ch' ae Su."

130lh!d•• 189.3a-Sb.
29,4b-5a.

6.

YOnsgn'eun ilgi, 24,2Sa-29a,

131YOnsan'gun il&i. 21,1Sa-20a.
13 2 Ibi d . , 60.4a.
133ChUOijong ~, 9. 31a-45a.
134The thunder and lightning in the winter of 1493
brought on the removal of chief state councillor. See
songjong ~, 283. 21b-46b.
135Chunejong ~. 17.SSb through lS.21b.
historians' comment on the last page.
136Ibig•• 27.14a.
137Yi

I" sQktam ili1. "sOnjo 0/10/-."
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See also

1)8 More will come in the last part of Chapter IV.
1)9~. 9.12a.

140~. 5,2a.
141~. 22.

))a.

142U , 55,19a.
14).u.o.. 27. 29a.
144~. 1)S,40b, 5S.2ib.

~.

145T'aejon£ ~. 16.2b.
146 Mun j on& ~, 13.13b.

147T·aejon£~. 23.9a.
l48sejon,~. 56. l7a-b.
149,SUQ,~, 5.1f3b.
l5°sOn~jQn~ ~. 274.4a-9a.
151YOnsan'iUn ilii. 50,17b-18a.
152~. 2.2b-3a.

~,3,la.

153~, 24.2a.

154~, 4, "Hyon yuga hae hwaom."
15S.s.s. 8.11a.
156~. a,lib.
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32,30a.

157~, 9.4a and Sa.
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